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INTRODUCTION
Practically every country of the World has a National Meteorolo gical and Hydrologi cal Service
(NMHS) which provides a range of vital services to the Governme nt, to commercial customers
, and to
the population at large.
The demands on all NMHSs throughou t the world are ever increasing. lt is therefore
necessary for these services, both developed and developing, to understand and employ
new and
better technologies and technique s in a wide range of disciplines including communic ations,
observing ,
modelling, and research. The decisions concernin g this new technolog y, must take into account
how
it may influence the basic structure and long-term goals of organizations.
In response to the needs for informatio n about the new technolog ies, expressed by WMO
Members, the WMO Executive Council, at its forty-fifth session (Geneva, June 1993), authorized
the
convening of an International Conference on Meteorolo gical and Hydrologi cal Technolo
gy and its
Management, together with a technical exhibition .
The main purpose of this Conference is to provide an opportuni ty for high-level decision
makers from Ministries, Meteorolo gical and Hydrologi cal Services, Academia and Industry
to address
new technologies and system management issues.
This major International Conference is being held under the auspices of the World
Meteorological Organization, with eo-sponsorship by a number of other organizations, governme
nt and
private industry from around the world, to deal with these important topics. lt is being attended
by
around 400 participan ts from at least 100 countries.
The objectives of the Conference are to provide participan ts with the most up-to-date
informatio n relating to the current status in the different fields focused by the Conference themes,
and
also to provide an overview of expected developm ents. The use of new technolog y to improve
the
effectiven ess of training, possibilities of supportin g existing training activities and the generation
of
new low cost training programm es will also be addressed.
Possible solutions will be presented on how to manage the introducti on and operation of new
technolog y systems in NMHSs, including aspects of cost and human resources.
Participants will have the opportuni ty to exchange informatio n about their own experiences
in using new technolog y in different fields of applications. The Conference will also provide
a valuable
contributio n towards the transfer of knowledg e and capacity building.
The widespread interest in and enthusias tic response to the Conference has enabled the
International Programme Committe e (IPC) to establish a most attractive programm e which
includes
presentations by world leaders in high technolog y from industry, academia, other internatio
nal
organizations and meteorological and hydrological services.
Over 150 papers were offered by eminent authors world wide. However, the IPC had
to
select only some eighty of them for oral or poster presentations at the Conference.
The main
constraint for not selecting more papers is the limitation in time allotted for the Conferenc
e which is
now being run in one single plenary session.

(ii)
The Conference programme is also included in this publication. This indicates the holding of
a special session on modelling which the IPC included upon request from Member countries.

NOTE
This report has been produced without editorial revisions by the WMO Secretariat. The designations
employed and the presentation of material in this publication do not imply the expression of any opinion
whatsoever on the part of the Secretariat of the World Meteorological Organization concerning the legal
status of any country, territory, city or area, or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its
frontiers or boundaries.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE CONFERENCE
The Conference will provide participants with the most up-to-date information relating to the
current status in the different fields focused by the Conference themes, and will also provide an
overview of expected developments. The use of new technology to improve the effectiveness of
training, possibilities of supporting existing training activities and the generation of new low cost
training programmes will also be addressed.
Possible solutions will be presented on how to manage the introduction and operation of new
technology systems in National Meteorological and Hydrological Services, including aspects of cost and
human resources.
Participants will have the opportunity to exchange information about their own experiences
in using new technology in different fields of applications. The conference will also provide a valuable
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contribution towards the transfer of knowledge and capacity building. The Conference will provide
specific recommendations which could be used in the future, particularly by developing Member
countries, in the planning for and implementatio n of modern technology systems and related training.

CONFERENCE THEMES
1.

TRAINING IN THE USE OF MODERN TECHNOLOGY;

2.

APPLICATIONS OF HIGH-TECH SYSTEMS FOR TRAINING;

3.

MODERN METEOROLOGICAL, HYDROLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY;

4.

SATELLITE OPERATIONS AND SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY;

5.

DATA MANAGEMEN T- REQUIREMENTS, SPECIFICATIONS, EVOLUTION;

6.

MANAGEMENT AND UTILIZATION OF MODERN TECHNOLOGY WITH MODEST RESOURCES;

7.

SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION IN A HIGH-TECH ENVIRONMENT;

8.

IMPACT OF APPLICATIONS OF HIGH-TECH SYSTEMS ON NATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL
AND HYDROLOGICAL SERVICES;

9.

OUTLOOK FOR FUTURE HIGH-TECH SYSTEMS.

CONFERENCE PROGRAMM E

MONDAY, MAY 22, 1995

09:00

Registration

10:00

OPENING CEREMONY:
Welcome and Introductions
Conference Chairman:
Mr D. Blaskovich, Cray Research Inc., USA
Official Opening Statement:
Prof. G.O.P. Obasi, Secretary General of WMO
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Keynote Address:
Mr Zou Jingmeng, President of WMO
HIGH TECHNOLOGY AND ITS MANAGEMENT FROM THE
PERSPECTIVE OF METEOROLOGICAL AND HYDROLOGICAL
SERVICES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 1 - 10
Special Presentation:
Mr W.G. Sombroek, FAO, Director, Land and
Water Development Division
OPPORTUNITIES FOR FAO/WMO CO-OPERATION IN WATER
MANAGEMENT THROUGH NEWLY AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY ..

THEME 1:
THEME 2:

Pages 11- 13

TRAINING IN THE USE OF MODERN TECHNOLOGY
APPLICATIONS OF HIGH- TECH SYSTEMS FOR TRAINING
Chairman:

Dr T. Spangler, NOAA, USA

INVITED SPEAKER:
Prof. K.L. Gustafson, University of Georgia, USA
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY IN THE SCIENCES: WHERE WE
ARE AND WHERE WE ARE GOING

Pages 14- 18

12:30

LUNCH

14:30

Prof. S. Zhaobo, Nanjing Institute of
Meteorology, China
OUR STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 19- 23
Mr Oiang Wang, Beijing Meteorological College,
China
OF HIGH-LEVEL
EDUCATION
CONTINUING
THE
METEOROLOGICAL PERSONNEL IN CHINA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Pages 24- 27

Mr B.E. Heckman, UCAR/COMET, Boulder Colorado, USA
KEY ISSUES TO MAKE CAL WORK IN METEOROLOGICAL
COMET
THE
FROM
EXPERIENCES
ORGANIZATIONS:
PROGRAMME . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 28- 31
Mr M.B. Jaeneke, Deutscher Wetterdienst,
Germany
THE RADAR NETWORK OF THE DWD. EXPERIENCES IN
TRAINING IN ITS USE AND ITS APPLICATION IN NOWCASTING
OF REGIONAL AND LOCAL THUNDERSTORMS . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 32- 35
COFFEE BREAK

(vii)

Dr C. Garcia-Legaz, Universi ty of Madrid, Spain
LEARNI NG OF METEOR OLOGY USING INTERA CTIVE
MULTIM EDIA SYSTEMS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 3640

FEATURED SPEAKER
Mrs F. Parmenter-Holt, NOAA/N ESDIS, USA
BLENDING ADVANC ED ENVIRONMENTAL OBSERVATIONS AND
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGIES INTO COMPUTER TRAINING
PROGRAMS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

17:30

Pages 41 - 44

End of afternoo n session
RECEPTION hosted by the Secretary General of WMO
(time to be announced)

TUESDAY, MAY 23, 1995

THEME 3:

MODER N METEOR OLOGIC AL,
TECHNOLOGY

09:30

Chairman: Dr A. van Gysegem, Belgium

HYDROL OGICAL

AND

ENVIRO NMENTA L

Or A. van Gysegem, lnstitut Royal
Meteoro logique de Belgique
OVERVIEW OF MODERN SURFACE BASED METEOROLOGICAL
MEASURING TECHNOLOGY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 4548
Mr M. Ouaar, Agence National e des Ressources
Hydrau/iques, Alger
LES NOUVELLES TECHNIQUES D'ESTIM ATION DES SEDIMENT$
EN SUSPENSION ET DU RUISSELLEMENT INTRODUITES A
L' AGENCE NATIONALE DES RESSOURCES HYDRAULIQUES. . . . Pages 4956
Ms G.A. Tolkacheva, SAN/GM /, Republic of Uzbekist an
DEVELO PMENT OF MODER N TECHNO LOGIES
FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION MONITORING OF CENTRAL ASIA
REGION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 57
- 60

{viii)
Prof. 0. Starosolszky, Water Resources Research
Centre, Budapest, Hungary
MAJOR PROBLEMS OF FLOW MEASUREMENTS AND THE
PROMISE OF THE NEW TECHNOLOGY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 61 - 64

COFFEE BREAK
Dr G. Peters, University of Hamburg, Germany
THE POTENTIAL OF MICRO-RADAR AS A RAIN GAUGE

......

Pages 65- 68

Dr D. Heinze, Technical University of 1/menau,
Germany
IN
HUMIDITY
MEASURING
FOR
METHODS
MODERN
METEOROLOGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Pages 69- 74

Dr H. Steinhagen, Deutscher Wetterdienst, Germany
TEST OF A 1290 MHZ BOUNDARY LAYER WIND PROFILER IN
VIEW OF FUTURE OPERATIONAL USE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 75- 78

12:30

LUNCH

THEME4:

SATELLITE OPERATIONS AND SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY

14:30

Chairman: Mr Y. Haruyama, NASDA, Japan
Mr Y. Haruyama, NASDA, Japan
ADVANCED EARTH OBSERVING SATELLITES OF JAPAN . . . . . . Pages 79- 82
Dr A.-W.S. Mashat, King Abdulaziz University,
Saudi Arabia
SATELLITE CLASSIFICATION OF THE SURFACE SOIL MOISTURE
OVER A SEMI-ARID LAND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Pages 83 - 86

Mr W.G. Shope, US Geological Survey, USA
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY'S USE OF SATELLITE DATA
US
THE
RELAY FOR NEAR REAL-TIME HYDROLOGICAL DATA
COLLECTION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Pages 87 - 88

Dr R. Scofield, NOAA Science Center, USA
SATELLITE TECHNIQUES FOR HYDROLOGICAL APPLICATION . .

Pages 89- 92

COFFEE BREAK

(ix}

Or P. Curtis, The Meteor ologica l Office, UK
THE CHARACTERISATION AND VALIDATION OF DATA FROM
OPERATIONAL SATELLITE INSTRUMENTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pages 93- 96
Or P. Hans, Dornier GmbH, Germany
NOVEL SATELLITE INSTRUMENTS FOR METEOROLOGICAL AND
HYDROLOGICAL APPLICATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Or C.J. Readings, Head, Earth Sciences Division , ESA
THE ROLE OF THE EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY . . . . . . . . . .

Pages 97- 100

Pages 101 - 104

Mr A.M. Volkov, Research and Produc tion
Associa tion, PLANETA, Russian Federation
OPERATIONALSPACE SYSTEMS FOR HYDROMETEOROLOG ICAL
AND ECOLOGICAL MONITORING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages
105- 109

17:30

End of afternoon session

WEDNESDAY, MAY 24, 1995
09:30

Introdu ctory Remarks
Prof. G.O.P. Obasi, Secretary General of WMO
Keynote address
Mr R. Ewald, President and CEO of CRA Y Research Inc.
HIGH TECHNOLOGY AND ITS MANAGEMENT FROM THE
PERSPECTIVE OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR

THEME 5:

DATA MANAGEMENT, REQUIREMENTS, SPECIFICATIONS, EVOLU
TION

10:35

Chairman: Dr A.A. Vasiliev, Russian Federation
Mr B. N. Dewan, India Meteor ologica l Departm ent
METEOROLOGICAL DATA MANAGEMENT, PROCESSING,
QUALITY CONTROL AND ARCHIVING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages
110 - 113
Dr V. Durocher, Canadian Meteor ologica l Centre, Canada
NATIONAL CLIMATE ARCHI VE- THE NEXT GENERATION

(x)

Dr B.W. Gelding, The Meteorologica l Office, UK
FOR VERY SHORT-RANGE
AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM
FORECASTING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 114 - 117

12:00 - 12:30

EXHIBITION OPENING CEREMONY

RECEPTION hosted by Orgexpo, Geneva
LUNCH

14:30

Dr H.P.S. Ahluwalia, lnfo Electronics Systems
/ne, Canada
A LOW-COST PC-BASED SYSTEM FOR DISTRIBUTION,
COLLECTION & DISPLAY OF METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION
Pages 11 8 - 1 22

Mr V.A. Semyonov, ROSGIDROMET, Russian Federation
TECHNICAL AND TECHNOLOG ICAL SUPPORT FOR
HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL DATA MANAGEMEN T . . . . . . . . . Pages 123- 126
Mr J.F. Boyer, ORSTOM, Cote d'lvoire
DATA BANK MANAGEMEN T AND UTILIZATION IN HYDROLOGY.
Pages 127-130
THE EXAMPLE OF HYDROM 3.0
COFFEE BREAK

THEME6:

MANAGEMEN T AND UTILIZATION OF MODERN TECHNOLOGY WITH MODEST
RESOURCES

16:00

Chairman: MrS. Pollonais, Trinidad
Mr C.H. Vermillion, Dawn Engineering Laboratories Inc.,
USA
THE NEXT GENERATION METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
TECHNOLOGY: WILL THE JUMP TO NEW SATELLITE SYSTEMS
PLACE THIS TECHNOLOGY BEYOND THE REACH OF
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 131 - 134
Mr S.M. Khan, Hydrometeoro logical Service, Guyana
MODERN TECHNOLOGY IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY: THE
GUYANA EXPERIENCE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 135- 138

(xi)

Dr W.E. Grabs, Federal Institute of Hydrolog y, Germany
ESTABLISHMENT OF A MEASURING SERVICE FOR SNOW AND
GLACIER HYDROLOGY IN NEPAL: CASE STUDY FOR THE
MANAG EMENT AND UTILIZATION OF MODERN TECHNOLOGY
WITH MODEST RESOURCES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 139
- 141

FEATURED SPEAKER
Prof. M.T. Zen, Deputy Chairman of BPPT, Indonesia
MANAG EMENT OF HIGH-TECHNOLOGY IN A COUNTRY IN
TRANSITION

17:30

End of afternoon session

THURSDAY, MAY 25, 1995
THEME6 :

MANAG EMENT AND UTILIZATION OF MODERN TECHNOLOGY WITH MODES
T
RESOURCES (continued)

09:30

Chairman: MrS. Pollonais, Trinidad
Prof. LA. Ogallo, Universi ty of Nairobi, Kenya
RECENT CHALLENGES TO THE APPLICATIONS OF HIGH
TECHNOLOGY IN THE NATION AL METEOROLOGICAL AND
HYDROLOGICAL SERVICES IN AFRICA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 142
- 146
J.R.Orte ga Hernandez, Director , Meteoro logical
Service, Venezuela
MANAG EMENT PLAN FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
MODERNIZATION OF HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL SERVICES IN
VENEZUELA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 147
- 152

THEME 7:

SYSTEMS MANAG EMENT AND ORGANIZATION IN A HIGH- TECH ENVIRONMENT
Chairman:

Mr N. Beriot, France

Mr J. Jaatinen, Vaisala Oy, Finland
POTENTIAL MEANS TO CONTINUE VLF-BASED WIND FINDING
WITHOU T OMEGA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 153
- 156

(xii)
Mr l. Marneffe, CEIS TM, France
HOW MANUFACTURERS CAN CONTRIBUTE TO THE REDUCTION
OF MAINTENANCE AND TRAINING COST: A NEW APPROACH
Pages 157 - 160
TO DCP DESIGN
COFFEE BREAK

Mr H.G. Wilson, PRC Inc., USA
OPEN SYSTEMS FOR METEOROLOGICAL, HYDROLOGICAL AND
OCEANOGRAPHIC PROCESSING SYSTEMS ... , . . . . . . . . . Pages 161 - 164
Mr P. Benichou, Meteo-France, France
SYNERGY: AN OPERATIONAL WORKSTATION FOR DUTY
FORECASTERS AT METEO-FRANCE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 165 - 168
Mr R.J. Sznaider, Kavouras Inc., USA
VISUALIZATIO N TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO METEOROLOGICAL
DATA TO ENHANCE UNDERSTANDING BY THE GENERAL
PUBLIC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 169 - 172

LUNCH

12:30

14:30

FEATURED SPEAKER:

Mr L.Boezi, Deputy Asst. Administrator for
Modernization, National Weather Service, NOAA,
USA
PRINCIPLES FOR DESIGNING AND MANAGING THE
MODERNIZATION OF A NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE . . . . Pages 173- 175

THEMEB:

IMPACT OF APPLICATIONS OF HIGH-TECH SYSTEMS
METEOROLOGICAL AND HYDROLOGICAL SERVICES

ON

NATIONAL

Chairman: Dr S. Karjoto, Indonesia
Mr E. Stallings, National Weather Service, USA
ADVANCED HYDROLOGICAL PREDICTION SERVICES AND
TECHNOLOG Y TRANSFER TO THE INTERNATIO NAL
COMMUNITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 176- 179
Mr H .J. Koppert, Deutscher Wetterdienst, Germany
DWD'S VISUALIZING SYSTEM FOR TV BROADCASTERS . . . .

Pages 180 - 187

(xiii)

COFFEE BREAK
MrS. Mildner, Deutsche r Wetterdie nst, Germany
FAX-E, A SATELLITE-BASED DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM FOR
METEOROLOGICAL DATA AND PRODUCTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 188- 190
Mr Wu Xianwei, China Meteorolo gical Administr ation,
China
THE IMPROVEMENT OF TELECOMMUNICATION PERFORMANCE
BY INTRODU CTION OF VSAT TECHNO LOGY IN
METEOROLOGICAL OPERATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 191 - 196
Mr P.A. Mwingira, Directorat e of Meteorolo gy, Tanzania
IMPACT OF THE APPLICATIONS OF HIGH TECHNOLOGY
SYSTEM S- TANZANI A' A EXPERIENCES WITH THE MDD/PDUS,
DIGI-CORA, AND WITH THE CLICOM SYSTEMS . . . . . . . . . . Pages 197 - 201

17:00

Introducto ry Remarks:
Prof. G.O.P Obasi, Secretary General of WMO

FEATURED SPEAKER
Dr D .J. Baker, Under Secretary of Commerc e for
Oceans and Atmosphe re, NOAA
USE OF HIGH TECHNOLOGY FOR CLIMATE AND EL NINO
PREDICTION WITH AN IMPACT ON SOCIAL ECONOMIC
FACTORS AT NATIONAL LEVEL
18:00

End of afternoon session

FRIDAY MAY 26, 1995

THEME 9:

OUTLOOK FOR FUTURE HIGH- TECH SYSTEMS

09:30

Chairman: Prof. P. Hubert, France
Mrs A. Manea, CEMAGREF, France
HYDROL OGICAL INFORMA TION SYSTEM S DESIGN:
REQUIREMENTS, SPECIFICATIONS, EVOLUTION . . . . . . . . . Pages 202 - 205

(xiv)

Dr E. Howard, NOAA, USA
OF NOAA'S
NEXT GENERATI ON
STARTING THE
ENVIRONM ENTAL
OPERATIO NAL
GEOSYNC HRONOUS
SATELLITES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 206 - 209
INVITED SPEAKERS
Mr J. Morgan, EUMETSAT
FUTURE SYSTEMS FOR SATELLITE OPERATIONS AND
TECHNOLOGY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 21 0 - 213
Prof. G.-R. Hoffmann, ECMWF
THE FUTURE OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
METEOROLOGY

COMPUTERS

IN
Pages 214 - 21 6

COFFEE BREAK
Dr T. Kelly, /TU
FUTURE HIGH-TECH SYSTEMS FOR COMMUNIC ATION . . . . . . . . . . . Page 217

FEATURED SPEAKER
Dr L. Bengtsson, Max Planck lnstitut, Germany
FUTURE PROSPECTS FOR PREDICTION OF CLIMATE AND
WEATHER

12:30

CLOSING STATEMENT
Prof. G.O.P Obasi, Secretary General of WMO
LUNCH
SPECIAL SESSION ON MODELLING

14:30

Chairperson: Mrs. G.K. Ramothwa, Botswana
Mr F. Yoshino, Foundation of River and Basin
Integrated Communications, Japan
PRESENT STATUS AND PERSPECTIVE ON THE AREAL
MODELLING USED IN HYDROLOGICAL MODELS . . . . . . . . . . Pages 218 - 221
Prof. B. Schuerman n, Siemens AG, Germany
NEURAL NETS: A HIGH-TECH APPROACH TO WEATHER
FORECASTING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Page 222

(xv)

Dr K. Puri, Bureau of Meteorology Research Centre,
Australia
THE AUSTRALIAN BUREAU OF METEOROLOGY'S TROPICAL
ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION SYSTEM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 223 - 226
COFFEE BREAK

Dr J. Pudykiewicz, Atmospheric Environment Service,
Canada
ATMOSPHERIC TRACER MODELS AND THEIR IMPORTANCE FOR
THE MONITORING OF NUCLEAR TESTING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pages 227- 230
Dr R.L. Dennis, Environmenta l Protection Agency
REGIONAL AIR QUALITY MODELLING AT THE U.S. EPA FOR
MULTIPOLLUTANT AND CROSS-MEDIA ASSESSMENTS . . . . Pages 231 - 232
Prof. T. lversen, lnstitutt for Geofysikk,
University of Oslo, Norway
MODELLING LONG-TERM AIR-POLLUTION ON REGIONAL AND
HEMISPHER IC SCALES
USING TIME-RESO LVED
METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION

17:00

End of special session

LIST OF PAPERS FOR POSTER SESSION

1.

H.A. Abdalla, Meteorologica l Department, Sudan
OPERATIONAL RADIATION MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS

2.

P. Binder, Swiss Meteorologica l Institute, Switzerland
RADAR-LIKE VISUALIZATION OF NUMERICAL PRECIPITATION FORECASTS

3.

I. Borrajero Montejo, lnstituto de Meteorologfa, Cuba
METEOROLOGICAL AND RADAR INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEM

4.

J.F. Boyer, E. Servat, J.E. Paturel and B. Kouame, ORSTOM, Cote d'lvoire
MANAGING HYDROLOGICAL AND CLIMATIC DATA UNDER WINDOWS ENVIRONMENT.
HEP-BASE: A DATA BASE DESIGNED WITH PARADOX 4.5 FOR WINDOWS

(xvi)
5.

V. Castro, University of Costa Rica, Costa Rica
AN ALTERNATIVE FOR AIR HUMIDITY MEASUREMENTS IN THE TROPICS WITH LOW COST
WET-DRY THERMISTORS

6.

V.E. Chub, G.A. Tolkacheva, N.E. Gorelkin and S.G. Chanysheva, Glavgydromet,
The Republic of Uzbekistan
MONITORING OF THE ARAL SEA CRISIS CONSEQUENCES

7.

E. Demeke, National Meteorological Service, Ethiopia
MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY WITH MODEST RESOURCES

8.

P.B. de Souza, Ecole polytechnique federale de Lausanne, Switzerland
CODEAU: A DATA BASE PACKAGE FOR THE ANALYSIS OF HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL
DATA

9.

A. Flanders and E. Stallings, NOAA, USA
A DECADE OF TRAINING:
HYDROLOGY

10.

REPORT ON INTERNATIONAL TRAINING IN OPERATIONAL

A.l. Flares, J. Lassig, M. Cogliati, E. Campetella, C. Palese, M. Bastanski, P. Antico,
A. Movia and A lrirzun, University of Buenos Aires, Argentina
A BOUNDARY LAYER FIELD EXPERIMENT IN LOW COST

11.

M. Gosset, ORSTOM-LTHE, France
RAIN MEASUREMENTS IN SAHELIAN AFRICA USING A C-BAND RADAR: CALIBRATION
AND ATTENUATION

12.

J.L. Hatch, Lockheed Missiles and Space Inc., USA
AN AUTOMATICALLY CALIBRATED REAL-TIME AIR POLLUTION MONITORING DISPLAY
AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM NETWORKED ACROSS TEXAS

13.

W. Heres, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA
THE EFFECTS OF ADVANCED COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
RESEARCH: CURRENT AND FUTURE APPLICATIONS

14.

ON

METEOROLOGICAL

Hoang Van Binh, Hydrometeorological Service, Vietnam
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EXPEDITING METEOROLOGICAL MODERNISATION PROCESS
AND IMPROVING MANAGEMENT
BY FULLY UTILISING HIGH TECHNO LOGY
ZOU JINGMENG
PRESIDENT OF WMO
ADMINISTRATOR
CHINA METEOROL OGICAL ADMINISTRA TION

Ladies and Gentlemen,
I have pleasure to participate in the WMO International Conference on
Meteorological and Hydrological Technology and its Management
METEOHYTEC 21, and I feel honoured to make a speech entitled "Expediting
Meteorological Modernisation Process and Improving Management by Fully
Utilising High Technology".
To a larger extent, the mankind depends on the natural environment,
particularly on meteorological and hydrological environment. Along with the social
and economic progress, it becomes evident that there is an increasing demand
for meteorological and hydrological information. To satisfy the needs of general
public and government decision-makers, the national Meteorological and
Hydrological Services (NMHSs) provide more accurate and timely forecasts and
warnings. Science and technology give impetus to productivity, and they
symbolise the civilisation of the mankind. With each scientific or technological
breakthrough, it often brings about profound changes in productivity and the
social progress. As modern science and technology are widely applied to
meteorology and hydrology, it has greatly promoted development of
meteorological and hydrological services as a whole. Each major technical
innovation tends to push the meteorology and hydrology a step forward. In late
1950s, the launches of man-made satellites led to a most significant development
in the world meteorological history, i.e. the emerge of the World Weather Watch.
In 1970s, large or super computers began to be used at some NMHSs and
enabled them to run numerical weather prediction (NWP) models on an
operational basis with a longer time validity and higher accuracy. Nowadays, the
high technology applied to satellite, super-computers,
high speed
telecommunication, Doppler radars and other remote sensing equipment, etc.,
has been extensively utilised in NMHSs, and it has greatly improved their
meteorological and hydrological observations, forecasts and services, which
bring about greater socio-economic benefits and make a remarkable contribution
to the sustainable socio-economic development of all countries.
The increasing utilisation of new and high technology in NMHSs is a
fundamental approach to promote meteorological and hydrological services and
to render high-quality services. The management in introducing new and high
technology is a basic condition for creating better benefits from the services
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provided by NMHSs. Yet, the well-trained staff are necessary to make full use of
the advanced techniques and equipment.
Due to the difference in social and economic development, the modernisation
process of meteorological and hydrological services varies from one country to
another, particularly in developing countries where it is not always satisfactory in
applying advanced technology owing to many factors like financial limitations,etc.
Members have prepared plans for
However, based . on their realities,
meteorological and hydrological development to promote their services in the
same pace as their national socio-economic development, in the course of
modernisation and introduction of high and new technology. Members might go
more faster in developing their NMHSs than other sectors, if conditions allow.
NMHSs should endeavour to meet the increasing demands for both
meteorological and hydrological services by all social and economic communities.
Meanwhile, governments should be kept aware of and made better understood
the potential benefits that could be generated from the modernised
meteorological and hydrological operations. On one hand, the national and
international co-operation in different manners should be consolidated, including
collaboration with industrial sectors, enterprises, and manufacturers so as to
expedite modernisation process and achieve greater overall benefits of the
services. On the other hand, industrial enterprises and manufacturers are
encouraged to provide NMHSs with the advanced techniques and equipment at
lower or favourable price and through technical transfers. Members of WMO
have already had many valuable experience in this regard. The main theme of
this conference is meteorological. and hydrological technology and its
management. Therefore, I wish to address the issue in three parts:
Part One: The Main Achievements In Developing Meteorological Services In
China And Benefits Derived.
China is a developing country. lt is vast in territory, large in population and it
is frequently hit by natural disasters and by adverse weather events in particular,
such as heavy rain, floods, droughts, typhoon, hailstone, low-temperature, etc. As
the economy develops, the damages caused by the meteorological disasters tend
to be increasing. According to the statistics made in last 5 years, the annual loss
due to meteorological disasters on main land China varies from 60 to 180 billion
yuan RMB, which approximately accounts for 3-6% of GNP.Therefore, China is
confronting with crucial challenges as how to expedite the pace of meteorological
development, how to enhance our capability in forecasting disastrous weather,
and how to increase the social and economic benefits of meteorological services.
For more than a decade, China has clung to the advances of science and
technology and it has actively involved in development, introduction and
utilisation of new and high technology, in promotion of its meteorological
High technology has been widely applied to atmospheric
modernisation.
sounding, meteorological communication network, basic information processing
and services. Consequently, our capability in both meteorological operations and
services has been greatly improved, and noticeable socio-economic benefits
have been achieved. The meteorological services are supported and highly
commanded by the public and governments at various levels, thus the visibility of
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meteorology has been enhanced by a big margin. In return, such support gives
fresh impetus to the meteorological services.
A comprehe nsive meteorolo gical observati on system has been
establishe d in China on a prelimina ry basis, which is fully equipped ,
rationally distribute d and highly computer ised. Atmospheric sounding is the
prerequisite for meteorological operations. At present, China's capability of
comprehensive observations has been remarkably improved. Modern remote
sensing technology has been extensively utilised at surface, upper-air, radar,
satellite reception and other specialised stations across the country. China has
over 2400 surface stations, 118 upper-air stations, 200 different radars, 98 solar
radiation posts, more than 600 agrometeorological stations, and 60
agrometeorological experimental sites. In order to enhance the capability of
weather and climate monitoring, China has set up a baseline climate network and
other special observation networks. Till 1994, 133 reference climate stations, 78
acid rain stations and 3 regional atmospheric background monitoring stations
were established. The first continental Global Atmospheric Watch (GAW)
observatory was set up in China in 1994. For enhancing the capability in
monitoring and predicting meso- or small-scale weather systems which often lead
to severe disasters, in late 1980's, China constructed 4 experiment bases for
mesa-scale disastrous weather monitoring located in the middle reaches and
delta region of the Yangtze River, delta region of the Pearl River, and in BeijingTianjin-Hebei region respectively. More recently, mesa-scale disastrous weather
prediction and warning systems are being created in Fujian, Beijing and
Shenzhen where the economy is relatively more developed. Weather radars,
automatic weather stations and other remote sensing techniques have been
used to acquire high resolution data. lt is planned to create a modern high-speed
telecommunication and more advanced data processing systems so as to
improve the quality of services oriented to general public and the government
decision makers at different levels.
Furthermore, China launched 2
meteorological polar-orbiting satellites In .1988 and 1990 respectively for
experimental purposes, which marked a new stage of atmospheric sounding in
China.
With completio n of the computer ised telecomm unication system with
NMC as its central hub, the data transimis sion and processin g capability
has substanti ally enhanced. The means of telecommunication is the life-line for
meteorological communica-tion. The system is linking with 6 regional
meteorological centres and 30 provincial bureaux through computer networks. By
the end of 1994, the meteorological departments in China were equipped with
426 different radars, 12 large or medium-size computers, 132 small computers
and 6600 micro-computers. Now, over 90% of the meteorological offices at a
prefecture or city level have set up dedicated terminals through which weather
information, products and services are made available to users. To accommodate
rapid increase . of data and products, the construction of the next generation
information network is just under way. The new network will be based on the
VSAT technology which is known for its high cost-effectiveness and it is
composed of one hub station and more than 350 remote terminals covering all
the meteorological offices at a prefecture or city level and above. By 1997 when
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the system is completed, the meteorological telecommunication in China will be
significantly improved.
The establishment of well-structured operational weather forecast
system represents a new step forward in improving the basic data
processing, analysis and prediction. The system is reasonably distributed at 5
levels (i.e. at country, region, province, prefecture and county levels) which are
closely linked, well organised and each is guided by its higher level. Based on the
NWP products through man-machine interactive work-stations, and incorporated
with multiple techniques and methodology, the traditional synoptic weather
forecasting is in a transition towards objective, quantitative predictions. Both
China-made super computer Galaxy-11 and US-made CRAY C92 super computers
have pushed China's NWP to a higher level. The T63L 16 medium range NWP
system was put into operation from 1 June 1994, which conducts 6-hourly data
assimilation 4 times per day, and produces a 7-day forecast. lt is also expected
that by the summer of 1996, the T1 06 model will run on an operational basis.
Upon completion, the NWP capability in China will be further improved.
The meteorological research and education has different features and it
has strongly promoted the China's meteorological modernisation process.
The scientific research in China gives its emphasis to self-reliance. At the same
time, attention has also been given to the introduction of advanced techniques
and to international co-operation and academic exchanges. For more than 10
years, high-quality results have been achieved in almost all branches of
atmospheric sciences, which enable us to better understand the behaviour of the
atmosphere, particularly of the disastrous weather events, and to further improve
the skill and accuracy of operational forecasts on adverse weather. China's
education system in meteorology now can provide all kinds of qualified graduates
from technician up to post doctoral level. For more than a decade, 50 postgraduates, 450 four-year graduates, 420 three-year graduates as well as 1600
technicians are trained annually. Most graduates become the mainstay staff both
in meteorological operations and scientific research, and they are playing an
important role in mastering advanced techniques. In 1994, a WMO regional
(Asia) training centre officially opened in Nanjing, so that China will contribute to
man-power development for the developing countries in the region. Along with
the modernisation process of meteorological operations, the Computer Aided
Learning (CAL) has become available for further education and training,
particularly for those staff working in the remote stations. CAL becomes a useful
tool in further education. The meteorological education institutions under CMA
are now able to develop ~nd produce their own CAL software.
Significant progress has been achieved in studies on climate, climate
change and rational exploitation of climatic resources. Climate predictions
and services are the major integral parts of meteorological services. In recent
years, the climate issue becomes more and more internationalised and it has
drawn attention from national governments. With the approval by the Chinese
government. the National Climate Centre (NCC) was officially established in
February 1994. As one of the steps taken to promote sustainable development,
the construction and development of the centre have been included in the China's
Agenda 21 and as its priority projects. NCC gives more emphasis on operational
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climate predictions, accompanied with climate research. NCC produces short
range climate prediction and conducts studies on climate change and its
assessments. NCC will endeavour to become a regional climate centre within
the planned WMO climate network.
Part Two: The Main Experience of the Chinese Meteor ologica l Service s
To summarise the achievements and benefits of the Chinese meteorological
services, it should be made clear that it has witnessed most rapid development,
progress and achieved the best benefits since more than a decade, during which
the Chinese meteorologists have accumulated more experience in our
meteorological modernisation efforts.
1. Every efforts have been made to utilise advanced scienc e and high
techno logy so as to firmly promot e meteor ologica l modern isation .
Without meteorological modernisation, the meteorological services could not
play a better role in socio-economic development, nor can they better serve the
national economy. Therefore, the modernisation of meteorological services are
always given the first priority.
The modernisation efforts should be based on the realities of a country and its
overall plan should be well prepared. lt should be organised from a view of
system engineering. A clear and well-coordinated plan should be made in order
to create a data processing and dissemination system based on the computerised
telecommunication network. In early 1980's, China Meteorological Administration
(CMA) has prepared "}he Outlines of the Meteorological Modernisation
Development", according to which a modern meteorological system with Chinese
features was designed. The outline has given a great impetus to the
modernisation drive of meteorological services in China for more than 10 years.
In 1993, CMA adopted "The 10-Year Plan For Meteorological Services" (19912000) and "The Outlines For Developing Meteorological Services" (1991-2020),
which clearly defined the priorities and the long-term objectives for the future
development.
As it is set forth in the two documents mentioned above, new and high
technology should be extensively applied in the modernisation process. China is
a developing country. Like others, on one hand the Chinese meteorological
modernization should be conducted within our capabilities and resources. On the
other hand, every opportunity should be takken to aim at the world advanced
level, high technology and cost-effectiveness. Only through expedited
modernisation process, can we narrow the gap with the internationally advanced
levels.
2. The fundam ental objecti ve of the meteor ologica l service s is to protec t
people and to better serve the nationa l econom ic constru ctions. The public
services oriente d to govern ment decisio n-make rs and general public have
been put in the first place. The Chinese government always attaches great
importance to the application of weather information to disaster reduction and
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preparedness. The faster the economy develops, the greater the weather induced
damage will be, and more benefits could be obtained from meteorological
services. In early 1980's, the cost-benefit ratio of meteorological services was
1:15 - 1:20. According to the recent assessments the ratio now reaches 1:40. lt
could stand higher in the regions where economy are more developed. Therefore,
only by providing accurate and timely services to decision makers and general
public, can we improve our image, receive more substantial support and increase
our capability in developing meteorological services.
China is a large agricultural country, and the agriculture is the basis of the
national economy. The agrometeorological service is the focus of meteorological
services. The recent statistics indicate that the benefits of agrometeorological
service takes 44.8% of total benefits of meteorological services for the national
economy. Therefore, the agrometeorological service is important in increasing the
benefits of meteorological services.
China continues to expand its meteorological services and to seek new areas
for increasing their benefits. With the rapid economic development, a number of
large- and medium-sized cities rise quickly. Urban economy is an important part
of the national economy. More and more national and local key projects continue
to be implemented in these new cities, which proposing new requirements for
meteorological services. In order to satisfy the demands, the domain of
meteorological services will expand to such urban areas. For the time being, the
meteorological services cover more than 100 sectors such as industry,
agriculture, .energy, transportation, building construction, forestry, water
conservancy, marine exploitation, environment protection, tourism, insurance,
recreation and sports,etc.
"\

3. Another important factor that ensures a rapid development of
meteorological services is the practice of "dual leadership - the CMA and
local governmental leadership with the former as the core". China is a large
developing country with observation stations widely distributed across its vast
territory. Financial resources and technical capability are limited. Moreover, the
local economic development varies from one region to another. Therefore, an
appropriate management system must be found, which should fit the
-characteristics of meteorological services and realities in China. Such a national
large-scale meteorological modernisation project can not afford any random
individualities. lt must be planned and implemented in a unified manner and its
meteorological operations should be managed in a co-ordinated way. The "dual
leadership" management system proves to be suitable for the Chinese features
and realities. To match such administrative management system, a so-called
"dual planning and financial system" was also established. The financial
resources from the central government seems insufficient to meet all
requirements, and they should only focus on the basic meteorological operations
and priority projects. Based on station distribution principles of the national
modernisation plan, and according to the local demands, the local governments
at various levels involve in the meteorological projects for supporting local
economic development. The investment for the capital constructions and regular
budget are included in the local development plans and budget. In general, the
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Chinese meteorological services have multiple channels of financial resources
and undergo a co-ordinated development.
The Chinese meteorological practice proves that the
right choice for developing meteorological services in
modernisation process, exploring new service areas,
capability, and for contributing to the development
particularly in urban and rural areas.

"dual leadership" is a
China, promoting its
improving its service
of national economy,

4. Attention should be given to research and education . Applicatio n of
research results and manpower development is the key for rapid
development of meteorological services.
The research forces in the field of meteorological science and technology in
China come from three institutions:
• The Chinese Academy of Sciences
• China Meteorological Administration
• Universities or other higher-learning institution
These institutions involve in studies on basic theories, applied techniques and
technological development, each institution has its own focused research areas.
In close collaboration and co-ordination, they have contributed significantly to the
monitoring of disastrous weather events, and to the development of new forecast
techniques and NWP systems. On the basis of the Chinese experience, the
sustainable development of meteorological services in a country depends on the
availability of its research staff, research priorities and objectives oriented to the
modernisation process, since a well-developed meteorological operation must
rely on sound findings of scientific research.
In China, as an extremely important component in development strategies,
human development and training have been given a higher priority. The Chinese
meteorological education system falls into 2 categories:
•
•

meteorological departments of universities under the State Education
Commission;
higher learning meteorological institutions and technical schools under CMA.

Each education category has its own emphasis in terms of theoretical research,
engineering and operational training respectively and the two education systems
are mutually complementary and together they form a complete meteorological
education system, which can basically satisfies the urgent needs of qualified
staff. Figuratively speaking, if the Chinese meteorological service is linked to a
"flying eagle", then modernised meteorological operation is the "body", the
scientific research and education serve the two wings. The stronger the wings
are, the higher and longer the eagle flies.

5. The preparati on and implementation of meteorol ogical regulation s are
important for ensuring a smooth and sustainab le
developm ent of
meteorolo gical services.
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In the wake of socialist market economy, the policy of reform and opening-up
has been extet:~sively implemented within the meteorological community in China.
Importance has been attached to establishment of meteorological regulations,
and a relative1y complete legal framework is being gradually set up so that
meteorological operations can be managed on a legal basis. Through a long
process of repeated deliberations, "The Meteorological Regulations of the
People's Republic of China" - a first administrative legal document for
meteorology was signed for promulgation by Premier Li Peng in August 1994,
which is a major event in the Chinese history of meteorology. The document
summarises the successful experience in pursuing the meteorological
modernisation, particularly since 1978 when the reform and opening-up policy
was adopted .. lt also reflects the importance attached by the Chinese government
to the meteorological services. This is a clearly-defined legal document in. terms
of management system, management of meteorological professions,
authorisation of weather forecasts, station observations, environment protection,
exploitation and utilisation of climatic resources. The document provides a policy
basis for administrative management of meteorological services in the country.
"The Law of Meteorological Services" is just under preparation, which will be a
more comprehensive legal framework including state laws, administrative
regulations and sectorial behaviours, and will legalise the procedures for
developing meteorological services in China.
6. Meteorological modernisation can not proceed without its scientific
management to which importance must be attached in the course of
meteorological modernisation.

The meteorological modernisation consists of application of modern technolt is hardly imagined that
logy, advanced science and its management.
great importance to
attaches
CMA
managem~nt.
its
modernisation goes without
the management of modernisation activities. In the process of meteorological
modernisation, the operational system has been improved in systematic integrity
and real-time validity. A strict organisation and scientific management are
required to ensure a normal function of such a large real-time system. To
accommodate the rapid development in meteorological modernisation process,
its management should be strengthened. Only with advanced management, can
we achieve better benefits from the modernisation of meteorological services.
The meteorological modernisation is a system engineering project itself. A
modern operational system must be based on. realities, which should harmonise
with national socio-economic development, and it should be accompanied with a
macro-management system. The management and operational functions have
been clearly defined in terms of 5 levels, i.e. at national, regional, provincial,
prefecture and county· levels. Efforts has been also made to standardise and
normalise the management of basic operational systems including system
architecture design, network procedure, software development and selection of
equipment. Accordingly, an effective and efficient management system has been
set up at 4 administrative levels (country, province, prefecture and county), which
exercises the macro management on behalf of the government at certain level.
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The above 6 points are based on the Chinese experience in our modernisation
process. Any country's experience has both commonality and speciality. In other
words, it could be useful for others but it also has limitations. Every country
should start from its own realities while taking into account the useful experience
from others. Only be creative in practice, can better results be achieved.
Part Three: Strength ening Internat ional Co-oper ation to Promote Development of Meteoro logy and Hydrolo gy
The theme of the World Meteorological Day In 1987 was "Meteorology: a
Model of International Co-operation". lt fully reflects the importance and
necessity of the international co-operation in the field of meteorology and
hydrology. Therefore, extensive international co-operation must be conduced,
including the co-operation between meteorological and hydrological agencies,
with industrial sectors and business entities.
To encourage, promote and assist developing countries to participate in the
international co-operation, WMO has taken a series of steps, including the
Technical Co-operation Programme (TCO) from which more than 170 countries
have benefited. The TCO has made a substantial contribution to the development
of meteorology and hydrology of Members and, to some extent, to the world
economy as well.
Advanced technology and techniques from one country may be utilised to
promote the meteorological and hydrorogical services in other countries. lt has
been widely realised that the exclusiveness would be only counterproductive to
their rapid development. From 1970s, The CMA was one of the government
agencies in China that took the lead in opening up. So far, CMA has conducted
international co-operation or academic exchanges with its counterparts from more
than 120 countries or territories. Directors, or their deputies and senior officials
from over 100 developing countries attended study tours in China. Bilateral
agreements on co-operation in the field of meteorological science and technology
have been signed between CMA and other NMHSs from 14 countries or
territories. Through international co-operation, China has introduced the
advanced techniques and equipment. For examples, in early 1980s, TIROS-N
meteorological ·satellite receiving facilities, high-speed telecommunication and
NWP techniques were introduced from abroad. In addition, a large number of
people were sent abroad for further training or studies. Most of them returned and
became the mainstay force either in routine operations or scientific research in
meteorological departments at different levels.
The co-operation and assistance are reciprocal in nature. Since atmosphere
recognises no boundaries,
it draws together world meteorologists and
hydrologists to co-operate regionally and internationally. All Members have
committed to mutual support and assistance. The strengthened technical cooperation among and between developed and developing countries will benefit all
NMHSs. While introducing foreign high technology, China has also provided
assistance via technical transfer to other countries within our own capability. For
instance, since· 1976, China began to donate to WMO Voluntary Co-operation
Programme, and the donation is increasing particularly in recent years. Up to
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now, China has provided meteorological instruments to about 50 countries. 21
study tours were organised with a participation of more than 200 NMHS officials
from over 100 countries and regions in Asia, Africa and Latin America. Such
activities contributed to mutual understanding and exchange of experience
between Members.
In response to the requests of WMO Members concerned, from late 1970s,
China began sending its experts to other developing countries for advisory or
technical transfer missions. For example, AFDOS software developed by CMA
was installed in Maldives, Myamar, Mongolia and Thailand. Moreover, feasibility
studies were conducted in Nigeria, Mali and Pakistan for AFDOS installations. In
recent years, Chinese experts were sent to Bangladesh and DPRK for providing
equipment maintenance and advisories. In the field of training, as a WMO
Regional Meteorological Training Centre, the Nanjing Institute of Meteorology has
organised a number of international workshops and training activities attended by
participants from about 60 developing countries. China is still a developing
country and its financial capability is rather limited. However, China will continue
to participate in and support the international co-operation in the field of
meteorology and hydrology.
Ladies and gentlemen, lt is noted with concern that with the advance of high
technology, the existing gap is still enlarging between the developed and
developing countries in the field of meteorology and hydrology. Many developing
countries are confronting with difficulties and problems in capacity building and in
applying new and high technology. Taking this opportunity, I wish to appeal to all
countries including industrial sectors and commercial enterprises for co-operating
with and assisting developing countries. At the same time, efforts should be made
to strengthen the management on utilisation of high technology and to increase
exchanges of experience in this regard. As a specialised UN agency, WMO, via
its various programmes, will continue to assist developing countries in making
full use of products from WMO centres - another way to share advantages of the
available high technology. Apparently, it is unlikely to request all countries to
launch its own meteorological satellite or equip a Gray supercomputer.
Therefore, extensive co-operation is required among Members so as to make a
due contribution to sustainable development of both national and global
economy.
In conclusion, I wish tbe conference a complete success !
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Opportunitie s for FAO/WMO cooperation in water management
through newly available technology 1
Water is a finite and vulnerable resource, essential to maintain life, environment and
development. It is intimately linked to agricultural and rural development. Land is
indispensable for agricultural production, yet it is water that determines success or failure.
Agriculture in most of the developing countries continues to be the primary source
of economic growth and the main sector for employement and sustenance for the majority
of the population. This primacy of agriculture can only be maintained or enhanced by
sustainability of its productivity and continuing increases in food production.
Agriculture is the major user of freshwater resources, accounting for about 70
percent of the total global freshwater withdrawals, mainly through irrigation. At the same
time, irrigated agriculture, which constitutes 17 percent of the total arable lands, produces
more than one third of the global food harvests.
The global water situation is tightening. An increasing number of countries is
entering the category of so-called water-stressed countries - countries that have less than
1,000 m3 of water per caput per annum. As population keeps increasing, the per caput share
in the resource diminishes. Adjustments are inevitable, and the trend is for shifts in the
distribution of the resources available away from irrigated agriculture and to drinking water
supply as well as high value municipal and industrial uses. Indeed, if agriculture is the
world's largest water user in terms of volume, it is also a relatively low-value, lowefficiency, often subsidized water user.
As food requirements and the need to ensure food security for the increasing
population grow, so do the demands on agriculture. The question faced is: how to produce
more food using less water. The fact that it is possible to increase irrigation water use
efficiency from a current say 30 percent to a target of 70 percent or more gives room for
a primary reply: through tighter water management. Indeed, water is not only wasted at the
farm level; water losses exist also to varying degrees in water storage and water
conveyance. Pollution is another process that wastes staggering quatities of water but
pollution management is somewhat beyond the limits of this presentation.
People in arid and semi-arid regions have always been aware that water as a
resource is scarce. However, it is only recently that the Dublin Conference on Water and
the Environment and the UNCED Earth Summit, in recognizing that water has an economic
value, have provided a powerful handle for water management and reduction of water waste
in a monetary economy.
The recognition that water has an economic value has increased the clout of water

1
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managers and is also driving integration in water management. The term "integration" as
used here may be seen as the consolidation of the interests of resource users - interests
which may be actually or potentially in conflict. Integration is achieved through a process
of joint planning, programming and programme implementation, in order to optimize the
utilization of the resources through the application of social, economic, political and
technic instruments.
The managers of Hydrological Services are no exception in this trend. For example,
the Sub-Saharan Africa Hydrological Assessment concluded that the national hydrological
services of Sub-Saharan Africa are declining, and that this decline is related to depressed
economic conditions, inadequate institutional capacity, and the lack of awareness of decision
makers of the economic value of water data. The value of water data is not any more
comfortably taken for granted: it must be proved and prioritized. There must be value to
data: unreliable or incomplete data are not in demand.
While demography, economy, politics and environmental considerations are driving
comprehensive, integrated and increasingly tight water management, technological
development is very timely providing the tools that allow for such management to take
place at an affordable cost. These tools stem from the technological capacity (i) to rapidly
process large amounts of data, to model and simulate various processes and to present
results in a way useful for taking decisions; (ii) to integrate data tied to points into areal
assessments covering whole river basins; and (iii) to communicate rapidly all over the
globe, both to collect data and to disseminate information. It has already been pointed out
that these new tools have had a significant impact on the operations of the World Weather
Watch.
Cooperation between FAO and WMO has been initiated in the wake of these new
developments. A specific instance is a series of joint F AO/WMO seminars all over the
world dealing with the applications of climatic data for effective irrigation plmming and
management, that is, for decisions concerning when, where and how much to irrigate. The
seminars cover the use of WMO' s CLICOM database and ofF AO' s CROPW AT program
for irrigation scheduling and are directed jointly to staff of irrigation and meteorological
institutions.
Reservoir management is another field radically impacted by new technology. The
past situation, in which reservoirs were managed on basis of a static set of rules. is
changing to one in which decisions are taken on basis of inflow and demand forecasts. In
the case of the Aswan High Dam, which controls virtually all the water supply available
to Egypt, the Egyptian Ministry of Public Works and Water Resources has joined with FAO
and the US National Weather Service in improving inflow forecasts on basis of data
stemming from the geosynchronous environmental satellite METEOSAT. Quantitative
rainfall estimates are processed through a distributed model and the resulting river flow is
routed through the river system channels down to Aswan. Extended Streamflow Prediction
(ESP) is used to porvided neded depth in time. For sure, forecasts are of little value if not
followed by decisions and action. The day-to-day decision making process is assisted
through an integrated forecast-control and decision-support system which uses
hydrometeorological data from remote and on-site sensors with state-of-the-art rainfallrunoff, river routing and reservoir control models.
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Computer communica tions is changing the way in which business is conducted at
FAO and is a factor in restructuring of the agency. Electronic mail has meant an in-house
revolution which is still in progress. FAO mandate to collect, analyse, interpret and
disseminate information relating to nutrition, food and agriculture is implemented through
a global system which makes the information available on hard support, on computer media
and on-line. Through the World Agricultural Information Center (WAICEN T) FAO has
indeed been able to establish a corporate environment incorporateing both working systems
and dissemination systems for textual and statistical databases. WAICENT will soon offer
also global water data on line. These services call for integration, in the user's perspective,
with complemen ting data and information provided by WMO.
FAO is looking forward to close exchanges with WMO in respect of the
manageme nt of newly available technology for the benefit of our common Member Nations.
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"Educational Technology in the sciences:
Where we are and where we are going"
Kent L. Gustafson, Ph.D.
lVIETEOHYTEC 21
Geneva,~ay,

1995

Rapid advances in technology are having a profound impact on the world of work.
An ever increasing number of workers are working with increasingly complex technology
as we are now entering the second stage of the "information revolution." During the first
stage of this revolution, selected workers gained access to technology by acquiring desk
top computing. Freeing workers from reliance on mainframe computers and all of the
limitations of centralized, non-interactive computing began the rapid shift of control of
information from the computer and its support staff to the individual worker. With this
shift of control came greater power of individual workers to tailor their work to specific
requirements, respond to local conditions, and more rapidly adjust to changing conditions.
This empowerment has had the potential for making them more productive and, in the case
of knowledge workers such as weather forecasters, increasing the speed and accuracy of
forecasting. However, as has been discovered by the military, government, and many
''high tech" industries, simply putting computing power in devices and putting those
devices in front of workers does not automatically result in better performance. In fact, in
some cases the opposite has been true. When the device becomes too complex for the
worker, performance may well decay.
The lesson for weather forecasters is clear, the potential benefits of enhanced
forecasting technology cannot and will not be achieved without enhanced education and
training. This presentation will focus on those developments that are occurring in
technology that are or will have significant impact on how education and training are
developed and delivered. Basically these technological developments can be characterized
as the big "D", two "C"s, and two "I"s: digitizing, communication, convergence,
intelligence, and integration. Each is discussed below as it relates to education and training
generally and in meteorology.
Let's start with D which stands for digitizing since this technology is the
foundation for several of the other developments to be considered. It would be hard to
overstate the importance of the impact of digitizing technology. In this case we need to
think of both its hardware and software components. Certainly everyone is aware of how
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the capacity of the hard drives on our desk top machines have exploded in recent years.
RAM memory is also increasing at a prop01tionally similar rate. But the intriguing point is
not that a greater amount of what might be called traditional "number" data are being stored
and manipulated. Rather it is the fact that video and sound can be digitized, stored,
retrieved, manipulated and re-stored that makes this development so important. Similarly it
means that vast quantities of digital images, sound, and quantifiable data can be distributed
over conventional phone lines, fiber optic cable, and low and high bandwidth broadcasting
including microwave and satellite transmission. On the software side of the digital
revolution is compression technology that vastly reduces the amount of storage or
transmission capacity necessary when using digital images. Uncompressed video is not a
realistic option when any form of motion is required. As compression technology,·
(particularly compression algorithms) continues to improve, real-time, interactive
audio/video/data education and training environments will become ever more realistic and
affordable.
One of my Cs, communication has already been alluded to, but is deserving of
more attention. Traditionally, communication has been thought of as a one-way activity.
This is the history of newspapers, radio, TV, and especially classroom instruction.
Currently in the U.S. and other developed countries the race is on to see which service
provider can establish the largest number of channels into your home or workplace. I hate
to say this, but they are wasting valuable resources. I don't want 500 channels of digital or
any other kind of information on my workstation. Rather, I want what I want, when I
want it, and I want to be able to interact with it. The third feature is the most compelling
one. Being able to locate what I want means I need an efficient search engine. Being able
to interact with it means once I have found it I can request additional related information,
call it up to examine in different ways, manipulate it, and perhaps even talk with someone
about it. For example, what if practicing forecasters could search a complete local or
regional database of the kind I described to match current conditions with historic
conditions of relevance. Then, if conditions warranted (e.g., a possible potential for a
large-scale winter storm), he or she could immediately organize a real-time regional
audio/video/data conference to arrive at a consensus on a forecast and assure common
warnings were issued for the region. Later, as time permitted, the forecaster might call up
background information on applicable scientific principles, (perhaps in hypertext format,
examine the latest research, seek out an "intelligent" machine-based advisor, or put out a
general or specific electronic inquiry for human advice or guidance. Of course they could
also play "what-ifs" with their own data set and/or any of those they had located. All of
this low level (and it is low level) interactive communication is technically possible today.
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All that is now needed is to build the infrastructure. High level communication is already
beginning to be possible with Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) whereby individuals
around the world can simultaneously engage in a simulation with each person's actions
being immediately transmitted to all participants. And of course, distance learning takes on
an entirely different meaning in this totally interactive environment.
This brings us to the second Cs, convergenc e. Obviously, digitizing makes it
possible to integrate audio/video and data into simulations and virtual reality environments
on modest size computers that could be only dreamed of just a few years ago even if one
had access to a super computer. Convergence means you need only one box that is capable
of handling all your different data forms and communication needs, preferably via voice
command. I recently saw a soon-to-be available arcade game in which there are two seats
for race car drivers who can compete with each other on a La Mans type course. (By the
way, some of the most notable advances in simulation will show up first in your local
arcades; check with a child near you.) The calor and detail of the images was superb and
what was most impressive was how if you slowed down, the other driver would pass you
with the image you saw being that of the approaching vehicle from the proper perspective
as it came along side and eventually all you saw was its tail lights as it went around the next
curve. All of the images where being generated digitally rather than from existing video,
and obviously in real-time.
Imagine the possibilities of a forecaster or trainee walking into an simulated ongoing storm, looking all around, including up and down, and having at his or her fingertips
all the conventional data such as wind speed and direction at different altitudes,
temperatures at any point you would like, as well as external conditions affecting the storm.
(You could even add the rain at a slightly extra cost.) We are just beginning to understand
the power of such complete sirnulations as teaching devices.

Intelligence is the fourth development. Fortunately, all our ancestors had some
of this or none of us would be here (and hopefully we have inherited it in generous
amounts). Incorporating intelligence into machines is probably the next great leap in
technology. While we are still a ways away from the famous robot R2D2 in the movie Star
Wars, machines that act in reasonably intelligent ways are closer than most of will feel
comfortable with. Intelligent "agents" that can be set to monitor external conditions, or our
own actions in a variety of situations are now possible. Software that can be called up by
the learner or practicing forecaster to assist in decision making, demonstrate concepts or
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principles, interpret data, and suggest areas to explore while engaging in problem solving
are all theoretically possible. Electronic Performance Support Systems (EPSS) are already
being devised to assist knowledge workers in other fields and forecasting appears to be a
logical candidate in the near future. For example, local; decision trees and office "standard
operating procedures" (SOPs) that now typically exist in notebooks could be put on-line for
ready access. An "intelligent" advisor might be designed to dynamically monitor local
conditions and alert the forecaster to conditions suggesting that a specific decision tree or
SOP be examined for its applicability. Also in the future, the distinction between training
and on-the-job performance will become blurred as the ever increasing complexity of the
science of forecasting and of the technology in the workplace will make everyone a
perpetual learner. Learning and performance will begin to be viewed as a continuum not a
dichotomy.
The last I, integration presents the biggest challenge. Integration of technology
into a unified and productive whole is a neglected but essential element of the total picture.
The reason it is such a challenge is not the hardware and software; it's the "peopleware."
Implementation of the types of systems I have described will tax to the limit our knowledge
of how to bring about political and social change. Even modest changes in conventional
practice can be enormously time consuming and difficult. Take for example, the work of
CO!vlET in the U.S. in attempting to incorporate interactive videodisc technology into
continuing education for practicing forecasters. Although they have had to surmount
numerous technical difficulties, I believe they would agree that the speed with which they
can bring about change in the social and political systems of forecasting, operational
offices, and individual forecaster's existing perceptions and expectations, is much slower
than they had hoped. Clearly if the benefits of technology are to be widely and rapidly
achieved, attention most be paid to how to integrate the people and the technology into a
new system that is effective, efficient, and most importantly of all, humane.
In summary, rapid advances in technology will have a profound impact on how
forecasters are trained and how they perform their work. I believe it is useful to categorize
these advances into five areas that clearly overlap and interact with each other. Digitizing
is resulting in convergence of traditional media forms into a single form that facilitates a
wide variety of interactive , and perhaps, intelligent, communication. However, the
benefits of these developments rely on our ability to integrate these four elements
applying what we know (and what we must yet learn) about systems design and about
political and social change.
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I encourage all of you to think about these developments and their implications
since I can predict with 100 percent confidence you will spend the rest of your lives living
in the future.
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Our Strategi c Consider ations
Report at Educatio n/Trainin g Workshop of MeteoHyTec 21

1)

Mr. Chairman,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
The 21st century is drawing near and what we are confronted with is a situation
in which high technology is under steady development and adopted increasingly more in
meteorology. In response to such a situation, the personnel training has become a very
pressing problem. It has been demonstrated that without qualified meteorologists it
would be impossible to provide satisfactor y service for the public and government in
an accurate and timely manner. Therefore, the education
and
training are tb e
important means of self enhancement for meteorological administrations, especially for
developing countries.
China has long been paying due attention lo the education/training in the
meteorological context, and particular ly since the beginning of Reform and Opening to
the Outside World, great efforts have been made, leading to the rapid progress,
as
shownin the following aspects:
I) A more complete and effective network of meteorological education establishe d
on a national basis.
----Some relevant specialitie s are started in 11 universiti es, including Beijing
and Nanjing Universities under the Slate Education Commission of China, allbeing
entitled lo award a bachelor degree,and some of them a MS and even a Ph. D.
---- Nanjing, Beijing and Chengdu Institutes of Meteorology under the China
Meteorological Administration have specialitie s covering the whole range of
atmospheric sciences and are authorized to confer a college degree. Nanj ing Institute
now can granta MS and a Ph. D.
----Units are founded in these institution s for adult education and training·
courses of emerging technologies on an ·irregular basis for in-service workers.
----The program for nurturing elementary-Level workers -ror Local purposes is
carried out by two key training schools of meteorology under the CMA and other seven
such schools at province-level.
---- Training centers set up in meteorological departments of Zl provincesare
responsible for preparing meteorologists to develop and diffuse service items andnew
techniques in the interest of their respective regions.
China is marked by complicated meteorology and Large population and so the
national economy and public demand a great deal from weather service. The patlernof
the education is designed just to answer the purpose of pratical needs of the
extensive country and has been proved effective enough to meet, to a great extent, the
needs of meteorological modernization.
!!) A Large number of qualified meteorologists cultivated in the recent decade.
The CMA is responsible for overaLL planning and coordinating the program of
education/training, with special focus on the teaching of new techniques to allow the
trainee to keep up with development.
In the past decade these institutions of meteorology have prepared 490
graduate students, 4483 college students, 4234 semi-college or major level students,
and 15565 educalees at eLementary Level. Further, 2308 and 7438 at semi-college and
elementary Level, respectively, from in-service workers have been graduated from the
system, and admissions to various types of short-term courses have averaged over 4500
persons annually. With aLL these, lhe technical quality of the personnel has gratly
improved. Thus, over the Last decade, th.e pr'oporlion of the workers with MS or
ll
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Ph. D to the total has been raised by 0.8, with bachelor degree by 3.4, with semicollege degree by 7.9 and with elementary-Level proficiency by 4.!%.
China-trained high-Level meteorological experts are mostly devoting themselves
country, and several
to the whole range of atmospheric sciences all over the
hundreds are now working in many other nations of the world, making their contribution
in cooperation with their foreign colleagues.
Ill ) Establishment of NIM/WMO Regional Training Center
Following the decision passed at the WMO 45th Council, aregional training
center was started in 1993 in Nanjing Institute of Meteorology of China. Later,Dr.
Zou Jingmeng, Administrator of China Meteorological AdmiRistration and Permanet
Representative of China with WMO, and Prof. G.O.P. Obasi, the Secretary-General of
the WMO, signed the ((Agreement between the Government of the People's Republicof
China and the World Meteorological Organization for the Recognition of the Training
Faci lilies of the Nanjing Institute of Meteorology, Located in Nanjing as a WMO
The Center has thus far prepared 98
Regional Meteorological Training Center
higher-Level meteorologists from nearly 60 member countries and we shall do our utmost
to do so for colleagues from the Asian-Pacific area and even the whole globe whenever
our financy permits.

».

On the basis of overall summary of the past practice and to prepare for the
advent of the following century, a conference proposed by Mr. Zou, Administrator of
CMA and the Permanent Representative, was held in Beijing in August 1994. Therein
extensive and intensive discussions were taken up of the atmospheric sciences
development strategy in the coming century, with focus on the importance of
and meteorological
education/training to theprosperityof atmospheric sciences
undertaking. Additionally, the Atmospheric Sciences Teaching Division, State
Education Commission mad·e parallel efforts in this respect in response to the
challenge.To enhance meteorological education/training it is worthwhile to make a
rough estimate of the advance in meteorological technology for the early stage of
the newcentury.
The highlights are suggested as follows:
prediction/prevention against meteorological
----Swift advance to occur in
calamities
Statistics show that over 60% of the recorded natural disasters, e.g., typhoons,
strong storms, droughts/floods, p~rsisten high-temperature spell and cold injuries,
arerelated to weather/limate anomalies. The humanity's existence and socioeconomic
prosperity require that the predciction of such calamities be more accurate and timely
and the prevention more effective. It is believed that with the theoretical progress
and technological development/application, the prediction wiLL no doubt gain rapid
advance on a technical basis.
Rapid progress to happen in satellite, Doppler radar, communications,
computers and particularly multimedium technology and information processing, which
wiLL come into meteorological use in a growing number so as la give rise to tremendous
change in traditional technology in the meteorological context.
The application of new technology wiLl undoubtedly bring about the renewing and
advance in sensing devices, techniques and theory.
----Weather forecasting wiLL be noticeably improved. Short-term prediction wiLl
be steadily advanced. In contrast, long-range forecasting, especially on a monthly
and seasonal basis will experience a break- through big enough to reach a Level for
operational use on a macroscopic basis. Very short-range prediction wiLl be expected
to gel a breakthrough for practical use with the monilorings to be renewed. Finally,
the theory on climate change and its prediction will gain remarkable progress.
---- Numerical weather prediction will be advanced with the aid of progress in
technology of computers and communications.
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----Numerical weather prediction wiLL be advanced with the aid of progress
technology of computers and communications.

in

----To overall understand atmospheric variation it is expected to perform more
comprehensive scientific programs on a still Larger scale with the aim to acquire
observational facts for gaining insight into motions in the atmosphere.
----Essentia l progress will be made in weather modification both in theoretical
and practical aspects.
Chinese government is always directing great attention to the meteorological
undertaking. Programs that are of central importance are scientificall y established
under the direction of the CMA and with the aid of the whole nation, and carried out
in an elaborative manner. We are sure that a breakthrough is bound to come in not
too long a period of lime.
The meteorological education/training have to be geared to the development so
that it should face the ZJst century when considering new advances to occur in
technology in order to prepare manpower resources to meet the needs of the situation.
As such, our focuses are:
----For students who will soon go to work in meteorological units at different
levels, basic education should be intensified and the range of knowledge extended to
make them high-Level researchers.On the other hand, cultivation for practical purposes
is innegligible by enhancing the leaching of such operational courses as of computer,
new skills for weather analysis/prediction, satellite and radar meteorology and
foreign languages, particularly English. To reach the goal, measures are necessary to
strengthen the Link between the institutions of Learning and operational units to
create possibility to send students for training in the Latter, thereby to improve
their abi Lily to deal with the daiLy routine at different levels.
---- A range of ways, including the CAL scheme, should be adopted to prepare inservice meteorologists and to steadily refresh their knowledge in a more flexible
fashion.ll is of particular interest to enhance the interpretation and application of
numerical products and the training by satellite and radar meteorology and computer
technique with their diffusion is unignorable as well.
----As the WMO regional Training Cenler, Nanjing Institute of Meteorology has
laid out a range of courses for foreign students ( for details, see the Catalog of
Training Courses). We shall follow the program to offer these courses for
meteorological workers from the WMO member countries in the Asian-Pacific region and
even in other parts of the gLobe.
Thanks to the support of the Chinese government and under the CMA Leadership and
coordination, a set of measures has been adopted to carry out the education/training
program cenlered on the developing hightechnology, one of the vital reasons that our
meteorological modernization is advancing at such rapidity. We are sure that our
efforts to implement the program designed to meet the new era will contribute to the
development of meteorological undertaking.
As high technology advances, it will be used in a growing number in the
meteorological fields, including the scope of education/training. The present-day
challenge is how to introduce computer techniques into the activities.
Likewise, as computer technology develops and the machines receive widespread use,
research of CAL (Computer-Aided Learning) as well as the softwares is being
undertakenat a surprisingly fast speed in the institutions of higher learning in
China. Application of the CAL techniques is underway to diffuse into all fields, which
represents not only the innovation of educational devices and methods but a powerful
stimulus to the reform of leaching materials, views and patterns as well.
Supproled by the CMA, the three Institutes at Nanjing, Beijing and Chengdu have
had a certain abi Lily to prepare CAL products.
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---- Nanjing Institute of Meteorology has since 1990 maintained an academic link
with Department of Meteorology, University of Edinburgh, U.K. to develop GAL products
in a joint effort and has turned out products, e.g., Interpreting single-station
upper wind observations, the development of midlatitude 'depressions and software for
cloud recognition;
computer
----A CAL learn has been formed consisting of meteorological experts,
leachers and young scientific workers and has succeeded in constructing excellent
multimedia toolbook, aulodisk animator pro., autodisk ]Ds ].0, etc.
----A multimedia CAL software platform can be possibly be built up since
indispensable equipment has been available;
---- CAL soflwares are under study for Tropical storms (typhoons)and Atmospheric
circulation.
The Cambridge Information Technology ( GIT) Training Genter has been in
operation at Ghengdu Institute of Meteorology.
our
Under the GMA coordination and in collaboration with relevant departments,
further consideration focuses on the following:
----to select and develop still higher multimedia softwares and the related
computer schemes to form a better GAL product platform for effectively developing the
softwares.
----Training to be given to related teachers responsible for multimedia GAL
research. A systematic study of such softwares will be carried out, with the nearfurther forcus on synoptics, numerical prediction, satellite and radar meteorology and
atmospheric circulation, and subsequently on agriculturally remote· sensing,
agrometeorological information and climate variation.
Adequate attention to be directed to the research of multimedium GAL
softwares necessary for the NIM/WMO Regional Training Center.
----To apply for admission into the network of meteorological real-time
operational research information system to share the message resource.
----To enter the state-level network of college education for academic exchange
with the institutions at home and abroad.
cooperation
and
Followingthe GMA
International collaboration to be maintained asusual.
proposal, a Sino-US UGAR meeting was held in August 1994, in which Dr. Tim Spangler
expressed his warm desire to jointly develop GAL softwares. We are willing to work
with our foreign colleagues in this connection.
Through GAL product development, quit a few meteorologists with higher technical
quality have been nurtured and we have got some amout of experience in management.
However, we are confronted with the shortage of enough money for advanced faci lilies.
Nevertheless, in advancing our education/training programs based on high technology,
we shall do our best to overcome the difficulties and the international cooperation i~
of course, expected.
Mr. Ghai rman, Ladies and Gentlemen,
We have only one earth and only one atmosphere, too. We have to share the
atmospheric resources. To make our planet more suitable for mankind it is our
obligation to further understand, utilize and protect the atmosphere. Therefore, we
should share the knowledge of its variation, and make full use of the change of
meteorology provided by high technology in the interests of the peace and development
as the targets common to mankind at this stage.
Evidence shows that in modern education, technologies of network, communication,
cybernetics and multimedia are underway to generate a supercourse branch of -science
education
that may become a globe-shared information system. Hence,meteorological
should depend closely on the advance means for the utiLization of mankind-owned
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atmospheric knowledge.
As this century is coming to its end,

we should make every effort to

do

everything well, including meteorological educaton/training in our own country and
also to hold traing courses for our colleagues from the Asian-Pacific region and
even from other parts of the world within the reach of China as a developing
country. It is hoped that all the WMO member countries will enhance the global
cooperation and also that developed nations could help developing countries in
meteorological progress. With these,the coming century would see the prosperity of our
undertaking.
·
May our goals be reached
Thanks to all of you !.
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The Continuing Education of High Level
Meteorological Personnel in China
QIANG W ANG and JIFAN CHOU
(Beijing Meteorological College, Beijing 100081, China)
1. ·Demand for the continuing education in meteorology
China is a vast country, covering an area of 9, 600,000 square kilometers. In order to make the meteorological observation and provide weather
forecast service in such a vast territory, the Chinese government established an operating system including 2, 700 meteorological stations which
. are divided into 5 classes, i. e. a national centre, regional centers, provincial meteorological services, municipality /district meteorological stations
and county meteorological stations. There are more than 60,000 employees for the operating system.
With the rapid development of new and high technology today, profound changes have taken place in terms of techniques and methods of
weather forecast. Therefore, the professional quality of staff urgently
needs improving. The staff of meteorological departments in China are
not likely to be fired under normal conditions. Their job is life -long so
that they can concentrate their efforts on their work. They are able to accumulate much experience in their long-term professional service. However, lifework system may bring about serious disadvantages.
Owing to the development of computer and telecommunications netFor example, the handwork, some operating work is out of date.
drawn weather chart is now completed by computer and delivered through
radio facsimile or computer network. As a result, a large number of staff
are saved. They have to be trained before they are competent at other
jobs. Furthermore, the method and theory of weather forecast are also
developing. The meteorological staff need to acquire new knowledge, otherwise they will not be able to make use of modern facilities. Therefore,
it is a very important and urgent task for the professional staff to receive a
continuing education.
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The China Meteo rologic al Admin istratio n devote s much attenti on to
the profess ional trainin g. In order to train so many staff who are scatter ed
in such vast region s, a profess ional trainin g system has been establi shed
consist ing of a numbe r of provincial trainin g centre s, one each in differe nt
provin ces, respon sible for the trainin g of local staff, and a nation al training base at Beijing Meteor ologica l Colleg e. The trainin g is divided into
severa l grades include ing not only the on-th e- job trainin g in a norma l
sense but also the contin uing educat ion of high level person nel. This professional trainin g is a special task and a difficu lt one as well. It is a big
challen ge.
2. The contin uing educat ion of high level meteor ologic al person nel
The purpos e of the contin uing educat ion of high level person nel is to
train the operat ing backbo ne, technic al leading cadres and senior manag erial person nel. They are expert s in their own special ization throug h many
year's practic al work. The contin uing educat ion of high level person nel
should concen trate on new theorie s and new metho ds related to the meteorological operat ing work. The goal of the contin uing educat ion is to update their knowl edge, develop their profess ional quality and improv e the
ability so as to meet the needs of moder nizatio n in meteor ologic al operation.
The China Meteo rologic al Admin istratio n has attache d great import nace to this task and it has put forwad a princip le that the contin uing
educat ion of high level meteor ologica l person nel should be 'slight ly ahead
of the develo pment of meteor ologica l operat ion'. Unlike the purcha se of
moder n facilities such as compu ter and radar which can be obtain ed in a
short period of time, it takes a much longer time for the foreca sters to operate these moder n facilities well and increas e their foreca sting accura cy.
Theref ore, the trainin g progra ms must be arrang ed in advanc e so as to
make the most use of moder n techniq ues and metho ds.
As contin uing educat ion of high level person nel is more difficu lt than
ordina ry trainin g, we are now seekin g better ways with great efforts . In
order to realize the trainin g goal, we propos e a princip le for the contin u-
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tng education of high level personnel - - 'teaching according to the
needs, learning for the purpose of application and pursuing actual
efficiency'. According to the practical situation of the trainees and their
training goal, we flexibly adopt particular training methods.
3. Prospect of continuing education of high level personnel

in meteorology in China
Most continuing education of high level personnel courses are taken
at Beijing Meteorological College. In the past three years, Beijing Meteorological College has conducted about 70 training courses~ More than 2000
trainees have taken these courses. Beijing Meteorologica l College has fairly good teaching facilities and living conditions. Besides more than one
hundred teachers in the college, we often invite senior academic experts,
research workers and foreign visiting scholars to act as part- time teachers in the college or to give lectures to trainees.
Now, a training course for the senior managerial personnel has already been under way systemically. Most trainees are supervisors from
provincial meteorological stations. Two training terms are to be held every year. Each term, with 30 trainees, lasts a month. The training includes the theory and method in management, latest operating techniques, knowledge of market economics and so on. Apart from normal
courses, the training method includes field investigations to local stations
and seminars at the college.
A series of advanced operating techniques training courses are being
conducted. The trainees are enlisted from middle-rankin g and senior engineers and forecasters. More than ten terms are held a year. Each term
lasts from several weeks to three months, depending on the content of the
training course and the average academic standard of trainees. Each term
focuses on one topic, which may be the application of numerical forecast
products in the weather forecast, satellite meteorology and radar meteorology, meteorological statistics, forecasting of heavy rain, mesoscale and
microscale meteorology, satellite remote sensing and its application, corn-
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puter techniq ues and compu ter netwo rk, interac tive workin g station and
so on. The trainin g progra ms are arrang ed by Beijing Meteo rologic al College. Applic ation for enrolm ent is consid ered for those candid ates sponsored by their own meteor ologica l station s accord ing to their needs. All
the expens es are provid ed by the China Meteo rologic al Admim istratio n or
local meteor ologica l station s.
Now China is setting up a Satelli te Inform atoion Netwo rk System . A
new compu ter system , a workin g station and a satellit e commu nicatio ns
networ k are going to be in use nation - wide. The staff of Beijing Meteo rological Colleg e are busy compil ing teachin g materi als and develo ping
teachin g soft wares for practic e. From 1995 on, more than 1, 800 technic al
backbo ne staff from all the meteor ologica l station s in China will receive
such trainin g. All expens es will be paid by the China Meteo roolog ical
Admin istratio n. Each provin ce will be respon sible for the initial trainin g
course for the operat ing staff. The numbe r of trainee s will amoun t to
about a couple of tens of thousa nds.
The auxilia ry compu ter teachin g softwa re plays an import ant role in
the trainin g and it has a broad develo ping prospe ct. The teachin g softwa re
made with the help of multi - medium techniq ues and compu ter graphi c
techniq ues can greatly increas e the efficiency of trainin g, especia lly for
those meteor ologica l station s where observ ation station s are scatter ed a,nd
compu ters are popula rized. We are now develo ping these trainin g softwares on microc omput ers and at the workin g station s.
Since the meteor ologica l operat ing work is a globall y public service ,
meteor ologica l profes sional trainin g should be cooper ated interna tionall y.
Just as the meteor ologica l data are shared by all over the world, we would
like to exchan ge our experi ence gained from the trainin g practic e. We
hope that we will cooper ate with foreign conutr ies to develo p teachin g
softwa res. We welcom e expert s who are engage d in the simila r trainin g
work to visit our college and give lecture s. The China Meteo rologic al
Admin istratio n is ready to concen trate its streng th in the profes sional
trainin g and make unrem itting efforts to pursue this contin uing educat ion.
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Key Issues to Make CAL Work in Meteorological Organizations:
Experiences from
the COMET Program
Brian E. Heckman
UCAR!COMET
PO Box 3000
Boulder, Colorado, 80307, USA
303/497-8498, heckman@comet. ucar .edu

Introduction
1994 will have a place in information technology history as the "Year of Multimedia." Not only
has the consumer strongly embraced home-use multimedia, but many organizations are also
looking toward some form of educational technology to enhance their education and training
programs. Included in the latter group are large government-sponsored organizations such as
meteorological and hydrological services. For example, the COMET program, with over 5 years
experience in CAL, serves the USA's three operational weather forecasting organizations, the
National Weather Service, the Air Force's Air Weather Service, and the Naval Meteorology and
Oceanography Command. In addition, western European countries formed ECALPro, an
organization that focuses on CAL needs for a consortium of weather services throughout that
region.
Other scientific organizations will be seeking to enhance their training programs through CAL.
Although training is certainly nothing new to these organizations, CAL and other forms of
educational technology present challenges and opportunities that managers have not been
prepared for through traditional education and training. This paper will explore several key
elements of a CAL program that managers might consider for a long-term successful program.
Specific focus will be placed on those elements that may be most unfamiliar to scientific
organizations.

CAL Development Approaches: Individual versus Instructional Technology
There are two methods that can be taken to develop and implement an instructional method,
including CAL. Gagne, Briggs, and Wager (1992) describe the instructional technology
approach as one based on the "systematic application of theory and other organized knowledge
to the task of instructional design and development." This approach combines human and other
resources with modern learning theory and methods to develop instruction through a systematic
approach along several levels.
Gagne, Briggs, and Wager (1992) outline three basic tasks· that should be considered: 1)
identifying the outcomes of the instruction; 2) developing the instruction; and 3) evaluating the
effectiveness of the instruction. If we consider implementing instruction for an entire
organization, for example, we would consider these issues: What learning needs exist? Is
training the necessary solution? If training is needed, is CAL the best medium? If CAL is a
viable solution, what factors are important? What constraints exist with computer technology?
What factors will affect the acceptance and full utilization of CAL by the learners? The list of
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factors could continue, but, at the systems level, managers should realize that there is a
systematic way to implement instruction requiring development beyond the project level.
Several models are suitable for instructional development at the project level which follow the
same systematic process as discussed above. Dick and Carey (1985) and Bran son ( 1991) outline
multiple-step processes to plan, design, develop, and evaluate an instructional project. Within the
COMET development process, some of these models have been revised to account for unique
aspects of CAL development (Lamas, Owens and Heckman 1993).
In sharp contrast to a systems approach is an individual approach. This implementation approach
is probably the most commonly observed. Here, a person might be interested in CAL, develop a
small project, and distribute it to other forecasters. These projects are generally developed
without a systems perspective in that no learner or delivery system analysis is completed, no
attention is given to programmatic details, and the project is developed with limited resources
and few or no specialists. These projects generally do not consider assessment, evaluation,
program acceptance, or revisions and updates. Frequently developers of such programs are
promoted or reassigned due to their high energy and creativity. If they aren't lost to other
projects, these innovators don't have the upper-level support needed to expand the uses of CAL
in their organizations.

Important El~ments of a CAL Program: the COMET Experience
Given the CAL development framework presented above, the COMET experiences can help
managers in considering CAL as a potential education and training medium. I will focus on
issues that might be significantly different from the traditional non-CAL training programs.
I have listed the key elements of a CAL program on the left side of Table 1 and focus questions
and reasons for the importance of the elements in the center and right columns. During the
presentation, I will focus on a number of these issues and discuss in detail the experiences
COMET has had with its CAL program. I will also provide a list of suggestions that
organizations using CAL might consider.

Summary
CAL is a complex, expensive instructional medium that offers many exciting opportunities for
learners. Managers without a background in multimedia or instructional technology will be
challenged, but must not rely solely on traditional management practices. For CAL to be most
effective, it should be designed and produced by a team of specialists using modern learning
concepts and principles built on a systematic instructional technology foundation.
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Table 1. Key Elements of a CAL program along with focus questions and reasons for
importance of element.

Analysis of needs,
objectives, priorities, and
cost benefits

Computer system

Curriculum design

•What needs exist for an overall
training program?
•Is CAL the most appropriate
mediwn to use?
• What are the perceived needs that
CAL is fulfilling for learners?
managers?
•Is CAL the most important part of
the program to consider?
•What are the cost-benefits of
CAL?
•Is CAL replacing existing content
or intended for a new orogram?
•Adopt a system this is compatible
with a wide range of standards.
•Keep the system easy to use and
maintain.
•Plan for upgrades to hardware and

•CAL may not be an appropriate mediwn.
•Learner acceptance of CAL depends on it
meeting perceived needs.
•CAL should be considered as only part of
an overall training program.

•Can CAL replace all traditional
training & education needs?

•CAL is an interactive, powerful mediwn
but should be restricted to where it's most
effective.
•For continuity, CAL curriculwn
dev~lopment should have sharp focus ~
the ftrst CAL module begins (except

•Who should take part in
curriculwn development?

Module production process

•Can meteorologists/trainers
develop CAL? Does it take
specialists?
•Can traditional learning techniques
work with CAL?

Acceptance & utilization

Assessment & evaluation

•Are good CAL designs sufftcient
for acceptance of the innovation?
•Where does acceptance planning
ftt into the production cycle?
•Who is responsible for CAL

•Careful & detailed planning of all aspects
should be completed before CAL production
begins.
•Managers should carefully evaluate the
intended purpose of CAL & whetherCAL
funding can be offset by savings on travel
•Costs are lower with standard computer
components.
•A wider variety of CAL can be used with
standard systems.
•Capability of CAL courseware is linked to

•CAL is complex to produce and takes a
team of specialists, including instructional
designers, graphics & production specialists,
& computer specialists.
•CAL designs should use modem learning
techniques for maximwn exploitation of the
mediwn.
•Good designs do not assure acceptance and
full utilization.
•CAL may be poorly accepted for several
not so obvious reasons.
•Acceptance of an innovation rests on
issues and
•Evaluation should take place during and
after CAL module production.
•Evaluation is critical for the long-term
health of a program.
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The Radar-Network of the DWD.
Experiences in Training of its Use and its Application in
Nowcasting of Regional and Local Thunderstorm s
Matthias B. Jaeneke
Deutscher Wetterdienst, Wetterdienstschule Langen
D-63225 Langen, Paui-Ehrlich-Str.39

1. Components of Efficiency of Modern Technology in Weather Service
Modern technology dominates wide areas of operational meteorology from medium and short range
numerical simulation of weather processes to real time presentation of convective weather situations in
satellite and radar images. Application of new diagnostic and prognostic tools has demonstrated their powerful potential for operational use. Like other national meteorological services the "Deutscher Wetterdienst" (DWD) has introduced computer-based technology for a wide range of monitoring and forecasting
including remote sensing procedures.
Availability of modern equipment is prior condition but no guarantee for its success in operational use. lt
requires well trained staff to handle these systems and interpret its products. Therefore technical and meteorological training on and with new technology is an indispensable supporting measure. The success
of any modernization effort in weather service is the consequence of the combined efficiency of both,
machine and man. In the following the digital radar network of the DWD is described. Problems and experiences in adapting the personnel to modern technology are demonstrated on the basis of radar training
in the DWD.

2. The Digital Radar Network of the DWD
In the German meteorological service implementation of digital radar started in 1987. Today digital radar
stations cover most of the country. From the beginning it was the conception of the DWD to provide all
forecast offices with radar images of the different radar stations and to create radar composites of Germany~ Every radar station generates volume scans with elevation angles between 32.5° and 0.5° and
precipitation scans with one low elevation angle depending on the specific topographic site. The volume
scan is repeated every 15 minutes, the precipitation scan runs in intervals of 5 minutes. A characteristic
of the German radar network is the conversion of the digitized reflectivity values in polar coordinates into
a cartesian data cube of 400 x 400 x 12 km with a spatial resolution of 1 km. This data cube is the basis
for most of the image products including the composites with a graduation of horizontal resolution from
1 km to 4 km. Nearly all of the images are automatically manufactured.
The most important are :
o

PL as a 3 panel image with a plan view showing the reflectivity near the ground and two side
projections showing maximum reflectivity values until 12 km.

o

PE as a plan view showing the top height of the reflectivity above a threshold of 7 dBZ (echo
tops).

o

PX as a plan view of the reflectivity of the precipitation scan.

o

PY as a plan view of the accumulated precipitation amounts since 06.30 UTC.

o

PC as a composite plan view of all PL-images in intervals of 1 h.
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Reflectivity values are given in 6 levels. To support the diagnosis of severe thunderstorms warning
markers for deep convection and hail on the basis of known reflectivity thresholds and profiles are projected into the local images and are also shown in special header reports. The radar products are transmitted to forecast offices via the DWD communication network and displayed on personal computers and
workstations. Until recently no Doppler Radar images and products were used in operational service, but
now the DWD is implementing Doppler radar and it will be routine within 1 - 2 years.
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Bottom : Local radar image PL 05.07.1993 12.52 UTC, radar station Frankfurt/Main
Top : Composite radar image PC 05.07.1993 13.00 UTC, Germany
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3. Training Courses at the National Training Canter of the DWD
Training in the use and application of the German digital radar network has become an integral part in the
syllabus of the national training center of the DWD. Special staff training courses in radar meteorology
and nowcasting of thunderstorms have been held at the national training center since 1993. These courses cover a week and are given for the DWD staff working as meteorologists or forecasters (Class I and
Class 11). Moreover fundamentals and applications of radar meteorology are part of general introductory
training courses.
The courses are divided into theoretical and practical training. The theoretical part engages with the
physical and technical nature of the radar system and its products and the possibilities and restrictions
of meteorological interpretation. The priority concerning image interpretation is laid on monitoring and
nowcasting of regional and local thunderstorm development. The practical part focusses on handling of
the radar system and optimization of operational image interpretation in actual thunderstorm situations.

Training Experiences
and
User Demands

I
Technical
Handling

I
Personal Age and technical
Engagement as a Factor for
Learning

I
Role of Hot Keys (Macros)
for User defined
Procedures

I
Importance of fast Response
and Compatibility with other
modern Equipment

I
Adaptation of graphic Design
and User Support to
Application

I
Meteorological
Interpretation

I
Comparison of digital
and analog Radar lnterpretation as a Problem

I
Advances in Diagnosis and
Nowcasting of
severe Thunderstorms

I

I

Restrictions of operational
Radar Systems for physical
Interpretation

I

I

Sophisticated Image Interpretation and Time Restriction in practical Work
-------------------------

Fig. 2

: Characteristic aspects of experiences and user demands during training on the digital radar
network of the DWD

4. Aspects of Training in Technical Handling of the Digital Radar System
The acceptance of new technical equipment by the meteorological user largely depends on his age and
his general engagement in computer technology. Young staff and people who are by own interest or
general training familiar with screen-based facilities learn handling very fast. On the other hand there is
a major, chiefly the elder part of the personnel that considers the technical handling as rather complicated. A minority of this group even has a real fear of contact. Therefore it is necessary to keep
handling as simple as possible. The visualization software of the German radar network in normal mode
requires several key strokes for image returns. But fortunately there are also "hot keys" for short read
backs. Single keys which read back complete procedures (macros), freely compiled by the user, are
important practical demands.
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In addition the benefit of modern technology depends on the promptness of system returns. For example
weather briefings by telephone need a quick choice of single images or image loops. Response of more
than few seconds makes any procedure useless. In this connection radar image handling on DOS basis
can be a severe handicap due to lack of multitasking. Missing multitasking prevents read back of stored
images during reception of new ones.
The wide range of technical equipment in today's weather forecasting offices often results in a variety
of separate displaying facilities and - as in the DWD - in different handling procedures. lt belongs to the
most essential experiences in training courses, that the acceptance and efficiency of complex technical
equipment can strongly be upset by software incompatibility.
Further the graphic design and user support in radar images has a great influence on their effective
application. Colors of background and geographic features must have a good contrast to the colors of
reflectivity levels. Reflectivity colors on the other side should well fit to the graduation of reflectivity
levels. A Cursor is an effective supporting means for the assessment of radar echo development and for
geographical localization. Experience in training courses has shown that only variable or wide cursors can
really help in diagnosis.

5. Aspects of Training in Meteorological Interpretation of Digital Radar Images
A basic question in training of meteorological interpretation directly arises from the digitized nature of the
radar images. Their pixel structure produce a strange artificial appearance of reflectivity distribution. Elder
colleagues tend to regret the loss of "transparency" and "natural silhouettes" of the former analog radar
images. Another characteristic of the analog radar was an access to individual vertical cross-sections
(RH Is) at any time, if desired with an elevation angle until 90°. Modern radar systems largely scan automatically in fixed time intervals and the scans are limited in their upper elevation angle.
On the other side digital image data processing is the prerequisite for computing the local radar reflectivity and thus secures a great potential for identification of meteorological structures and developments as
well as for performance of objective radar image analysis. Additionally digital images are transmitted to
every meteorologist's and forecaster's desktop. Radar training has to show that the progress through
digitizing by far surpasses the described disadvantages.
·
The biggest progress by digital radar has been made in meteorological diagnosis of severe convective
weather situations. Advanced high resolution Polarization and Doppler radar systems are able to reveal
microphysical details of hail distribution and smallscale windfield structures of supercells, squall lines and
tornadic thunderstorms. When applying images of operational radar systems one has to consider their
specific features such as medium resolution and wide spatial range. Accordingly an essential task in staff
training is to demonstrate the restrictions of the interpretation of operational images due to reduced physical and spatial resolution and to show which characteristics of severe thunderstorms and their development are visible in the operational system. Training in analysis and diagnosis of radar images in the
DWD until now concentrates on the meteorological interpretation of the threedimensional reflectivity
distribution within the various image products. With introduction of Doppler radar training will be extended towindfield characteristics in severe weather systems.
A common critique in connection with the performance of sophisticated image interpretation and its
conversion into practical warning is the reference to lack of time in operational shift work. This seems to
be a severe problem not only in radar meteorology but also in other fields like numerical weather prediction. lt must be solved by combined efforts together with specialists for technology and procedure
economy. With a growing number of radar products need for a solution of the problem even increases.

6. Consequences of an Effective Training
Technical and meteorological training are equally important for the success of new equipment in weather
forecasting and must be broadly carried out just during introduction of new technology. The combined
training in both aspects not only rapidly assures efficiency of the investment but also helps to find and
remove possible defects of the new system quickly.
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LEARNING OF METEOROLOGY USING
INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA SYSTEMS
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Introduction

The aim of this paper is to set the minimum essential
requirements for the development and production of meteorological
training-learning modules using an interactive multimedia system.
These minimum requirements are the common starting point for the
development of several modules going in for staff training. The
staff will have different previous knowledge levels and they
could be from such different sectors as Public Administration,
Meteorological
and
Hydrological
Services,
Academic
and
Educational Institutions.
The application of these p:r.·inciples has resulted in the
presentation of a Training module that is supposed to be used by
the Meteorological Training Centre (CFM)of the Spanish National
Meteorological Institute ( INM), for the training of its technical
staff.

Objectivea

The paper has one £undamental objective, the presentation
of a multimedia module, developed and produced in the CFM by the
authors of this report. Xt is basically applied to the training
in the making up of Low Level Significant Weather maps
(SIGNIFICANT-WEATHER, SIG-WL, SFC-FL100), which is also totally
operative for the making up and broadcasting of the SIG-WL in the
Iberian Peninsula. For this reason we intend that i t will be used
in the INM for its distribution to all the General Aviation
aerbnautical users through its broadcasting to all the airport's
Meteorological Offices.
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Method ology
To satisfy this otJject ive we contem plate two very well
differe ntiated aspects : an operat ive one and a didact ic one. The
first one refers to the possib ility of its practic al usage and
we have develop ed it consid ering the followi ng condit ions:
l)It is applied to the represe ntation of a low level signifi cant
weathe r map with aerona utical purpos es.
2 )We consid er the Interna lienal Civil Aviatio n Organi zation/ World
Meteor ologica l
Organi zation
(ICAO/WMO)
agreem ents
on
normal ization establi shed by the Aerona utical Meteor ology
Commis sion (CAeM)( ICAO, 1992},(W MO, 1992).
3)It is represe nted over the Iberian Penins ula and the Balear ic
Islands , with the possib i l.i ly to cover any geogra phical area
close to these ones.
4)Data needed to elabor ate the map are obtaine d from the Nation al
Foreca sting Centre of the I.N.M. and are supplie d to the
foreca ster on duty, who finally must make up the map.
5)The map is broadc asted by facsim ile to the differe nt airpor t's
Meteor ologica l Office s, wh~re they are distrib uted to the crews
or aerona utical users, for its later use .
. With respec t to the second of the previo usly mention ed
aspects , the didact ic one, is based on cognit ive phenom ena that
come out through proces ses that u.llow to get knowle dge of an
object, in this case a "signi ficant weathe r map", by means of
percep tion, reasoni ng and recogn ition of it, for an immedi ate
applica tion.
Some psycho logists ( Perez and Almar:a z, 1982) consid er
cogniti on as a method foy· proces sing inform ation, this allows us
to apply the inform ation proces sing model in the elabor ation of
maps, consid ering the followi ng catego ries:
!)Atten tion: Guidan ce and assimi lation.
2)Codi ficatio n: Symbol s and data analys is.
3)Stora ge: Inform ation Retent ion.
4)Reco very: Inform ation use.
5)Eval uation: Extern al by means of feedbac k, with the aim of
adding improve ments for future design s at all levels.
The ranks conside red in the inform ation proces sing model are
carried out by a proces s of visual commun icu.tion through icons
and alphanu meric data, whose structu r.e, situati on and functio n
will define the signlfi canl weathe r map, making easy, through its
reading , an interac tion between the meteor ologica l situati on and
the user, as he could interp ret the optimum flight condit ions.
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All we have mentioned above make us consider the following
basis to carry out the design:
!)The non linear nature of reading an image binds us to make a
clear presentati on of icons and data.
2)To avOid physical noise through a contrast increase among the
different items in the map that have to be read by the user.
3)Minimiz e semantic noise, avoiding redundant elements by means
of normaliza tion.
4)Reading access time, with the three points mentioned before
results small enough to be considered acceptable within the
planned objective s, although it should be recommend able to
investiga te it.

A

case study

Finally the multimedia module entitled ADM will be shown.
It works under Microsoft Windows V 3.11 and has been programmed
using VISUAL BASIC V 1.0 and actualized to V 3.0 and TOOLBOOK V
3.0.
An example of a significan t weatl1er m~p that has been done
with this module is shown in the enclosed figure.
To obtain a good performan ce the following equipment is at least
required:
An 80486 DX PC with 4 Mbytes of RAM, hard disk unit, a 3.5"
and 1.44 Mb drive unit, a SVGA. card and a 14" monitor, keyboard
and mouse. It is also required MS-DOS 6.2 and MICROSOFT WINDOWS
V 3.11.

Conclussio ns
normalized methodolog y for the practical usage of a
didactic and operative module to make up low level significan t
weather maps for the Iberian Peninsula and surroundin g areas has
been set up.
In the establishm ent of this methodolog y teaching- learning
aspects have been considered that allows a comprehen sive
assimilati on by the student os well as a clear improveme nt in the
interpreta tion by the user. when the module will be operative .
We hope that the extension of the usage of this module will
have an excellent reception both by the students who will use it
for their learning and for the user who will apply i t in the
aeronauti cal operativi ty.
'A
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Blending Advanced Environmental Observations and Computer
Technologies into Meteorological Training Programs
Prances C. Parmenter-Holt
NOAA/NESDIS Office of Research and Applications
Washington, D.C. 20233

ABSTRACT : Data from advanced observational systems such as doppler radars, wind profilers, and the new
geostationary satellite GOES 8, are available at many forecast offices in the U.S. These observations are far more
complex than previous systems. Intensive training courses have been developed for all levels of activities from the
meteorological technician to the Scientific Operations , Officers. The Cooperative Program for Operational
Meteorology, Education and Training (COMET) is leading the effort for advanced meteorological centered training
through residence classes and computer based learning modules. Other course offerings targeting specific job topics
are also available. Traditionally, the training in the use of satellite data has been accomplished through technical
reports, conference presentations and satellite workshops. The low cost of computer technology and peripherals
and communications is opening up a vast array of options for instruction; many of these will be used in the GOES
8 training program which is described in this paper.

INTRODUC TION
Beginning in 1990, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) embarked on a program to
modernize its National Weather Service (NWS). Central to this modernization are doppler radars to replace 40 year
old weather radar systems; automated observing systems; improved weather prediction models; increased computing
power; improved satellite observations; and advanced communications. Coincident with this activity has been the
explosion in the capabilities of personal computers (PC) and peripherals at ever decreasing prices.
The meteorologist today is faced with an overwhelming waterfall of data that must be processed, viewed, and used
to make a forecast decision. The new radar and satellite data are providing insights to atmospheric processes never
seen before. New numerical models include increasingly sophisticated physical processes, enhanced terrain
definition and smaller grid scales to meet the focus on improved short term forecasts and warnings. Hydrology is
an added focus at many offices. Enhanced computer and comniunications systems are also being installed. Further,
there will be a continuing change in personnel as some operational staff retire and new staff is hired and some
offices are closed and new offices are opened. NOAA recognized that understanding the new observational
technologies, assimilating this information, and applying it to the forecast problem of the day required a higher level
of technological expertise and meteorological and hydrological understanding by its employees. Thus a major
training effort was developed as part of the modernization program.

APPROACH
· Two approaches are being used to provide meteorologists with the training required for NWS modernization
activities: traditional classroom lectures with "hands-on" laboratory exercises, and computer-based/interactive video
learning modules.
The NWS Training Center in Kansas City, MO provides job centered training courses in three primary areas:
Hydrology and Meteorology; Management; and Electronic Maintenance. For example, the Forecaster Development
course is offered to interns, usually new college graduates and concentrates on forecast operations and products.
Management courses target new managers, Scientific Operations Officers (SOOs), and Development and Operations
Hydrologists (DOHs) and electronic maintenance courses cover all observational equipment and computer systems
throughout the NWS. A separate four week doppler radar course is offered at the Operational Support Facility in
Norman, OK.
·
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The Cooperative Program for Operational Meteorology, Education and Training (COMET), a partnership between
NOAA, the Department of Defense, and the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) is
responsible for short (2 week) and extended (6 to 8 week) residence courses as well as the so called "distance
learning materials" or Computer Based Learning (CBL) modules for on-station training.
COMET conducts ten residence courses each year. These courses are taught at the graduate level by COMET staff
and invited experts and focus on advanced meteorological topics. Facilities include advanced computer workstations
and access to doppler radar, wind profiler, satellite and surface observations, and numerical prediction products.
Courses are designed for SOOs and DOHs whose responsibility includes on-site training, professional development
of station staff, local research and product development oversight. This is a "train the trainer" approach.
Since 1991, COMET has also developed ten computer based learning modules on the following topics: Doppler
Radar; Boundary Detection and Convection Initiation; Heavy Precipitation and Flash Flooding; the Forecast Process;
Numerical Weather Prediction; Marine Meteorology: Waves and Winds; Extratropical Cyclones; and Hydrology
for Meteorologists. These contain a total of 86 hours of lectures and interactive learning exercises.

THE GOES 8 TRAINING PROGRAM
NOAA launched the GOES 8 geostationary satellite, the first of the GOES I-M series, in April1994. This satellite
carries many improvements in data, most notably higher resolution infrared and water vapor data. It provides the
forecaster with five image channels of data: visible, water vapor, shortwave Infrared (3.9~tm), and split window
(10.2 ~tm and 11.5 ~tm) Infrared. Fifteen minute imaging of the continental U .S. is routine with GOES 8; GOES
7 images are available at 30 minute intervals. Digital data streams are available at one third of the NWS offices.
This allows forecasters to enhance data and produce multi-channel products locally.
Recently, scientists from the National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Iliformation Service (NESDIS), the NWS,
and COMET developed a training plan for the GOES 8 satellite system. The first step, a needs assessment survey
will be completed in January 1995. The curriculum will be completed in February, and a GOES 8 Symposium will
be held for SOOs in March.
Since all the NWS offices do not have the same array of satellite receiving equipment nor computer equipment, the
training must address the full complement of capabilities. The first CBL module will describe the GOES 8
spacecraft, sensors, and sounding capabilities. CBLs require scripts, studio quality videotaping, editing, interactive
question and answer software, and finally transfer to CD-ROM's and laser disks. Nearly a year ofeffort is required
to produce these training modules.
A collection of brief applications tutorials, approximately 10-20 minutes in length will also be produced on floppy
disks. Using off the shelf PC software, satellite imagery, animation and text can be merged to create striking
tutorials. Figure 1 shows a page from an introductory training module that is being developed for the NOAA polar
orbiting satellites. This page from the training tutorial shows examples of the five channels of the Advanced Very
High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR). Each channel's characteristics are then discussed on succeeding pages.
These tutorials can be copied onto floppy disks for distribution or made available on the Internet. The first tutorial
developed for the GOES 8 satellite has a similar approach; it also includes a loop of one minute interVal images of
a developing thunderstorm complex.
Finally, the GOES 8 training will include slide sets, video tapes of special events, technical reports, and many local
and conference workshops and papers. Even today, many of the presentations at scientific conferences are made
using laptop and portable PCs. There is increasing interest in publications on CD ROMS or floppy disks. The
American Meteorological Society now offers their annual collection of preprint volumes on CD ROMs at a fraction
of the price of the printed books. Deciding on the best format for training materials is complex becaUse of the
rapidly changing computer environment. The ability to update computer technology and peripherals is out-paced
by the new products introduced in the marketplace each month!
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BEYOND THE FORECAST omCE
Training must extend beyond the weather forecast office. Delivery of weather information whether it is a general
forecast or a warning has become more the purview of the radio broadcaster or the TV announcer or meteorologist.
In some cases the broadcast media employ their own professional staff. It is important that these individuals receive
a certain level of training so they understand the information they receive and that they convey this information
correctly to the public. This is most critical for weather watches and warnings.
Finally, the general public must be able to understand the information that they receive, and in the case of severe
weather warnings know what action to take. A wide variety of approaches are used to educate the general public.
TheSe range from community meetings, distribution of pamphlets, school visits, etc. Another popular and effective
program is the Weather Channel available 24 hours a day on many cable TV systems in the U.S. The programming
includes current weather and forecasts, satellite and radar coverage with regional or special weather highlights for
severe weather, hurricanes, etc. They also include good informational segments to explain various weather
phenomena and include appropriate safety tips for the season, e.g., extreme heat, lightning safety, etc. Local
forecast information and radar coverage is also presented.
Information and training must extend to these two user groups. Assuring the forecasts are delivered and taking
proper precautions or actions are vital to the success of short-term forecast and warning programs.

CONCLUSION
Training is one of the most challenging aspects of the professional meteorological office. Ever changing staff
complements, advances in observing technologies, models, and the understanding of atmospheric processes require
that a viable program is maintained to assure the best hydrological and meteorological services are provided. The
methods to address these training needs vary depending on the facilities, mainly computers, available to the
organization. The development and exchange of existing materials amongst organizations which may be as simple
as accessing a site on the Internet, should bring economies to all centers striving to train or update their professional
staffs.

-
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OVERVIEW OF MODERN SURFACE BASED METEOROLO GICAL MEASURING
TECHNOLOG Y

Dr.A Van Gysegem
Vice-president of CIMO
Royal Meteorological Institute of Belgium
Introduction
Owing the past decade meteorological measuring techniques have been improved and new systems developed
mainly due to the rapid evolution in data acquisition, processing and telecommunication technology and to
the transfer of experimental systems from research to an operational environment. It is an irreversible process
that presents new challenges to Meteorological and Hydrological Services intending the modernization of
their observational systems. The paper attempts to summarize the impact of new technology on surface-based
meteorological in-situ and remote sensing measuring techniques of interest to the Global Observing System.
Surface measurements
New Automatic Weather Stations (AWS) have been developed by which special attention is paid to life cycle
costs. Hardware and software became very modular to respond to demanding specifications for different
applications under varying working conditions and in differing technical infrastructures. The availability of
fast microprocessors and large memories drastically changed AWS processing capabilities. On the shelf
available real-time multitasking and multifunction operating systems are now commonly used. Interactive
software provides on-site and/or remote data acquisition configuration and selection of relevant sampling,
processing, telecom and test functions to suit individual requirements. Whereas the application of new
technology resulted in reliable automation of data collection and processing, the most critical elements of an
AWS - the sensors - still require further investigations. Of particular interest is the development of intelligent
sensors, e.g. present weather sensors, that do directly several functions and output the results in a serial digital
form to the data acquisition section of an AWS. Useful information on the performance of many types of
sensors can be found in several WMO/CIMO reports on instrument intercomparisons [1]. An interesting
evolution is the mass production of new modular automatic data acquisition and calibration systems and
relevant software for industrial control applications. Their adaptation for automatic weather stations opens
new horizons and can substantially lower harware and programming cost.
In-situ upper-air observations
CIMO successfully completed an international intercomparison programme linking the six main radiosonde
types in widespread use in the Global Observing System [1]. Mainly as a result of these intercomparisons,
the radiosonde measuring technology has been improved through new design of radiosondes and electronics
but mainly through the use of new sensors and algorithms. The result is more accurate and compatible
measurements. Measuring capacity is extended by additional data acquisition channels (e.g. ozone). Ground
equipment became gradually automated in many countries and PC-based systems for data processing and
display have been introduced in recent years. Completely automatic upper-air stations are developed that
prepare radiosonde, fill and launch balloon, receive the radiosignals and transmit WMO messages. The
foreseen shutdown by the end of 1997 of the OMEGA radio navigation system, used for windfmding by 20%
aerological stations (192 stations in 1993) of the GOS, conducts manufacturers to search for alternate
methods based on other VLF navigation networks as Alpha, Communication VLF and Loran-C. However,
the most promising technology might be the use of the Global Position System. GPS is a navigational system
consisting of a constellation of 24 satellites, designed for high accuracy and worldwide coverage. Differential
GPS-radiosondes and associated GPS-ground systems will become commercially available in 1995.
Cost/performance of radiosondes and associated ground equipment and also the limited coverage of some
navigation systems have to be considered when selecting an alternate windfmding system.
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Weather radars.
A weather radar system of the nintees comprises a digitized Doppler X, C or S band radar, installed at a
remote place, connected through telephone lines, microwave or satellite links to a radar control and data
analysis system. Built-in test equipment (BITE) becomes a standard part of new radars. The control and data
analysis system consists of a workstation equipped with interactive software and is often connected to other
interactive display systems via local area networks. A large variety of meteorological products under image
form are generated that can be displayed on a high resolution monitor. Data archiving allows further
investigations. During recent years more economical PC-based systems became available as digital
replacement or upgrading of analog radar systems. These lower resolution systems can satisfy operational
requirements of many users. Current investigations aim the elimination of factors adversely affecting radar
data such as ground clutter, anomalous propagation, bright band effects, attenuation by heavy rain, etc.
Current technological challenges are nationaVintemational radar networks, the extension of Doppler radars
with polarization diversity (dual polarization) measuring capabilities and combination of radar data with other
observational and numerical data. Training of meteorologists in the use of radar products is considered as an
high priority task Dual-wavelength operation and (very expensive) electronic steerable fast scanning (phased
array) antennas that can provide a three-dimern!ional scan in a single radar rotation are longer term objectives.
The fmal goal is a multi-parameter fast scanning radar that can meet the sometimes contradicting
requirements of aviation, nowcasting and hydrological user groups [2].

Wind profiler radars
Windprofilers are VHF and UHF Doppler radars measuring continuously vertical wind profiles in all-weather
conditions. These radars detect the Doppler frequency shifts in signals backscattered from radio refractive
index irregularities associated with turbulent eddies drifting with the mean wind. Radial air velocity profiles
in four or more directions, one vertically and the other about 15 ° off-vertical, are measured and combined to
vector wind profiles. In practice, systems are built for three frequency bands, i.e. the large size 50 MHz, midsize 400 MHz and smaller size 1000 MHz systems. Estimated minimwn and maximwn height of
measurements are respectively: 2-30 km, 0.5-16 km and 0.1-2 km. These coverages should be interpreted .
with some reserve as they are influenced by weather conditions and depend on the power-aperture product
and processing capabilities of the radar. Interference effects in the lower layers of the atmosphere can further
degrade data availability and quality. Vertical resolution is roughly 100 metres for l 000 MHz systems and
200-800 metres for the other systems. Extensive comparisons with collocated rawindsondes made by Martner
[3] suggest good to excellent agreement Mean differences between radiosondes and windprofilers were about
1 ms· 1 for horizontal wind components with standard deviations of 3-4 ms·1• Relative high system and
operation costs, limited height coverage of individual systems and especially problems associated with
obtaining the necessary frequency clearances are main factors limiting implementation in many countries.
Nevertheless, based on the experience gained in the USA and Europe [4], the WMO Commission for Basic
Systems endorsed in August 1994 the concept that windprofilers has reached the stage that they could be
operationally deployed to make improvements in hydrometeorological forecasts.
Radio Acoustic Sounding System. (RASS)
The RASS technique consists in measuring the propagation speed of a short high intensity acoustic pulse,
emitted vertically into the atmosphere, by means of a microwave Doppler radar. The acoustic wavelength is
matched to one-halve of the microwave wavelength to enhance the backscattered signal strength (Bragg
condition). The vertical profile of the' virtual temperature can be calculated as this is proportional to the
square of the acoustic wave propagation speed. A variety of experimental techniques have been developed.
However, practical application awaited the availability and increased sensitivity of microwave Doppler radars
for tracking the acoustic pulse. A modern RASS is composed of a wind profiler radar (see above) to which
an acoustic source and suitable processing are added. Comparisons with radiosondes made by Martner [3]
show mean differences of about 0.3°C with standard deviations of about 1°C. Atmospheric attenuation of
the acoustic waves, local weather conditions and wind profiler characteristics limit the height coverage to the
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first kilometres of the troposphere. The RASS technique is considered as a very promising method for
obtaining continuously virtual temperature profiles, but further investigations are required before they can
be used with confidence operationally. Most existing windprofiler radars are now extended with a RASS.
Doppler Sodars
Doppler sodars operate in a nearly similar way as the more expensive windprofiler radars b\lt are based on
the backscattering of acoustic waves from refractive .index variations caused by small scale thermal
fluctuations in the atmosphere. They are commonly used to obtain wind profiles but also information on the
height of inversions and atmospheric stability. Since the strength of the backscattered signal is largely a
function of the intensity and scale of the thermal fluctuations, the sodar height range is limited and varies with
atmospheric conditions. Economic systems can cover a height range from about 25 to 600 metres routinely.
Height resolution is about 25-50 metres. Comparisons with in-situ tower measurements by Chintawongvanich
[5] show mean differences< .5 ms· 1 for wind speed and <l0°for wind direction. New developments are
phased array sodars by which small sweeters (50 to 400) are positioned together on a flat surface to form a
single antenna with the direction of emission controlled by the phase of the drives to the individual sweeters.
Manufacturers claim that the height coverage can be considerably extended with such systems. Sensivity of
sodars to interfering noise (aircraft's, precipitation, strong winds) precludes their use as an all-weather system.
They also produce sound, the nature and level of which is likely to cause annoyance to humans in the near
vicinity, precluding their use in otherwise suitable environments.
Microwave radiometers.
Ground-based microwave radiometers operating at frequencies near 60 GHz have been developed attempting
to provide vertical temperature profiles.The principles of operation are essential the same as those of
downward-looking radiometric temperature soundings from satellites. Due to the shape ofthe weighting
functions (sensitivity curves in function of pressure) for ground-based or upward-looking temperature
radiometers, the vertical resolution is relative poor (- 500 metre) and meaningful results are obtained only
in the lowest 2-3 kilometres of the troposphere. Similar radiometers, operating at frequencies of about 21 and
32 GHz, are developed to obtain information on water vapour and liquid water profiles. The flat weighting
functions do not allow profile information but only measurements of the total vertically integrated quantities
of water vapour and liquid. The main advantage of ground-based radiometers is the ability to make
continuous measurements in time, which can be used to observe the development and time of arrival of
atmospheric changes. The requirement for careful design and calibration makes these radiometers expensive
to install and to operate. Their cost and difficulties in interpretation of the measurements mean that they
cannot be considered as a substitute for radiosondes even in the lowest layers of the troposphere.
Laser radars. (LIDARS)
The backscattering of electromagnetic energy generated by lasers at ultraviolet, visible and infrared
wavelengths by atmospheric gas molecules, suspended particles allows the application of the radar principle
to make continuous observations of the atmosphere by means of different types of LIDARs (Light Detection
And Ranging). Lidars, based on Mie elastic backscattering, are now operationally used for the measurement
of the heights of cloud layers (ceilometers) and to obtain information on the spatial distribution of aerosols
and particulate matters in the atmosphere. Various lidars systems have been developed to measure wind
profiles in the boundary layer by measuring the Doppler shift in the backscattered radiation (VAD scans).
Comparisons with in-situ tower measurements show mean differences of about 0.5 ms· 1 for wind speed and
about 5° for wind direction. Two other types of lidars, the Raman lidar and the Differential Absorption Lidar
(DIAL) are promising techniques for the measurements of vertical profiles of temperature, water vapour and
various atmospheric gases, in particular ozone. Lidar systems have provided a great deal of useful
information for research studies but have still limited impact as operational tools because they are relatively
expensive, require very skilled staff and operate satisfactorily only under restricted weather conditions.
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Real-time lightning detection and location networks.
Advances in telecommunication, improvements in electronic design and better understanding of the nature
of lightning discharges have led to the development of lightning detection and localization systems during
the past 10-15 years. Commercially available systems in operational real-time use are based on directionfinder (DF), time-of-arrival (TOA) and radiometric interferometry (SAFIR) antenna networks. Cloud to
ground discharges location accuracy is estimated to be 2-5 km for large DF and TOA networks (antenna
separations of about 200-300km) and< 500 metre for smaller area networks (antenna separation of tens of
kilometres). The SAFIR system requires a dense network (antenna separation ofabout 150 km) but also
allows inter cloud discharges' detection and location with an estimated accuracy of <500 metre. Each of the
available systems have limitations and strong points. Mostly, calibrations and adjustments of biases need to
be done for each individual network. It is likely that lightning detection networks will continue to be deployed
around the world at the same rate or even faster than during the last decade. For a detailed overview and an
extensive bibliography, reference is made to CIMO report ofHolle and Lopez [6].
Some general considerations.
Compared with some ten years ago [7], significant progress is indeed made in meteorological measuring
technology in particular in the field of surface-based remote sensing techniques. Improved technology allowed
a better understanding of the very complex physical processes determining the measuring techniques which
on its turn led to new developments or improvements. It is expected that this spiral line process will aecelerate
in the future. Modem weather radars and lightning location systems are considered as operational systems
and large networks are deployed for different applications. Doppler sodars are used for a long time for
boundary layer investigations. Combined windprofiler/RASS networks are planned for the next future [4].
Comparisons of remote profiling techniques with radiosondes, although not true tests of accuracy; are very
encouraging but still show several experimental limitations that require further improvements and
intercomparisons [8]. There is still room for new developments by for instance exploring other bands of the
electromagnetic spectrum, e.g. for water vapour and flux profile measurements, composition of the
atmosphere and cloud investigations. It is obvious that these profiling techniques cannot be considered as
substitutes for radiosondes but rather as complementary means that can provide very useful data with a high
temporal resolution. Relative high system and operation costs, operational limitations and the need for a
skilled staff to maintain the equipment are main problems to be solved before they can be effectively and fully
operationnally used in the general scope of the Global Observing System.
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LES NOUVELLES TECHNIQUES D'ESTIMATION DES SEDIMENTS EN
SUSPENSION ET DU RUISSELLEMENT INTRODUITES
A L'AGENCE NATIONALE DES RE,SOURCES HYDRAULIQUES.
M.OUAAR
ABSTRACT : This paper presents two methods introduc ed in the
A.N.R.H for : measurin g sedimen t transpo rt by nuclear
techniqu e and runoff estmima tion using GIS, LANDSAT TM data
and hydrolo gical field data.
INTRODUCTION :
L'Alger ie est situee dans une zone caracte risee par un
climat agressi f, et un regime hydrolog ique violent.
La protecti on des vies humaine s, la preserva tion des terres
agricole s et des ouvrages hydrauli ques, necessi te une bonne
connaiss ance des paramet res hydrocli matolog iques.
Les methodes traditio nnelles d'invest igation utilisee s ne
reponden t plus aux nouvelle s exigence s du developp ement du
pays, aussi de nouveaux besoins se sont fait sentir en matiere
de ressourc es en eau et preserva tion des sols.
Pour repondre a cette demande, l'ANRH a introdu it de nouvelle s
techniqu es d' investig ation dans le domaine de la mesure des
sedimen ts en suspensi on dans les oueds et 1' estimati on des
apports liquides et solides.
I. L 1 APPLICATION DES TECHNIQUES NUCLEAIRES
SEDIMENTS EN SUSPENSION : M.OUAAR- ANRH-.

A LA MESURE

DES

Par
suite
des
disconti nuites
d'echan tillonna ge
(preleve ments manuels) 1' evaluati on des materiau x transpo rtes
en suspensi on par les oueds ne se fait que d'une maniere
approche e. Pour ameliore r cette evaluati on, on a ete amene a
experim enter une nouvelle methode basee sur l'utilis ation des
techniqu es nucleair es. L' objectif vise par 1' introduc tion de
ces techniqu es radio-is otopiqu es dans ce domaine , est la mise
au point de precedes et de methodo logie suscept ibles de
determin es en continu et in situ la teneur des eaux en matiere
en suspensi on (mesure de la turbidit e) .

I.l. Descrip tion de la jaugeaqe utilisee
Dans le cadre d'un projet ANRH/AIEA une jauge nucleair e a
ete con9ue et introdu ite en Algerie pour la mesure de
sedimen ts en suspensi on. cette jauge est constitu ee d'un
detecteu r du type Nai (Tl) et d'une source de rayonnem ent
(Am241 de lOOmci), d'un Ictometr e qui permet une lecture
directe du rayonnem ent emis par la source {chocsfs econds),
d'une echelle de comptage , d'un interfac e qui assure le
fonction nement cyclique de la chaine et assure la liaison
entre l'echell e de comptage et l'imprim ante.

M.OUAAR
A.N.R.H

Ingenieu r Hydrolog ue (ANRH)
Agence Nationa le des Ressourc es Hydraul iques.
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I.2. Principe de fonctionne ment :
Le principe de fonctionne ment est base sur la mesure de
!'attenua tion que subit la radiation monoenerg etique emise par
la source radioactiv e en traversan t le milieu d' epaisseur X
coefficie nt
un
et ayant
de densite
turbide)
(eau
. La
sediments
des
composante
la
a
lie
massique
d'attenua tion
a
repond
milieu
du
traversee
la
a
radiation mesuree
.
!'equation
IX = roe-f'/'X
Les parametre s ,P et / ' sont variables et ne peuvent etre
mesure en continu, aussi !'operatio n a ete simplifie par un
etalonnag e de la jauge (fig 1) dans un milieu de reference
(eau claire - eau turbide).

I.3. Resultats et contrainte s
Le ~auge etant installee dans un micro-bas sin de l'ordre
(zone semi aride avec P < 400 mm) au niveau d'un
de 1 km
canal pre calibre (fig 2), influencee par le caractere des
crues ( irregulier es, rap ides, temps de base tres court) ne
crues
les
toutes
d'enregis trer
permis
pas
a
nous
particulie rement les crues a faible tirant d'eau d'une part et
le charriage dO. a la concentra tion des ecoulemen ts dans le
chennal en cas de crues relativem ent importante s d'autre part
(fig 3) .
II. ESTIMATION DU RUISSELLEMENT PAR L'UTILISAT ION DES DONNEES
SATELLITAIRES :(Resume de l'etude menee par T.VOGT, D.GOMER et
equipe ANRH dans le cadre d'un Projet - ANRH/G.T. Z - IW.K.
LECT) .
Le ruissellem ent a toujour ete estime a partir des pluies
et des apports mesures au niveau d'un bassin versant en
considera nt qu'il est homogene sur de tres grandes surfaces.
mieux
pour
elementai re
versant
bassin
L'utilisat ion du
la
re
d'atteind
loin
est
ruissellem ent
le
expliquer
es
(differenc
ation
regionalis
d'une
lors
represent ativite
zone
d'une
detaillee
descriptio n
La
geomorpho logiques).
grand
plus
un
sur
relativem ent importante exigerait des etudes
nombre de bass ins elementai res d' ou se pose le probleme du
temps et des coO.ts (terrain et laboratoi re). L'utilisat ion des
donnees satellitai res concernan t l'etat et la nature du sol,
associees a un MNT dans la modelisati on permettro nt de faire
une meilleur estimation du ruissellem ent. Cette technique a
ete utilisee dans un bass in versant pilote (zone marneuse 400 mm de pluie) ou des donnees de LANDSAT TM ont ete
utilisees .

T.VOGT- Laboratoi re Environnem ent, Cartograp hie, Teledetec tion
GSTS. Strasbour g.
D. GOMER- Institut fur Wasserbau und kulturtech nik. Karlsruhe
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II.l. LA carte des sols :
Les traitements ont eu deux buts : fournir d'une part une
carte des types de sols et d'autre part delimiter les zones
filtrantes et celles a forte retention. Pour la premiere
cartei de• classes de sols (18) ont ete separees sur la base
de l'image produite a partir des donnees satellitaires
(composition colorees) et apres identification sur le terrain,
et regroupement des sols en fonction de leur comportement
physiques et hydriques (vis a vis de l'erosion et de la
retention) trois classes hydrologiques ont ete retenues pour
le calcul du ruissellement.
La carte des sols fournit la repartition des types de sols
dans 1' ensemble du bassin et permet done de generaliser les
resultats obtenus dans les aires experimentales.

II.2 Donnies satellitaires :
Les performances radiometriques de LANDSAT TM et une
analyse en composantes principales ont permis de mettre en
evidence :
- Une composante relative a l'indice de brillance.
- Une composante relative a l'indice de vegetation.
- Une composante relative a l'indice d'humidite.
ce
dernier
facteur
est
intrinseques des sols et varie en
des sols (GRIST ET CICONE) ce
evidence les conditions hydriques

CRIST et CICONE
CANAL
TM1
TM2
TM3
TM4
TM5
TM7

Fl
0.332
0.331
0.552
0.425
0.487
0.252

1984
F2

independant des
proprietes
fonction de la teneur en eau
qui a permis de mettre en
de ces derniers (Tab~l).

Cued MINA 1990
F3

-0.247 0.139
-0.163 0.225
-0.406 0.403
0.855 0.052
0.055 -0.701
-0.116 -0.457

F1
0.947
0.976
0.986
0.966
0.958
0.953

F2

F3

-0.271
-0.187
-0.095
0.034
0.253
0.270

-0.122
-0.010
0.034
0.245
-0.069
-0.083

Tableau N° 1 : opposition des canaux de 1' infra-rouge moyen
aux autres (Ref. 5,8).
Dans les zones semi aride, le facteur lie au couvert
vegetal passe alors en troisieme position, alors que celui lie
a l'humidite (opposition des canaux de l'infra-rouge moyen aux
autres) passe en deuxieme position (Ref. 7,9).
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L' image obtenue sur la "zone des marnes" a partir des
scores de ce deuxieme facteur montre que l'humidite se
concentre dans les bas versants, les fends de vallee et les
aires plus proches de l'axe de drainage principal (zones
saturees), en faisant un rapprochement avec la classification
on remarque que 1 'humidi te est independante de la nature des
sols : 1' eau se concentre dans les parties basses. Done ce
n' est pas tant la nature des sols qui va condi tionner les
phenomenes d'infiltration et de ruissellement, mais leur
situation topographique (Ref. 8,10).
Les resultats de la classification de 1' analyse factorielle
informations
deux
comme
consideres
etre
alors
peuvent
independantes et etre integres comme telles dans un SIG.

II.3 Donnees hydroloqiques
Le comportement hydrologique des sols dans la zone
experimentale a done dQ etre determ~ne par des mesures
d' infiltration sur des parcelles de 1 m en admettant que le
ruissellement est controle par 1' etat de surface ( 3 classes
des sols) {fig. 4).
Le ruissellement s'explique done en fonction de l'hurnidite
antecedente du sol et du type de sol, selon eq.l.
Lr

= aP

- b

Lr = lame ruisselee (mm)
= hauteur de pluie (mm)
P
a,b = facteur.
Fonction

Etat d'hurnectation

Types de sol
Vertisols
Sols
Limoneux

=

0.54
0.91

I
II

Lr
Lr

I
II

Lr = 0.86
Lr = 0.91

I
II

Bad lands

~

Lr = 0.77
Lr = 0.87

*
*
*
*
*
*

P - 9.37
P - 2.04

'

P - 9.79
P - 1.32
P - 5.51
P - 0.76

TABLEAU N°2 Lame ruisselee en fonction du type de sol et de
l'humidite antecedente (Ref. 10)
Le coefficient de ruissellement specifique CRi pour la
zone experimentale se calcule en fonction du type de sol et
des conditions d'humectation antecedentes du sol comme eq.2.
CRi

=

Ai Lri
Atot P

=

Ai { aiP - bil
A tot P

decrit comrne facteur d'echelle la relation
Le quotient __Ai
Atot
entre la surface contribuant au ruissellement et la surface
totale.
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Le coeff icient de ruisse lleme nt CR d'un B.V compl exe se forme
done de la manie re suivan t
CR

= I:_ (AiLr i)
Atot P

=

~Ai(aiP- bi)

Atot P

III.4 Gener alisat ion spatia le
Un model e numer ique de terrai n (MNT) elabo re a partir
la numer isatio n des cartes topogr aphiqu es au 1/50.0 00 de
et
l'indi ce de BEVEN et KIRKBY (Ref.2 ) a ete utilis e comme
facteu r
d'eval uation
des
surfac es
contri buant
ruisse lleme nt. Une combi naison de l'ense mble des donneau
es
(hydro logiqu essatell itaire s,
topog raphiq ues)
et
1
1 utilis ation d 1 un SIG SPANS ont permis 1 1 elabo ration d 1 une
carte des aires de produ ction du ruisse lleme nt pour les aires
exper iment ales.
La gener alisat ion des mesur es in situ est fondee sur .la
combi naison
des
result ats
des
traite ments
des
donnee s
satel litair es (humi dite - sol) et du MNT.
Par super positi ons des inform ations sur
- Les classe s hydro logiqu es a partir de l 1 analys e
discri minan te (ti~. 9).
- L'hum idite {2em facteu r de l'ACP) (fig. 7).
- L'ind ice topogr aphiqu e (fig. 6).
On arrive
a delim iter les zones produ ctrice s de
ruisse lleme nt (fig. 10) carac terise es par des coeff icient s de
ruisse lleme nt analog ues en compa rant les valeu rs obtenu es pour
des pluies a differ entes condi tions d'hum ectati on antece dente
du sol avec des donnee s hydro logiqu es de terrai n (3 ans), sont
ainsi defin is tous
les facteu rs pour la determ inatio n des
debits et done aussi du coeff icient de ruisse lleme nt d'un
bassin versa nt et un bilan accep table des appor ts solide s
(sols, expos ition, bilan radia tif entre deux crues)
CONCLUSION :

L'intr oduct ion de ces techni ques nouve lles perme ttent dans
des delais tres courts de suivre en contin u la turbid ite dans
un cours d'eau pour la mesure et d'eta blir un inven taire
detai lle des types de sols du point de vue de leur
compo rtemen t physiq ues et hydriq ues
(erosi on,
retent ion,
ruisse lleme nt, model isatio n).
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DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN TECHNOLOGIES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
POLLUTION MONITORING OF CENTRAL ASIA REGION
(Abstract on WMO Internatio nal Conference on Meteorological
and Hydrological Technology and Management METEOHYTEC XXI,
Geneva, 22-26 may, 1995)

Tolkacheva G. A., Aksenova L.A., Zinoviev P. V.,
Torianikova R. V., Aliev R.R.
Central Asian Hydrometeorology Research Institute
CSANIGMI), Uzbekistan

The character istic feature of Central Asia region nature
is a predispos ition to contaminat~on of air, soil, surface
water due to physico-geographical condition s as well as low
natural self-purif ication. The Aral Sea ecologica l crisis
aggravated these processes of environmental contamination in
region, it especially rises the accumulation of such specific
pollutants as pesticide s,
heavy metals,
polyaromatic
hydrocarbons, polychlor inated biphenyls etc. and also increase
biota injury. So working out complex regional monitoring
demands introducin g the system of global atmospheric service
and developing of modern methods and technolog ies.
Topically of the problem for the arid zones of ions as
more
than 70Z atmospheric pollutants precipita tes onto
underlying surface during the drY deposition . This type of
observatio ns is the development of the atmospheric studies and
environmental program in the framework of
the
global
atmosphere service of t.he 3-d long term plan of WMO in
"Pollutan ts exchange between various environmental components
Cair, water, ground surface) and complex monitoring".
The technolog ic scheme of carrying out of DAS monitoring
includes the following steps:
1) working out of technology of passive selection of DAS
samples to the various sorbing surfaces (including natural
objects).

-
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2) creation of the SGheme of division of DAS samples into
the main classes of pollutants and their extraction .
•
3) quantifYing and qualifying of chemical composition of
DAS by physical and chemical methods(ionic chromatography,
atomic absorption).
4) automa~ed system for processing of obtained results,
based on
PC,
programs for
complex
the
including
discriminanting analysis.
5) practical realization of scientific methodical bases
of the DAS monitoring system on the region's territory as
stationary or episodic observations.
6) applying the data obtained at the stationary stations
network for assesm ent of model calculations of dispersion,
transfer and falling of pollutants from anthropogenic and
natural sources on the region's territorY.
and hazards organic
The monitoring of high toxic
compounds, witch have teratogenic and carcinogenic properties,
have high ability to cumulation is extremely important task.
There is two basic trends of investigations in the SANIGMI.
One of this trends is the elaborations and inculcation of
new techniques for the determination a trulY industrial
and
pollutants, such as polyaromatic hydrocarbons CPAH)
polychlorinaite d biphenyls CPCB's).
task
The PAH determination is a difficult chemical
required a complicated analytical equipment and a large
expenditure of time. But there are the more simple techniques
which can be used for monitoring aims in some case.
The new screening systems of PAH was prepared in SANIGMI
and have author's sertificate. This method ~ake it possible to
form a correct estimate of the level of PAH contents in the
screening system, including the basic
The
environment.
the
have
preparation,
analytical treatments of sample
semiquantitativ e fluorimetric determination of PAH, as the sum
of individual compounds. This simple and operational technique
make it possible to carry out of PAH monitoring on a large
territorY and at a any laboratorY. This technique can be used
in a emergency situations as well as for the establishment of
the correlation between PAH contents and people's health.

-
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There is new
"two step" technique for individua l PAH
determina tion elaborated at SANIGMI. The first step is
semiprepa rative HPLC separation of all components of PAH, and
the second step is quantitati ve determina tion of individua l
PAH. In the last case the components of PAH are separated by
micro column HPLC and detected by fluorescen ce which is
excited by continuous He-Cd UV laser. The limit of
determina tion of the individua l PAH is a dozens picogramme.
The other dangerous pollutant was widely spread in
industrY PCB's. For the determina tion of PCB's the gas-liquid
chromatography technique is widely used. But the quantitati ve
calculatio n in a case of multi components mixture is a very
difficult and is source of large errors. There is a new
technology of calculatio n of PCB's contents elaborated in
SANIGMI. This technology used the individua l isomer of PCB's hexaclorb iphenil, as an internal standard decrease of the
errors of determina tion about 50Z.
The second trend of the investiga tions is a monitoring of
pesticide s contents. In the Central Asia region which is a
agricultu ral region, the large quantitie s of chlorine,
phosphorus, nitrogen contain pesticides . There are many new
technique s for the choice of the objects and sampling of
locations worked out at SAN I GM I. In this direction of the
investiga tions the new technique of the qualitativ e and
quantitati ve chromatographic analysis was worked out. This
techniquec uses a systematic scheme of analysis which based on
the liquid as well as gas chromatography applicatio n.
The large amount of experimental date about pesticide s
contents made it possible to ascertain the dynamics of the
pesticides accumulation as well as their migration between
surroundings (medium) in Central Asia region's conditions .
The methods of bioindica tion of environmental pollution by
biochemicallY and physiolog ical responses of wildlife plants
was worked out in SANIGMI. This methods facilitate to solve
the following ecologica l problems:
1. To assess the state of vegetation as well as quantify
of the inhibition degree caused by anthropogenic environmental
pollution.
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the environmental quality for biota
2. To estimat e
Cintegr al contamination of air).
3. To assess the impact of environmental polluti on on
grouth and Yield of agricu ltural plants.
4. To carry out the measures for effecti ve utiliza tion of
vegetat ion for improvement of sanitar y quality of urban's and
industr ial regions air.
The investi gations of sites with various levels of air
polluti on for the six-yea r period offer to determine typical
and
bioindi cation
for
species
plant
SAR
for
biochemical parameters for testing of vegetat ion state.
In our department it was also worked out the ecologi cal
standar d of admissible concen tration limit of sulphur dioxide
in air for cotton which is one of the most widespread
agricu ltural crop in Uzbekistan. This air quality standar d was
determined on the base of experimental fumiga tion of plants
by
followed
with various concen trations of polluta nt
biochemical testing of their state as well as biochemical
testing of crops in regions with various levels of sulphur
dioxide in air. At present the working out of ecologi cal
standar d fluorid e content in air is started in SANIGMI.
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International Conference on Meteorological and Hydrological
Technology and its Management, Geneva, 1995

MAJOR PROBLEMS OF FLOW MEASUREMENTS AND THE PROMISE
OF THE NEW TECHNOLOGY
by Prof.Dr. 0. Starosolszky
Director General, Water Resources Research Centre, VITUKI
Budapest, Hungary

Extended Abstract
Background
The modern history of hydrometry, the technology of water flow measurement shows
the growing demand of mankind towards rational water management. Thus, the prototypes
of the basic instruments (current meters and water level recorders) were invented in the
XIXth century. The hydrometrical instruments used mechanical elements to produce
measured data. Electrical devices combined with mechanical sensors were introduced at the
end of the XIXth century.
The first part of the XXth century witnessed the development of more sophisticated
instruments and some samplers for water quality, and few sensors (e.g. for water
temperature). With the electronic revolution several parts of the instruments were renewed
by applying electronic devices for sensors, transducers and telemetering. The development
of instruments measuring quantitative parameters and those measuring qualitative parameters
remained separated, but systematic improvement became well-known.
The joint seminars of WMO, UNESCO and IAHS on hydrometry since 1971
represents very well the continuous development of hydrometric technology (Koblenz,
Padova, Toulouse) and the four-annual Hydromet Exhibition (held jointly with WMO
Congresses) also demonstrates the continuous development of traditional instrumentation and
some revolutionary development, particularly the application of space technology.
Trends in hydrometrical technology
While the manufacturers - in competition with each other - presented new solutions,
the growing costs of the up-to-date instrumentation hindered the operational application of
the new technology. Some enthusiastic hydrologists predicted a quick expansion of the space
technology, however the development was much slower, than any expectation. Some failure
in the application of the new technology made also a backward impact on the expansion of
the new, but not operational technology. It is sorry to conclude that the dreams in the late
nineteen-seventies can only be realized recently, at the end of nineties. The fictitious advance
due to enthusiasm can be estimated for 20 years, as a consequence of the real technological
development and the financial conditions. The consolidation of the new technology in
hydrometry can now be expected.
In certain fields, however, not the lack of technology made the results uncertain and
sometimes even questionable, but the execution of the measurements itself and negligence
of secondary phenomena influencing heavily the measurements' reliability and accuracy.
There is a special law in the hydrological observations and measurements: every
extreme event may occur when they are not expected and preparedness is weak. It is wellknown that extreme floods occur on Saturday or Sunday, they starts at the late evening, or

-
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midnight when observers and other professionals are not in service. This is one reason why
an instrumentation independent from manpower is necessary and the availabilities should be
combined with safe operation. Hydrological forecasting is a field where the advance in
meteorological forecast may help to improve time-advance and reliability.

Selected problems in hydrometry
It would be difficult to list all of the problems of hydrometry (2), but some crucial
questions must be mentioned, as follows.
1. While hydrological forecasts (and water resources assessment as well) are mostly
based on discharge data, the direct continuous measurement of flow is not solved in the
networks. Still water stage is observed and discharge is calculated on the basis of rating
curves having a limited reliability. For the conversion of water stage to discharge and of the
forecasted discharge to water stage the direct and continuous measurement of flow would be
required e.g. by ultrasonic flow recorders.
2. Sampling of water is done completely separately from quantity measurements and
converted discharge value is used to calculate transport rate, while the distribution of
concentration is uneven in the cross-section and proper methodology is suggested in the
Manual of GEMS/Water. Velocity measurement and multi point sampling would be required
simultaneously for the transport rate calculation (as it is done in many countries in the case
of suspended sediment) e.g. by new integrated instruments.
3. Streamgauging and sampling cross sections are different. The selection of a cross
section where velocity is perpendicular to the section at any time (3, 4) is almost impossible,
however streamgauging methods are used which would require perpendicular flow. Current
meters are used which are sensitive to oblique flow, but no evidence is determined what is
the obliquity of flow. Thus, at the selection of streamgauging (discharge measuring) crosssections the obliquity of the flow should be checked and if necessary, measurement of the
flow field and correction of the flow according to flow direction measurements should be
executed by current finders (6).
4. The alluvial rivers change the river bed, particularly the depth, sometimes very
rapidly, e.g. through the scouring or deposition of the river bed, during flood time. Thus,
rating curve, the relation between discharge and stage changes during the flood events.
Consequently the cross-section survey is frequently needed, e.g. by ultrasonic depth sounder.
5. At the period of extreme floods it is rather difficult to make the flow measurements
on several streams almost simultaneously, having no sufficient staff and equipment. The
indirect methods, e.g. the backwater measurement at bridges can help to calculate the peak
discharge. This technology is well-known since quite a long time, but few hydrological
services exercising this method, e.g. making head loss measurements immediately after the
floods, and calculating peak discharges.
These phenomena are well-known, manuals and standards deal with them, however
their use is very much restricted. Thus, in certain cases technology is known, instruments
are available in the market, but they applications need more initiatives.
On the other hand manufacturers have no motivation to promote new technologies, .
if market is not forcing them to do so. This can be the reason that electromagnetic flow
meters are rare and expensive in the market, hydrological services still use rotating current
meters, which need more care and periodical calibration, but they are cheaper.
Development needed
Without any liability on the promotion of certain inventions in the field of
hydrometry, the Author feels, that the following development would be useful:
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(a) The development of a complex hydrometrical unit capable to measure in the same
point of the water body the flow velocity, the water depth, the main water quality parameters
(e.g. temperature, pH, conductivity, oxygen content) and sampling (e.g. for suspended
sediment and BOO). This instrument would be revolutionary for the co-ordination of
hydrological data collection, and integrated monitoring of aquatic environment.
(b) The development of a simple standard current velocity and direction meter, which
can be used to check the obliquity of flow in the streamgauging cross-sections.
(c) The promotion of the hydrometrical measurements by the utilization of optical
flow meters can be used from bridges during extreme floods, and the compilation of a
transportable kit of instruments applicable for the past-flood head loss measurements.
(d) The development of a relatively cheap remote positioning instrument for the
determination of measuring sites of bed surveys, sampling and flow measurement.
The harmonized development of the instrumentation for water quantity and quality
may help to develop the integrated monitoring of the aquatic environment (5).
While the observation of the traditional (physical) parameters of the aquatic
environment is basically standardized, the other parameters characterizing the aquatic habitat
are not regularly observed. Thus, the improvement of the observing system may include:
- the introduction of areal photography to record the vegetation and land use of the
environment of rivers and lakes, and their change due to natural and man-induced processes,
- the expeditionary survey of the terrestrial and aquatic biosphere to specify biotops
and extend the value of the area! photos,
. - the sampling of the soil, particularly the lake and river depositions, and the water
to study micro organisms, and specify the trends in the zoo-benthos,
- the survey of the potential biodegradation, e.g. biodiversity within and besides the
water bodies,
- on the basis of these observations the compilation of an integrated environmental
state-of-the-art report on the aquatic environment, regularly, e.g. every five or ten years.
Any type of the environmental assessment (7) needs hydrological and climatological
data, and variation of these data has serious consequence on aquatic life, therefore the close
interactions between hydrological and ecological observations in the frame of an integrated
monitoring should be ensured.

Towards an integrated monitoring
Integrated monitoring, as a prerequisite, for environmental protection and sustainable
development cannot be promoted without active participation of climatologists and
hydrologists. Since soil moisture and groundwater are also important compartments of the
environment and terrestrial ecosystems can not be assessed without their observations, the
role of water in the terrestrial assessments - beyond the so-called aquatic environment - is
also crucial Gust considering desertifications or droughts as consequences of variation in
climate and hydrological regime).
The WMO Symposium on Assessment of Aquatic Environment held in August 1994
in Stockholm called the attention for the integrated monitoring. The need of co-ordinated
development of instruments, methods of observations and processing of data was clearly
indicated.
The national hydrological services, however, require the initiatives of the government
and certain financial support to improve their observation systems in order to collect the
information necessary to integrate monitoring and assess aquatic environment (1, 7).
In the last intersessional period WMO made steps towards a Hydrological Cycle
Observing System (HYCOS) which can cover the Globe and can supply information about
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global hydrological cycle tendencies. During the establishment of HYCOS the up-to-date
technology should be deployed for monitoring, particularly the main rivers of the world. In
this regard the recent drawbacks of the current methodologies and the suggested
improvements of the hydrological instrumentation should be carefully investigated and most
probably, also, implemented.
It is, therefore, suggested that WMO, and in particular, its Commission for
Hydrology may give priorities to standardize up-to-date-technology for HYCOS
streamgauging stations and promote new requirements for the integrated monitoring systems
in order to assess both water resources and environment and establish a harmonized system.
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Figures: Velocity
fluctuations in the Danube
over 20 hours. The
continuous measurement
shows high irregularities
in the velocity time series
which cause uncertainties
in the current metering
carried out by the
traditional way.
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THE POTENTIAL OF A MICRO-RADAR AS RAIN GAUGE
Gerhard Peters, Meteorologisches lnstitut, Universitat Hamburg, Bundesstrasse 55, 20146 Hamburg, Germany.

1. INTRODUCTION

Rain measurement is one of the earliest meteorological radar applications. Conventional weather radars
use empirical relations between the reflectivity Z and
the rain-rate R. As these relations depend on the
variable and unknown drop-size distributions larger
errors can be avoided only by continuous calibration versus rain gauges. Already 30 years ago measurements with vertically pointing Doppler radars
have been suggested (Lhermitte, 1960), (Rogers and
Pillier, 1962), (Atlas et al., 1972), which are independent on empirical Z(R)-relations: In case of vertical incidence the Doppler spectrum can be converted into a drop size distribution using the well
established relation between drop size and fall velocity. From this the (local) rain rate can be deduced
without.further assumptions. In comparison to rain
gauges the following advantages are expected from
this kind of radar rain measurements:

NMRl in the following. These systems are range
resolving so that all advantages apply, which have
been mentioned before. Field measurements obtained with the NMR1 are shown in this contribution.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MICRO-RADAR NMR1
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• Superior performance on all wind exposed
places as ships or buoys, because large systematic errors of conventional gauges due to the
local wind field deform at ion can be avoided by
selecting a sufficient height of the measuring
volume.
• Not only measurements in one volume but profiles can be obtained .. By measuring in a common volume with a weather radar local calibrations can be achieved with better quality than
by currently used ground based rain gauges.
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• Not only bulk rain rates but complete drop-size
distributions can be derived.
The high cost of Doppler weather radars and the
inability to observe rain at low altitudes, (if vertically pointing), prevented the realization of this concept until low-cost-, short-range-components, used
for example for police radars, became available. Rain
radars on this basis are described by Sheppard (1990)
and by Duvernoy et al. (1991). The disadvantage
of these simple systems is that the scattering volume can not be shifted to altitudes which are free
of flow distortion, and that scattering in the antenna
near-field makes the signal analysis complicated.
Therefore Lhermitte and Willis (1991) suggested
a small pulse-Doppler-radar, and Klugmann et al.
(1994) presented an experimental version of an
extremely compact FM-CW-Doppler-radar called

Figure 1: Block-diagram of the NMRl. 1: FMCW-radar-module. 2: IF amplifier. 3: Generator
for FM-Modulation and windowing of the IF-signal.
4: Windowing multiplier. 5: Multiple notch filter. 6:
Fourier Analyzer. 7: PC for storage of power spectra
and further processing.
The radar has a nominal transmit power of 50 mW
at 24 GHz, an effective antenna aperture of about
0.3 m2, and the receiver noise figure is estimated to
be 12 dB. With 50 m height resolution the threshold sensitivity in 100 m altitude is about -15 dBZ
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equation (3). The first range gate of a FM-CW-radar
of this si m pie design is usually disturbed by frequency
folding effects. Thus the lowest useful range gate is
100 m here. By selecting a finer range resolution the
lowest observable altitude can be decreased deliberately. lt is obvious in this example that the highest
observable height (250 m )is not limited by the radar
sensitivity but by the bandwidth F = 20 kHz of the
Fourier-transform ation used here.
3. PROCESSING OF THE DOPPLER SPECTRA
4kHz
!!Om

8kHz

12kHz

100m

1!10m

18kHz
200m

20kHz
2!10m

·-/hol;,t

Figure 2: Series of power spectra (2 min averages)
measured with the NMRl. A shower with light rain
occurred between 10:44 and 10:50.
corresponding to less than 0.01 mm/h rain rate.
In figure 1 the block diagram of the experimental set up is shown. The core is a Gunn-Oscillator,
which is frequency-modulated with a sawtooth function having the sweep period T. The received signal is mixed with the transmitted signal, and after
windowing and filtering the IF-signal is digitized and
Fourier-transform ed.
In this experimental version a bulky general purpose signal analyzer is used for the FFT. lt will be
replaced by a monolithic DSP in a later operational
prototype.
The power spectrum consists of a series of Doppler
spectra representing power-velocity distributions of n
range gates. Adjacent range gates are separated by
1/T on the frequency axis. Therefore the number of
resolved range gates n depends on the total width
F of the power spectrum: n = FT. The depth
of one range gate (range resolution) is related to
the modulation bandwidth B by ~h = cj2B. A
comprehensive description of the FM-CW-Doppler
technique has been given by Chadwick and Strauch
(1979).
Figure 2 shows a series of power spectra (2 m in
averages) containing a rain event. Time is running
from top to bottom, and height is increasing from
left to right. The sharp peaks at multiples of 4 kHz
indicate the zero velocity points of the range gates.
Here they are separated by 1/T = 4 kHz, and the
range resolution is ~h = 50 m.
Moving targets appear shifted in frequency with
respect to the zero-velocity peaks (Doppler shift).
If the velocity is too high, the targets may be allocated to a "wrong" range gate. Here the range gate
frequency separation corresponds to a radial velocity of 24 mjs. As the fall velocity of rain drops is
< 10 mjs, range folding does not happen. A light
rain shower occurred between 10:44 and 10:50 yielding broad peaks left of the zero-velocity marks. The
Doppler shift of the spectral peak in 150 m at 10:48
is about 700 Hz. The corresponding fall velocity is
4.4 mjs, and the rain rate is 0.3 mm/h according to

3.1 Noise Subtraction
One recognizes in figure 2 that also during periods
without precipitation there is some spectral power,
which is partly due to spurious signals at the radar
frequency modulation input (a technical problem,
which can be fixed), and partly due to receiver noise.
As the last contribution can not be avoided the
"background" spectra must be subtracted from the
rain spectra prior to further evaluation. Otherwise
the radar would yield a small but continuous "background rain-rate".
3.2 Derivation of rain-parameters.
The spectral power Pw = 8Pj8w is proportional to
the differential radar reflectivity Zv = 8Zj8v caused
by drops falling with velocity v.

(1)

Pw=CZv

The constant of proportionality C contains all system parameters of the radar, and must be calibrated
carefully. For drops, small compared to the wavelength, Rayleigh-scattering may be assumed and the
classical relations derived by Atlas et al. (1973) can
be applied. The drop-size distribution is

N(D) = ZvD-6 8vo
8D

(2)

where vo is the fall velocity of drops in still air. The
rain rate is

1

00

R=

1r

6

v(D)N(D)D 3 dD

(3)

The derivation of R according to equation (3),
which is called the "direct method" is preferred here,
because it implies no assumption on the drop-size
distribution. The simpler signal processing of earlier "indirect" or" parameter methods", which derive
only few parameters of model drop-size distributions
from moments of the Doppler spectra, is not longer
an advantage in view of modern low cost and powerful signal processors.
3.3 Error estimation
Minor corrections (~ 10 %) can be applied to the
basic relations (2) and (3) by taking into account
non Rayleigh scattering (Richter and Peters, 1994),
and deviations from spherical drop shape (Kiugmann
and Richter, 1995).
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A more important uncertainty is caused by the
fact that the Doppler shift measures the velocity
v with respect to the radar whereas Vo = v - w,
the vertical velocity with respect to the air, is required in equation 2. Richter (1993) showed that
the error of rain rate measurements caused by the
assumption of vanishing vertical wind velocity (w =
0 - v = vo), is negligible for long time averages.
Therefore this effect is not important for most operational measurements including climatological or
hydrological applications. But the w-error may be
severe for research applications requiring measurements with high time resolution. The relative error {linear approximation for small w-amplitudes) is
(A.R/ R)/w ~ 8 %/0.1 m/s {surprisingly nearly independent on the rain rate).
The error can be minimized by a proper selection
of measuring altitude: The amplitude of w decreases
at lower altitudes over a plain surface. At too low
altitudes however, flow distortions by obstacles may
introduce systematic errors.
According to Richter (1993) all correction
schemes, which are based only on the scatter signal from rain drops, leave an uncertainty of w =
±1 mfs, which is definitely not acceptable. A significant reduction of the w-error can only be achieved
by an independent measurement of w. Three promising approaches have been investigated recently:
1. Richter (1993) has shown that RASS measure-

and 5 respectively. The result is consistent with
the error estimation according to the previous
method.
(Nevertheless, acoustic sounding is not considered to be a promising alternative for absolute
rain measurements: The calibration is very difficult due to strong, variable atmospheric sound
extinction -depending on temperature, humidity, and turbulence -, and due to the instability
of acoustic transducer efficiency under natural
environmental conditions.)
~~-----------------------------------.

!

3. "High frequency SODARs" (!, ~ 6kHz) can be
used to measure vertical wind and fall velocities
simultaneously (Coulter and Martin, 1989). In
figure 3 an exam pie of a Doppler spectrum is
shown, which contains contributions from clear
air and rain. (!, = 6.4 kHz, measuring height
= 30 m, height resolution = 5 m, averaging time = 10 min). With the assumption of
a Gaussian shape of the clear air part of the
spectrum, the contributions can be separated
(dashed and solid line in figure 3). A time series of vertical wind during stratiform rain and
the relative difference of rain-rate derived with
and without vertical wind is shown in figures 4
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Figure 3: Doppler spectrum of a vertically pointing
6.4 kHz SODAR during weak rain (R ~ 0.3 mm/h).

ments can be used to estimate vertical wind
fluctuations with periods between 10 seconds
and 30 min within about ±0.1 m/s error.

2. Doppler-SODAR with sound frequency below
2kHz is not affected by rain, except of the measuring range reduction due to noise of drops
impinging on the SODAR-antenna. According to measurements with a 2 kHz SODAR
the standard deviation of the relative error is
u t:.Rf R :5 20 % (Peters et al. 1995}. The
estimate is based on nearly 2000 10 min averages, taken during rain-events from January
to July 1994, with rain-rates between 0.6 and
12 mm/h in 25 m altitude at a site with high
surface roughness {10 m trees canopy).
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Figure 4: Time series of vertical wind during stratiform rain.
4.
COMPARISONS WITH CONVENTIONAL
METHODS
A thorough experimental assessment of the quality of
radar rain measurements is difficult, because no reference method is available, which is reliable in case
of high wind exposure or of extremely low precipitation rates.
In a field campaign in summer 1994 the NMR1 has
been compared with different types of conventional
instruments, which included:
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Figure 6: Time series of rain rates (2 m in averages)
after GroBklaus {1995)
1. Joss-Waldvogel disdrometer

2. .Tilting-bucket rain-gauge after Hellmann
3. Droplet counter, type Digi-Rain
4. Ship rain gauge, type SRG (GroBklaus, 1995)
Conditions have been selected for comparison, when
these instruments showed good mutual agreement.
As an example a time series NMR1 versus disdrometer is shown in figure 6. In view of the different sampling volumes of these instruments the agreement is
encouraging. Further evaluation of these field tests
is in progress.
5. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Small and low-cost radar components are available
for rain measurements. Superior operational performance is expected in comparison to in situ rain
gauges particularly at wind exposed sites, because
the radar measuring volume can be positioned to an
undisturbed altitude.
The possibility of profile measurements of rain parameters or complete drop-size distributions is very

useful for research applications. Methods to eliminate the w-error for high time resolution measurements have been suggested.
Field tests of the experimental version NMR1 are
encouraging. For a better founded assessment of
the performance semi-operational tests - spanning
several months or years - are required.
lt should not be concealed that only water droplets
have been considered so far. Precipitation containing the ice phase poses much more difficult problems.
Nevertheless, the analysis of Doppler radar data in
conjunction with other active and passive observing
methods will certainly lead to significant improvements of general precipitation measurements.
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Modern Methods for Measuring Humidity in Meteorology and the
Environment
For measuring humidity, a multiplicity of physical relations has been
applied to the constructions of hygrometers ever since the invention of the
hair-hygrometer by H.B. Saussure in 1775.
The requirements concerning the accuracy of measurements have been
raised continuously and some methods for measuring humidity have
proved to be of special significance dependent, of course, on the
respective form of applications. At this point, it must be mentioned, that
not only about the Assmann-psychrometers, dew~point hygrometers, LiCI
dew~point hygrometers, capacitive hygrometers will be refered but also
several other interesting systems. For example: the application of surface
acoustic wafes (SAW) for humidity measurement, but also the handling of
this d?vices.
First in the lecture it will be shown, how such modern sensors fit in a new
·systematic model of the author.
. PHYSICAL METHODS FOR MEASUREMENT OF HUMIDITY

------------

lhormodynamlc equilibrium of energy
between madlum and ~nsor

absorption or energy by the walermass
or medium at tr:ansmisslon

/

Figure 1: A new systematic for humidity sensors, based on equilibrium
between sensor and the medium in surrounding of sensor
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In addition with the water vapour pressure curves over water and over
saturated LiCI - solution it is possible to present the physical principle of
selected humidity sensors. The realisation of such principles which will be
presented in the lecture, are based on modern technologies.
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Figure 2: Thermodynamic princip of four kinds of hygrometers
The most important thermodynamic relations between sensor and sensorenvironment are shown within figure 3. Shown are the heatexchange and
the masstransfer at a sensor with sensor-environment.
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Figure 3 : Princip of Heat- and Masstransport of water between Sensor
and its environment
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The analysis of physical principles of humidity sensors shows, that the
most important sensors work in a thermodynamical equilibrium, which can
be a static equilibrium or an dynamic equilibrium. The static equilibrium
will be characterized through vapour pressure and temperature
equilibrium between sensor activ area and the sensor area surrounding
environment, as shown in figure 4.
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Figure 4: Thermodynamic equilibrium between humidity sensor and its
environment
Reflecting this, it is possible to find the thermodynamic main equations for
description of the static and dynamic properties of humidity sensors.
In the following is given these fundamental equation set.
For the heattransfer is given
PK =p·QK =aK ·AF(tav- tF)

and for the masstransfer helth
1 aK ·AF ·y ·(D)n ·(e-eF)
m =-·
a
w p cpa ·Pav

the condensations- and evaporations heat of water on the sensor

Pv = p · Ow = lv ( t,.) · p · mw
for the store of heat inside the sensor follow the temperature of sensor
1

tF

Ps

= p · C8 ·ms
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the next equation is known as Magnusformula
ew

= ew,o . exp(._aw . tF

)

W +tF

Some important equations to describe of the pollution of sensor and
within the static properties and at least the measurement errors are given
with the next equations
the relationship after Raoult's law

9 =

e

.u = eF1.
1

F1

f

mw

F

mw
M
+~·ms
M,

and the Thomsons relationsship
2a 0

eF1

= ew. UF2-- ew ·exp(- rK ·Pw ·Rv. T

)

and both in one equation
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=9
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' F1 ·U=ew
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M • ms . exp(- rK . Pw . Rv . T
~
mwM,
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Figure 5 shows in application of these equations a fundamental model for
computersimulation the basically static and dynamic properties and the
design of such sensors.
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Figure 5: Specially computermodell for simulation and design of systemparameter for a dewpoint hygrometer based on a silicon sensor.
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The realized dew-point hygrometer, its diameter and its static and
dynamic system parameter was optimized, is shown in the figure 6.

Integrated sensor ~ lectronic
area

Temperaturesensor
Capacitive sensor are a

Heat sink of cooling section
(part of a sonde)

eltlercooling section .
Figure 6: Principle of a new dew-point hygrometer, based on a Siliconchip
with diameters 4mm long and 2mm wide.
In this lecture the author will demonstrate, how this method will be applied
for the design of modern humidity sensors. In the laboratories of the
author in llmenau, several measurement systems for humidity, based on
thickfilm-, thinfilm- and silicon technologies have been successfully
developed. In corporation with a semiconductor factory "Canter for
Intelligent Sensors" (CIS) in Erfurt such sensors in silicon (Figure 6) have
been developed and are in production today as monolithic integrated
silicon dew-point sensors, for example.
In our laboratories in llmenau there we have made new LiCI dew-point
sensors in ceramic materials and in addition the equipment for a specially
mode in cooperation with the factory Wilhelm Lambrecht GmbH was
designed.
The goal for the next future is first: The search for new physical principles.
Second: The redesign of proven humidity measurement systems for new
technologies. Both ways are successfully established in llmenau.
The main goal, however is the possibility of applying modern technologies
for realising such sensors with top capabilities.
The author is refering in this lecture to all above mentioned and, in
addition, show several in llmenau realized humidity sensors and relevant
equipment, i.e., the smallest dew-point hygrometer, based on a silicon
dew-point sensor, the topics of equipment in time and the hotlines of
development for the future.
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1

Introduction

The improvement of short-term synoptic weather forecasts as
well as numerical weather predictions
requires a new type of data concerning information on the mesos
cale kinematic and thermodynamic structure
in time and in the vertical. The standard method for sounding
of the free atmosphere using radiosondes (RS)
is not able to provide mesoscale data with the necessary tempo
ral and spatial resolution in view of an
acceptable economic effort. Therefore, in the last 2 decades, groun
d based remote sensing instruments, like
pulsed Doppler radars (wind profiler) and Radio-Acoustic-So
unding Systems (RASS), were developed to
study mesoscale atmospheric processes, basing on the measuremen
t of radial wind velocity and temperature
profiles. At present, wind pro filer and RASS are well establi
shed, particularly in meteorological research
[Rottger and Larsen, 1990; Gage, 1990]. However, in future,
the operational use of wind profiler and RASS
remains a main task of the national weather services. [Serafin
and Dabberdt, 1990; Martner et al., 1992].
The three main types of wind profilers typically operate at freque
ncies in the range of 50, 400 and
1000 MHz. [Rottger and Larsen, 1990]. In Germany, operat
ing frequencies of 53,5; 482 and 1290 MHz
were allocated as experimental licenses. Depending on these freque
ncies, wind profilers measure in different
layers of the atmosphere. 50 MHz wind profilers cannot observ
e the lowest 2 km due to the necessary recovery time after the transmitted pulse [Czechowsky et al., 1984],
whereas a 400 MHz wind profiler is not able
to acquire information on the lowest 500 m for the same reason
. Therefore, a 1000 MHz wind profiler,
which is capable to yield reliable information down to about 150
m altitude is of highest importance for the
remote sensing of the lowest atmosphere with high spatial and
temporal resolution being necessary to obtain
data for research and numerical model input. Hence, the Germa
n Weather Service (DWD) decided to begin
a research program by the application of a Boundary Layer wind
profiler, where the Observatory Lindenberg
was chosen as measuring site [Steinhagen et al., 1994].
With respect to the preparation of the operational use of wind
profilers and RASS two questions are of
highest significance. These are the availability and the accura
cy of wind- and temperature measurements.
Ecklund et al.[1990] give an overview on the performance and
also the availability of their 915 MHz wind
profiler for a time period of two mounth. In this paper, we
present an availability study of wind and
temperature measurements for the 1290 MHz wind profiler/RAS
S and a time period of one year under the
special meteorological conditions prevailing in Middle Europe.
Beyond the study of data availability, comparisons with standa
rd RS measurements should be conducted
in order to assure that wind profilers will constitute a consistent
and reliable addition to the existing array of
observational technologies used to provide data for model input.
Thus, extensive comparisons between a
915 MHz wind profiler and rawinsondes recently have been carried
out by Weber and Wuertz [1990]. This
present paper involves·comparisons between the new 1290 MHz
wind profiler/RASS system with the routine
RS at the observatory Lindenberg over a time period of one year.
Finally, as an example for the performance of the new techno
logy, a special weather situation will be
shown to demonstrate the capabilities of the system.
·

2

System features

The wind profiler LAP-3000, developed by Radian Corporation
with an operational frequency of
1290 MHz, operates unattended and provides continously real-ti
me atmospheric wind data using various
vertical resolutions between 50m and 400m, reliably to a maxim
um altitude of 3 km. The phase array antenna
is controlled into five different beam directions, one vertical
and four 15,5° oblique beams. To ensure a
maximum availability of the wind measurements, the profile
r works with a power-aperture product of
340 Wm2 • The effective antenna area amounts 6,8 m2 by symm
etric arrangement of 3 x 3 antenna models.
Operators can select all the different parameters of the data proces
sing. The most important ones are
height-resolution, number of range gates (maximum 40), interp
ulse period, number of coherent and spectral
averages, number of FFT-points (max. 2048), number of pulse
code cells (0 - 16) and the beam sequence.
The calculation of wind data based on the consensus average
algorithm [Brewster, 1989] is very useful for
the processing of disturbed data. Utilizing all these capabilities
an operator can optimize the system for
different applications.
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LAP-3000 Statistic•:
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a frequency modulated continuous wave transmission (FM-CW) has to be generated, either as a linear sweep
or as a pseudo random signal.
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Availability of measurements

The availability of wind and temperature measurements for different height ranges is an important
question in view of the future operational use of the system. After the Profiler/RASS at Lindenberg Observatory has been in operation for more than one year, a first statistics of the data availability can be shown,
based on nearly 7000 vertical profiles of wind and virtual temperature from December, 1993 to the end of
November, 1994.
Fig.-1 demonstrates the data availability for each range gate of the wind mode with 200m vertical spacing, whereas Fig.-2 shows similar statistics for the temperature mode with a vertical resolution of lOOm.
Generally, the altitude range, attainable by the system depends on profiler characteristics as well as atmospheric conditions, where the moisture content of the lower atmosphere supplies the biggest influence at the
working frequency of 1290 MHz. Although, general statistics over a period of one year includes lots of
synoptic situations and therefore large variability in the atmospheric moisture content, this kind of investigation is of highest interest with respect to the intended operational use of the system. The results shown in
Fig.-1 agree well with those of the 915 MHz system working in the USA [Martner et al., 1992]. The gap at
the lowest profiler range gates is attributed to strong ground clutter in connection with the location of the
profiler and its antenna position as well as to the output signal, which has not been perfectly stable in phase.
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Generally, the highest range of the RASS is limited by the sound attenuation in the atmosphere. In
addition to this, there are constraints in the systems hardware which limits the number of range gates in the
RASS mode (lOOm vertical resolution) to 13 levels. Hence, the system measures the virtual temperature up
to 1.3 km altitude. Fig.-2 reveals that the RASS is able to cover an altitude range up to about 800m with a
data availability of 60%. The low value in the second range gate is caused by the same reason like in wind
mode, whereas the drop, particularly above 700m altitude, represents the effect of sound attenuation within
the atmosphere.

4

Comparison of Wind Promer!RASS and Rawinsonde measurements

The site of the Observatory Lindenberg was selected for comparison of wind profiler and RS measurements due to the favourable fact, that a RS-station operates at the same location making 4 ascends per day
by routine. Consequently, an extensive dataset is
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the corresponding standard deviation (STD) amounts
1.68 m/s at heights between 0.25 km and 5 km. A similar well agreement has been observed in wind
direction with a bias less than 0.3 deg and a mean STD of about 20 deg, decreasing from lowest heights to
5 km altitude. Results of the comparison between RS and RASS temperature measurements (virtual temp.)
are illustrated in Fig.-4. This comparison is based
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Example of Wind Promer/RASS results during passage of a low
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This final section will illustrate the possibilities of investigating the lower atmosphere by the wind
profiler/RASS system, described above. As an example Fig.-5 shows a time-height section of hourlyaveraged horizontal wind vector measurements, yielded at Dec., 21st 1993. The synoptic situation was
characterized by a short-wave trough over Great Britain and a corresponding shallow surface low, which
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approached Central-Europe sharpened in course of the day.
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ADVANCED EARTH OBSERVING SATELLITES OF JAPAN
National Space Development Agency of Japan (NASDA)
Yukio HARUYAMA
INTRODUCTION
Japan's Earth Observation Satellites include GMS series, MOS-1/1 b, ADEOS, TRMM and
follow-on ADEOS (ADEOS-II, etc). GMS-4, MOS-111b and JERS-1 are in service. GMS5, ADEOS and TRMM are being developed by NASDA. NASDA is conducting a study of
follow-on ADEOS and other earth observation satellites for late 1990's and 21st century.
1. GMS ( Geostationary Meteorological Satellite)
( 1) Outline of GMS
GMS series have been developed to contribute to the improvement of Japan's
meteorological services and the development of weather satellite technology. The satellites
have been used for the World Meteorological Organization's (WMO) World Weather
Watch (WWW) Program. The Data ofGMS series are used by many Asian countries for
their meteorological services and various research and development programs.
The first satellite in this series was launched by a U.S.(NASA) Delta rocket in July 1977.
The GMS-2 and the GMS-3 were launched by Japanese (NASDA) N-Il rockets in August
1981 and August 1984, respectively. The GMS-4 was launched by a Japanese (NASDA)
H-1 rocket in September 1989. The GMS-4 is now operated by Japan Meteorological
Agency to continue Japan's meteorological services.
The GMS-5 is now being developed by NASDA and will be launched in 1995.
(2) Mission of GMS
The main mission of the GMS-4 is to utilize the Visible and Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer
(VISSR) to obtain the imagery of the Earth from a geostationary orbit for observations of
the cloud distribution and the other meteorological phenomena. The earth pictures (cloud
distribution) can be taken every 30 minutes simultaneously in both visible and infrared
bands. Resolution ofthe images (at the sub-satellites point) is 1.25 kilometers in the visible
and 5 kilometers in the infrared.
The mission life ofGMS-4 is more than 5 years and the orbit is geostationary orbit (140
E longitude).
'
The main missions ofGMS-5 is almost the same as GMS-4.
2. MOS (Marine Observation Satellite)
(1) Outline ofMOS-1/MOS-1b
MOS-1 is Japan's first polar-orbit earth observation satellite developed domestically. It is
part of a system for earth observation by satellite that will contribute to the effective use
of the earth's resources and the conservation of its environment.
MOS-1 was launched on February 19, 1987 from Tanegashima Space Center by N-Il
rocket. MOS-1b, as a succeeding satellite to MOS-1 was launched on February 7, 1990
by H-1 rocket.

It is expected that the data collected by three radiometers and data collection platforms of
each satellite will be useful not only to use marine resource efficiently but also to monitor
agricultural, forestry and environmental conditions.
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Currently, NASDA is conducting dual operations ofMOS-1 and MOS-1b.
(2) Mission ofMOS
The mission objectives ofMOS are as follows:
-Establishment of fundamental technology for earth observation satellites, development of
observation sensors and verification of their functions and performance.
-Experimental observation ofthe earth, in particular the oceans.
-Basic experiments on the data collection system (DCS)
Three sensors ofMOS are as follows:
- MESSR (Multi-spectrum Electronic Self-scanning Radiometer)
- VTIR (Visible and Thermal Infrared Radiometer)
- MSR (Microwave Scanning Radiometer)
The orbit is Sun-synchronous subrecurrent with approx. 909 km altitude, approx. 99 deg.
inclination, approx. 103 min. period and 17 days recurrent period.
3. JERS-1 (Japanese Earth Resources Satellite -1)
(1) Outline of JER-1
Japan's Earth Resources Satellite-I (JERS-1) is a joint project between the National Space
Development Agency of Japan (NASDA) and the Ministry of International Trade and
Industry (MITI). NASDA is in charge of the satellite development and MITI is responsible
for the observation equipment (Sensors) development.
JERS-1 was launched into a polar orbit with altitude of 570 km by H-1 rocket in February
11, 1992. The satellite observes the earth surface using optical sensors and synthetic
aperture radar.
(2) Mission of JERS-1
The main purposes of JERS-1 are to verify functions and performance of optical sensors
and synthetic aperture radar, and to establish an integrated system for observing the earth
resources.
The Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is an active microwave sensor that transmits in
microwave and detects the wave that is reflected back by objects. SAR enables highresolution, high contrast observation, and accurate determinations of topographical
features, such as undulations and slopes, independently of weather conditions, even during
fog or cloud cover.
The Optical Sensors (OPS) provide better ground resolution than MOS-l's MESSR. The
OPS has seven spectral bands from visible to short-wave infrared and employs CCD's.
Detailed pictures from the satellite allow us to survey the earth resources, monitor sea
status and obtain other information useful for improving our life.
4. ADEOS (Advanced Earth Observing Satellite)
(1) Outline of ADEOS
The Advanced Earth Observing Satellite (ADEOS) is developed with the aim of
establishment of platform technology for future spacecraft and inter-orbit communication
technology for the transmission of Earth observation data. It will contribute to global
observation of environmental change by international community.
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The ADEOS is equipped with two NASDA sensors; OCTS for marine observation with
high precision, and AVNIR for land and coastal observation with high resolution. And
besides, it carries six AO (Announcement of Opportunity) sensors which are expected to
be useful for monitoring ocean weather, ozone, and greenhouse effect gasses.
The ADEOS will be launched by H-II rocket from Tanegashima Space Center in early
1996.
(2) Mission of ADEOS
The main objectives of ADEOS are to verify functions and performance of two NASDA
sensors; OCTS and A VNIR, and to provide the earth observation data following MOS-1
and JERS-1. To promote international cooperation in the earth observation field, NASDA
issued an announcement of opportunity (AO) for international communities to fly their
sensors on board ADEOS. Six sensors have been selected.
Eight sensors on board ADEOS are as follows:
1) OCTS (Ocean Calor and Temperature Scanner)
- Measurement of Ocean Calor and Sea Surface Temperature
- Provided by NASDA
2) AVNIR (Advanced Visible and Near-Infrared Radiometer)
-Observation of Land and Coastal Zone with high resolution
-Provided by NASDA
3) NSCAT (NASA Scatterometer)
- Measurement of surface wind speed and direction over the global oceans.
- Provided by NASA/JPL(USA)
4) TOMS (Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer)
- Observation of total ozone changes, evaluation of changes in UV radiation and the
observation of sulfur dioxide
- Provided by NASA/GSFC(USA)
5) POLDER (Polarization and Directionality of the Earth's reflectances)
- Observation ofbi-directionality and polarization of solar radiation reflected by atmosphere
-Provided by CNES (France)
6) WG (Interferometric Monitor for Greenhouse Gasses)
- Observation of C02, CH4, N20 and other greenhouse gasses
- Provided by MITI (Japan)
7) ILAS (Improved Limb Atmospheric Spectrometer)
- Observation of the limb atmospheric micro-ingredient over high latitude area.
- Provided by EA (Japan)
8) RIS (Retroreflector in Space)
- Measurement of ozone, fluorocarbon, carbon dioxide, etc. by laser beam absorption
technique, transmitted from ground station and reflected by the retroreflector on ADEOS
-Provided by EA (Japan)
The mission life of ADEOS is 3 years and the orbit is Sun-synchronous subrecurrent with
approx. 800 km altitude, approx. 98.6 deg. inclination, approx. 101 min. period and 41 days
recurrent period.
5 TRMM (Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission)
(1) Outline ofTRMM
TRMM is a joint program between NASDA/Japan and NASNUSA. Over two-thirds of
the global rainfall is observed in tropical areas. Rainfall in these areas, therefore, is one of
main sources of global climate changes. TRMM will be the first mission which bears a
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precipitation radar monitoring tropical rainfall from space.
NASDA/Japan is responsible to provide the precipitation Radar(PR) and launch the satellite
by H-IT rocket. NASA/USA is responsible to provide the satellite and other sensors.
TR.MM: will be launched in 1997.
(2) Mission ofTRMM
TR.MM: will carry following five instruments:
1) Precipitation Radar (PR)
2) Visible Infrared Scanner (VIRS)
3) TRMM: Microwave Imager (TMI)
4) Clouds and the Earth's Radiant Energy System (CERES)
5) Lightning lmaging Sensor (LIS)
The orbit of TR.MM: will be non-sun-synchronous with approx. 350 km altitude and
approx.35 degree inclination.

6 Future Plan of Earth Observation Satellites
(1) The study for future plan of Japan's earth observation satellites has been conducted by
NASDA with cooperation of relevant organizations and researchers. The strategy ofNext
Japan's earth observation program are as follows:
- Contribution to the earth environment monitoring and support to increasing scientific
knowledge of the earth system.
- Strengthening the linkage between science and engineering and promoting systematic
research and development on earth science technology.
- Promoting international cooperation
- Progressive evolution of the technology for earth observation satellite and data
information system.
(2) ADEOS-11
The preliminary design of ADEOS-11 is underway and following instruments are selected to
be on board on ADEOS-II.
1) Global Imager (GLIA)
2) Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR)
3) Sea Winds (NSCAT-11)
4) POLDER-11
5) ILAS-11
6)DCS
The launch date of ADEOS-IT is expected to be in 1999 in order to keep continuous earth
observation data of ADEOS mission.
(3) ALOS
The conceptual study of the Advanced Land Observing Satellite (ALOS) is underway to
make higher performance ofland surface observation.
ALOS will carry following major instruments.
1) High resolution variable synthetic Aperture Radar (VSAR)
2) Advanced Visible and Near Infrared Radiometer-11 (AVNIR-11)
The launch target of ALOS is expected to be in 2002.
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SATELLITE CLASSIFICATION OF THE SURFACE SOIL MOISTURE
OVER A SEMI-ARID LAND
Abdul-Wahab S. Mashat and Ali U. Sorman
Faculty of Meteorology, Environment and Arid Land Agriculture
King Abdulaziz University
P.O. Box 9034, Jeddah 21413, Saudi Arabia.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Prediction of soil moisture information over the ground surface is an important aspect
for many fields of sciences and engineering, such as meteorology, hydrology, and agriculture.
It is difficult, time consuming, and costly to obtain regular soil moisture data at specified

intervals over the ground surface by field observations especially in arid and semiarid countries
like in Saudi Arabia.
The objectives of the current investigation are to invert and interpret the observed
microwave brightness temperatures obtained from the Special Sensor Microwave!Imager
(SSMIIlat about 6 p.m. local solar time (node D) for the period July- September, 1987, to
classify near-surface soil moisture over a semi-arid area located in the southwestern portion of
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, and to set up some combinations of algorithms in order to
classify the land surface condition and test their correctness with ground truth values.
The study area is located in southwest of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. It is bounded
by 19° to 20° North latitude and 41 o 30' to 42° 30' East longitude. The study area was divided
into 144 grid cells with a size of(S'x 5') each equivalent to about 9x 9 km grid dimensions.
The ones that were gagged. by at least one rainfall recording station (for the period from 1 July
to September 30, 1987) were chosen as sampled grid cells. The spatial variability of the
ground truth data such as rainfall, evapotranspiration, and soil moisture were set up for each
cell that has at least one raingage recording station for the days where the satellite data were
available.
Data from the Special Sensor Microwave!Imager (SSMII), on the Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP), are demonstrating to be a source of information in
both operations and research. SSMII covers the globe twice a day, so it is possible to get two
passes over the study site in southwest of Saudi Arabia per day at about 6 a.m. (node A) and 6
p.m. (node D) local solar time. The observations made during the descending are processed
and refer to it as node D. The averaging of the brightness temperature

tb

for each SSMII
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frequency is accomplished for each grid cell over the area using a computer software. The
data are smoothed to calculate the brightness temperature at the center of each grid cell to
merged with the observed gagged information collected from climatic stations.
Hourly rainfall data for more than 34 raingage stations, which are located over the
selected grid cells, are collected from the MAW during the period ofthree months JulySeptember 19S7. Representative twelve rainy days are selected for the spatial and temporal
variation of daily rainfall patterns observed over the ground surface.
There are two climatolgic stations over the study area namely SAOOS and BOOS which
are in operation since 19S4 by the Ministry of Agriculture and Water (MAW). These stations
cover the two experimental basins (Yiba and Tabalah). The daily potential class A pan data at
climatic stations namely Sabya (SAOOS) and Bishah (BOOS), are processed to represent the
two catchments, (SAOOS) for Yiba and (BOOS) for Tabalah.
The monthly mean pan evaporation for nine climatic stations are used in order to
develop regression type equation to correlate potential evapotranspiration as a function of
elevation for the months July, August, and September, 19S7.
Anters method as proposed by Szabo (1985) is used to determine the short
term (daily) values of actual evaporation presented by equation (1).

AET; _ PET;
AET;-1 - PET,._l

(1)

where AEI; and A£1';_ 1 are the corrected actual evaporation values at ith and (i-1 )th
day, similarly PET,. and PET,._ 1 are the potential evaporation values at the respective days.
The water budget relation for the surface soil moisture layer can be written as

SM;= SM;_1+PR;- (AEJ;+RO)

(2)

where 8Nf;_ 1 is the previous day's soil moisture, PR; and RO; are the precipitation and runoff
depths at the ith day for which the soil moisture storage is needed.
Equation (2) estimates the value of soil moisture for day (i= 1) at a given grid cell
based on the SM value at the preceding days and on PR, RO, and AET at the given day (i).
The runoff RO is so small or zero and therefore can be neglected. As a result of hydrologic
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water equation application, the average soil moisture (SM) over the ground surface is obtained
1.6 mm/day.
In this research, near surface moisture algorithms are developed based on brightness
temperatures of SSMII at satellite descending overpass time (about 6:00p.m. local solar time).
The land surface moisture is classified as precipitation over soil, wet, moist, and dry soil that
were the main subgrouping of the classification in a semi-arid region using some combinations
threshold values of brightness temperatures.
New set up rules were tested with the analyzed data using graphical and tabulated
results in a semi-arid region with rough topographic surfaces and compared with the proposed
algorithms based on statistical analysis of S SMII data done by N eale et al. ( 1990) over the
Central plains and western areas ofthe United States. The analysis of processed satellite data
were based on the water mass balance with an iterate time processes of one day time
increment indicating that the brightness temperature threshold values by the following
algorithms denoted by the letters of[b], [d], [e], [g], and [m] were more appropriate, where
[b] =((VI9 + V37)/2.0- (HI9 +H37)/2.0), [d] =(V85- V37), [e] =(H85- H37), [g] = VI9,
and [m]= (HI9- V85). The computed soil moisture records for different Julian days for each
grid cell as the ground truth information provide the spatial average of the surface moisture to
be either zero when soil is dry or has a value above zero when soil is wet or moist.
Microwave band combinations [b] and [g] together, distinct dry areas from the wet
areas in such a way that when soil on the ground surface is moist or wet, then [b] and [g] are
expected to be less than 7.5 and 289 respectively. On the other hand, when the values of[b]
and [g] get greater than 7.5 and 289 respectively, then the areas were dry soil under semi-arid
climate:
New design criteria presented in Table 1 was set over the study area to classify
moisture on the surface according to the combined values of the brightness temperatures of
SSMII. It is reached to the conclusions that the following combinations of the brightness
temperatures are found to be applicable for the study area to differentiate land surface forms:
Group I: When precipitation clouds drop rain over the land surface at the passing time of
satellite around 6:00p.m. local solar time, then the threshold values of band combinations [d]
and [e] together provided negative values at every grid cell which record the precipitation over
a wider area. This time also the band [g] shows the smallest brightness temperature readings
(<286 °K). Examples of these cases are Julian days 224, 225, 226, 233, 250, 251, and 257.
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n 0 and 4
Group IT: When moist soil-surface condition does occur, band [d] varies betwee
[g] changes
and sometimes -2 and 4; meantime band [e] becomes less than 4.2. The band
within the range (288 and 289). Examples are Julian days 232, 242, and 258.
the satellite,
Group ID: When precipitation is recorded few hours before the passing time of
s greater than
or even few days early for rain covering larger area, then the band [d] become
betwee n
zero and [e] gets equal or greater than 4.2. The band (g] varies in wider range
and 234.
(286-289) than group II. This case is observed for the Julian days 215, 216,
d no
Group IV: The days with very few scattered rain or zero rain over the area provide
combinations
additional soil moisture storage near the surface so as a result of which the band
ed to be
[d] and [e] indicate less than one and six respectively, but the shortest band [g] increas
greater than 289. Examples are Julian days 192, 206, and 265.

Table 1. Land Surface Classification Rules
Land SUiface Type

Gmup

(b)

[d)

[e)

[g]

<6

(289 #294)

[m]

Dry - Areable Soil

IV

?.7.S

<1

WaU:r wet Soil Surface

Ill

<7.S

0<

?.4.2

(286 #289)

<-6

Moist Soil Surface

II

<7J

?.0 and <4

<4.2

(288 #289)

-6-0

Precipitation over Soil

I

<7.S

<-7

<-3

(280 #286)

>0
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THE U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY'S USE OF SATELliTE DATA RELAY
FOR NEAR REAL-TIME HYDROLOGIC DATA COLLECTION

William G. Shope, Jr., U.S. Geological Survey, Reston, VA 22092, USA
Effective management of water resources requires current water data that is
readily available to planners and managers.
The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) has principal Federal responsibility for
evaluation of the Nation's water resources. To accomplish its mission, the
USGS, in cooperation with State and localgovemments and other Federal
agencies, conducts investigations and research on the occurrence, quality,
quantity, distribution, use, movement, and availability of surface water and
ground water. Accurate, timely, and consistent hydrologic data are essential
to support these activities.
Systematically and routinely, the USGS gathers data from more than 60,000
hydrologic stations. The backbone of the system is a network of 7,300 automated stations which eliminate the need for frequent manual measurements in
the collection of water data from streams and rivers throughout the
United States.
REAL-TIME HYDROLOGIC DATA IS NEEDED FOR:
o Managing reservoirs,
o Issuing flood warnings,
o Allocating water for irrigation and hydroelectric power,
o Monitoring the flow of streams to ensure that treaties, compacts, and
other legal agreements are honored, and
o Monitoring the quality and quantity of the Nation's water as it occurs in
rivers, streams, glaciers, and within the ground.
Automated measurements taken at most continuous-recording data-collection
stations are punched on paper tapes that are retrieved during visits to each
site at intervals of 4 weeks or more. The taped information is hand-carried
to local USGS offices, where it is processed by computer.
Although the measurements are recorded at the hydrologic station in a timely
manner, the manual retrieval of data generally means a timelag of 4 weeks
or longer in disseminating the information.
A major USGS objective is to decrease the timelag between the collection and
distribution of hydrologic data when time is a critical factor in providing
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data for water management.
REAL-TIME DATA BY SATELLITE
The USGS has been using automated Earth-satellite telemetry for the immediate
transmission of data via satellite from any remote hydrologic site in the
United States.
Of the 7,300 automated hydrologic stations, more than 4,000 telemeter data
via satellite. Around the clock, they transmit real-time hydrologic data to
satellites, which relay the information to receiving stations that are part
of the USGS nationwide hydrologic information system.
ADVANTAGES OF AUTOMATED TELEMETRY
o Provides water-data users with hydrologic information in a time-frame that
meets water management needs,
o Provides USGS with the capability to continuously monitor hydrologic-station
operation and hydrologic events, and
o Reduces cost of collecting data that are needed on a more frequent basis
and from sites that are difficult to access.
HOW IT WORKS
o Data are transmitted via two Geostationary Operational Environmental
Satellites (GOES) that orbit the Earth at an altitude of 22,300 miles
above the Equator over the eastern Pacific Ocean and Brazil. GOES is
operated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
o Eleven receiving stations are located in USGS offices in Washington,
Puerto Rico, Colorado, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Florida, California,
Arkansas, Nevada, Ohio, and Pennsylvania.
o Data are processed, distributed, and stored as part of the USGS national
hydrologic information system. This system can provide site-specific
and summary data to Federal, State, and local agencies, academia, industry,
the public, policy-makers, and managers.
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SATELL ITE TECHNIQUES FOR HYDROLOGICAL APPLICA TION

Rod Scofie ld, Norm Grody, Rao Achutu ni
NOAA/NESDIS
NOAA SCIENCE CENTER, ROOM 601
WASHINGTON DC 20233

INTRODUCTION
Since 1978, the Nation al Environ mental Satell ite Data, and
Inform ation Servic e (NESDIS ) of the Nation al Oceani c and
Atmosp heric Admin istratio n (NOAA) has been operat ionally produc ing
satell ite estima tes and outlook s of heavy precip itation for the
Nation al Weathe r Service (NWS) Foreca st Office s and River Foreca st
Center s (RFC) . These estima tes and outlook s aid the NWS in issuing
flash flood watche s and warnin gs.
Additi onally, NESDIS is
providi ng a produc t for monito rinq and assessi ng global and
region al precip itation . This precip itation produc t is obtaine d
from the Specia l Sensor Microw ave Imager (SSM/I) onboard the
Defense Meteor ologica l Satell ite Program (DMSP) . NESDIS is also.
develop ing a soil wetnes s produc t from SSM/I and a precip itable
water produc t from satell ite and model data.
In collab oration with
the Office of Hydrolo gy, satell ite rainfa ll estima tes are being
inserte d into a hydrol ogical model for monito ring the flow and
crests along the Nile River.
SATELLITE DERIVED PRECIPI TATION ESTIMATES FOR HEAVY PRECIPI TATION
The Synopt ic Analys is Branch (SAB) of NESDIS makes satell ite
rainfa ll estima tes nationw ide whenev er heavy rains are threate ning
to produc e, or are already produc ing flash floodin g (Bornem an,
1988). SAB meteor ologist s monito r the growth trends of
thunde rstorms from the GOES-7 and 8 geosta tionary satell ite imagery
(Visibl e and Infrare d) using techniq ues develop ed by Scofie ld and
Oliver (1987) to quanti fy rainfa ll estima tes.
Estima tes are
dissem inated over the NWS commu nication system in an alpha-n umeric
messag e and directe d to the affecte d area through the alarm/ alert
system .
In additio n to the estima ted amount s of rainfa ll, the
messag e also contain s inform ation on trends as seen in the
satell ite imagery and short range foreca sting (NOWCASTING)
inform ation.
Estima tes are comput ed every half hour on the
Interac tive Flash Flood Analyz er (IFFA) that is part of the MciDAS
comput er system located at the NOAA Scienc e Center .
IFFA derived
graphi cs produc ts are sent to the River Foreca st Center s in Fort
Worth, TX and Slidel l, LA.
An example of an IFFA derived graphi c and observe d rainfa ll for a
flash flood event over Missou ri is show in Figures 1 and 2,
respec tively. The IFFA graphi cs shows a large area of heavy rain
from eastern Kansas to just west of St. Louis.
Estima tes ranged
from 5-8 inches over this area with a maxima of 8.5 inches in Bates
County , Mo, (extrem e western Missou ri). Rainfa ll observ ations in
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Figure 2 were comparable to the observed except that the estimates
WSR-880 rainfall
were higher, especially over western Missouri.
estimates for the same time period were around 9 inches for the
area just west of St. Louis.
SSM/I DERIVED PRECIPITATION FOR REGIONAL AND CLIMATE APPLICATION
The physical basis for identifying precipitation using microwave
radiometry has long ben established using measurements and
Low frequency (< 37 GHz) microwave sensors
theoretical models.
"see" through ice producing clouds and receive most of their signal
from the emission due to liquid water droplets in clouds and rain.
Since land radiates with nearly the same brightness temperature as
liquid water clouds, it is virtually impossible to separate
precipitation from the surrounding cloud-free observations. The
low frequency "emission" method can only be used to identify ·
precipitation over low emissivity, high contrasting, ocean
surfaces. At high frequencies (i.e., 85 GHz SSM/I channel) the
radiation emerging from precipitating clouds is strongly attenuated
by the scattering from large ice particles accompanying the system.
This scattering effect reduces the measurements well below the
background level, enabling the identification of precipitation
events over land as well as oceans. In general, the oceanic
rainfall derived from the two techniques are comparable over the
tropics and midlatitudes. However, the scattering technique
appears to underestimate the rainfall over high-latitude oceans;
SSM/I
since there is less convective activity at high latitudes.
precipitation estimates are being used to supplement the IFFA
For climate applications the SSM/I
estimates described above.
precipitation measurements are mapped to a 1/3 degree lat-long
The monthly rainfall product is generated from the dailygrid.
Both
gridded SSM/I data base (used for IFFA applications).
emission and scattering rain rate algorithms are calibrated using
coincident radar and raingauge data. Monthly estimates of rainfall
are obtained by multiplying the "instantaneous" rain rates (mm/hr)
by the number of hours in the month and averaging the results over
In addition to rainfall, snow cover,
2.5 degree lat-long areas.
water vapor, and cloud liquid water are also generated and archived
monthly (Ferraro et. al, 1994).
SOIL WETNESS INDEX
The experimental NOAA-developed Soil Wetness Index uses the
difference between the 85 GHz and 19 GHz horizontally polarized
data from the Special Sensor Microwavejirnager (SSM/I) on board the
DMSP satellites. The brightness temperature difference values in
the range 10-30 K are then scaled between 0-255 and displayed. The
experimental product is extremely useful for monitoring the areal
extent of flooding under nearly all weather conditions, except
actively precipitating cloud areas.
The Soil Wetness index was used by NOAA to monitor soil wetness and
flooding in the midwest during the Great Flood of 1993 (NOAA,
Natural Disaster Survey Report) . One has to look for persistence
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of high soil wetness values in order to infer potentia l flooding
conditio ns.
Precipi tation falling on already saturate d soil can
result in addition al flooding .
The images are composi ted with time
to identify the flooded areas that may otherwis e be obscured by
precipit ation.
During ~994, the Soil Wetness Index was used to
monitor the spring floods along the Volga River in Russia, and the
fall floods that occurred in eastern India.
The Soil Wetness Index
can also be used to monitor coastal and inland flooding due to
tropical storms.
For an example, the Index was able to identify
flooded areas in Florida after the passage of Hurrican e Andrew.
PRECIPIT ATION EFFICIEN CY AND PRECIPIT ABLE WATER PLUMES
Precipi tation Efficien cy is defined as a ratio of the amount of
moisture ingested into a thunders torm to the quantity of water
deposite d on the ground or precipit ation. On the synoptic ·
and mesosca le,
deep layer precipit able water analyses help to
determin e those environm ents favorabl e for heavy rainfall and
flash floods.
Favorab le conditio ns include the presence of
Precipit able Water Plumes (PWPs) which are areas, surges, or
tongues of deep layer moisture .
PWPs are location s where the
amount of moisture ingested into a thunders torm is signific ant and
can result in heavy rainfall and flash floods.
PWPs are detected
by a product that blends moisture from satellit e,
numeric al
forecast models, and rawinson de data. Relative ly strong low level
winds paralle l to the PWP depict areas of moisture flux and
transpo rt.
The presence of the mid to upper level 6.7 ~m water
vapor plumes (Thiao, et al, 1993) coupled with the deep layer PWP
and moisture transpo rt represen t excellen t conditio ns for flash
floods, especia lly if located with a equivale nt potentia l
tempera ture ridge axis.
NILE RIVER PROJECT
A technol ogically advanced forecast center has been establis hed at
the ministry of Public Works and Water Resourc es in Cairo, Egypt to
monitor and forecast flows of the Nile River into the High Aswan
Dam in upper Egypt. The Nile Forecas t System is a dynamic system
that is changing from year to year, as new sources of precipit ation
informa tion, technolo gies and models are incorpo rated into the
system.
Current ly the system is comprise d of several compone nts
designed to generate probabi lity distribu tions of forecast and
flows for both the Blue Nile and White Nile river basins.
As one
of the data sources for the hydrolo gical models, precipi tation
estimate s derived from Meteosa t infrared imagery are being
evaluate d to enhance the sparse rain gauge data from the Nile River
Basin, especia lly over Ethiopia .
It is importan t to note that in
an operatio nal mode, where rain gauges may be sparse, satellit e
data would become the principa l data source. Using daily satellit e
estimate s as the main input to a distribu ted hydrolo gical model
system is essentia lly untried in an operatio nal setting.
It is
hoped that this system will serve as a prototyp e for world wide
applicat ions (Green et. al, 1994).
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24 Hour Satellite Derived Precipitation Estimates
for the period ending at 1200 UTC, July 7, 1993.
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Figure 2.

24 Hour Observed Precipitation for the period
ending at 1200 UTC, July 7, 1993.
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THE CHARACTERISATION AND VALIDATION OF
DATA FROM OPERATIONAL SATE LLIT E INSTRUMENTS
Brownscombe J, Curti s P D and Saun ders R W.

The calibration, characterisation and validation of operational meteorologi
cal satellite instruments
is becoming increasingly important now that their value for climate monit
oring has been recognised
- the impact of human activities on climate continues to be a topic of
global concern and there is
a compelling case for data monitoring programmes to try to narrow
some of the uncertainties
associated with long term climate change. Over the last thirty years, satelli
tes have provided data
routinely for weather forecasting and the quality, quantity and coverage
of satellite measurements
has steadily improved over the years and will remain a vital source
of data for operational
meteorology and climate in the future. Long time series of global data
are already available for
some parameters however it is a major task to confirm that these data
are consistent and that any
trends - even in the more sensitive indicators of climate change have not been masked by
instrumental changes, changes in measurement technique or absolute
calibration.
THE REQU IREM ENTS FOR CHARACTERISATION AND
VALIDATION OF DATA
FROM OPER ATIO NAL SATELLITE INSTRUMENTS

The more stringent requirements for the characterisation and validation
of data from operational
satellite instruments posed by their use for climate related observation
have been the subject of a
number of studies worldwide. These requirements have been partia
lly addressed for existing
instruments and data sets by a combination of in-orbit intercomparison
of instruments in a series
to transfer accurate calibrations and the use of specific external targets of
opportunity over a period
of time for calibration in the case of instruments without on board
calibration facilities. The
"Pathfinder" data sets which are being produced by NOAA and NASA
from the Advanced Very
High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) imager and the Tiros Opera
tional Sounder (TOYS)
instruments are examples of the application of these techniques. A
combination of very careful
pre-launch calibrations and long term in-orbit comparisons between
instruments has also been
undertaken by the UK Meteorological Office for the Stratospheric Sound
ing Instruments (SSUs)
which are flown as part of the TOYS sounding package.
In recent reports for the Commission of the European Communities

on the Potential for Enhancing
the use ofEUMETSAT Data and, more generally, in the first draft of the
Global Climate Observing
System Space Plan, the critical importance of accurate knowledge of instru
ment calibration and its
variation with time have been emphasised. When measurements are
used for climate monitoring
purposes it is very important that all instrumental biases be removed in
order to avoid step changes
between satellites and/or other instruments measuring the same param
eter and that any drifts in
calibrations be identified. It is difficult or impossible to obtain information
on biases for the current
generation of atmospheric sounding instruments.
In the future, much more attention will need to be paid to the accura
cy of initial calibration of
instruments in custom designed facilities capable of reproducing the
in-orbit environment of the
individual instruments. It is important to maintain consistency of calibr
ation and characterisation
both between members of a series and between current and new generations
of instruments - to this
end long term intercalibration and testing of instruments in common
facilities is desirable. These
facilities should maintain traceable and well documented links to established
standards to guarantee
the long term consistency. In addition programmes of in-orbit intercompari
son of different members
I
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of the same series of instruments and for intercomparing different instruments play an important
role in ensuring long term consistent data sets.
The current operational meteorological instruments are passive radiometers looking at visible,
infrared or microwave radiation with the quantitative information largely from thermal IR and
microwave channels. In order to understand the instruments we need to know not only the
radiometric performance but also to understand the physical processes relating the observations
from space to the parameters of interest. This includes validation of the radiative transfer models
by aircraft, ground based and laboratory measurements of both the atmosphere and the surface.
Some specific examples of techniques used for accurate pre-launch calibration and characterisation,
for post-launch validation and for verifying the radiative transfer models are described in the
following sections in the context of both Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) and climatological
requirements.
THE UKMO INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISATION FACILITIES

The UK Met Office's ground based test facilities at DRA Farnborough are being used to carry out
are
tests on the next generation of operational passive microwave instruments. The instruments
5
placed in a 3m thermal vacuum chamber which is evacuated to a pressure of better than 10" torr
to simulate the space environment. There are a variety of tests on the satellite instruments which
have to be performed. Firstly the thermal behaviour of instruments can be studied by cycling the
instrument between the minimum and maximum temperatures· expected in orbit. Various heaters
and coolers allow an instrument to be maintained at any desired temperature between 263 and
323K to within O.lK. Secondly the radiometric performance and calibration accuracy of a total
power microwave radiometer can be determined by viewing black body targets placed in both the
Earth and Space viewing direction. The performance of the targets is critical so they are
fabricated/instrumented in-house. Their temperature is known to an accuracy of better than O.lK
and the microwave emissivities have been measured to be >99.9990/o.
The noise figures for each channel are determined by viewing the Earth target and a check on any
non-linearity of the detectors is obtained by varying the Earth target temperature between 80K and
330K. The difference between the measured target temperature and the radiometric temperature
measured by the radiometer gives an estimate of the absolute accuracy of the instrument calibration.
In addition this test facility has the capability to move the position of the Earth target during tests
allowing any scan dependence in the calibration to be measured. This unique feature together with
the proven ability in temperature control of an instrument and the targets has resulted in much
interest being shown by the builders of operational microwave instruments.
The high frequency part of the Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU-B) has been fully
characterised in this facility. The AMSU will fly on the NOAA operational polar orbiters
NOAA-KLM from 1996. Results have been obtained for the AMSU-B engineering model and all
three flight models. The engineering model of the lower frequency component of AMSU
(AMSU-Al) is also due to be tested in the facility during Summer 95. Plans are also under way to
test the Multi-frequency Imaging Microwave Radiometer (MIMR) and the Microwave Humidity
Sounder (MHS) both planned to fly on the EUMETSAT METOP platform early next decade.
Airborne radiometers can also be tested and for instance the NASA Microwave Imaging
Radiometer was fully characterised during 1994.
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The tests carried out on the AMSU-B flight models showed their radiometric performance was
within specification over the predicted operating temperature range of the instruments. For instance
the noise figures for the 5 AMSU-B channels are all below lK (with the exception of one channel
on the first flight model which is 1.1K). The departure from linearity for all the channels was
always less than O.lK which is well within the specification of 0.3K. The absolute calibration was
shown, as expected, to have a small scan dependence for cold targets (a change of0.4K from nadir
to edge of scan) and this was fully characterised and a correction for the in-orbit data formulated.
The results of the tests will be made available to the user community to allow them to make better
use of the in-orbit AMSU data.
AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION FOR VALIDATION OF MEASUREMENTS AND
MODELS

The Meteorological Research Flight (MRF) of the UK Met Office operates a modified C-130
aircraft for use as an airborne platform for atmospheric research. It has an endurance of over 11
hours and can operate from 20m to 1Okm altitude. The aircraft is equipped with a host of
instruments for measuring all significant atmospheric variables. In support of remote sensing studies
a suite of radiometers are installed or under development. There are two microwave radiometers
on the aircraft in support of the in-orbit data validation and model development for the AMSU
programme. A two channel microwave radiometer at 89 and 157GHz can view both the nadir and
zenith and has been used to test the radiative transfer models and effects of clouds and surfaces at
AMSU-:EJ frequencies. A lower frequency two channel radiometer at 23 and 50 GHz has just been
completed for measurements at AMSU-A frequencies.
Clear air measurements at 89 and l57GHz have been made through a variety of different types of
atmosphere from over the Baltic sea in Winter to the tropical Atlantic. This data set has enabled
a comparison with several microwave radiative transfer models to be carried out over a wide range
of conditions and an optimum model for operational applications to be selected. Also measurements
through water cloud have been made to develop techniques for remotely retrieving cloud liquid
water path (LWP) fr.om the AMSU-B radiance measurements. Accuracies of 50 glsq .m in retrieved
LWP were found by comparison with in-situ measurements. Measurements of a variety of different
surface types including snow and ice are now underway at all four microwave frequencies to help
recognise and characterise surface types from the AMSU data.
For visible and infrared wavelengths a 16 channel filter wheel radiometer is mounted in a wing pod
which can view both the nadir, zenith and two calibration black bodies. The filters cover relatively
wide spectral bands and so to improve the spectral resolution an interferometer is being developed
with much higher spectral resolution (0. 7 cm- 1) to cover the thermal infrared region of the
spectrum. This Airborne Research Interferometer Evaluation System (ARIES) will be used to
develop improved models and retrieval algorithms for future satellite interferometers (e.g. IASI).
It will also be used for studies of clouds and surfaces at higher spectral resolution and for remote
measurements of minor atmospheric constituents and aerosols. Together with the microwave
radiometers on the C-130 the inclusion of ARIES will allow a complete airborne equivalent to the
proposed next generation of space atmospheric sounders (i.e. a combination of an infrared
interferometer and AMSU). Current plans are for ARIES to fly for the first time during 1996.
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS IN REQUIREMENTS

Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) Models of necessity use data from a wide range of both
conventional and remote sensing instruments. Increasingly sophisticated data assimilation schemes
are being used. It is expected that by the end of this decade such models will be able to use fully
four dimensional data assimilation and be able to assimilate directly radiances measured by satellite
instruments rather than requiring the separate generation of products such as temperature profiles
before assimilation.
To utilise any type of measurement in the most effective way the NWP models require information
on the error characteristics of the measurements so that they can be given the appropriate weight
when they are assimilated. Bias errors between different measurements of essentially the same
physical parameter are particularly damaging. Thus the importance of knowing the accurate
radiometric performance of an instrument and the uncertainties in the spectroscopic models will be
even greater in the future for effective use in NWP.
For Climate uses the most stringent requirements will flow from the desire to detect long term
changes in atmospheric and surface variables. This will put an increasing premium on the accurate
identification of changes of instrument calibration with time and will demand increasingly effective
use ofpre and post launch calibration and intercalibration facilities. An important consequence will
be the need to maintain expertise on detailed instrument performance and its measurement over
long periods of time. Only by safeguarding this knowledge will it be possible to continue long term
measurements with known error characteristics which will allow the production of historical single
instrument data sets for comparing and contrasting to determine as accurately as possible long term
climatological changes. Although assimilation is a powerful technique for using the dynamical
equations to constrain and, to an extent, quality control input data it is not able to maintain long
term consistency from a changing mix of observations. Hence it is also important to maintain long
term single instrument data sets for the accurate detection of long term changes in climate.
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Novel Satellite Instrumen ts for meteorolog ical and
hydrological application
P. Hans, U. Johann, U. Kummer, H.-R. Schulte
Dornier GmbH, D-88039 Friedrichshafen

1.

Introduction

Maturing technology of earth observation sensors allows new routine measurements useful in
meteorology /hydrology. Scatterometry for maritime wind field retrieval, direct three dimensional
measurements of wind fields (LIDAR) in the Troposphere and lower Stratosphere as well as three
dimensional measurement of rain rate and cloud structures or global monitoring of rain and cloud
layers (both with special purpose microwave RADAR systems) will be shortly discussed in this
paper. Development status and availability of existing or planned instruments for the above
objectives will be presented. In this context, emphasis will be given to a wide swath windscatterometer planned for the METOP mission and the development of a clear air wind field LIDAR.

2.

Overview

A wind scatterometer is essentially a radar with natural aperture and two or three antennas looking
in squint/mid direction possibly doubled to provide dual swath coverage. Global maritime surface
wind fields are determined from measurements of radar reflectivity taken at different azimuth
angles (typically 2 or 3) during satellite fly by. Capillary waves induced by surface stress due to the
incident wind mainly cause the dependency of the normalised radar reflectivity crO from wind speed
and direction. Scatterometers therefore provide global ocean surface winds, characterised by
• Wind speed in the range of 4m/s to 24m/s with an accuracy of <2m/s or <10%
whichever is greater and
• Wind direction with an accuracy of < 20 deg at a
- perpendicular node grid with distances of 25 km with a
- spatial resolution of SO km x SO km
Lidar instruments (Light Detection and Ranging) probe the atmosphere by emitting a collimated
laser beam in the ultraviolet, visible or near /thermal infrared wavelength regime and by analyzing
the fraction of light scattered back by atmospheric constituents typically in a time resolved rangegate mode. They have the unique capability to deliver accurate three-dimensio nal wind data in
clear air masses up to about 20 km altitude.
Principle Lidar instrument types are:
• Backscatter Lidar, analysing the atmospheric aerosol content and cloud layers, by measuring
the calibrated radiometric strength of the return signal.
• Doppler Wind Lidar (OWL), measuring the wind speed projection along line-of-sight, by
determining the Doppler shift of the light scattered back from aerosols embedded in the
moving air mass.
• Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL), probing atmospheric trace gas concentrations (e.g.
water vapour) by determining the relative absorption of two laser beams tuned to a suitable
absorption line and slightly offset, respectively.
In principle, three measurement objectives can be combined in one instrument of suitable design.
Tvoical parameters for 3-D wind field d · · ·
Horiz.cell size
Vert.cell size
Wind meas.acc.
Lower Stratosphere (15-30km)
lOOx lOO km
2km
5 to lOm/s
Medium/uppe r Troposph.(2-15-km)
50x50km
0.5 km
2 to6m/s
Lower Troposphere (<2 km)
SOxSOkm
0.5 km
2 to4m/s
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For spacebome Rain and Cloud Radars three principly different types of measurement concepts have
been proposed: the single beam single frequency concept, the single beam dual freqency concept and
the dual beam single frequency concept with two beams looking fore and aft or fore and to nadir. All
concepts determine the reflectivity and attenuation of volume cells of a size of some kilometers in
length and 250 m in height by measuring the received power of direct echoes or ground returns. The
assumed thickness of the precipitation layer is about 5 km within a vertical measurement range of
about 15 km.
Rain and cloud radars differ in the operated frequency range: 14- 35 GHz for rain radars and 3594 GHz for cloud radars. The required dynamic range for rain rate measurements is in the order of
0.5- 50 mm/h and varies slightly depending whether northern or southern regions shall be
monitored. The required horizontal resolution depends on the envisaged application: For global
climatology monthly or annual averages of rain rate or cloud cover are required over the entire globe
for cell sizes of 500 km x 500 km and a vertical spatial resolution of 250 m, for investigation of
internal structures and evolution of rain and cloud systems horizontal resolutions of 1 - 5 km and
vertical resolutions of 100- 250 m are desired.
Due to these manifold requirements several different technical concepts have been proposed. They
differ mainly in antenna size and form, output power and the applied pulse compression techniques.
Also combinations with other sensors like scatterometer or radar altimeter have been proposed. ·

3.

Sensor Types

3.1

Wind Scatterometer

Scatterometers have employed a broad range of frequencies ranging from C band to Ku band. Though
the spectrum of sea surface roughness suggests the use of higher frequencies for ocean wind
measurements, studies and measurement campaigns have shown that the backscattering behaviour
does not exhibit a strong frequency dependence. The main advantages for the use of C-band
frequencies (ER5-1 scatterometer, ASCAT) are the applicability of established technologies and the
much smaller atmospheric attenuation (as compared to e.g. Ku-band (SEASAT}} which directly
affects the measurement accuracy.
A strong dependency of the reflectivity on incidence angle and polarisation also exists. This leads to
the preference of vertical polarisation due to larger reflectivity and hence the stronger signal. In
general measurements with steeper incidence angles than 25° (wrt vertical incidence) are not well
suited for wind retrieval. Hence the measurement swath is offset from the satellite ground track.
The near swath edge of which is given by the steepest useful incidence angle and the far swath edge
by the signal strength. Typically an about SOOkm width measurement swath is possible (Fig.: 3.1.-1).
Symmetrical antenna configurations allow a measurement swath on each side of the ground track.

Measurement principle
The Dornier Advanced Wind Scatterometer (ASCAT) operates with a long pulse with linear
frequency modulation; this design approach maintains the advantages of the Doppler Scatterometer
concept while it does not inherit its dominant disadvantages which are the restriction of look
directions and the limitation of the swath width. By appropriate selection of the chirp rate the
signal after the deramping stage of the receiver can be shaped in a way which permits frequency
domain processing for all possible antenna look directions. The primary objectives driving the
instrument design are directed to achieving improved coverage and superior radiometric
performance. The most obvious improvement in performance compared to the ERS1 scatterometer
results from improved spatial and temporal coverage due to ASCA T's double swath. In view of the
tremendous effort necessary to establish the backscattering model, compliance with the ERS-1 wind
scatterometer is highly desirable. The ASCAT not only meets the requirements for carrier frequency,
polarisation and illumination functions but retains the three beam configuration of the ERS-1 Wind
i
Scatterometer. (ASCAT key parameters are shown in Table 3.1.-1)
"'
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Fig. 3.1.-1: System geometry -top view (METOP I ASCAT)
Radiometric Resolution kpe
Radiometric Accuracy
Centre frequency
Polaris ation
DC Power Demand
Mass
Down Link Data Rate
TX pulse length
Chirp rate

3% (upwind 24 mls)
(~i 18)% (cross wind, 4 mls)
0.57 dB (peak I peak)

5.255GHz

vv
<280W
< 220 Kg
< 60 kbitlsec
8.4 ms (Mid beam), 10.4 ms (Side beams)
SO kHzlm s (Mid beam), 24 kHzlm s (Side beam)

Table 3.1.-1: Main Instrument Parameters (METOP I ASCA T)

3.2

Lidar instru ments

Ground -based and air-borne Lidar sensors of all types are presently in use world-w
ide and provide
valuable data , albeit restricted to low range and very limited spatial and tempora
l coverage.
Space-borne Lidar instrum ents could overcome these limitations but their
develop ment present s a
significant technical challenge, because of the large measur ement range and
hence the require ment
for a powerf ul , efficient and space-qualified laser. Such lasers became feasible
only in the last
decade, and are either C02-Iasers or laser-diode pumped solid-state lasers.
The Europe an Space Agency (ESA) has initiated several program s to develop
a space borne back
scatter Lidar (ATLID) and a Dopple r wind Lidar (ALADIN). System studies
as well as critical
technol ogy develop ments are present ly under way. NASA and NOAA
have extensi vely
investigated these instruments during the last two decades (Windsat, LAWS).
Presently, the most attractive Lidar sensor is a space borne Doppler wind Lidar
based on pulsed C02lasers, as it represents the best combination of technology maturit y and amount
of expected scientific
return.

Measurement principle
A high power laser is actively probing the atmosphere at an eye-save !wavele
ngth of 10 IJ.m. Narrow
frequency short pulses are periodically emitted towards the atmosp here
below in a diffraction-
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limited beam collimated by an optical telescope. Few photons are scattered back into the telescope
by aerosols while penetrating the atmosphere suffering a Doppler shift caused by the relative
motion of target air mass and orbiting instrument. The wind-induc ed Doppler shift is embedded in a
much larger, albeit well known Doppler shift caused by orbit and scan dynamics relative to the
earth reference frame.
The relative frequency shift is detected either by mixing a slightly frequency-offset local oscillator
laser to the incoming signal and measuring the beat frequency after detection (heterodyne reception),
or, alternatively, by observing the frequency dependent transmission of a Fabry-Perot interferometer
(incoherent reception). The coherent reception scheme is superior for infrared wavelength -based
instruments. Some key instrument parameters (ALADIN) are given in Table 3.2.-1.
The received signal is time-gated to allow range resolution. Several wind estimator algorithms
exist, to analyse the signal in the frequency domain after down conversion to baseband. Subsequent
shots, probing the same target region can be averaged to improve accuracy.
The beam is periodically scanned to several shot locations in order to provide swath coverage. An
attractive scan pattern is nadir oriented conical step scanning, where the transmit/rec eive beam is
moving on a cone mantle by changing the azimuth angle and stopping the line-of-sight during pulse
round-trip time at each shot location to reduce pointing losses. A cycloidal ground pattern following
the satellite ground track and covering the swath results. This scan pattern has the advantage, that
interrogatio n of the same atmospheric region from two distinct directions is feasible, resulting in the
direct measureme nt of two linearly independen t wind components. The overall system geometry is
shown in Fig. 3.2.-1. (Orbit Altitude 520 km)
7.58km/s

Fig. 3.2.·1: System geometry (ALADIN)
effective receiver aperture
far-field laser energy
short frequency prf
instrument prime power
instrument mass
data rate
pointing stability (during round trip)
laser pulse length
wavelength

0.7 m diameter (0.385 m2)

10J
3 Hz average (6 Hz bursts)
llOOW
6(.Xl kg
< 1 Mb/s
± 3 Jlrad
1 J..LS
9.11Jlm

Table 3.2.-1: Main Instrument Parameters (Example: ALADIN)
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The Role of the Europea n Space Agency

C.J. Readings
Head, Earth Sciences Division
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

This paper focusses on the role of the European Space Agency (ESA) in ·
support of meteorology and hydrology, reviewing the Agency's Earth
Observation Programme. Particular reference is made to collaboration with
EUMETSAT.
Future developments of relevance to the meteorological and hydrological
communities are highlighted. These include the enhancement of the current
METEOSAT geostationary satellites, a series of European operational polar
orbiting satellites and future ESA missions such as ENVISAT-1 and the
Earth Explorer Missions. Future instrument concepts of importance to
these communities are also discussed.

1.

Introduct ion

One of the objectives underlying the Agency's Earth Observation programme is of direct
relevance to METEOHYTEC 21, namely the "continuation and improvement of the service
provided to the worldwide operational meteorological community". The realisation of this
objective forms an integral part of the Agency's Earth Observation Programme. Currently
this comprises the following main elements:
support to EUMETSAT for the Meteosat and Meteosat Second Generation (MSG)
series of operational meteorological geostationary satellites;
cooperation with EUMETSAT for the provision of the METOP series of polar
orbiting operational meteorological satellites;
the ERS-1 satellite, its follow-on ERS-2 and the ENVISAT-1 mission;
studies of future instrument and mission concepts.
Future mission concepts were addressed at the Earth Observation User Consultation Meeting
which was held at ESTEC last October. These are discussed in Section 5 of this paper.
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2. METEOSAT and MSG

Meteosat is one of a ring of five geostationary meteorological satellites that encircle the
Earth above the equator. lt occupies the spot above the prime meridian, observing weather
patterns in the same part of the Earth's disc on a continuous basis. The first Meteosat was
launched in November 1977.
The success of ESA's pre-operational Meteosat programme led to the formation of the
European Meteorological Satellite Organisation (EUMETSAT) which has now taken over
responsibility for this programme. On its behalf ESA is constructing, launching and
operating (EUMETSAT will assume this responsiblity shortly) the three spacecraft that
comprise the Meteosat Operational Programme (MOP).
Many products are routinely generated from the images derived from the data supplied by
these satellites, including cloud motion vectors (for deriving wind fields), sea surface
temperatures, maps of cloud top heights, cloud analyses, upper tropospheric humidity data
and climate data sets. These data make vital contributions not only to meteorology but also to
many other disciplines including hydrology.
Studies are already in hand, jointly with Eumetsat, aimed at the development of a so-called
Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) for l~unch towards the end of this century. This will have
an enhanced capability over the MOPs, including additional channels, a high resolution (0.50
km) option and more frequent imaging. In addition the possibility of adding a broad band
radiometer (i.e. GERB, Global Earth Radiation Monitor) is being studied.

3. METOP

The METOP programme is also run jointly with EUMETSAT. These satellites are intended to
make a major contribution to operational meteorology by providing operational
meteorological data in the "morning" orbit from the year 2000. They will also have a
climate monitoring role.
The "core" operational payload of the first two METOPs will comprise a visible and infrared
scanning radiometer, an infrared temperature sounder (HIRS) and a microwave sounder
(temperature and humidity). These are all versions of the instruments currently flying on
the NOAA Tiros-N polar orbiting operational meteorological satellites.
In addition it is proposed to supplement the "core" payload with a microwave wind
scatterometer (ASCATT), a high resolution infrared sounder (IASI), a passive microwave
imaging radiometer (MIMR), a ozone monitor (OMI) and a broad band scanning Earth
radiation monitor (SCARAB). IASI is viewed as a potential replacement for HIRS. ESA is
specifically responsible for the provision of the ASCATT and MIMR instruments. lt is
proposed to provide a copy of MIMR for flight on one of the NASA polar platform missions
(PM-1).
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4. ERS-1, ERS-2 and ENVISAT-1

The first European Remote Sensing satellite (ERS-1) was launched in July 1991. ERS-1 is
basically a meteorological-ocean-climate mission with particular emphasis on ocean and
ice processes exploiting an unique set of all-weather microwave instruments. lt makes
all-weather day and night measurements on a global scale of many parameters not covered
by existing satellite systems. Its payload includes the AMI (a combined C-band SAR and wind
scatterometer), a radar altimeter, a microwave radiometer, an along-track scanning
radiometer (ATSR) and a laser retroreflector.
A follow-on satellite, ERS-2, is due for launch in early 1995. This will include an
important new capability, namely the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME), to
address an area of growing concern, namely atmospheric chemistry. This instrument is a
nadir viewing spectrometer covering the spectral range 250 nm to 790 nm. lt will observe
ozone and some related species in both the troposphere and the stratosphere. In addition the
capability of the ATSR is extended to include visible and near-infrared channels and a
range/range rate measuring instrument (PRARE) is included.
To address the themes underlying the Agency's Earth observation strategy, global data sets,
in many cases spanning decades, are required. Thus the Agency has decided to launch a
further polar orbiting satellite (i.e. ENVISAT-1) in 1998 to consolidate and extend the ERS
mission as well as to address other environmental studies, notably atmospheric chemistry.
Its payload includes some large facility instruments which are being developed by ESA. These
comprise of a synthetic aperture radar (ASAR), a global ozone monitor (GOMOS), an imaging
spectrometer (MERIS), an interferometric atmospheric limb sounder (MIPAS) and a
radar altimeter (coupled with a microwave radiometer and an orbit determinat ion
instrumen t).
In addition, as a result of an Announcement of Opportunity (AO) call for instrument
proposals, three other instruments have been selected for inclusion on ENVISAT -1, namely
an advanced along track scanning radiometer (AATSR), a broad band radiometer (SCARAB)
and a limb and nadir viewing spectrometer (SCIAMACHY).

5.

Future

Missions

For the post 2000 era two sets of future missions are being considered, namely the Earth
Explorer (research) missions and the Earth Watch (pre-operational) missions. These are
summarised in Table 1 and it can be seen that they span a wide variety of user interests.
Three of the Earth Explorer missions have been selected for specific study (i.e. gravity field
& ocean circulation; radiation; surface processes & interactions). lt is proposed to select one
of these as the first of the Earth Explorer missions.
In parallel a large number of instrument concepts are being studied which address the data
requirements of the various Earth Explorer and Watch missions. These include an imaging
spectrometer (PRISM), two microwave limb sounders (MASTER and SOPRANO), a rain
radar, a cloud radar, a backscatter lidar (ATLID) and a Doppler wind lidar (ALADIN). Many
of these are of crucial importance to the meteorological and hydrological communities. In
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most cases both technical and scientific studies are in progress. Many of these instruments
pose significant technical challenges.

TABLE 1
CANDIDATE STRAWMAN EARTH OBSERVATION OBJECTIVES

I

EARTH EXPLORER OBJECTIVES

EARTH WATCH OBJECTIVES

RADIATION

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING & RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT (incl. COASTAL ZONES)

PRECIPITATION

CHEMISTRY MONITORING

ATMOSPHERIC DYNAMICS

STRATOSPHERIC PROFILING
CHEMISTRY
GRAVITY FIELD & OCEAN CIRCULATION
MAGNETOMETRY
SURFACE PROCESSES & INTERACTIONS
TOPOGRAPHY

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The programme outlined here is quite broad and many aspects are of direct relevance to the
interests of METEOHYTEC 21. During the presentation these aspects will be highlighted.
Some comments will also be made on the types of problems that must be addressed in
realising a satellite programme. These include not only political, financial and technical
problems but also those of exploitation as many users, especially operational ones, are of
necessity very conservative in nature. Many potential users have to be convinced that "new"
data will enhance their ability to meet the requirements of their customers. Associated with
this is the question of long term data continuity; a point to which the Agency has paid
particular attention in formulating its long term strategy for Earth Observation.

I

I
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OPERAT IONAL SPACE SYSTEMS FOR HYDROJ\tlETEOROLOGICAL
SUPPLY AND ECOLO GICAL MONITO RING
A.M. VOLKO V
RESEAR CH AND PRODU CTION ASSOCI ATION "PLANETA"
(7, B. Predtech enskil Street, Moscow, 123242)

Nowadays, operational space systems of three types are practically in constant
use and designed for the Earth's parameters remote sensing in the interests of
hydrometeorology, natural resources study, ecological monitoring, World Ocean and
Climate Research, terrestrial space study:
"Meteor-3" meteorological space system;
"Resurs-OI" environmental space system;
"Okean-OI" oceanographic space system.
Main data receiving, processing and archiving centres are in Moscow (form
a part of NPO "Planeta"), Novosibirsk, and Khabarovsk. A wide network of
simplified off-line data acquisition centres are incorporated in the ground complex.
These centres are placed on the territory of Russia, CIS members, on large seagoing
ships, and in the Antarctica. They enable to receive a limited body of information
in APT mode from "Meteor" and "Okean-OI" satellites NPO "Planeta" provides a
scheduling of satellite imagings, a control of the ground-based complex, and an
interaction with users.
"Meteor-3" series spacecraft in combination with on-ground data receiving and
processing facilities form a permanent operative meteorological system. Global and
regional visible and infrared images, atmospheric and sea-surface thermal soundings,
terrestrial space condition data are used on a regular basis by weather forecasting
centres, for hydrometeorological supply of the economy and the defense, and for
other purposes. Monitoring of the Earth's ozone layer is performed.
The next "Meteor-3" satellite installed with an instrument payload capable for
measuring the Earth radiation budget components for climate study, has been
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launched 25.01.1994. SCARAB device developed by French specialists with the
participation of Russian experts and solar constant meter (ISP-2) are the parts of the
instrument payload.
"Resurs-01" series spacecraft carry optical scanners of high (45 m) and
medium (170 m) spatial resolution. Multispectral digital images from these satellites
are used for the Earth's resources study, in agriculture, geology, for solving many
regional economic and ecological problems. The next "Resurs-01" spacecraft has
been launched 4.11.1994 to fill up the system.
"Okean-01" series spacecraft provide, besides multispectral optical images of
the Earth of medium (about 350 m) and low (about 2000 m) spatial resolution, radar
and microwave images of the Earth's surface at any time of a day and under any
weather conditions.

The information is used to the benefits of marine shipping,

fishery and exploitation of World Ocean's shelf zones. The possibility of obtaining
information regardless of the illumination and cloudiness with satellite radar and
microwave systems is of particular interest to Russia as the geographical position of
Russia determines a low illumination and a high percentage of cloud cover over the
most part of the territory. All-weather radiophysical information from "Okean-01"
satellite is used to study and assess the following:
operative ice conditions in polar regions of the Earth in the time of ship
pilotage through the North Shipping Route;
structure and dynamics of sea ice, ice on large rivers and lakes;
flooded areas during overflows on rivers and lakes;
macro- and mesoscale sea-surface inhomogenities, and to solve many other
scientific and practical problems.
The next "Okean-01" series satellite has been launched on October 11, 1994.
The first Russian geostationary meteorological satellite GOMS No.1 has been
launched on October, 31 1994 and placed into 76°E subsatellite point. It is installed
with visible and infrared TV-complex, radiation-measuring complex and radio-
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engineering complex for data collection, retransmission, exchange, and distribution.
At present, three-axis stabilization of the satellite, validation and test of spacebome
payload operation are performed.
A program me on development and modernization of the operative space
systems has been elaborated and now is under way. It is planned to install more
advanced science equipment, to implement a number of scientific projects and
experiments, as well as to use international frequency ranges (1,7 GHz, 8.2 GHz, 7.5
GHz, 137 :MHz) for data transmission from satellites to ground acquisition stations.
Modernization of "Meteor-3" space system and creation on its base ofMete or3M" space system equipped with modem science and information package and ground
data receiving, processing and distribution complex are of great significance. While
modernizing, the geographical position of Russia, the importance of the Arctic
economic exploitation, the North Shipping Route and shelf zone, as well as scientific
priorities in the Arctic and the Antarctica study are taken into account. Thus, for the
purposes of a reliable all-weather and regular data obtaining over these regions, it is
envisaged to use besides optical instruments, all-weather microwave ones, in the frrst
place, synthetic aperture radar with a wide swath width (450-500 km), and a medium
resolution (250-350 m), and multichannel microwave scanning and radiometer. Data
processing and direct transmission of images obtained to any ground data receiving
centres both in HRPT and LRPT and APT modes are envisaged. The main
characteristics of "Meteor-3M" system and space borne science payload are given.
Since the frequency ranges and the data transmission modes from Russian
satellites, the formats of obtained data may be easily consistent with foreign systems,
it would be useful to develop Russian systems with regard to their close interaction
with similar foreign ones.
NPO "Planeta" and other Rosgidromet organizations have gained a wide
experience in a special-purpose thematic processing and use of different space
information for thematic charts compilation, when realizing many projects for
hydrometeorological supply, regional natural resources study, ecological monitoring.
Techniques, software and technologies of both a preliminary and a thematic remote
sensing. data processing are developed for:
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geological structure mapping;
ecological monitoring;
analysis of structure and dynamics of ice conditions on seas, lakes and large
rivers;
snow-cover mapping;
classification and assessment of crop condition;
mapping and monitoring of soil condition;
shelf zone study.
Examples of using the developed techniques for land-use charting, crop
condition assessment are reported. Satellite data processing may be performed in
such a form wherein the content of additional data is rather small.
Software developed for preliminary and thematic processing of radiophysical
information from "Okean-OI" spacecraft enable to solve timely a broad range of
problems. The most essential of which are:
radiometric correction and quality improvements;
plotting a contour and a grid on radar maps and separate images;
image transformation onto cartographic bases of different geographical
projections and scales;
digital mosaic and radar maps from separate radar images;
thematic compilation of ice conditions maps on a basis of a combined radar
and passive microwave image processing;
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integration of thematic processing results into geoinformation system.
Software and hardware complex and procedures of processing and
interpretation have been used in mapping of operative ice conditions on central and
eastern parts of Russian Arctic on October-November 1994 using the data from
11

0kean-OI 11 No. 7 satellite.
There were generated three types of output products:

1.

Radiometrically corrected and geographically referenced radar image
transformed into the polar stereographic projection at scale of 1:5 000 000.

2.

Thematic map of ice conditions at scale of 1:5 000 000 compiled using a
combined processing of radar and passive microwave images.

3.

Digital mosaic of ice conditions radar map all over the water surface
observed.

After processing, the maps of ice conditions were delivered to the ice service
to be merged with other ice information and were then distributed to users including
ice-breakers and vessels in regions of an extraordinary situation.
Examples of output products are given in the report.

-
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METEOROLOGICAL DATA I{ANAGEMENT, PROCESSING
QUALITY CONTROL AND ARCHIVAL
B.N. DEWAN AND S.K. DIKSHIT

(India Meteorological Department, Pune-411

oos,

India)

Introduction
A wealth of meteorological data exists in the meteorological
These data are a national heritage and
centres all over the world.
utmost care as they constitute an
with
preserved
be
are to
Further, these are to be properly managed,
invaluable resource.
processed, quality controlled, efficiently archived and finally
utilised in research and other user activities and interests. WMO(l)
has laid considerable emphasis on such activities in its World
World Climate Data and
Climate Programme {WCP) and its component
(WCDMP}.
Monitoring Programme
India Meteorological Department (!MD} was established in 1875.
A large no. of observatories scattered all over the vast country
have been collecting the met. data during the last 120 years, which
has been preserved with meticulous care. National Data Centre (NDC)
at Pune in the climatological division of !MD, is the sole
A large volume of these data,
repository of all these data.
amounting to over 60 million records, presently exists ·in the
Further, every year, about 2 1/2 million records
archives of NDC.
over 30 different types of
are being added to this vast holding.
data are archived in NDC with each type having 3-4 different
formats. All these formats were designed in NDC keeping in view the
Derived data products also
users needs and ease of retrieval.
constitute a very important class of data sets and are being
These pertain to such climatic parameters like
suitably archived.
means, extremes, probabilities based on weekly, monthly, annual and
These products find a great use in climatic
decadal periods.
summaries, drought studies, medium and long range forecasting and
other similar activities.
Recently, a fast mainframe computer system VAX-4000 13 00
manufactured by M/s Digital Equipment and having large dual memory
(32 MB each), high disk capacity (12 GB), 4 fast tape drives
(1600/6250 bpi), 2 workstations, a no. of terminals and PCs, 4
printers, a plotter etc. with suitable software (Fortran, c, RDBMS,
All the data processing,
SIGNA) has been installed in NDC, Pune.
quality control, retrieval and supply activities are now being done
The complete climatological data holding of
using this computer.
!MD has been transferred on to the hard disks of this computer
In order to safeguard against accidental loss, 2 sets of
system.
this data set have also been put on high density magnetic tapes, one
of which is kept in NDC, Pune while the other at !MD HQs office at
New Delhi.
Data Processing and Quality control
The main objective of this activity is to locate errors,
improbabilities and inconsistencies in the data and to remove them,
if possible, otherwise, flag them as warning to the users to be
These errors creep in due to
careful while using these data.
taken, instrument error,
observation
wrong
viz.,
reasons
various
The
error etc.
calculation
and
coding
error,
keying
collection
data
in
Centres
Met.
National
the
of
1
responsibilities
its
control
quality
of
standards
minimum
1
management, maintaining
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archiv al and supply have been outlin ed in WMO Manua l on GDPS
(2).
Vario us stand ard check s to make the data error -free viz.
validi ty check , field check, absurd value check, clima tologi
check , time consi stenc y, intern al consi stenc y, verti cal cal
horizo ntal consis tency check s, statis tical check etc. are requirand
ed
to be carrie d out on all the data.
Some of the guide lines for
undert aking this job are given in WCP public ations (3) and (4).
electr onic metho ds of data proce ssing on the modern fast compu The
ters,
beside s impar ting objec tivity , unifor mity and high accura cy
to
result s, make possib le the compl icated proces sing of such volum the
inous
data and delive r the result s in a very short time.
Howev er, one
must not forge t the fact that, inspit e of the best effor ts, as
empha sised in the recen t intern ationa l worksh op at Ashev ille, also
USA
(5), it is impos sible to create hundre d percen t error- free data
set.
At the Natio nal Data Centre at Pune, variou s types of data
(surfa ce, upper air, radia tion,
agrom et, marin e,
rainf
autogr aphic data with 8 eleme nts, viz. pressu re, self-r ecordall,
rainga uge, sunsh ine, hourl y wind speed , tempe rature , relatiing
ve
humid ity etc.) are being receiv ed on a non real time basis
and
it
is, theref ore, feasib le to do comple x machin e check ing on them.
All
the observ ations are first subjec ted to valid ity and absurd
checks , under which , the invali d chara cters, invali d observ value
ations
duplic ate obser vation s (iden tical/ non-i dentic al), out of sequen ,
ce
observ ations , absurd values (e.g. wind direct ion > 360
Lat
>
±
90°, Long > + 180°, wrong land and sea posit ion for
marin
e
observ ations etc.) are locate d and correc ted.
All the fields (no.
of chara cters requir ed to store an eleme nt const itute a field)
observ ation (viz. those of pressu re, tempe rature , wind, visib in an
cloud s, rainf all, etc.) are check ed for an inval id or ility,
blank
chara cter.
Sui table correc tions are done, if possib le, otherw ise,
the field is made blank.
The clima tologi cal check is then 6arrie d
out on each field in obser vation s by compa ring it with
its
clima tologi cal limits .
The value is furthe r compa red with its long
term mean and flagge d, if found outsid e a suitab le predet ermin
ed
limit, based on standa rd devia tion or otherw ise, a proced ure
also
recomm ended in the recen t works hop(5) .
Under the time consis tency check, each observ ation is compa
with a few previo us and later observ ations (5 on either side) red
for
consis tency.
By. taking mean and compa ring that value with it
(with in suita ble limit s), the suspe ct value s are then locate
d.
Abnorm al and sudden change s in an observ ation can thus
be
correc ted, if possib le.
In the intern al consis tency check ,
observ ation is being subjec ted to this test to ensure that each
all
fields are intern ally consi stent in a single obser vation .
A wide
varie ty of check s are made in this categ ory (viz. maxim
um
tempe rature
> minimu m tempe rature , sea level pressu re > statio n
level, dry bulb tempe rature > wet bulb> dew point ).
The
clouds ,
visib ility and weath er phenom enon are tested to be consi stent
with
each other.
In autog raphic data, maximum and minimu m values are
checke d to be prope rly report ed, means are prope rly calcu lated
etc.
The upper air obser vation s (RS/RW, PB) are to be subjec ted
to the
vertic al consis tency check, under which main checks to be made
are
the hydro static , abnorm al lapse rate and wind shear etc.
Any layer
in which the thickn ess of the layer does not follow the 11 hydro
static
law" or the lapse rate is super adiab atic or when the wind shear
is
beyon d certa in limit s, is marke d suspe ct.
In the horiz ontal
consis tency check , a statio n's observ ation is to be compa red
with
the observ ation of the neighb ouring statio ns by giving sui
table
weigh ts depen ding upon the distan ce of the neighb our and the
scan

°,
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radius. All reported values significantly higher than the values
thus calculated are marked suspect. Software packages for a no. of
the above mentioned checks have been developed at NDC Pune and
implemented while for the rest, the development is almost near
completion and their implementatio n will soon take place.
IMD's data formats don't have any place for flags
Presently,
being put against each suspect value in the observation. However, a
scheme for providing such flags for all elements in the observations
is under serious consideration for the benefit of the users of data.
This will enable them to use the data with a certain amount of
Flags having various codes (e.g. o for correct value,
confidence.
1 for value not checked, 2 for value doubtful but not corrected, 3
for value corrected, 4 for value estimated, 5 for value suspect and
referred to originating station for confirmation etc.) can be used
and put against each element in the archived format of the
observation.

Data Management, Archival and Retrieval
For any data to be useful, it must be archived in a manner
where it is easily accessible and can be efficiently retrieved in
In order to achieve this, all the voluminous data in
times of need.
!MD, amounting to 60 million records (each record consisting of
approx. 100 characters), have been put on magnetic disks· of the
computer system VAX-4000/300 . This data set is occupying about 6.0
Giga Bytes of disk capacity and is available online for quick and
Two copies of
efficient processing, retrieval and supply to users.
(1/2" wide, 9
tapes
these data sets are also available on magnetic
set of which
one
mode),
track, 6250 bpi, ASCII, odd parity, blocked
Pune.
NDC,
at
other
the
has been kept at our HQs at New Delhi and
in
either
Centre
Data
a
in
The data are normally stored
Also,
form.
packed
binary
or
form
character form or packed decimal
it is either archived under format or unformatted , blocked or
More details
unblocked mode, in labelled or unlabelled form etc.
all
archiving
NDC,
In
(7).
and
(6)
in
given
about these have been
blocked
in
control,
format
under
form,
the data is done in character
mode and as unlabelled.
The met. observations are recorded in decimal character form
It is, therefore, natural to
i.e. in base 10 numbering system.
characters and archive them
of
think of this information as a string
easy exchange of
facilitates
This also
accordingly in computer.
other users as
to
supply
data between various data centres or for
processing,
data
fast
for
well as for printing or display. However,
tape and
disk,
of
doing calculations and for maximum utilisation
character
in
not
data
the
-memory space, it is better to archive
format but in decimal packed form or still better in binary packed
form. This also obviates the need for conversion to binary or
viceversa in every access. As an example, a 4 character no. which
occupies 32 bits in character form will occupy 16 bits in packed
decimal mode and only 12 bits in binary packed form (Roy Jenne et.
al. (8)). It has been observed that a reduction of about 3 times in
data volume and about 6 to 7 times in computer access time can be
easily achieved by using binary packed form of archival.
Normally, it is observed that any array of met. data has a
In case
large base value but much less variation from day to day.
this base value is removed, the data will then consist of an array
of small nos. These are then multiplied by a common power of 2
(scaled) in order to retain the maximum precision within the given
A no. of developed countries, having
no. of bits used for packing.
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very large volume of data, use the above techniq ue
data most efficie ntly using the followi ng relatio n :
True Value

=

Base Value + (Packed Value - Bias)

*

for
2

**

archivi ng
scale

Softwa re module s are require d to be develop ed to conver t the
observe d data into the binary packed form and vice-v ersa.
At NDC,
Pune, presen tly all the data are being archive d in charac ter format .
Howeve r, keepin g in view the tremend ous advanta ges of binary packed
format, · attemp ts are now underw ay to conver t our archive s to this
format . This is expect ed to result in consid erable saving in
comput er access and proces sing time as well as in disk and tape
space.
The climat ologic al data have innume rable applic ations in almost
every aspect of human activit y. Demand for this data comes from all
directi ons viz. Govt., public and private sector , univer sities and
researc h organi sations , individ ual scient ists etc. and is met from
NDC archiv es.
Effici ent compu ter softwa re packag es has been
develop ed for retriev al of all types of data for users as per their
require ment viz. types of data require d (eleme nts, levels etc.) ,
statio ns whose data requir ed (no., name etc.), period requir ed
(year, month, date, hour), format require d (yearw ise, station wise or
any other) , units require d (°Cj°F, inchesj cm etc) and media on which
data require d (hardco py, magnet ic tape, cartrid ge, floppy. etc.).
The comple te retriev al system works almost in an automa tic fashion
with least human interfe rence thus making it fast, reliab le and
efficie nt.
Most of the softwa re in NDC was written earlie r in IBM
Assemb ler (low level) languag e in view of its proven capabi lity of
handli ng 'bits' and high efficie ncy in minim ising memory and
compu ter time.
Howeve r, with the recent instal lation of VAX4000/30 0 comput er system , the program s are being rewritt en in 'C' or
VAX Fortran which, though being high level langua ges, have almost
the same capab ilities as availab le in Assemb ler.
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An integrated system for very short range forecasting
Brian W. Gelding
Head of Mesoscale Forecasting Research, Met. Office, London Road,
Bracknell, Berks., RG12 2SZ, UK
1. Introduction
Weather prediction may be divided into two time frames, according to the
relationship between the length of forecast and the characteristic timescale of the
process of importance. For periods short compared with this scale, attention is
focussed on obtaining an accurate picture of the present distribution, and then
deducing the future from this state. For much longer periods, the weather distribution
is seen as a resultant of the changing atmospheric state, and so the forecasting of that
state is the primary task. Traditional synoptic meteorology recognises this in
developing very short range forecasts of rain, fog, gales etc. as an extrapolation of
observed trends in these variables, while for longer forecasts, it uses dynamical
development coupled with air mass analysis to predict the atmospheric state, and then
infers the distribution of rain, cloud & wind. This separation has been reinforced in
modern, automated prediction systems, with "nowcasting" techniques concentrating ·
on analysis and extrapolation of the trend of a single variable, eg the rain distribution
observed by a radar (Austin & Bellon 1974), while numerical weather prediction (NWP)
resolves the larger, slower evolving scales, and leaves detail to be filled in by
parametrization or statistics. Between the two approaches has lain a no-man's land:
too far ahead for simple nowcasting techniques, but short enough for the resolution
and accuracy requirements to exceed those obtainable with NWP models.
During the 1980's, the UK Met. Office developed two systems which narrowed
this divide. Firstly, by compositing radar data, extending their range using satellite
imagery, and then using time dependent NWP model wind fields to advect the rain,
it was shown that nowcasting techniques could be used over longer periods than linear
extrapolation of data from a single radar (Conway & Browning 1988, Collier 1992).
Secondly, a mesoscale NWP model was developed to bring numerical modelling to
bear on the short range forecasting problem (Gelding 1990). In order to initialise the
model at such fine scales, techniques were developed to make use of satellite and
radar imagery. In both of these systems, it was recognised that t~e use of satellite and
radar imagery posed new interpretation problems which were best handled, initially,
within interactive man-machine processing facilities. For thG nowcasting system,
FRONTIERS (Forecasting Rain Optimised using New Techniques ot Interactively
Enhanced Radar and Satellite) was developed, and for the model, the Interactive
Mesoscale Initialisation system (Wright & Gelding 1991 ).
The divide between nowcasting and model guidance is finally being removed
1
in the Nimrod project at the UK Met. Office. The aim of this project is a fully
integrated system for forecasting all core atmospheric guidance variables over the UK
up to six hours ahead. The nowcasting and NWP techniques will be fully integrated
at all stages of processing and the system will integrate processing for all the main
variables. The system is also fully automatic, allowing lead times to be minimised
irrespective of the forecasting technique. Figure 1 shows the logical sequence of
processing (the real processing sequence is more complex to allow for the availability
of raw data, and to deal with the reversed time arrows).
The system is divided into five major components: satellite processing, radar
processing, blending of rainfall data, NWP assimilation & forecast, and merged

This title serves for identification. lt does not represent the aims or methods of the project.
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forecast. The data blending and merged forecast components are replicated for each
of the core weather variables: precipitation, cloud and visibility, the remaining variables
being obtained by processing of the merged and model forecasts. Reports on the
algorithms employed in each component are being produced internally and, where
appropriate, prepared for open publication. The succeeding sections of this paper
contain a brief description of each. The two concluding sections discuss the current
state of the work and summarise its expected benefits.
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Figure 1. Logical processing structure of the Nimrod rainfall forecasting sub-system
2. Satellite processing
Meteosat infra-red and visible images are used to derive the probability of no
rain, for use in spurious radar echo detection; the cloud cover and cloud top height,
using model temperature profiles; and the rain rate, using a radar correlation algorithm
applied to several rain rate thresholds. A split window algorithm is used to derive a fog
identification parameter from AVHRR images.
3. Radar processing
Development of the automated radar processing step has been the most
important component of the work to date. All processing is carried out on single site
images, before compositing. There are four main components: identification and
removal of corrupt images, using a threshold area-averaged rainrate; identification and
removal of spurious echoes, using a Bayesian algorithm with inputs from satellite
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processing, surface observations, and climatology; correction of echoes for range,
bright band contamination, and orographic enhancement below the radar beam, using
a one-dimensiona l parametrization of the reflectivity profile (Kitchen et al 1994); and
gauge adjustment of the radar calibration. The result is a best estimate of the surface
rainfall rate distribution in the area observed by the radar. The correction step is a
good example of integrated processing in that satellite imagery is used to define cloud
top, and NWP data specify the freezing level and the low level humidity and wind. A
reflectivity profile defined by these parameters is then adjusted so that its intersection
with the radar beam fits the observed reflectivity.
4. Data Blending
A variational algorithm is under development as the basis for blending data from
satellite, radar and surface observations with a first guess provided by the forecast
step. The algorithm uses estimates of error variance and of spatial correlation to
combine the data sources optimally. The system has so far been tested on rainfall
data for which it has shown impressive results when combining poor quality satellite
and forecast data outside radar range. Work has started on applying the scheme to
·
the much more difficult problem of analysing visibility.
5. NWP assimilation and forecast
The methods used for initialising and modelling the atmospheric state are too
complex to discuss here. The Met Office uses its Unified Model (Cullen et al1990,
Lorenc et a1 1991) for all NWP and climate research applications, thus obtaining
maximum benefit from the modelling expertise and diagnostic study in these different
areas. For short range forecasting, the version currently in use has a grid spacing of
about 17km and forecasts up to 18 hours ahead are updated four times a day. This
grid spacing gives a true resolution of about 70km so that, on its own, it is incapable
of meeting the key requirements for local forecast data. However, its estimates of
development and decay provide a valuable source of information, complementary to
the more detailed extrapolation forecasts. An important feature of the initialisation of
the model is that information from the rain rate and cloud cover analyses in Nimrod
are used in specifying the humidity distribution. In particular, this removes the
deficiency of rainfall in the early part of the forecast, that most NWP models suffer.
The current six-hourly cycle of data assimilation andJorecast, is based on the
main times for which observational data on atmospheric structure are available.
However, when used in Nimrod, this leads to a wide variation jn the "age" of the NWP
component. Recent work has demonstrated that the incorporation of sateUite and radar
imagery, together with surface synoptic data, in an hourly cycle provides substantial
benefits.
6. Merged forecast
The basic advection component of the rainfall forecast is obtained using the
method described by Ryall (1994). The radar composite is first analysed to identify the
main rain areas. Using the composite from one hour before, a motion vector is
computed for each area using a correlation technique. The accuracy of the resulting
forward forecast for the past hour is compared with those obtained using a selection
of NWP model wind fields at different levels and times. The best predictor is then used
to advect each rain area into the future. The NWP rain rate forecast is Used in two
ways. Firstly, the trend in the number of pixels exceeding a set of rain rate thresholds
is applied to control growth and decay. Secondly, the location of the selected pixels
at each threshold, is a combination of those predicted by the advection technique and
those predicted by the NWP model, the relative weights being determined as a
function of the accuracies at the initial time. The cloud and visibility forecasts will be
obtained in a similar way.
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7. Current status
The first major milestone is to achieve accuracies in the rainfall components of
the system that are comparable with those currently achieved by FRONTIERS while
decreasing the delay. Implementation of such a system is at an advanced stage with
operational status planned for the middle of 1995.
Most of the further developments in rain and cloud forecasting described in this
paper are currently under test in isolation, with incorporation in the operational system
planned by early 1996. The visibility components will be implemented the following
year.
Beyond this, there will be a continuous review of all components of the system,
especially the numerical prediction component.
8. Summary
The Nimrod system provides an integrated approach to short range forecasting,
bridging the gap between conventional nowcasting and forecasting. Full automation
reduces lead times, allows more frequent updates and improves consistency between
runs. Integration of data sources allows optimum benefit to be gained from the
investment in radar, satellite and surface observing systems. Integration of forecast
methods gives an optimum blend of precision obtained from the observations, and
atmospheric development obtained from the NWP model. Integration of the treatment
of different forecast variables ensures that consistency is maintained.
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A LOW-COST PC-BASED SYSTEM FOR
DISTRIBUTION, COLLECTION & DISPLAY OF
METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION
Presented by Dr. Harinder P.S. Ahluwalia, Eng.
Into-Electronics Systems Inc., Montreal Canada.
1.

Introduction

With the advent of powerful super-computers, the weather forecasting techniques
have advanced considerably in the past couple of decades. Due to the power of these
computers, complex forecasting models requiring extensive observed parameters and
computation can be run in a timely manner. The quality of weather forecast is dependent
upon the quality and coverage of observations, quality of forecasting model and power of
the computing platform. However, the cost of super-computers required to run sophisticated
complex models is quite high, resulting in only richer countries reaping benefits of new
computer technologies. In addition, more advanced countries are taking advantage of digital
communication technologies to replace the teletype and analogue weatherfax and photofax
networks with more modern terrestrial or satellite-based digital networks. However, in most
developing countries the distribution and display systems are still quite antiquated.
Advances in transportation and communication has increased the requirement for
meteorological information for various national and international organizations. The aviation
industry, the shipping industry, the peace keeping missions, etc. require quality international
meteorological information. Currently, the only quality international meteorological information available to many developing countries is via WMO's GTS network. However, the capacity and coverage of this networkis limited to one city per country. The telecommunications infrastructure in most developing countries is inadequate to make quality digital products available to various sites within these countries.
With the advancement in satellite-based communications systems and low cost
transmitters and receivers, it has become possible to provide quality meteorological products, even to remote sites. Satellite-based broadcast of meteorological products generated
by NWS is available in the U.S. from a number of private distributors. In addition to the
products generated by NWS, some of these distributors also generate and distribute value
added products. In Canada, the Atmospheric Environment Service (AES) of Environment
Canada distributes its meteorological products to its Weather Centers and Weather Offices
via a satellite-based system called METSIS that consists of multiple 56 kbps broadcast
channels. In order to serve other users, bulletins and charts are also distributed via two
lower speed (4,800 bps) VSAT channels.

2.

International Meteorological Information Distribution

Recognizing the power of satellite-based communication and the need for having a
global network for distribution of quality meteorological information to their member states,
WMO and ICAO are currently in the process of developing a satellite-based weather distribution system capable of serving users around the world. The responsibility for the development of this network has been given to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) of the U.S.A. and the U.K. Meteorological Services (UKMet) of the U.K.
The system being developed by NOAA consists of two channels, one carrying World Area
Forecast System (WAFS) products and the other one Caribbean Satellite Network (CSN)
products. The WAFS channel operates in broadcast mode, whereas CSN channel operates
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in two way communication mode. The combination of these two channels is known as International Satellite Communications System (ISCS). The foot-print of the ISCS covers customers in North and South Americas, the Atlantic and (in future) the pacific regions. The
second part of the system known as ICAO-SADIS (Satellite Distribution System) is being
implemented by the UKMet. lt serves the countries in Europe, Asia and Africa, specifically
civil aviation customers.
The ISCS and ICAO-SADIS will be important sources of quality meteorological products especially for those countries that due to lack of resources and expertise, do not have
quality products of their own. In addition, it can also become a valuable source of meteorological products for other users (e.g. agriculture, mining, hydro, etc.) around the world.
3.

IES' Weather Information Presentation System

In order to meet the requirements of the user communit y of meteorological information, IES has developed a low-cost PC-based system known as the Highly Integrated
Weather Information Presentation System (HI-WIPS) that is capable of receiving meteorological data from various types of sources including satellite broadcasts, terrestrial circuits in
simplex, X.25 or TCP/IP mode. The system receives meteorological information, processes
it and displays/prints various views of the processed data. lt can also act as a store and
forward device.
A schematic diagram of a typical satellite-based meteorological informatio n distribution system is presented in Fig. 1. The sources of information in the case of ISCS and ICAOSADIS are WAFS/CSN and UKMet respectively. The user can purchase the Satellite Data
Communication Equipment (SDCE) from one of the designated suppliers. The component of
interest here is the HI-WIPS that is based on a low-cost PC platform and yet provides the
full multi-tasking capabilities of a POSIX compliant operating system and Graphical User Interface. With the help of a Product Selection Table (PST), the user can customize the list of
products to be received, and decide the action the system needs to take on receiving a
given product e.g. select and store, print on reception, archive, raise an alert and forward to
another destination. A utility is provided to edit the PST.
4.

Products Handled
The HI-WIPS System is designed to handle the following types of products:
•
•
•
•

Alphanumeric bulletins,
Weather charts,
GRIB data, and
Satellite imagery.

Support for BUFR data and radar imagery is also planned for future version.
4. 1

Support for Alphanumeric Data

The HI-WIPS provides powerful support for alphanumeric data. Strong query capability is provided for encoded bulletins and reports. User may make queries for bulletins and
reports on the basis of their type, source and time of production. In addition, the system
decodes a variety of report types such as SA, SM, U *, FD, TAF and FT. This enables the
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user to view (display/print) the information contained in them in a tabular or in a graphical
format. The decoded information may also be displayed on a selected map background using international station model symbols or field values. Facility to display current and forecast data along an air or surface transportation route is also provided.
The user may define a Weather Station Set (WSS) which can participate in data base
queries. The capability to define three types of WSS's is provided. A map WSS consists of
Weather Stations (WS) which fall within the boundary of a defined geographical map. A
route WSS consists of all WS's that are within a defined corridor (e.g. 50 kms) of a specified air or surface transportation route. A general WSS may contain any random set of
WS's in which a user may have interest. A macro definition capability is provided to facilitate user query. User may define a query macrodefining all parameters of interest and store
them for future usage.

4.2

Support for GRIB Data

We believe that in future most of the processed graphical products (e.g. charts) will
be distributed in the GRIB format because of its compactness. In addition, with appropriate
software on the receiving terminal, the user may tailor the displays according to his own
requirements which is not possible with facsimile charts. HI-WIPS provides a very strong
capability in the area of GRIB data handling. The system decodes the received GRIB data
and stores it into a database. Appropriate data sets may be selected by specifying certain
parameters such as grid area, the layer of observation, the forecast period, etc. The user
can create standard data field displays like mixing ratio, saturation mixing ration, specific
and relative humidity dew point temperature and pressure etc. The system displays
information at the top and bottom of each display identifying the valid date and time of the
data, the name and time of the numerical model run and the ID of the Regional Forecast
Center that originated the data. The decoded fields may be represented as contours and
wind barbs or arrows. The system displays a legend noting the calor/width/pattern for each
of the various meteorological fields that are contoured, the zoom factor and the center of
interest in degrees. The selected data may be displayed at the grid point or plotted as
contours. Data may be displayed in polar stereographic projection or in 'lat./long' grid.
Additional capability of HI-WIPS includes displaying labels on contours, selectable contour
intervals, changing default width, patterns and calor of all lines and graphical method of
specifying the center of interest. lt also provides list of meteorological fields and appropriate
combinations and comparisons between them; e.g. sum, difference, average, tendency of an
element on the same level over an interval between two forecast periods, or between 2
levels for a single forecast period, advection, vorticity, etc.

4.3

Support for Charts & Satellite Imagery

HI-WIPS provides capability to display digital facsimile charts and satellite imagery.
lt displays charts in black and white and satellite imagery in 128 shades of gray. The
chart/imagery products may be scrolled vertically and horizontally. The system provides
scrolling/zooming/ rotating features for these graphics products. The user may define a set
of images or charts for an animation sequence and during animation, control sequence time,
beginning pause and ending pause.
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5.

ADDITIONAl HI-WIPS FUNCTIONS

The system provides Alert Generation capability on reception of those products that
are so identified in the PST. In future, associative alarms will also be generated. An example of associative alarm is: if field X is greater than certain value and field Y is greater than
another value, then generate an alert. All errors generated within the system are logged/and
can be viewed with a utility provided with the system.
Each of the display generation applications (DGA) is provided with a Screen-Capture
capability. Any displayed screen may be captured and saved in raw format or any of the
following formats: TIFF, GIF, PCX, JPEG, PICT and EPS as appropriate with the type of
data.
The screen captured data may be linked into a Slide Show for briefing purposes.
Any of the received, processed or screen captured products may be printed on any one of
the following types of printers: laser, inkjet or dot matrix. Multiple printers are supported
and the print queue control capability is also provided.
HI-WIPS provides the capability to archive any of the received or screen-captured
products. The archived information may be loaded back on the system and displayed like
live data.
In order to serve additional collocated or remote users, HI-WIPS provides 'Store and
Forward' capability. The collocated systems may be connected to HI-WIPS via a LAN connection using TCP/IP. Any system may be connected to HI-WIPS via a serial link and can
communicate with it using SLIP or optionally X-25 protocol.
The system also provides algorithms to display information in the form of Hodograph, Tephigram, Skew-T/Log-P graph or a vertical X-section.
6.

Conclusions

Up to now, the benefits of powerful forecasting models and quality data collection
and distribution systems were not available to a vast majority of developing countries. The
ISCS and ICAO-SADIS systems currently being implemented by NOAA and UKMet, respectively, are expected to alleviate this problem to a considerable degree. These systems coupled with the IES' PC-based HI-WIPS present a unique opportunity for developing countries
to receive quality products on an affordable display system. This will result in considerable
benefits to those developing countries which could not reap the benefit of recent advancements in computer and communications technologies. The timely availability of quality meteorological information around the globe is expected to save lives and result in improved
economies of developing countries.

IES HI·WIPS AS A PART OF A SATELLITE BROADCAST NElWORK
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Technical and technologica l support
for hydrometeoro logical data management

V.A. Sernyonov, Rosgidrornet
(6, Korolyov Str. Obninsk, Kaluga Region 249020, Russian)
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Current technical equipment of
the surface and remote observations for precipitation ,
surface and ground water levels and
temperature in many countries of Europe, Noth America, Australia,
in

some

countries

of

Asia,

considerable progress ih
and

transfer of

Africa

and

Oceania

indicates

a

automation of observations , registration

data to

the centres

of their

accumulation and

processing.
The most essential results to improve hydrological observations have been obtained in the increase of the safety and the rate
of water discharge measurements on large and mountainous rivers. A
widely used traditional
m~thod of
water discharge measurements
based

on

the

use

of

hydrometric

"rate-area") is replaced

current

by acoustic methods (the

effect) of flow rate measurements

(the

meter

method

use of Doppler

and other flow meter complexes,

using the method of a moving boat /1-4/.
The developed methods of the estimation of sediment runoff on
mountainous rivers, in particular, seismic method of the earth and
t-ubble (deblis)
flow rate measurements /5/ deserve attention and
support. The use of such a

method will allow a better forecasting

of natural disasters in the mountainous areas.
To forecast debris flows it is reasonable to use the results,
achieved in radar observations for meteorologic al elements, which
are

already used

forecasting it

in

forecasting

probably could

floods. To

be possible to

carry
use in

out such

a

future the

estimations of moisture transfer, obtained from satellite data.
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computer
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continents to forecast floods
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of North

America~

and other natural

disasters.
The

replies to

distributed among

the Questionnair e

85 WMO

memberstates showed that most of the National Hydrological Services intend to create computerized systems of hydrological and
in
related meteorologic al data acquisition and dissemination
real-time to forecast natural disasters and to service users with
information about the surface water regime and resources. More
than half of all the countries have already created such ·real-time
systems of hydrological

data acquisition but now only

32% of the

systems for hydrological data dissemi-

National Services use such
nation.

To create real-time systems it is efficient to use other less
expensive means of communicatio n together with satellite communication, for

example~

e-mail.

Many large countries of

Asia~

Africa and South America, with

limited resources for technical equipment of hydrological observation network and for the transfer of the regime hydrometeoro logioriented to the limited use of computerized
systems of data acquisition, processing and disseminatio n.
Until quite recently these countries (for example, the former
used computers at one or several centres to process
USSR)

cal information, are

data on

observation

the

surface and

ground

water regime.

The

results of data processing (data banks) were stored either at one
specialized in the types of water
centre or several centres,
bodies. The technical equipment of territorial centres for hydrometeorology and hydrological stations with modern personal computers allows to improve greatly the methods of hydrological data
acquisition, processing, storage and dissemination in these countries.

Technical reequipment

of Rosgidromet

with IBM

compatible

computers the equipment of network hydrological subdivisions with
such computers allowed the use of a more differentiate d system. At
the territorial subdivisions of Rosgidromet automated work
all
stations of hydrologists are created, where the following problems
are being solved:
-optimization of hydrological observations ;
-control and processing of hydrometeoro logical
data used

for operational production of

and forecast;

observation

hydrological information
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-production and output of

regime~

operational and forecasting

hydrological information within administrative territory.
Software at
uniformity

of

all these
technical

centres is unified
and

information

and based

support

of

on the
all

its

components /6/.
Hydrological and related meteorological
ted

at

each

servicing

territorial

centre of

with hydrological

based
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banks~

the

unified

management of which

description

language and

Rosgidromet

information.

model with

data banks are creaThese

for

automated

data banks

central regime-reference

is oriented to

provides

the

are
data

hydrological data

efficient processing

of

large data sets.
The

similar organization

processing

and dissemination

countries with

of hydrological
is characteristic

large territories.

It is

data acquisition,
of not

only the

already widely

used at

many small European countries.
The problem
the

period,

of creating information

preceeding

base of data

automatic hydrological

involves great difficulties for

data

banks for
processing

the countries with poor technical

equipment. With large amount of accumulated data it is possible to
use the experience in creating Rosgidromet data bank ''Hydrology Rivers and Channels''/?/, which is based on the use of manuals with
the

basic

hydrological

characteristics or

reviews. Recording of not all
averaged and

hydrological

annual

the observation data but only their

extreme values on

technical media allows

to reduce

greatly the costs and time of creating hydrological data banks.
Regular updating of such data banks facilitates the servicing
of users.
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Data Bank Management and Utilizatio n in Hydrolo gy.
The Example of HYDROM 3.0
Jean-Fran~ois

Boyer*, Gerard Cochonneau**, Claudine Dieulin***

* Antenne Hydro/ogique de I'ORSTOM en C6te d'lvoire, 06 BP 1203 CIDEX 1, Abidjan, C6te
d'lvoire.

** ORSTOM-CP 09747-70001-001 Brasilia (DF)-Bresil.
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ABSTRACT : HYDROM 3.0 is a hydrometric data bank management software which
operates on PC compatible microcomputers. Entirely developed in object-oriented TurboPascal 6.0, it has a particularly ergonomic user interface and uses all the resources of
present microcomputers (mouse, additive memory, printer, plotter, etc.). HYDROM 3.0
manages different types of data such as station identifications, gaugings, ratings,
instantaneous water levels and discharges, both daily and monthly, as well as floods.
Equiped with numerous tools, HYDROM 3.0 benefrts from the experience acquired by
ORSTOM hydrologists in the processing and development of hydrometric data. Greatly
succesful in its previous versions, HYDROM 3.0 is, in its field of speciality, the software that
is recommended by WMO.
1.

WHY HYDROM 3.0 ?

As early as 1967, ORSTOM developed computer programmes for the compilation and
processing of hydrometric data and their organization into a data bank. In 1982, with the
generalized use of microcomputers, the ORSTOM hydrology laboratory decided to group all
these programmes and tools into one hydrometric data processing software, which would
manage the data into homogeneous data banks. This software, named HYDROM was
immediately succesful in the institutions responsible for measurement networks, such as the
SRAE (Regional water development services) in France, and the water departments and
services of the majority of francophone African countries abroad. This success is mainly due
to the fact that HYDRO M is operated on PC compatible microcomputers, that it is available in
four different languages, and that it enables any network manager, after a short training
period, to computerize the collection and processing of these data. Water users in general,
such as researchers and developers, have also contributed to the success of this software,
since the" HYDROM" format and coding has rapidly become a standard for access to and
exchange of hydrometric data.
In the face of the rise and of the progress of microcomputers, for both softwares and
hardwares, it soon appeared necessary to develop a new version of this software. HYDROM
3.0 was created, and it uses, as we shall see later on, all the resources offered by modern
microcomputers:
- Better ergonomics: multi-level menus, choice lists, data acquisition screens, etc.
- Generalized mouse use
- Generalized indexed on-line help
- Utilization of resources from additive random access memories (EMS, XMS)
- Numerous peripheral printing drivers such as laser printers, plotters, etc.
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2.

PRESENTATION OF HYDROM 3.0

HYDROM 3.0 manages two basic files: the station identification file and the instantaneous
discharges file. lt also manages nine elaborate files concerned with:
- Gaugings.
-Ratings.
- Instantaneous discharges.
-Average daily discharges.
- Average daily water levels.
-Average monthly discharges.
- Average monthly water levels.
·
-Floods.
- Depletions.
3.

ACCESS TO DATA

Access to data, and to the codifications tables, is submitted to the level of authority granted
to the user. HYDROM 3.0 distinguishes between three categories of users, that is to say,
three levels of access to data:
The person responsible for the installation of the software in the service in which the
system is set up. This individual has access to all the different software functions. He is
entrusted with the definition or the modification of the codifications contained in the tables
and grants an access level to each of the users.
The specialist is a user who can modify, alter or correct the hydrometric data.
The simple user has access to the data bank in a consultation mode only, and cannot
make any changes at all on the data.
From the entry stage into the software, the user must identify himself with a password
which will have been given to him by the person responsible for setting up the system.
4.

DATA ORGANIZATION

The hydrometric data are organized into "networks" and "files". The word "network" refers
to a group of station identifications assembled in a specific data directory. The word "file"
refers to a series of hydrometric data which are also assembled in a specific directory.
These two concepts, network and file, enable the programme manager to optimally
organize his data bank. For exemple, for a national hydrological service, the network will
group all the stations in the country and a file will be created for each major drainage basin.
Furthermore, this system allows greater flexibility for the inventory, save and data
exchange functions.
The main functions of this software are illustrated in the following menu configuration tree.
The main menu items refer to the type of data on which the functions will be implemented,
the order two sub-menus referring to the functions to be implemented. The selection of such
a configuration was made on the basis of ergonomic criteria, since it does not seem natural
for a computer scientist. lt however corresponds to the way hydrologists work.
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Display/Print daily discharges
Disolav/Print characteristic discharoes

,. Manage monthlY discharges
~ Calculate monthly discharges
Display/Print monthly discharges

Tables

'I

Save/restore

graphic resolution
graphic printer
Configuration of plotter
Define colours
defauK colours
magenta colour set
turquoise colour set
LC colours set
; plasma
colours set
Zoom strict

Import/export
1 IdentifiCation

Configuration ofoptions

tools
Consult log-book

4. 1.

of user
1 Selection of data group
1
Configuration of colours in text mode
Configuration of graphic parameters
Printer configuration
Digitalizer configuration
Use extended memory .
Printed output letter-head
va lious parameters
Change file option
. Save and au~
Inventory
Transfer to another netv.urklfiles
attach/delete sensor data
attach/delete station data
Display/Print an ASCII file
Display/Plot a graphic file
Dos shell

screen

I

Automatic
CGA
EGA
VGA
Hercules

iAxes colour

iTrtles colour

'Grid colour
Plot colour (1)
;Plot colour (2)
!Plot colour f3).
iPlot colour 4
;Plot colour 5

~ administrative dMsion mle

complementary information t~
block display delay
message delay
Alarm on messages and warnings
printing of requests
Save orefiX

Special graph processing :

The graphic function has been isolated from the rest of the functions and has been
designed as a true graphic operational tool. This function allows the representation of
different types of hydrometric data on the same graph and thus the creation of true
hydrological operation and analysis graphs.

4.2.

Importation and exportation functions

The Export module makes the data managed by HYDROM 3.0 available to other
softwares. The exportation of data is conducted by means of files of the ASCII text type, the
format being determined by the operator. The Import module allows the updating of the
hydrometric data bank on the basis of data from other applications. In fact, it involves the
reading of the ASCII files, the format of which is determined by the operator, using the same
method as for data exportation.

-

5.
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PROGRAMMING PRINCIPLES AND THEIR CONSEQUENCES.

The development of this software was accomplished by using the object-oriented
programming possibilities of Turbo Pascal v.6.0. lt was possible, on the basis of object
collections combined in the Object Professional 1.1 from the Turbo Power Software, to
achieve the total interface of HYDRO M 3.0. The advantages of this programming technique
are a faster implementation, a very homogeneous result, easy software maintenance, and
a very developed man machine interface of the software. The user has access to the data
and the functions through menus, data acquisition screens, dialogue boxes, simple choice,
multiple choice or inventory lists, by using the keyboard or the mouse. In addition,
contextual help is available at any time during a working session.
6.

NECESSARY EQUIPMENT

In order to use HYDROM 3.0, it is necessary to have a PC or AT compatible
microcomputer with a 640 Ko random access memory, a hard disk and a floppy disc
reader. VGA resolution is recommended, as well as the use of a mouse. The use of an
extended memory (EMS, XMS) is recommended, and is even almost vital in order to fully
benefit from the possibilities offered by the graphic module.
7.

CONCLUSION

The HYDROM 3.0 software has benefited from the success of its previous versions, which
are recognized as standards in the field of hydrometric data management. Selected by
numerous national hydrological services, it was recommended by WMO as a management
software. lt is a tool used in many research programmes and by numerous network
managers. In view of its success, the so-called "HYDROM" format is the most currently used
for the exchange of data among the different users. Furthemore, HYDROM 3.0 is distributed
in four languages (French, English, Spanish and Portuguese).
8.
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Abstract:
The advent of direct readout satellites, TIROS VIII, December 1963,
brought forth a new wave of technology in the form of antennas, receivers and
image displays, that if used properly, would yield information of a type not
available before but was very valuable as a forecast tool.
These first systems in the early 1960's were modest in cost, example: an
Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) station would cost any where from
$5,000.00 to $40,000.00. Countries were initially reluctant to accept this new
technology and some even found the cost too high.
Donor countries soon stepped in and systems were put in place and the·
forecasters received training. This helped to gain acceptance of direct readout,
but the world-wide acceptance did not begin until satellite launching countries
declared that these services were operational and should one fail, they would
launch another. This gave participating countries enough confidence to
approach their respective ministries to ask for budgets so that they might acquire
this emerging technology as a forecast tool.
The ability to receive transmissions from weather satellites is in over 120
countries and on many ships at sea. The changes in satellite transmissions over
the years has been minimal and the system has been allowed to grow. We now
face some significant changes to the satellites from Europe, Asia and the United
States in the coming years and if not handled properly, the vast amount of users
around the world will be greatly affected, This impact will range from rendering
some present ground systems useless, requiring complete replacement, to
extensive modifications to allow them to continue to function. How to best cope
with this? Perhaps the answer lies in even newer technology.
New technologies will be discussed that will explain how the growth to the
future can be accomplished with a minimum of resources and how to maintain a
fresh supply of eager new scientists that would be willing to work for
government agencies in developing countries.
These technologies would also involve advanced systems for the
collecting of data from remote regions and the relaying of this data back to
where it is needed. This would even allow secure transmissions keeping the
data within borders when it is required to do so. lt also will allow for low cost
massaging of two way 9.6 kilobaud data and E-Mail. These telcom systems
would use very low cost remote units that could be thrown away when they fail,
and the Gateway ground station would employ the simplest personal computer.
The APT/WEFAX and HRPT systems would utilize the latest in workstation
technology, replacing the larger mainframes computers that require yearly
maintenance contracts and software licenses. The various components of a
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ground station would be replaced by Applications Specific Integrated Circuits
(ASIC) where a single throw away chip would replace a rack of present
equipment.
Students graduating from the local universities would have training and
familiarity already on work stations and personal computers. This solves a good
part of the problem. lt is envisioned that students that meet certain criteria could
obtain a working relationship with the government organization to receive onthe-job training. Perhaps a special program could be set up for the most
promising, but underprivileged students where they could work with the
government agency while the tuition is paid and time to study is granted to the
student.
The discussion paper also deals with the development of remote
environmental monitoring devices and a means of using modern satellite
technology to create a new forecasting network and method of providing a
communication system that will deliver severe storm warnings to affected
populations.
This system called Earth Alert, would employ a Low Earth Orbit Satellite
constellation called FAISAT, the first of which is to be launched in December
1994. Twenty Four (24) satellites will follow, that will allow access to each
country to monitor these remote sensor platforms to receive and send data at the
same time. This will enable forecaster to monitor the weather in real time and to
issue warnings of potentially hazardous situations to individually addressable,
low cost pagers or other receive devices. This system will also provide a way of
sending weather charts and routine weather advisories to remote regions as a
form of data or E-Mail. Each country will have its own earth station, in fact,
each user could have a facility, they are very low cost.
The various spacecraft and their respective suite of sensors that are
currently being built or are in the design process, are formidable. For example,
we shall see the next generation High Resolution Picture transmission (HRPT)
Advanced High Resolution Radimeter (AVHRR) on the European POEM and the
United States NOAA 2000, with more spectral channels, radiometric resolution
and an attendant increase in data rate. This alone is a significant impact not
only to the ground system that is required to receive and process it, but also to
the science and software that is needed to interpret and apply the data to
national needs.
We shall also see the Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) that we have
relied on for thirty years (30), replaced by Low Resolution Picture Transmission
(LRPT). This LRPT will be significantly better in many respects. In fact, the
author proposed this system to replace APT at the 1988 Direct Readout
Conference held in Maryland, USA. lt is not the intent here to criticize what is
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considered to be a vast improvement over older technology, the intent is to show
a path to prospective users that will allow them to acquire and use these new
systems in a fashion that would be most beneficial.

it is very clear that new concepts must emerge on the user side if we are
to keep up with the satellite/sensor side. The author recommends that either an
existing panel within the WMO consid~r taking this as an action item or perhaps
if the panel does not exist, then a group be considered for this. this would apply
mostly to those countries currently depending on the Voluntary Cooperative
Project (VCP) for support.
lt is the opinion of the author that the ground systems of the future can be
lower cost, more easily maintained, and require very little foreign exchange to.
purchase and support. In addition, it is the author's suggestion that a new
scheme of remote data collection be employed that will allow not only real time
data acquisition, but also will allow the forecaster to interact with the remote
sites as well as merge the real time remote data into radar, rawinsonde, satellite
and observed data.
The author also encourages the member countries of the WMO to
become aware of, and participate in, the Global Learning and Observation to
Benefit the Environment (GLOBE), a K-12 international science and education
program conceived by the United States Vice President AI Gore . .This program
will serve to create an awareness of the fragility of the environment by directly
involving young students in the day to day retrieval and analysis of
environmental data. lt is these students that will be either working in our
meteorological services or will be allocating budgets for our services to exist in
the future.
.

.
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MODE RN TECHN OLOGY IN A DEVEL OPING COUNTRY
TilE GUYANA EXPER IENCE
by

Sheik M. Khan
Hydrometeorological Sexvice
18 Brickdam, Georgetown, Guyana

SU1MMARY

The introduction of modem technology in a developing country has many advantages.

It also has many disadvantages which can range from increased recurrent operational
costs to

dependence on foreign expertise. The rapid pace of technological advancement has led
to
equipment becoming quickly outdated long before their full benefits have been realised. When
spare parts for hydrological and meteorological equipment are no longer produced and budget
allocations are not available to purchase modem replacements,there is no choice but to ·scale
down the level of our operations. One important example, and a major setback in our situation
,
was the discontinuation of nowcasting operations due to the inability to maintain our
only
weather radar when spare parts were no longer produced. The introduction of some
high
technology systems for operational use by the Guyana Hydrometeorological Sexvice has not,
in
general, been a very good experience.
There is the need for the World Meteorological Organization to continuously monitor
high-tech meteorological and hydrological systems and trends in the evolution of these systems
with the aim of advising Member States on expected operational costs, human resource
requirements, expected changes in technology, expected replacement costs, recommended backup systems (in cases of breakdowns ) and limitations of the systems.
INTRODUCTION
Guyana is located on the mainland of South America with Venezuela to the west and
Suriname to the east, Brazil to the south and the Atlantic Ocean to the north. The country
is
often referred to as a developing nation. However, if ·developing · is defined as progress
ing
from one economic level to a higher level, then it is not very clear whether Guyana is, in
fact,
developing. The Hydrometeorological Sexvice was established in 1965 when the governm
ent
decided to incorporate into a single department, a number of hydrological and meteorological
units which were then based in several government departments and ministries.
This paper is being presented under the theme "Management and Utilization of Modem
Technology with Modest Resources·. However, with regards to fmancial and human resource
s,
it will be appreciated if the term ·modest resources· can be understood to mean ·inadequ
ate
resources" in the context of Guyana.

-
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The earliest role of the Hydrometeorological Service was the collection of basic
hydrological and meteorological data to meet the needs for agriculture, drainage and irrigation
and civil aviation. This was done using simple conventional instruments such as water-level
gauges and recorders, non-recording raingauges, Kew-type barometers, mercury thermometers,
etc. A major programme was initiated by 1968 to train professional hydrologists and
meteorologists and technicians at all levels for a rapidly expanding department. In 1971 a
weather radar and telecommunication equipment were obtained through UNDP and U.K.
technical assistance respectively for the development of a short-range weather forecasting
capability in Guyana. In 1972, weather forecasting was started utilizing synoptic chart analysis
with data received via broadcasts from Washington, Brasilia and several other centres. In the
late 1970s assistance from the U.S.A. made it possible for GOES and NOAA information to be
used in the forecast routines. This was a big step forward for the Department since forecasts and
now casts with a reliability of 80% or more were being provided to Guyanese. It created a good
image of the Department but also created more work as it was being called upon to provide
services to users other than the traditional users. ·
Then, in the 1980s, the situation changed; it changed for the worse. Guyana, like so
many other developing countries, was severely affected by the global economic downturn.
Successive currency devaluations made critical radar and other essential spares too costly to
purchase and thus the GTS was gradually transformed from a broadcast system to a one of pointto-point communication. Operational costs rose dramatically as a consequence of these changes.
In order to facilitate the GTS transformation, leased circuit charges rose by over 1000 percent
and the cost of radar spares increased by over 500 percent. The U.S.A. and WMO assisted in
providing state-of-the-art terminal equipment to replace the obsolete ones. However, the new
equipment has not been fully utilized due to the frequent breakdowns encountered in the
ANMET link. Change over to this technology resulted in the inability of the forecast office to
access centres other than Washington for data and, as a consequence, product reliability
decreased whenever ANMET broke down. The loss of the weather radar through obsolesence
has considerably affected the nowcasting capability of the Hydrometeorological Service.
Currently, WMO, the U.S.A. and the U.K. are moving towards assisting Guyana by
introducing the advance-technology VSAT programme which will replace the ANMET system.It
is expected that the new system will be much more efficient than the old one. It is also expected
that recurrent national budget allocations will be increased to cope with the expected higher
operational costs.
ADVANTAGES OF MODERN TECHNOLOGY
Technological advances occur because there exists a need for improvement. In the fields
of operational hydrology and meteorology, data collection requires accurate measurements and
rapid data transmission links; data-processing and product generation require timely and reliable
analyses and interpretation; and, dissemination to users demand efficient telecommunication and
other means of communication.
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In Guyana, the Hydrometeorological Service has certainly benefitted from improved
technology. As mentioned earlier, the introduction of satellite and radar monitoring devices
resulted in improved forecasts. The provision of computers under the HYDATA and CUCOM
projects gave the Service the capability of publishing monthly data reports as early as five days
after the end of the month. Statistical analyses of past data no longer take months to complete.
In a matter of hours, statistical reports on rainstorm events can be produced. In other words,
water resource and climate monitoring have become semi-real time exercises as the Service
moved from the era of the calculator to age of the computer.
The introduction of the VSAT Project will transform the short-range forecasting
operations from the current manual and primitive technique to a modem computerized system.
It will establish an important link with the Global Meteorological Centre in Washington which
works in closer cooperation with the national centres in order to provide the large data sets in
real time for computerized analyses and production of a wide range of derived products.
Guyana is also presently moving towards data collection from automatic weather stations
(AWS). This technology will be utilized primarily to offset data loss due to an acute staff
shortage brought about by unattractive public service salaries. It is expected that, gradually, the
networks of hydrological and meteorological observation stations will be rehabilitated by the
introduction of AWS in remote areas and, at the same time, ensuring data coverage 24 hours a
day.
DISADVANTAG ES OF MODERN TECBNOWGY
With all the benefits discussed above, can one really claim that there are disadvantages?
For Guyana, there have been disadvantages. Firstly, the Service has never been provided with
state-of-the-art equipment which resulted in reducing operational costs. Very soon after the
weather radar was installed in Guyana, operational costs became so high that poor substitutes
were used solely because genuine spares were too costly. This was not the only case.
Replacement parts for telecommunication equipment became so expensive to purchase that it was
considered a blessing from above when the service was notified that meteorological broadcasts
will be terminated and that there will be support from the U.S.A. for the expected changes. With
regards to capital costs, it should be stated that all major items of equipment were acquired
through technical assistance programmes initiated by the WMO. The U.S.A. and the U.K. were
the countries which provided the fmancing required for introducing improved systems into the
operations of the Service. Within the last year, adequate local funding was made available for
network rehabilitation. However, if Guyana is to conform to the level of technological
advancement in the areas of meteorology and operational hydrology, then substantial reliance
on external assistance is to be expected at least for the medium term.
WMO calls on Member countries to report on VCP projects for periods of five years.
It is suspected that this time period is used because of the expectation that the project equipment
should be replaced after five years. However, in Guyana, replacement of equipment after five
years is certainly not be feasible due to the cost factor and the inability to attract donors for this
purpose.
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The rapid pace at which technology progress in certain areas of interest creates difficulty
for many of our Services as it renders equipment obsolete in a short time span. This is very
much evident when considering the economic life of computer hardware and software when
upgrades to current systems and versions demand relatively substantial capital inputs. The
upgrading of telecommunication circuits and equipment is also very expensive but essential if
a satisfactory data inflow is to be maintained.
Also, for a country such as Guyana, the primary purpose for the use of modern
technology is not so much the need to improve the efficiency of its operations. Rather, it is often
the need to respond to changes in the "developed" countries. That is, it becomes necessary to
change whenever associated "developed" countries make a technology change which affects the
operations. One shining example of this is in the field of telecommunication. Faced with
shortages of competent staff, a country such as Guyana must rely on foreign expertise in order
to efficiently cope with technological changes. Hence the demand on the UNV programme.

THE ROLE OF THE WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION
In the light of the rapid technological advances which impact on our fields of activity,
there is a continuing need to conform with changing standards and to address deficiencies in our
national centres. The lead role played by WMO in keeping abreast of new technology and its
applications to meteorology and operational hydrology is gratefully recognized. The technical
guidance prepared by the Organization on. the applications of modem technology in our
operations are of tremendous value to developing countries in helping us to upgrade our systems.
WMO has already taken a most commendable initiative in producing the Technical
Document WMO/TD No. 606 on "Current Status and Identified Most Pressing Needs (GAPS)
in Meteorological Services of Developing Countries". It is to be expected, however,
that WMO will maintain close contact with researchers and manufacturers in the area of new
technology but that it will continue its independent programme of intercomparison of equipment
and methods so as to provide an unbiased guidance on the choice of equipment and methods.
Guides and manuals should not be developed primarily to address problems which the
developing nations will encounter in order to achieve a level of sophistication already achieved
by the developed nations. In analyzing trends in the evolution of modem technology and hightech systems, WMO should provide information on current and expected capital and operational
costs, the knowledge requirement of the staff, expected trends in technology, future replacement
costs, possible back-up systems and the shortcomings/limitations of recommended systems.
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Establishment of a Measuring Service for Snow and Glacier Hydrolog y in
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D - 56068 Koblenz, Germany
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Department of Hydrology and Meteorology, HMG
P.O. Box 406, Kathmandu, Nepal

Extended Abstract

Introducti on
Water is the primary renewable resource of Nepal and is the primary source for energy
production in the country. To increase the efficiency of water resources management in
Nepal, knowledge is necessary about the seasonal and regional distribution of river-discharge
originating from the snow and glacier fields of the high Nepal Himalaya. The government
of Nepal therefore in 1987 agreed to a Technical Cooperation project between the
Department of Hydrology and Meteorology (DHM) and the German Technical Agency
(GTZ) to establish a measuring service for snow and glacier hydrology in Nepal.
Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions for the sustainable operation of a measuring service in· the high
Nepal-Himalaya are difficult:
The scarcity of funds for the D HM and limited number of staff which are sufficiently
educated in snow and glacier hydrology and are physically able to work in high altitudes is
compounded by the extreme climatic conditions for men and instruments, impaired
accessibility of stations during winter and in part during the monsoon season, logistic
difficulties to operate and repair instruments due to long travel times from Kathmandu to the
stations and back (up to one month is required for some stations) and the limited capability
of station observers to repair the instruments are some of the main constraints.
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Organizational issues
The difficult boundary conditions made it necessary to adapt the organizational structure of
the Snow and Glacier Hydrology Unit (SGHU) and increase the field efficiency of staff. The
following principles are employed:
The SGHU is organized in sections (field activities, data processing, laboratory,
administration) which are controlled by a responsible officer. The staff is organized in taskoriented teams who are responsible for the 6 hydroclimatological stations which have been
established. In contrast to conventional staff job descriptions, the staff is trained to perform
hydrological and meteorological measurements and primary data processing including
plausibility control. On the officer level, the data is further scrutinized and processed into
data products. The staff training had an emphasis on the training of technical staff rather than
academic staff to impart operational experience in the handling of conventional and modern
technologies used in the project with the objective to obtain high quality field data. Selected
staff and officers serve as multipliers who conduct training for new or seconded staff and
station observers.
For the implementation of the project, the executing agencies agreed on a set of principals
to ensure sustainable routine operations of the newly established Snow and Glacier
Hydrology Unit under conditions of scarce financial and manpower resources:
Modern technologies are introduced and routinely used in those cases, where
satisfying data cannot be obtained with conventional technologies. Modern
technologies have to be adapted to country conditions before transfer and use.
An infrastructure is created to ensure as much as possible the maintenance of the
instruments and handling by properly trained staff.
A "technology-mix" (modern and conventional technologies) is used to ensure a yearround operation of all stations with minimum loss of data due to inappropriate
technologies.
A monitoring system is introduced to enable staff to control instrument functions,
shorten repair times, check data plausibility and analyse causes for data losses.

Technological issues
Modern technologies have been introduced with regard to station instrumentation, discharge
measurements, data processing and modelling. While the remoteness of the stations would
call for the installation of automatic stations, the difficulty to detect sensor errors and
problems to maintain and repair electronic parts on-site and also in Kathmandu favoures
conventional mechanical or electro-mechanical instruments.
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The following considerations guided the instrumentation of the stations:
Conventional mechanical instruments can he repaired under local conditions and operated
with less qualified staff on site. Automatic electronic stations are less vulnerable to
malfunction only under constant surveillance; their repair is usually not possible on site .
For this reason, the station network is based on a mix of conventional instruments and
automatic stations where the sites are inaccessible over long periods during the year.
Automatic stations are backed up by conventional instruments in the same region. With
regard to water level recorders, piezo-electric pressure sensors and electro-mechanical
recorders have been selected to minimize the cost of installation and maintenance.
Conventional stations require expensive civil engineering structures, are difficult to establish
in high altitudes and pose problems of siltation and vulnerability to catastrophic flood events.
For the simulation and forecast of snow and glaciermelt runoff, rating curves have to be
established for the gauging stations. For discharge measurement, state-of-the-art tracer
hydrological methods have been preferred instead of conventional methods of discharge
measurements. The main advantage of this modern technology is, that the field equipment is
easily portable and does not require electronic parts, batteries, pumps, or infrastructure
(power supply, bridge, cable-way/winch). The samples are collected in the field according
to the Dilution Method of the Swiss Hydrological Survey. The sophisticated laboratory is
established in the Department in Kathmandu where the samples are processed in a suitable
environment. Field errors can be detected and in part be corrected.
With the widespread introduction and use of computers in Nepal in the past few years, the
introduction of modern methods in database management and data processing is supported by
the necessary infrastructure viz: Computer workshops, software training schools, general
support. The conceptual model used for snow- and glaciermelt simulation and forecast has
been adapted to the Himalayan conditions and documented for use of the SGHU staff.
Conclusio ns and lessons learned:
The use of modern technologies with modest resources requires the organizational adaption
and managerial capacity of the implementing agency to produce the high-quality outputs
which are expected by the use of modern technologies.
The overall experience is, that without these organizational changes the use of modern
technologies do not increase field and service efficiency of the implementing agency. The
mix of conventional and modern technologies has proved overall successful to operate the
SGHU-stations year-round under extreme conditions. Currently, 70-75% of the potentially
measured data can be retrieved for processing.
Modern technologies can be applied by technical staff under the provision, that modem
technologies are adapted to the conditions in the country where the technology is to be
applied, with the active cooperation of the implementing agency. A mere transfer of modern
technologies without adaption is bound for failure. In the case of Nepal, the introduction of
modern technologies are successful to increase data collection efficiency and accuracy. This
advantage is in part offset by the increased dependancy of the DHM from spare parts which
require scarce foreign currency.
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RECENT CHALLANGES TO THE APPLICATIONS OF HIGH TECHNOLOGY
IN THE NATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL AND HYDROLOGICAL SERVICES IN AFRICA.
BY.

L.A. Ogallo, Department of Meteorology
University of Nairobi, P. 0. Box 30197, Nairobi Kenya.
SUMMARY

Recent high technology advances have enabled the meteorologists and
hydrologists to provide much improved services and also to find
fast solutions to complicated problems of the various users.
Increased multi-displinary interests ih the meteorological and
hydrological products and services in environmental management and
sustainable use of the socio-economic natural resources are clearly
manifested in Agenda, 21 which provides a summary of the action
programmes
resulting
from
the
United
Nations
Conference
on
Environment and Development (UNCED) which was held in Rio de
Janeiro (Brazil) in June 1992.
Sectoral requirments are of the
services and products are highlighted in the specific chapters of
Agenda 21, and the associated conventions namely Climate change,
Brodiversi ty
and Desertification conventions.
Although ·high
technological
systems
have
also
increased
the
level
of
accessibility and socio-economic benefits of the meteorological and
hydrological services,
it should be noted that some of the
meteorological and hydrological problems are very complex·and still
require new generations of high technology systems to solve.
Such
complications include complex interactions and natural responses
between the natural processes and fast increasing anthropogenic
forces.
This paper examines the challenges to high Technology
systems in the meteorological and hydrological services in Africa.
The first section of the paper attempts to review the recent global
trends in high technology development.
The challenges posed by
such developments in Africa are discussed in the second section,
·while the last section provides some of the policy options and
strategies which may be used to mitigate such challenges.
2.

RECENT TRENDS OF THE HIGH TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS APPLIED
METEOROLOGICAL AND HYDROLOGICAL SERVICES

IN THE

Recent
applications
of
high
technology
systems
in
the
meteorological and Hydrological services have been associated with:
Improved data quality
Improved quantity (areal coverage) of the observations
Improved computational and communication systems which have
resulted
to
improved
transmission,
processing,
storage and
information dessimination to variety of users.
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Improved
understand ing
of
complex
processes
governing
the
meteorolo gical and Hydrologi cal systems. (Peixoto and oort 1993)
. Introducti on
of
new
complex
statistica l,
dynamical
and
statistical -Dynamic al models.
Improved forecasing skills.
Data quality improveme nt have been linked to recent technolog ical
innovation s
and
inventions ,
new data assimilati on and error
minimizat ion technique s, new observatio nal techniques which allow
for real time monitoring of wider areas, etc.
Recent technolog ical
developme nts in electronic s and the improveme nt of the basic
principles governing the applicatio ns of the remote sensing methods
like the Radar,
sodar,
lidar and satellite have also played
indisputab le
roles
in
the
improveme nt of meteorolo gical
and
hydrologi cal
data
and
services.
Issues
relating .to
data
calibratio n, standardiz ation and harmoniza tion are crutial in any
high technolog ical applicatio ns.
Introducti on of new technology
system without proper planning can easily result into heteorogen ety
of the historica l records since data collected before and after
such changes may not be comparibl e.
Although improved areal coverage has been provided by some of the
recent generation of sensors like the satellites and other remote
sensing systems, ground truthing of the local level situation is
still a major probem in Africa.
It should also be noted that some
of
the
methods
which
have
been
used
to
derive
meteorolog ical/hydro logical
records
from
remotely
sensed
observatio ns are still not very realistic since some of them are
based on very simplified concepts.
Even with these limitation s
remotely sensed records seems to hold the key to data problems of
the future.
It should however be noted that they cannot replace
instrumen t observatio ns which are
the only way of providing
accurate informatio ns at the localised scale.
One other area where fast high technolog ical advances have been
made in the recent years include communica tion and computatio nal
technolog ies.
The new generation of computers can now provide
among others:
Better genetic algorithms for fast data transmiss ion, processing ,
archiving, retrival etc.
(Abbott 1991, Abbott et al 1991).
Better and faster exchange of data and informatio n (Mynett and
Van Zuylen 1994).
Availabil ity of user friendly softwares with simple graphical
presentati ons for non-speci alists.
Many of these user friendly
softwares can be handled by portable personal computers .
An
example
is the
foundamen tal
principle s of the Geographi cal
Informatio n System and many standard sectoral packages.
(Price
Budgen 1990, Maksimovi c and Prodanovic 1994)
Integratio ns of the real time observatio ns, data assimilati on,
minimizat ion of errors, determina tion of the best forecastin g
models and managemen t policy advice, all integrated in user
friendly packages.
Technolog ical advances have also enabled the researche rs to
provide
better
understand ing
of
complex meteorolo gical
and
hydrologi cal
systems.
Meteorolo gical
systems
like
El-Nino/S outhern Oscillatio n (ENSO), 30 - 60 Day wave, impacts
and adaptation s to increased inthropoge nic forces were not well
known until recently (Rasmussio n and Wallace19 83, Maden and
Julian 1971, IPCC 1990).
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Recent high technological advances have had various impacts in
The next section highlights some of the challenges which
Africa.
have been associated with high technology development in Africa.
Some of the strategies which can be used for the mi tagations of
such challenges are also addressed.
3.

CHALLENGES IN AFRICA AND MITIGATION POLICY OPTIONS

Most of the high technology systems which are required by the
meteorologic al and hydrological services are commercially available
In Africa most of these are imported.
in the world market.
of many of the African states cannot
conditions
Economical
sometimes allow for the acquisition of the best technology systems.
The more expensive systems like the satellite and some of the other
remote sensing sensors are beyond the affordability of many
Other problems associated with
individual nations of the region.
high technology applications in Africa are related to communication
problems, non availability of skilled manpower, equipment, etc.
Few of these challanges are highlighted below.
3.1

OBSERVATIONAL AND MONITORING SYSTEMS

Observationa l networks for the meteorologic al and hydrological
The situation seems to get
systems are relatively poor in Africa.
worst year by year in some countries.
Many African countries now depend on satellite derived products to
Callibration of some of these
provide some crutial services.
Future sustainabilit y
records have not been done at local levels.
of such products must also be addressed seriously, expecially with
respect to the new commercializ ation trends of some of these
products.
3.2

STANDARDIZATION AND HARMONIZATION

Standardizat ion and Harmonization of data and informations are
crutial to many applications, especially when comparisons are to be
made between locations, variables, periods of time and users. This
has been a low priority in many African countries especially with
respect to multi-discip linary applications .
3.3

COMMUNICATION NETWORK

Data and services cannot be collected, processed and dessiminated
Communicatio n is a serious
without good communication network.
problem over many parts of Africa.
3.4

CAPACITY BUILDING

other
and
hardware
software,
resources,
human
skilled
Both
.
applications
technology
high
equipments are required in any
be
may
It
these.
all'
in
behind
Africa is still generally lagging
cheaper to train experts within Africa, especially in areas which
are of common requirements to many countries. Specialized regional
training centres for high level technology training must therefore
Internationa l, regional and
be available within the region.
success of such centres.
the
to
national support will be crutial
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3.5

EQUIPMENT MAINTAINANCE

Sustainab le equipment servicing and repair are part and parcel of
any high technology developme nt .
It is very common to find high
technology equipment lying idle in some of the African institutio ns
due to lack of bolts, nuts or other basic parts, caused by lack of
foresight in equipment maintainan ce programme s.
3.6

COMMERCIALIZATION OF DATA AND SERVICES

Many hydrologi cal and meteorolo gical departmen ts have been created
as
service
departmen ts
in Africa.
The new world order of
commercia lization is going to be a serious challenge to these
departmen ts.
3.7

RESEARCH

Research is a major component of all innovation s and invention s.
It is also required in the applicatio n of high technology to the
local environme nt.
Research is still of low priority in many
African states.
3.8

MISMANAGEMENT

Many high technology programme s have failed in some of the African
nations due to the mismanagem ent of equipment and resources.
3.9

INTERGRATED MANAGEMENT

It is clear from the previous sections that intergrate d managemen t
of water and other environme ntal natural resources together with
the associated socio-econ omic activities will require services from
many sectors.
Integrated managemen t of the various sectoral
products is therefore required if the different requireme nts of the
various users were to be optimised .
Many hydrologic al and meteorolo gical institutio ns in Africa do not
interact at any level.
3.10

TRANSFER OF APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

Most of high technology are imported in Africa.
Some national
programmes have failed due to the importatio n of in appropria ted or
outdated technology .
3.11

NATURAL DISASTERS

Droughts, floods, and other natural disasters have had severe
impacts over the region.
When they occur low funding priority is
often given to high technology developme nt.
Sustainab le managemen t
of such natural disasters is therefore a priority in Africa due to
the high frequency of occurrence s of such natural disasters.
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3.12

FUNDING FOR HIGH TECHNOLOGY

High technology systems are generally very expensive and are
sometimes beyond the capability of the individual African countries
It should
e.g. investment in space based technology systems.
however be noted that funding for high technology systems is still
Many nations have
very low in most of the African countries.
survived on donations.
3.13

EXTERNAL FACTORS

Some economical, social, and political factors are beyond
control of the continent, yet they play crutial roles in
development and applications of high technology systems.

the
the

It may be concluded from the above challenges that clear ·national
science and technology policies are required if the available
high-technology systems were to yield optimum results in Africa.
The will and commitment of the policy makers in the individual
nations or regions are crutial for the success of such policies.
Many high technology systems are however very expensive and are
Regional pooling
beyond the capability of many African nations.
together of the available resources, maximum use of the United
Nations facilities, Bilateral cooperations, among others are some
of the policy options for high technology development in Africa.
The success and sustainable use of high technology systems in any
nation will however depend on the national science and technology
policy and the availability of skilled human resources including
Training of skilled
engineers, technicians and applied scientists.
manpower is however crutial in Africa.
Lastly, the global community must sincerely address some of the
social, economical and political issues which are beyond the
control of many African nations if the use of the available high
technology systems were to be optimised within the region for
sustainable use in the hydrological and meteorological services.
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Management Plan for the Implementation of the Modernization
of Hydrometeorological Services in Venezuela
by
J. R. Ortega H., Director, Meteorological Service, Venezuelan Air Force
A. L. Hansen. ESSI, CSA
1. Abstr-act
Venezuela is planning to modernize their bydromcteorological services. The plan is to
provide a comprehensive system consisting of a national observational netv•ork, data
communications, central proce!\sing,. and dis1ribution of products. The program is not only

complex and state-of-the-art high technology, but v.ill require also the involvement and
cooperation of six different government agencies. A feasibility study has been completed
and a critical element of this study is the implementation management. In ord~ to get
financing for the program. it was necessary to illustrate how this high technology program
can be implemented with low risk and 11. high probability of success. The study shmvt!d
that the sectors of government of Venezuela involved with hyd.rometeorological services
have not implemented a high teclmology program of this complexity or size. therctore, it
was recommended that assistance be provided by a management consulting company.
This paper will describe, (1) how a program management office will be established with
external assistan~e~ (2) how the Venezuelan government can maintain policy and
administrath•e control over the office, (3) how 1he procurement integrity can be
mitintained, (4) how site selection, facility preparation and installation will be managed.
(5) how systems integration will be managed, (6) how an infral>1ructure for logistics
support will be implemented and managed, (7) how a transition to self-sustaining
operations of the system will be managed, and (R) how each participating agency can
maintain the management of their assigned operations.
The infonnation to be presented will be applicable to any developing country .that is
planning to implement a major modernization program using the latt:st in high teclmology.
The critical issue is not the .capability to procure systems, but how to manage their
implementation with minimum risk and a high probability of success.

2. Program Implementation
The Venezuelan ~ational Hydrometeorological Forecru.-ting System (VENEHMET) is to
be implemented under a transitional organization. The organization will be developed
using existing resources from several Hydrometeorological organizations~ combined ~ith
outside technical support. Since the goal is to transition through the implementation to an
operational VENEHMET the organization structure, itself, must be adaptive through this
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process. A temporary organization will be needed during the transitional
implementation, changing to an operational structure once the implementation is
complete. The goal is to minimize both the organization complexity and implementation

time.
The temporary organization s1ructure for VENEHMET program implemenmtion will be
as sho'.Nn in the figure below:

:····

....................................................

National
Committee
for
Hydrometeorology

Designated
Administrative
Agency
_............. II

r-·---- ---·

_____ ..!

i

Operating
Agencies

CAPHN

Program Management
Support Contractor

t-- Systems

Operations
Architecture & Engineering
Contractor
Integrated Logistics
Support Contractor

Systems
...._ Maintenance
(Support Only)
- "----- -- (Policy guidance only)

VEl\cHMET Implementation Organization
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Implementation "'ill be in 4 stages as shown in the table below:
St;tge 1

St;tge 2

Staga)

Staga .1

Plnn
approval,
Interim
funding,
form V?O

BUild infrastruct ure,
Flrovidl;! interim weather
& hydrologic tl! services
fromCAPH N
(extensive fQreign
support)

Operatt? Vl:NEHME T
with forecast &
warnings
from CAPHN and
rP.gion;;~l offir.es
(r~Jduced rureign

Add region.:~l
model &
Transition to

&
plan Stage

1995

oper:ations

sup~rtl

2
-

~!f-sustain.;-d

L_

19~6·~·J .. •_199L

__

1998··~

,... 1999

2000

The implementation will be adininistered as follows:

Policy Guidmace--The National Committee for Hydrometeorology (NCHM) will
in'ovide policy guidance for the VPO~ CAPHX, and the operating agencies (in
regard to 'VENEHMET only). The NCHM will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Approve the Implementation Plan for VENEHMET
Present the Plan and Budget Request to the National Congress
Obtain funding and have that funding assigned to the appropriate agencies
Approve the Charter for the Director, VE~'"EHMET Program Office
Appoint the Dlrcctor. VE~EHMET Program Office
Determine when VENEHMET is ready for operational status and transfer control
to the operating agencies
Assign instrument calibration to one facility

AdmitUstmlive Contro l- A participating VENEH...\ffiT agency designated by the
National Committee for Hydrometeorology wi1h the responsibility for providing
facilities and administrative support for the CAPHN and VPO. The agency to
which the Director, VENEHMET Program Office (VPO) report~ will be
responsible for obtaining funds for the implementation ofVEN EH*T. The
Minister1 or a Director General of the assigned agency will be responsible for the
accounting of all funding supplied to the VPO fur procurement and shall be
n:~ponsiblt: lhatlht: func.ls Wt:rt: ullucal.t:d and marulgW in accor~
with
Venezuelan national law.

Program /mplementtztion- A VPO will be established for implementation which ~ill be
contractually responsible for the implementation of all phases of the VENEHMET

modernization. The Director, VPO will report administratively to the specified agency, but
will be under the direction of the NCHM. The Director, VPO will hire the necessary
persormel to perform the mission of the VPO and shall manage the organization to perform
their mission in accordance with their charter and within the established budget. The
Director, VPO will report to the NCH...\{ for policy direction during the first three stages of
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implementation. The VPO will be reduced to a small staff reporting directly to the
NCHM after VENEHMET is determined to be self-sustaining without foreign help during
Stage 4. The Director, VPO will be responsible for the implementation of the
VENEHMET program in accordance with this implementation plan, as approved by the
NCHM,
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Contracting for program management. systems engineering, and integration
support tbr the implementation ofVENEHMET,
Planning and implementing the supporting infrastructure to provide the necessary
hwnan resources,. systems and equipment;. and communications for VENEHMET
in accordance with this implementation plan.
Contracting for interim commercial weather forecast services to assist CAPHN
prior to the time at which CAPHS is supplied the necessary systems and resources
and it is demonstrated that they have a self-sustaining weather forecast capability.
Contracting for the equipment and systems required to operate VENEHMET,
Contracting for the integrated logistics support for VENEHMET, including all
training except for university training, maintenance of VENEHMET equipment
and for supply support. Contracting for support to establish a sustaining
meteorology depar1ment At the Central University of Venezuela
Contracting for the development ofnumeri.cal models for the prediction of
medium-scale weather events in and off-shore Venezuela,.
Contracting for support for expanding the capabilities and developing international
participation at the Omter for Advanced Research in Tropical Climatology at the
·
University of 1he Andes,
Managing the costs of the program within an approved budget,.
·En~uring that each major element of the progr:un (other th3.n the Org:utization to
meet the ~eeds ofHydrometeorological Services) meets th~ requirements of the
associated VENEHM ET specificatio n

•
•

•
•
•

Obtaining and maintaining adequate office space and equipment tbr the
VENEH.(\1ET Program Office staff.
Administrative. travel and clerical support for the contract program management
support staff
Management of customs clear!Ulces for imported systems and equipment
Carpool to support the VPO and the program management support contractors
Perform an operational readiness test and report the results to the NCfL\f

Program management, systems engineering and integration support--Shortly after

establishing the VENEHMET Program Office~ the Director. VPO will contract for
program management support. The program management support will assist the Director,
VPO in carrying out his charter to implement VENEHMET. The purpose of the support
contract is to provide assistance to the Venezuelan program director implement
VENEHMET and to provide the guidaz1ce needed to build skills in Venezuela for the
continuing support ofVE!\TEHMET after implementation. The program management
support staff will have offices in Venezuela. collocated ~ith the Director. VPO and in the
United States. This contract will provide contract support in the follo~ing areas:
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•

Program management
./ Manager, VENEHMET Implementation Office
./ Program Schedule and Resource Control (human and financial) management
t/ Assist in the coordination of VENEHMET management wilh the supporting
Venezuelan organizations
t/ Technical management of all of the contracts to provide for the
implementation of \i'ENEHMET
./ Management of the A&E contractor
../ Management of the Integrated Logistics Support contract
../ Management of the scientific support to VENEHMET and the Central
University of Venezuela
·
./ Administrative ~tnd deric-81 support in 1he United State.~

•

Systems engineering and integration
../ Facilities engineering & site surveys
../ Communications support
../ Inh.:.rfa.ce management
../ Configuration Control
../ Software management
../ Integrated Logistics Support management
../ Quality control and test management

•

Scientific~

operations and human factors management support
../ Professional training standards and curricula in cooperation with the Cl;v
.,. Establishment of observation. forecast and warning standards. and procedures
to serve the public, ci\iil aviation,. water resource management,. agriculture,
civil defense, fisherie~ Navy. private industry, etc .
../ Estnblisbmcnt of product stn.ndards and formats in cooperati on with the
various users
./ Assistance in creation of cooperative international tropical meteorology and
climatology projects

VENEHMET Opt!ralions-A National Center for HydroMeteorological Forecasting
(CAPHN) will be established tO provide central operations. CAPHN will analyze and
forecast hydrological and meteorological conditions and distribute products to the
operating agencies for their use. In order to implement this approac~ the National
Committee of Hydrometeorology (NCHM) will charter an organization to manage and
operate the CAPHN and specify the agency and level within that agency to tnbich this
organization will administratively report. The NCHM will select and appoint the
director of CAPHN at the beginning of Stage 2.

The Director, CAP.l-N will report administratively to the specified agency. but will be
under the direction of the NCHM during Stages 2 and 3. The Director, CAPHN will
hire the necessary personnel to perform the mission of the CAPHN and shall manage the
organization to perform their mission in accordance with the charter and "'ithin the
established budget. During Stage 4. CAPID\ will be assigned to an operating agency by
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the NCHM. The agency to ·which the Director~ CAPHN reports ~ill be responsible for
obtaining funds for the organization and operation of CAPffi'.i in accordance with a
budget approved by the NCHM. The agency v.ill provide adequate office space in
which CAPHN will opent.te and provide for all of the necess:u-y services to support that
·
office. such as, lighting. telephones, cleaning. maintenance, furniture and air
be
will
CAPHN
conditioning. Equipment for the performance of the duties of the
provided by the VENEHMET Program Office.

Operating Agencies-The participating agencies who have VENEHMET
operational responsibilities are the Venezuelan Air Force. Ministry of the
Environment and Renewable Natural Resources~ the Navy, Ministry of
Agriculture (FONAIAP), EDELCA and the Central University of Venezuela.
The~ aecncies wi11 receive euidance and other intoflllation to a.~o;ist them to
perform their assigned missions. The fonnation of1he VENEHMET
management structure does not affect the present missions of the agencies. Their
operations will be changed to meet the needs of VENEHMET.

3. Permanent Operations
Following the 4 transition stages, a permanent VEN EHME'f Program
Management organization will be established by the NCHM. This organization
will be a scaled-down version of the implementing VPO. No changes to the
basic missions oftbe agencies are anticipated.
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POTENTIAL MEANS TO CONTINUE VLF-BASED WIND FINDING
WITHOUT OMEGA
Juhana Jaatinen
Vaisala Oy, Upper Air Division
P.O. Box 26, FIN-00421 Helsinki, Finland

ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the present state and
future of VLF-based wind finding. A feasible
alternativ e has been found to replace the
potentially closing Omega radionavig ation
system. A test case on live radio signals is
presented . In this example Omega is
compared with the new solution.

1.

INTRODUCTION

There has been growing interest in the
meteorolo gical society about the future of
upper air sounding s using the Omega
radionavigation system.
There are alternatives for Omega-based wind
finding, and some are already in operationa l
use, like the Radiotheo dolite and Loran-C.
New and accurate solutions will be released
in the near future, just to mention the GPSsonde.
However, the need for a low cost radiosonde
with sufficient performance still remains.
This paper presents results acquired with
Navaid Processor MWV20 1, which is part of
the new ground equipmen t generatio n:
DigiCORA II I MW15. It utilizes three VLFband radiona vigation systems ,
Communications VLF, Alpha, and Omega.

2.

VLF-BASED WIND FINDING

For the last twenty years, VLF-base d wind
finding has relied on the Omega and its
Russian equivalent , Alpha, radionavig ation

systems. In the late 80's the Communications
VLF was added to the available choices:
- Omega
- Omega +Alpha
- Omega + Alpha + CornVLF
Despite the other two VLF-ban d
radionav igation systems, Omega has
remained the pdncipal source for wind
finding. The main reasons for this are
excellent availabilit y, global coverage, and
good signal quality.

3.

NEW ALTERNATIVES

It might well be, that some of the present
radionavigation transmitters are not available
after a few years. This should not cause great
concern, since a new feasible alternative is
available to fill the void created by closing
stations. This enables continued use of the
economical VLF-band radiosondes.

3.1.

Extension of present systems

Omega is guaranteed to be operationa l to the
end of 1997, and it will probably continue to
exist to some extent also after that.
Upgraded wind finding systems capable of
receiving Communi cations VLF and Alpha
signals have several additional stations to
use. This will decrease the importanc e of
Omega, although the remaining Omega
signals should be used as long as they are
available. For these systems the order of
importanc e during the next few years will
become:
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- CornVLF + Alpha + some Omega
stations
- CornVLF + Alpha
At the same time the Russians are expanding
their Alpha system with two new stations.
When these stations are operation al, the
global coverage of Alpha is improved
considerably. Improved availability and more
reliable wind data is available when the wind
finding system uses all available Alpha
frequencies.

3.2.

4.

TEST CASE

The following chapter will demonstra te the
performan ce of the next generation Navaid
Processor. All the tests have been performed
on live radionavig ation signals in real-time,
using production prototypes .
Chapter 4.1 is a short introducti on to wind
finding, that will clarify the plots in the
examples. Chapter 4.2 shows an example of
Omega phase. This will be a reference when
the Communi cations VLF phase data is
viewed in Chapter 4.3.

Completely new solutions

The next generation Navaid Processor with
unprecede nted performan ce will be released
this year. The major improvements compared
to any existing VLF-base d wind finding
system are an excellent ComVLF- receiver,
and a complete Alpha-rece iver together with
an Omega-receiver.
All the VLF-mode s are differentia l, i.e. the
receiver processes both the remote sondesignal and the local-ante nna signal. The
different ial mode eliminate s climatic
disturbanc es and transmitte r inaccurac ies
from the received signal.
Other VLF- band transmitt ers besides
Communi cations VLF can be used in the
future, since the Digital Signal Processing
approach allows major performa nce
modificat ions to be done complete ly in
software. The following combinati ons will
then be possible:
- CornVLF + Alpha + other VLF-band
transmissions
- Regional VLF-band transmitters
Regional VLF-band transmitte rs are to be
considered in those regions, where there are
not enough usable transmitte rs available.
One or two continuou s wave transmitte rs
combined with Communi cations VLF, for
instance, would make VLF- band wind
finding possible.

4.1.

Wind finding principle

Determini ng the wind velocity (speed and
direction) contains three steps as shown in
Figure 1. All NA V AID-based wind finding
systems are based on a similar principle.
Signal DetectionH . Raw
Wind
Relative Motion

H

Final
Wind

Figure l Wind finding principle
The most important link in this chain is the
signal detection and determina tion of the
relative motion of the flying sonde compared
to each transmitti ng station. The relative
motion is calculated separately for each
station, and it is expressed in terms of
changing signal phase in this paper.
The relative motion for all stations is then
combined into a single figure, the raw wind.
This value tells the speed and direction of the
sonde movement at a particular time.
The raw wind still contains noise, which is
filtered away when producing the final wind,
the output of the wind finding system.
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4.2.

Omega phase example

A very typical result for Omega is shown in
the next two figures.
Figure 2 illustrat es how Omega stations are
seen in Finland.

The phase for Austra lia has modera te
amount of noise, but it can still be used for
wind finding with no difficul ty. Only the
phase for North Dakota would be left out
from the final wind during this 30-min ute
interval.
Refer to Figure 3, when viewin g the
Commu nication s VLF phase examples in the
following chapter.

4.3.

ComVL F phase example

Now we come to the interest ing questio n:
"How does Commu nicatio ns VLF perform
compared to the proven Omega 'standar d' "?
Figure 4 shows how some Commu nication s
VLF stations are seen in Finland.

Figure 2 Omega stations vs. Finland
Figure 3 shows a 30-min ute examp le of
Omega phase as receive d at Vaisala Oy,
Finland , on 1994-08 -22, 09:16-0 9:46 UTC.
This is the raw phase that has not been postfiltered.
Omega phase 1.25 s, stat1on specific frequency

Figure 4 CornVLF stations vs. Finland
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Figure 3 30 rnin of Omega phase
The amount of noise in the phase relates
directly to the quality of the signal. The
phase for Norway and Liberia have negligible
amount of noise, and hence, are excellen t for
wind finding.

Figures 5 to 8 show a 30-minu te exampl e of
Commu nication s VLF phase as receive d at
Vaisala Oy, Finland , betwee n 1995-0 1-11
17:02 and 1995-0 1-12 06:52 UTC. Each
figure shows phase for the two station
frequen cies, f1 (top) and f2 (bottom). This is
the raw phase, that has not been postfiltered.
The amoun t of noise in the phase relates
directly to the quality of the signal, the same
way as in the Omega -phase examp le in
Figure 3.

1.56 -

-

Figures 5 to 7 are examples of stations, that
are excellent for wind finding. Both the fland f2-phases are received practical ly
without noise.
COMVLF phase 1.6 s for 23950 Hz, cvf_loc.1 s

t:~

Figure 8 illustrates an example, where one of
the station frequencie s is noisy, and the other
is not. The f2-phase (bottom) for NWC,
Australia, is excellent for wind finding. After
post-filteri ng the noisy fl-phase (top) might
be usable. When at least one of the
frequencie s is received properly, the station
is still good for wind finding.
COMVLF phase 1.6 s for 19750 Hz, cvl_loc.1 s
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Figure 5 NAA Cutler Maine, U.S.A.
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Figure 6 NLK Jim Creek WA, U.S.A.
COMVLF phase 1.6 s for 28450 Hz, cvl_loc.1 s
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Figure 7 NAU Puerto Rico
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Figure 8 NWC Exmouth, Australia

5.

SUMMARY

This paper has shown, that VLF-based wind
finding does not come to an end if some, or
even all of the Omega stations were closed.
The next generatio n Navaid Processor
capable of receiving Communic ations VLF,
Alpha, Omega, and other VLF-ban d
transmissi ons will allow VLF-base d wind
finding to continue.
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HOW MANUFACTU RERS CAN CONTRIBUTE TO THE
REDUCI'ION OF 1\fAINTENANCE AND TRAINING COST:
A NEW APPROACH TO DCP DESIGN
Luc MARNEFFE

CEISTM
Toulou.:se- FRANCE
Ab&tract
Meteorology, hydrology, pollution contro~ etc : the .fields of application of Data Collection
Systems are more and more varied. Today, equipment proposed by most vendors is
appropriate to some particular kind of application, without expansion capability. However,
from a technical point of view, uset)s needs present important commonality that can lead to
simplify the supply of systems and hence reduce maintenance and training investment.
One of the answers to that situation is based on the following keywords:
STANDARDIZATION and MODULARITY.

Introduction
11to purpose of this paper i~ to discuss the application of staudardiz~ttion and modularity

principles to the design of Data Collection Systems, with the example of CEIS TM new Data
Collection Platfonn development. Ma.nufacturers and customers will take benefit of these
concepts, as they bring to the reduction of development, operation, maintenance and training
costs.

Current state
The use of Data Collection Systems becomes more and more frequent in the field of
Environment Monitoring : hydrology, climatology, meteorology, oceanology, seismology, air
pollution control, water quality monitoring, etc.
Today, most of the time, dedicated Data Collection Systems ful.fill a particular kind of
application vvithout expansion capability and equipment from multiple vendors is incompatible.

However, from a technical pQint of view, the needs from most users are similar iu tenns of:
•
•

sensors used to o.teasure a given. parameter,
low level data processing services,

•

Man Machine lnterface,

•
•

storage audlor telemetry needs,
operating euvirownent constraints.
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In addition, more and more customers are interested in Oatn Collection Systems offering them
the c:tpability to manage heterogeneous networks : different sensors con figuration, data
retrieval ~ystem matching each site physical features (data storage, satellite transmission, phone
cotnmunication, ... ), etc. Today, they have to f!Wlage a p!l!k of different incompatible systems
and face expensive costs of ma.inteuance and training.

To iluswer these problems, CEIS lM has chosen Modularity and Sta.ndardization·as guidelines
for the design of its new geueration of Data Collection PLatform (DCP). TI1e following paper
attempts to describe how these concepts have been applied.

A new approach to DCP design
Scoae
'l1te basic principle of that approach is to propose a complete range of platforms .from a
liJlique acquisition electronics board and software core with customized extension modules and
application software versions. So, many different needs cruJ. be met with DCPs .from the sam~
"family", offering as commonallty, compatibility and evolutivity as possible.
The key features of that new generation of DCP are the following :

•

wide range and modular arrangement of sensors input interfaces (analog and
digital) allowing the choice of sensors by the final user (whence a possible
standardization of sensors used among several applications) and future upgrade of
·
the existing DCPs configuration,

•

data processing based on standard PC compatible hardware and sotlware which
ensures perenniality, simplicity of software development, as well as evolution and
customizatlon capability,

•

simple Man Ma-ch.ine Interface through keyboard/display set with simple step·by·
step access functions and intuitive use whatever the function,

•

multiple choice of data transmission systems (removable memory modules,
satellite, phone or radio transmitters) which provid.: users mth the capability of
mixing several transm.ission solutions according some specific characteristics of
each site of installation.

Of course, these new OCPs still benefit from CEIS TM experience of more than 1S years in the
tield of DCP and satellite tra.a.smitters : they are using low power technology electronics and
:ue capable to withstand the harshest environmental conditions.
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S.,ensor inlt!r(ace

11tc manufacture of sensors is not the same business as the manufacture of data colle<:tion and
data trausmis.sion equipment and most users intend to utilize che best or established sensors
from well-known manufacturers. Moreover, whatever the application, users intend to
l.uumouize their choice of sensors in order to reduce spares illld training. So, they expect that
DCP manufacturers will offer a wide variety of seusors interfaces, compatible with most of the
well proven third party sensors, and expandable to new developed sensors.
That second poi.ut is still uuder discussion as no standards are defmed for the sensor.to-datalogger interface.
For what concerns the compAtibility with existing sensors, that new DCPhas been designed so
as to provide a wide range of analog and digital interfaces, which -are hardware configurable
Qt":COrding tO the sensors characteristics :
•
•

analog inputs are configurable as voltage, current or resistance inputs,
serial interfaces ue configurable as RS 232, RS 485,TTL 5V or SDI-12 standard.

In addition, a large quantity of all types of interfaces h~s been implanted on the main
cl~ctrouics board with a modular lay-out. Only few spedfic seo.~rs interfaces arc laycd-out on
separate boards. That concept leads to a family of compatible and expandable boards, eacb. one
being customized (only the needed modules are equipped) according to the users needs.
That approach allows to reduce the development costs and to upgrade the overall reliability of
the DCP as it suppresses the cQnnectors interfaces with external expansion boards.
Data logger

Whatever th~ field of application, users require high perfonnance data loggers in terms of:
•

low power comsutnption,

•
•
•

operating in harsh environmental conditions,
perenniality for 10 years minimum,
capability of implementing customized processing.

The uew generation of DCP .fulfills all these requirements through :
•
•
•
•

new 3.3V low-voltage technology,
"industrial range" electronics,
up-to-date technology with multiple components providers,
standard PC compatible hardware and software.

Of course, the DCP software provides the capability to configure sensors and tel~metcy
parameters. 11 also supports automatic setup, watchdog and self~diagnostics .functions in order
to simplity operation ll"td maintenance.
In addition, the software is structured around a real.. time multitasking kernel Md is developed
according to object-orientt:drdesign so as to simplify the future implementation of customized
software.
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Man Machine lnts,r[pce
What DCP customers need is 11 very simple and intuitive Man Machine Interface (MMI), so as
to tnini.mize training cost and to reduce the possibility of operator's error. Therefore, the new
genemtion of CETS TM DCP provides a standard MM[ based on a 20 function-keys keybo~rd
nuda 4x20-characters display, with simply structured functions with a step-by-step access.
In addition, it will be very simple to customize the language of the
nccording to the users needs because of its strut-"tured software design.

M~MI

(lhnctions labels)

Data retrieval
To reduce tho col!'t of spare au.d trainlog, users are expecting DCP that are compatible with
most of the existing data retrieval media, removable data stornge cartridges as wen as satellite
transmitters, so as to choose th" most adequate system according to each site special physical
features.
The data retl·ieval systems that have been considered for the new DCP design are :
•
•
•
•
•
•

data extraction fro~ a portable computer through a serial port,
retrievable data storage modules of various capacity,
simplex satellite communications {Argas or Meteosat/GOESIGMS),
dupl~x satellite communications (Inmarsat Standard C),
simplex or duplex telephone communications,
simplex or duplex cadio communications (UHF or VHF).

All the corresponding electricnl interfaces are rupported by the main electronics board. Only ·
hardware configuration allow~ to customize the DCP according to the selected transmission
medi~un.

Conclusion
Of course, this new approach is still an intermediate step to the complete standardization of
Data Collection Platforms, blit it eau contribute to a important reduction of mainteniW.ce o.nd
training costs, particullllly fur users who are interested in heterogeneous DCP networks
mtl..llagcment.
The advantages of the definition of standards is well kno\W by all manufacturers and
customers but o.oue of them has the capability to stimulate alone such effort. The orga.nization
of initiatives or joint committees tnAY be one of the objectives of the WMO.
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OPEN SYSTEMS FOR
METEOROLOGICAL, HYDROLOGICAL AND OCEANOGRAPHIC PROCESSING SYSTEMS
Eugene J. Benuzzi and Harold G. Wilson, PRC Inc., McLean, Virginia, USA
SUMMARY
This paper examines the use of open systems concepts to protect meteorological, hydrological and
oceanographic processing systems from the impacts of rapidly changing computer teclmology. The authors describe
applying modem client/server based development to the world of meteorological, hydrological and oceanographic
applications. They share the experience of PRC in developing and implementing open systems solutions since 1984
and provide some guidance based upon the lessons learned. The authors reconuuend a disciplined, standards-based
method of design and development that isolates the applications needed to support the critical missions of the world
meteorological agencies from both hardware and software products which are changing at an astmmding rate. In
addition, the authors recommend the use of similar isolation teclmiques to protect these applications from changes in
standards, as well.
OPEN SYSTEMS CONCEPTS AND STANDARDS
Open Systems for computer systems implementation was defined in 1988 and has become a leading factor in
modem computer system implementation. Open systems are systems which are standards-based and which exhibit the
following characteristics:
a)
Vendor Independence - Implementations remain independent of an individual vendor product,
whether hardware or software, during their operational life,
b)
Portabjlity- Applications can transfer from platfom1 to platform and operate with standards-based
software products from multiple vendors. Portability implies two additional subordinate features:
1)
Expandability- System capacity and functionality can be added without impact to
applications.
2)
Scaleability- Applications operate across a variety of platfonu sizes, from
personal computers to super computers, without impact to the applications.
c)
Interoperabiljty- Applications conununicate with one another in heterogeneous environments and
operate among similar standards-based applications.
d)
Useability- Applications operate with a similar "look and feel" across multiple standards-based
platfomts.
In a market-place dominated by rapid and constant changes in computer systems and related products, there
are few cases where all these attributes can be achieved by applications without some acconunodation. Most vendors
of computer hardware and software are forced by market demand to incorporate non-standard extensions into their
standards compliant products. This leaves the unsuspecting developer and integrator unprotected from incorporating
vendor specific elements into applications. Such vendor specific extensions make achievement of open systems
capabilities impossible. However, there has been considerable progress in achieving open systems implementations
through the addition of discipline and through the utilization of isolation layering techniques, which PRC has found to
be the most valuable tools. The application of these teclmiques produces a number of benefits to the buyer of systems:
1)
Reduced development cost through the reuse of software,
2)
Reduction in progranuuing errors through the development of applications within a repeatable
environment, and
3)
Software movement among vendor platfonus without significant reprogramming efforts.
Open Systems standards are defined by a number of national and international organizations, including the
International Standards Organization (ISO), the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE), the U. S.
National Institute of Standards and Teclmology (NIST), and the United Kingdom CCTA, as well as standards
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some also providing test verification of compliance, such as X/Open's conformance branding process. All
organizations agree on the base set of standard services that make up an open system. The interrelationship of the
services and the concept of services within a distributed client server environment are shown in Figure l.
There are two services interfaces to the Application Platfonn. These are the Application Progranuning Interface
(API) for intra-platform interfaces and the External Environment Interface (EEl) for inter-platfonu interfaces. Note
that the system services are only available intra-platfornt, that is, between the platform processor and the application
software that executes on that platform. For inter-platfonn functions through an external environment, the process of
interaction is through protocols. In open, distributed systems, platforn1s that are distributed across a network are likely
to be required to execute the same application software even though the platforms are from different vendors. Thus
some form of interface commonality and application interoperability is needed, if re-coding is to be avoided. The
services referred to in Figure l include the following:
a)
Systems Services (Operating System Services such as POSIX compliant operating systems and
Software Engineering Services [also called Progranuning Language Services] such as ANSI C,
FORTRAN 77 and 90, ADA, and COBOL).
b)
Communications Services (Networking Services such as Local Area Network protocols including
TCPIIP and ISO TP4 and Wide Area Network Protocols including x.25.)
c)
Infonnation Interchange Services (Data Management Services including SQL and Data Interchange
Services such as x.l2 or EDIFACT and Graphics Services including GKS and PHIGS)
d)
Human Computer Interface Services [also called User Interface Services] (e.g., X Window System,
MOTIF)
It is also important to recognize that most systems are best implemented using as many Commercial Off-theShelf products as possible in order to reduce the cost of development, reduce the risk of new development, and to take
advantage of the schedule improvements that can be gained by integrating products that are already developed.
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ISOLATION LAYERING TECHNIQUE
For purposes of simplification, consider the multiple services supporting the intra-platform functions
shown in paragraph entitled Open Systems Standards as a series of functions at the same level. These
services are available to any number of applications which execute a critical meteorological, hydrological or
oceanographic mission function. This can be thought of as a standard applications services level shown in
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Figure 2 - Two Levels of Application "Firewalls" Effectively Implement Isolation Layering
applications, the interface to a service or function can be funnelled through a series of interface modules that
pass infonnation using development conventions that are defined through the use of isolation modules. These
modules form an isolation layer composed of modules that pass information from an application to the
application service program, usually implemented in a COTS software product.
To address this environment of continual change, a relatively simple, but highly effective technique
of using software modules as isolation layers, that is as boundaries between applications and services, was
developed. We named the isolation layer boundaries as "Firewalls", primarily to communicate to their
developers the critical need to maintain the boundary in order to retain the separation. We not only use this
technique effectively on our own systems but have also offered these tools under license to other
organizations who recognize their value in long term open systems implementations. A Firewall is one or
more interface process/routines, whose function is to isolate major system elements from the impact of
changes in interface attributes. Experience proves that firewalls or isolation layers are best implemented
using at least two levels. Functionally the firewall approach works best when the essential function to be
performed is separated from the means to perform the function. This might be understood as separating the
"what" (request for the essential function) from the "how" (the procedural means of invoking the function).
For example, the essential function of storing a product can be requested by an application using a
development convention in the form of a call to a library module that contains a set of pre-agreed upon
arguments. The request to store would not imply any means of executing the storage action, only the
parameters of the storage function. This would represent an application programming interface for the
"what" of the function. The other portion of the isolation layer or the firewall would receive the parameters
of the storage request and execute it based upon the products and platforms provided within a particular
implementation. For example, a database server that interfaces with a particular RDBMS product would
perform the function of isolating how the storage action would be implemented from both the client
application requesting a storage service and the vendor's RDBMS that actually stores the client's product.
The server and its interface to the RDBMS service would represent the application programming interface
that implements "how" the function would be executed. In this example. the what or essential function is
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pass the essential function to a librazy module that would execute the function and the second layer to direct
the means of execution to the appropriate product that performs the service. This is shown diagrammatically
in Figure 2. Using this paradigm, a system could contain more than one method of executing "how" the
function might be performed through multiple "how" firewalls. The use of dual "how" modules within the
same system is particularly effective when migrating from an existing service product to an upgraded product
while allowing applications to use both the old and the new product without being recoded.

SUPPORTING USER WORKFLOW CUSTOMIZATION WITH AN OPEN SYSTEMS MODEL
We have extended these techniques to building hydrological, meteorological, and oceanographic
systems for our customers. By using isolation layering to separate the general platform functions and
systems functions from the applications and to separate the generic science from the user worktlow
selection interface, the integrator has gained another level of value for our sophisticated customers. Figure 3
shows the effect of functional layering in ahydromet system. The integrator can now adapt only the user
interface and mission-areas without impacting the general science. We know that the science that defines the
atmosphere and oceans doesn't recognize applications limits or international boundaries. Therefore, we are
now able to efficiently tailor systems to the needs of the scientist and avoid forcing all scientists. to use a
single purpose product that doesn't suit their functional needs.

CONCLUSION
Using open systems techniques, organizations of all sizes, from the larger national agencies to the
smaller weather monitoring organizations, can safeguard their investments in their critical mission processes
from the explosion of new technology and the impact of rapidly changing standards. With the extension of
the same isolation layering techniques used to implement open systems to the isolation of user environments
from the essential science, organizations will be able to take advantage of valuable scientific advances made
throughout the community and to adapt those advances to their own critical mission processes with little
receding. Portability, interoperability and useability can be gained by implementing in accordance with
open systems standards. Added protection from changes in technology and even in standards can be achieved
through use of isolation layering techniques. Lastly, long term application functionality transfer can be
increased by extending the use of isolation layering techniques to the interfaces that define the user's mission
critical functions and logical workflow to the applications the execute scientific functions of a system.
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Synergie : an operational workstation
for duty forecasters at Meteo-France
P.Bemichou 1, C.Berthou, MF.Voidrot, P.Santurette
METEO-FRANCE
Toulouse, France

1.

INTRODUCTION

The SYNERGIE project is a METEO-FRANCE
project of Meteorological Workstation for weather
monitoring and forecasting, targeted to operational
weather forecasters. This project has been regularly
introduced during the 1993, 1994 and 1995
AM Sill PS Conferences ( Voidrot et al., 1993;
Benichou et al., 1994, 1995). The present paper
emphasizes its experiment of operational working
and will focus on the last developments to be
achieved by the end of 1995.
Synergia is now a 30 men-year development
software. lt has been partly put into operations in the
French national and regional meterological centres in
june 1994. The implementation of all of the nine
servers and fourty-two workstations is now effective
since december 1994.

2. SYNERGIE
FEATURES
2. 1

CLASSIC AND SPECIFIC

Any kind of data is in Synergie

A major purpose of the Synergia project was to
integrate all the data into the same system in order
to fasten the extraction of information and allow the
user to use any type of data at any step of his work :
understanding, forecasting, as well as producing.
To-day, Synergia can handle any classical type of
data, such as :
- bulletins, messages
-aviation bulletins (TAF, SPECI, ... )
- ground observations
-daily data from automatic weather stations

- satellite images
- radar imagery
- vertical soundings
- model outputs
- T4 formatted graphical documents
-static data (geographic contours ... )
-forecast fields from a pollution model
The software is also handling more and more
specific data corresponding to a meteorological
production. An example may be given by the data
Meteo-France is going to produce operationally,
which are values of sensible weather elements
analysed or predicted by forecasters over any area in
France (Landais, 1993).

2. 2 Synerqie classic features
Synergie offers any classic feature one operational
forecaster may expect from a meteorological
workstation. lt can :
- visualize any type of data over any area for
which data are available
- zoom in and zoom out cleverly
- give the position of the cursor in lat-lon and
the corresponding relevant value of the
visualised data (e.g. field value for model,
cloud type for satellite, .rain rate for radar, ... )
- animate any type of data (if relevant) : radar,
model fields, satellite images, lightning
impacts, ...
- draw 20 cross-sections anywhere in the
models 40 fields
- simulate upper air sounding from model
- overlay radar and satellite pictures
- perform multi-channel composition (satellite)
- perform multi-satellite composition

I corresponding authors' address: METEo-FRANCE, SCEM, 42 ave G.Coriolis, 31057 Toulouse cedex, France.
Fax (33) 6107.8453 E-mail: Patrick.Benichou@meteo.fr
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-overlay any types of data (radar, satellite,
model, observations, ... )
- print windows or whole screen from Synergie.
- save and play macrocommands : it is
possible to save or to run a macro containing
any number of Synergie windows and even preprogrammed loops on pictures or model fields.
2. 3

Development strategy

The developments are performed according to an
iterative scheme of requirements I development I
validation. The new features are generally gathered
and integrated into intermediate versions of the
software. The last version at the time this paper was
written was the Synergie_1. 3 release.
2.4

Synergieis a tailorable software

it was desirable to make Synergie a general software
able to meet most of the - various- needs of the
forecasters. On the other hand, almost every
forecaster within a national or regional Centre has a
specific duty to perform. Hence the idea of providing
any forecaster with a specific Synergie software
tailored to his actual duty. The concept of Synergie
family, as a set of preset softwares designed for
specialised forecasters was born.
In a more general point of view, any Synergie
software may be seen as a set of general purposeand specific data and features, with a fitted
"universal" user interface. This software is then
implemented for any forecasting activity.
Besides, once the set of data and functionnalities is
defined and selected, the user can tailor the software
to its own preferences or needs. He can also very
easily define personal macro commands in order to
save mouse clicks and go faster to the specific view
of the data he uses to look at.
At last, the forecaster may define himself, if
necessary, the geographical area he will work on.

reserved to consultation and the other one to
production.
3.2

Such a module has been found necessary to look
after all the components of the system. This is why a
dedicated module, based on daemons using
standard Unix functions, enables the duty operator to
"keep an eye" on the RDBMS, the servers feeding,
the Synergie application itself, as well as on all the
Synergia worstations (memory and disk status, ... ).
For this purpose, an automatic graphic interface
generates as many alarms as necessary to him.
Besides, this module makes the duty forecasters
reassured about the Synergie system, through this
continual human presence (specially during nighttime).
3.3

GLOBAL ARCHITECTURE

3. 1

Server-client architecture

Synergie is being implemented at the National and at
the seven Regional weather centres. At these sites,
the selected architecture is a server/client type
architecture : one (or two) server is the interface
between the outside world and the forecasters; each
forecaster will work on a separate workstation, with
its own power dedicated only to visualization.
There are now about fifteen stations at the National
Centre, and three or four at each Regional Centre.
Most of the stations devoted to duty forecasters
should propose product elaboration facilities; In order
to make things easier, these stations have been
implemented with a double screen configuration.
This make possible the simultaneous visualisation of
many windows and fits better to the desk metaphor
announced by Synergia. On the other hand, it makes
the production work easier, one screen being

Telecommunications

The only specific network to be settled down for the
Synergie application was the specialized 64-kBytes
lines between Toulouse Headquarters and the seven
regional centres. These lines are mainly used to send
in real time the forecast meteorological fields from
the ARPEGE model to the regional centres. This
represent about 20 to 30 MBytes two times a day
and correspond to all the fields processed from
ARPEGE on a European 0.5" grid.
In the next future, these lines will be used for
exchange-of expertise in both directions and will alow
a better understanding between the national and
regional forecasting levels. The idea of organizing
soon teleconferences based on the synchroneous
visualisation of the same documents (Synergia
windows) goes in that direction (see §6).
All other kinds of information are up to now
circulating on the Meteo-France RETIM satellite
telecommunication system ( 19200 Bytes/sec).
3. 4

3.

Synergia's supervision module

Data ingestion and stucture

The Neons layer is being implemented during the 9495 winter, above the Oracle RDBMS. Higher
performances and easier access to data are
expected from this major change.

4.

STAFF TRAINING

The implementation of a new tool such as Synergie
in the services is not obvious since everybody from
the computer specialist to the forecaster had to be
prepared to this event.
4.1

Computer specialists (1100 hours)

Two kinds of training have been given to this
personnel. The first one addressed the computer
specialist from all the sites where Synergie is to be
implemented. These persons must be able to install
new versions and to make the level-1 administration
of the system.
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The other one addressed the shift personnel who
have the supervision module in charge. This
personnel must react efficiently to most of the basic
problem that may occur on the servers or stations.
4.2

Forecasters (2500 hours)

Their training was performed in two steps :
•
In a first time, the Synergie team trained senior
forecasters who became trainers when coming
home
•
In a second step, these trainers trained their
colleagues on their Synergie workstations.
These training courses were generally very well
accepted.
4.3

National School for Meteorologie

The Ecole Nationale de la Meteorologie (ENM) trains
all the students who are to work within MeteoFrance. For this reason, high priority was given to
the implementation of Synergie workstations in this
school. Besides, its staff has been involved for a long
time in the Synergie development strategy.
The ENM workstations will help the future forecasters
to work in harmony in an interactive multi-sites Unix
environment. 1994-1995 is the first year with a
systematic intensive use of the Synergie stations as
a teaching material.
4.4

Synergia developers (1000 hours)

The project development strategy consists in
encouraging and federating local developments,
within a clear and constraining framework. Courses
are organised by the project for local developers
from national, regional or overseas centres.

5.
FORECASTERS'
WITH SYNERGIE
5. 1

FIRST

EXPERIENCE

5. 2

How Synergia was received by the forecasters

First of all, we have to observe that the transition
from paper to workstations is never simple or
immediate. There may be several good reasons to
that:
- shift working : this does not help for training
and for changing quickly woorking methods
- work under pressure : in the first times, it is
useless to ask a forecaster to use his workstation
during the peak hours of his shift; this will come ...
- work without paper : it looks clear that it is not
a realistic aim for the next year : forecasters need a
basic paper production that can be permanently
displayed in front of them (Paasonen, 1994).
- work on an •unlimited" amount of information :
this requires new methodologies for the forecasting
work; such methodologies are now under reflexion in
France through a working group involving forecasters
from regional and national centres, and will mainly
re!y on macro definition and use, according to the
weather situation. Besides, forecasters must be
careful of not to trust in the details of the model just
because they can see its solution on a 3h and 0.5•
resolution ...
- work in a multi-window environment means
parallel working : this is not common for the
forecaster. The first Synergie users did not use this
facility in the first time.
- machine performances : we can consider that
a software as complex as Synergie needs high
performances from network, servers, or stations :
such a level of performance has just been reached
since 1993 or 1994.
On the other hand, we can notice that the forecasters
who were given interactive production facilities in
their Synergie environment went much more easily
into it. Such facilities are now being generalized to all
the forecasters'workstations and will be operational
for most of them by the end of 1995.

How Synergia entered the forecasters'room

Synergie has been fully developed inside MeteoFrance, which makes possible an iterative-like
development. A prototype (Synergie_O) was
developed and implemented in the services by the
beginning of 1992. From this prototype, numerous
and precise requirements were made for the
Synergie system. This was the starting point of a
continuous
dialog
between
the
operational
forecasters and the Synergie team.
This context made the implementation of the
operational Synergie_1 :0 on June, 1st, 1994 quite
easier. But all the problems of course were not
solved and this date was the beginning of a new era
for the project team : make Synergie_1.0 work well
and develop in the same time the to-morrow
production tools was not so easy!
The implementation of the stations in the rooms was
quite progressive (1 0 stations in june, 22 stations in
october, and 36 in december).

6.

FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS FOR 1995

6. 1

General purpose facilities

- briefing (teleconference) : this facility should
help the dialog between the central and regional
forecasters. A standard tool will be used to display at
all the sites the content of a Synergie screen
composed by a senior forecaster.
- elaboration of mixt documents : this is highly
necessary for everybody in a forecasting room; it
enables the forecaster to prepare a document mixing
for example Synergie windows with texts.
- graphical objects concept : this is under
development and will be much used in the specific
production features (see below).
- graphical annotation facility : this will be used
to simulate the use of the pencil to underline such or
such characteristic on any Synergie document. The
annotations will be local or saved for transmission
toward other stations.
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-warnings : Synergia has developed a warning
facility on the same basis as the supervision : a
preprogrammed set of variables and thresholds are
looked after by daemons running on the server and
sending automatic alarms to the right people
according to their domain of interest.
- products initialisation from models : this will
be widely used in the specific production features
(see below).
6. 2

Some production features are offered to them, and
the year 1995 will be devoted to the generalization of
interactive production in Synergia.
Training operators and forecasters has been
achieved as well. Fitted methodologies are now
being developed for the forecasting work on
worstations.
At last, the Synergie_Export version is now being
implemented abroad in an English version.

Specific production features

- analyst : he will be able to visualize any
quality flag given by the objective analysis, and to
force some important observation if necessary;
- senior forecaster : new way of expressing
meteorological expertise (under development)
- medium range forecaster ;
- aviation forecaster : he will produce all kinds
of Significant Weather charts on his station;
- marine forecaster : he will produce weather
and wave information over oceans.
- media forecaster : he prepares products fitted
for use at TV channels
- forest fire forecaster : he produces warnings
and fire conditions over homogeneous regions
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SYNERGIE IMPLEMENTATION ABROAD
7.
AND OVERSEAS
7.1

Synergie overseas

Synergia has been working fully operationally at six
sites in the overseas territories (Tahiti, La Reunion,
Guadeloupe,
Martinique,
Nouvelle-Caledonie,
Guyana) since 1993.
Synergia has also been successfully installed last
autumn in a site as remote as Moruroa (French
Polynesia) on the unique basis of an X25 line.

10. REFERENCES
7.2

Synergia Export Package

Export versions of Synergia can be easily derived
from the original version, and implemented anywhere
in the world wherever data are available in a WMO
format.
The commercialisation of these Synergie_Export
versions is performed through the SoFREAVIA
company, on the basis of an agreement with MeteoFrance.
The first implementation of such a version has been
planned for the beginning of 1995 in the Indonesian
Meteorological service. An important implementation
of Synergia servers and workstations will also take
place in Marocco and Philippins in 1995.

8.

CONCLUSION

A first version of Synergia has been put into
operations in France during last summer. lt enables
national and regional forecasters to visualize and to
combine any meteorological data on workstations.
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Visualization techniques applied to meteorological data
to enhance understanding by the general public
Ronald J. Sznaider and James H. Block, CCM
Kavouras Incorporated
11400 Rupp Drive
Burnsville, MN 55337-1279 USA

1.0 Introduction
Several new visualization techniques have been developed in order to enhance the level of
understanding of meteorological products by individuals who have not had a formal education in
meteorology. Simple techniques, such as the selection of appropriate colors, can enhance
understanding of basic weather charts. More complex products, such as Ground-Corrected
Altitude-Based remapped satellite imagery, which removes distracting non-cloud features found in
standard infrared imagery, can enhance comprehension of satellite image data. Other techniques,
such as the compositing of multiple radars, with ground clutter and false echoes removed, provide
an easy to understand depiction of the regional coverage of precipitation. The incorporation of
colorized terrain basemaps provide an understandable geographical reference for the
meteorological data. Collectively these techniques add value to the weather graphics and help to
improve the level of understanding of modern meteorological data sets by the general public.

2.0 Use of color
The introduction of appropriate colors and shading to certain meteorological graphic images can
ease their interpretation. An easy to understand calor presentation is particularly helpful to
accurately convey information to a non-meteorologist. Shading in-between contour lines can lead
to a clearer understanding of the continuity of many parameters. Calor shading, such as the
colorized forecast maximum temperature charts found in some major newspapers, is an example
of using calor to ease and speed interpretation of the data.
When selecting a calor to use, it is important to choose colors that the general public can relate to.
An excellent example of how a limited number of shaded and colorized contours can dramatically
increase the usefulness of chart to a non-meteorologist is the Kavouras Precipitation Type product
(also known as the "Rain-Snow Line" chart). This graphic shows, in easy to understand colors, the
form of precipitation, over a large geographical region, if precipitation were to occur. Green
indicates liquid, white indicates frozen, and red indicates a mixture. Most people find these colors
to be easily associated with the corresponding form of precipitation.

3.0 Value added radar products
Although individual radar images provide a wealth of information, the combination of overlapping,
time-synchronized radar images into a mosaic or "composite" radar image, can reveal even more
meteorological information. Composite radar effectively addresses three specific issues that are
sometimes problematic when only radar data from individual sites are available: attenuation,
limited viewing distance, and ground clutter.
In a composite radar image, storm activity from multiple radar sites can be simultaneously
interrogated from different viewing angles and distances. This provides a more complete picture of
a precipitation event and also substantially reduces the chances of underestimated storm
reflectivities being displayed due to attenuation. The problem of the radar beam altitude exceeding
the altitude of actual precipitation located long distances from a radar site is effectively addressed
by the overlapping radar coverage in the composite image. The end result is a more
representative depiction of the areal precipitation coverage.
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Figure 1. Simplified graphic depicts the "Rain/Snow Line" in white/red/green colors.
Figure 2. Composite radar depicts National Weather Service radar reflectivities, with
ground clutter and AP removed, displayed with basemap of state/county boundaries.
Ground clutter, near conventional radars, can confuse members of the general public. Although
conventional weather radars are the most sensitive to precipitation sized particles, they can also
detect nearby objects such as high elevation terrain features, buildings and other ground features.
The ground clutter generally provides little usable information and often makes it difficult to identify
actual precipitation near the radar. The overlapping coverage implicit in composite radar allows
depiction of actual precipitation occurring within the ground clutter of neighboring radar sites.
Certain atmospheric conditions can cause a radar beam to curve downward toward the ground,
resulting in a false, typically high reflectivity return, in clear air. This anomalous propagation (AP)
usually occurs during quiet evenings when low-level temperature inversions are present. The
Kavouras DBS Composite product employs the use of high spatial resolution real-time surface
thermodynamic analyses, along with current and time interpolated forecast upper atmospheric
temperature fields, combined with ground-corrected satellite data to validate the radar
reflectivities. During evening and early morning hours, when AP is most likely to exist, a
continuously updating cloud information table is compared to the radar reflectivity values. In
simple terms, if radar reflectivity values exist where it is known that clouds do not exist, the
reflectivity values are deemed to be AP and are restricted from becoming a part of the composite
images. The result is a simple to understand mosaic image of only validated radar reflectivities.

4.0 Value added satellite image products
The interpretation of satellite images by non-meteorologists is problematic at best. Both visible
and infrared images present challenges in distinguishing clouds from other features. Kavouras
operationally produces a unique satellite image product referred to as Ground-Corrected AltitudeBased (GCAB) remapped satellite imagery. The generation of this product is based on a series of
specialized computer algorithms that objectively remove distracting non-cloud features from
standard GOES/METEOSAT data and assigns cloud pixel brightness values to be directly
proportional to a calculated cloud-top altitude. The end result is an easy to understand depiction of
where cloud cover exists along with an reasonable estimate of the cloud-top altitude.
Three processes combine to make GCAB imagery unique: the remapping of the raw infrared (IR)
data into a Cartesian map projection, the ground-correction process (elimination of non-cloud
features from the image), and the cloud pixel brightness assignment. First, the image data is
remapped to a Cartesian map projection. Secondly, ground-correction is achieved by comparing
satellite-sensed temperatures, derived primarily from the 11 micron (urn) IR channel, against
analyzed surface and boundary layer temperature fields. Thirdly, the derived cloud-top
temperatures are compared to thermodynamic analyses to calculate a cloud-top altitude. Higher
clouds are depicted proportionally brighter than lower clouds.
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GCAB imagery is ideally suited for use by broadcast television because minimal interpretation of
the imagery is required. Consequently, viewers at home can quickly glean much more information
from GCAB imagery than from conventional IR imagery. Another benefit of GCAB imagery is that
it is remapped into a consistent and familiar map projection that can, for example, be compatible
with the other weather graphics displayed during a lV weather broadcast. Keeping displays of
different weather parameters in a consistent map projection provides a uniform presentation
format that helps eliminate any ambiguities inadvertently introduced from varying map scales.
Furthermore, the time lapse animation of GCAB images can more graphically show trends in
vertical cloud development as well as overall cloud coverage, adding yet another dimension to a
user's understanding of cloud evolution and movement. This is particularly instructive while
simultaneously viewing a variety of different synoptic scale cloud features.
GCAB imagery also affords the opportunity to better educate the public about the relationships
between convective storm cloud-top altitudes and storm severity. The calor enhancement of
ranges of standard 11 um IR temperature values have previously been shown to be very useful in
monitoring thunderstorm growth patterns and interpreting thunderstorm strength. With GCAB
imagery, these capabilities are greatly expanded and are more precise. For example, a user might
elect to depict all cloud-tops with altitudes ranging from 10 to 12 thousand meters in a green calor
and all clouds above 12 thousand meters in an orange calor. This type of use of GCAB imagery
has far-reaching ramifications leading towards simpler and more accurate interpretation of satellite
imagery by non-meteorologists who may not understand nor appreciate the many different
enhancement curves typically used with conventionaiiR imagery.

5.0 3-D presentation format
The GCAB cloud-top altitude data is also utilized as the primary ingredient in the construction of
three dimensional (3-D) displays of satellite data. As computer hardware increases in speed and
performance, and the price of graphic rendering systems decreases, this new capability affords a
television weather broadcaster the ability to "fly" the audience above, through, or under simulated
satellite images. Composite radar data, when incorporated into the satellite data presentation,
provides a unified 3-D representation of precipitation and cloud cover. This presentation format
helps graphically show the relationships between cloud cover and the areal extent of the
precipitation. The use of high quality composite radar with AP and ground clutter removed is
critical to maintain the overall integrity of the display.

Figure 3. Composite radar reflectivity, with AP and ground clutter removed, superimposed
over GCAB image, overlaid on eo/or terrain map with state boundaries.
Figure 4. 3-D cloud depiction with 3-D colorized terrain basemap all remapped into outerspace view perspective.
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The rendering of a topographical data set into a colorized 3-D basemap helps provide a more
realistic point of perspective in order to orient the location of the meteorological data itself. High
quality basemaps, utilizing a color palette of literally millions of colors, add visual appeal. Since
the basemap and the overlaid data are three dimensional, the display can be tilted or rotated, the
viewpoint can be changed, and artificial light sources can be introduced and manipulated. Cloud
tops and bases are rendered at their actual altitude relative to the terrain basemap, and the viewer
can actually fly through the clouds, following or zooming in on certain weather features.
lt is imperative to maintain a high quality meteorological data set when generating 3-D displays.
An additional consideration necessary to add realism to 3-D imagery is to utilize meteorological
data sets that can be processed and displayed as close to real-time as possible. Advanced
visualization methods complement high quality meteorological data sets whereas even the best
visualization techniques cannot overcome inconsistencies introduced by poor quality or out of
date meteorological data sets.

6.0 4-D presentation format
The animation of consecutive three dimensional images introduces the fourth dimension of time.
High speed graphic animation of a time series of satellite data provides viewers an intuitive sense
of the speed and development of approaching weather systems. Animation of long sequences is
being used more extensively as the price of computer workstation resources decreases.
The use of animation is being expanded beyond the traditional radar and satellite images to more
conventional meteorological parameters such as surface temperature or dew point. For example,
a colorized image of hourly surface dew points, animated over twelve or more hours, clearly show
processes such as advection and/or diurnal temperature variations. Appropriate choice of color
further enhances understanding. For example, warmer temperatures are best depicted in red
hues, colder temperatures with blues.

7.0 5-D presentation format
The concept of 4-D graphics can be expanded to 5-D with the introduction of animated forecast
fields derived from numerical weather prediction model output. The animation of 4-D renderings of
gridded scalar forecast parameters has potential to convey information about synoptic scale
systems in a different manner than with conventional 2-D graphics. For example, a three
dimensional depiction of high pressure "domes" changing intensity and moving in time is a
powerful tool to visualize the fluid nature of the atmosphere. Supplemental explanations and
education of the television viewer, by the presenter, is critical to the successful use of such
graphics.

8.0 Conclusion
The primary purpose of advanced visualization techniques applied to meteorological data should
be to help accurately convey information to the public, as originally intended by the presenter.
The speed and computational power of the computer systems which present meteorological data
are increasing, while at the same time the cost of these systems is decreasing. More and more of
the general public has access to such systems, either directly via PC's and workstations at home
or at work, or indirectly by viewing of broadcast or cable television. Interest in weather and
meteorological phenomena, both for personal and safety reasons, is increasing. As the volume
and complexity of meteorological data sets also continues to increase, visualization techniques
will only become more important. Collectively a variety of new visualization techniques are helping
to improve the level of understanding of modern meteorological data sets by the general public.
Although advanced visualization techniques can add value to high quality meteorological data
sets, they cannot overcome or correct inconsistencies introduced from poor quality data.
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Principles for Designing and Managing the Modernizatio n
of a National Weather Service
Louis J. Boezi
Deputy Assistant Administrato r for Modernizatio n
u.s. National Weather Service
ABSTRACT

The National Weather Service {NWS) of the United States is
at the midpoint of an unprecedented effort to modernize its widespread operations from the ground up, by introducing the latest
technologies and sciences, restructuring its field services, and
modifying its forecast processes while simultaneous ly operating
a full service organization .
The goal of this undertaking, which include unparalleled
risks and challenges, is to deliver measurably better warning and
forecast products and services to the American public at a new
level of efficiency. In meeting these challenges some effective
design and management principles have been employed which may be
useful to other nations planning similar efforts.
Design principles which contributed to the success in the
highly complex NWS modernization program include: defining the
nature and extent of the proposed modernizatio n; evaluating the
costs and benefits of the effort; analyzing the potential effect
of new technology on forecasters, forecast operations and the
public;
and establishing a transition process that will
introduce change while sustaining ongoing services and
operations.
A corresponding set of management principles has been
applied in executing the modernization program. These include:
phasing the introduction of changes into operations; engaging
all the major participants in the national infrastructu re or
delivery system;
employing risk assessment to assist in the
management of the program;
establishing a system to obtain
forecaster feedback at every stage of the program;
and
conducting an active internal and external communicatio ns
program.
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In the course of carrying out this modernization, the NWS,
an agency within the Department of Commerce' National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, is making specific changes in its
deploying hi-tech computer and
These include:
operation.
communications systems, both at field sites and national centers;
replacing manually produced observations with those produced by
incorporating Doppler algorithms into its
automated sensors;
deploying sophisticated earth-orbiting data
radar processing;
crafting a state-of-the-art
sensing and processing systems;
advancing the
employee training and education program;
sciences;
hydro-meteorological
the
of
understanding
staffing;
its
organization and
field
restructuring the
and establishing a stronger
constructing new facilities;
partnership with the commercial weather services, media and local
emergency managers.
The need for the NWS to modernize arose from a number of
factors. Because of its climate and geographical configuration
the United states experiences more kinds of severe weather than
In addition, its somewhat unique socioany other nation.
economic environment creates demands for greater safety and
convenience from an increasingly cost-conscious citizenry. Also,
hydro meteorological science and technology have evolved to the
point where important advances are possible in forecasts and
warnings.
An example of how such changes can affect operations
occurred during introduction of the Doppler radar system along
These new
with the new automated surface observing system.
technologies required enhanced data interpretation schemes to be
used by field forecasters, plus programs to train these
forecasters in their proper use. Forecasters had to learn a new
forecast process that required them to interpret hydrometeorological parameters derived from the doppler radar not as
data points in space and time, but as ever-changing fields in
different spacial and temporal s·cales. The new automated surface
system is helping produce these new insights by delivering nearly
continuous data for all the weather parameters included in
surface observation.
With these advances,
observable at the mesoscale.

changes

in

the

weather

are

now

For the first time a forecaster can
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observe the formation of severe weather before it reaches the
ground. Lead time for warnings can be extended appreciably. At
the same time the conventional method of interpreting weather
data are changing rapidly. Forecasters are crafting new forecast
techniques to incorporate these new technologies and sciences
The NWS is now focusing on the ultimate phase of this great
undertaking -- encouraging innovative efforts to create new
applications of weather products that the average citizen can
understand and react to -- be they farmers, boaters, pilots,
truck drivers, family managers, or marketing enterprises.
In an age of a rapid communications revolution and important
computing advances being announced very few months, new delivery
methods are being explored. For example, trucks, which deliver
a major part of all the commercial goods moved in the United
States must operate through all kinds of severe weather and
natural hazards.
One big company has all its thousands of
trailers connected with dashboard computers and satellite radio
receivers. There are 14 million trucks registered in the U.S.
NWS thinks they and others could benefit from more convenient
delivery of greatly improved weather forecasting.
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Advanced Hydrologic Prediction Services
and Technology Transfer
to the International Community
Eugene Stallings and
John lngram1
National Weather Service
Silver Spring, Maryland

I. INTRODUCTION
The United States Department of Commerce, National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
National Weather Service (NWS), has the responsibility to
provide river and flood forecasts and warnings for the
protection of life and property within the United States.
These forecast services also provide for economic and
environmental well-being through improved water resources
management. NOAA's hydrologic forecast capability is
being advanced through the Water Resources Forecasting
System program.
While the NWS is advancing its
forecasting capabilities within the United States, the NWS,
in partnership with the governments of Egypt and the
People's Republic of China, are implementing state-of-theart flood and water resources forecasting technologies for
the Nile River Basin in Egypt and the Huai River Basin in
China.
The NWS Office of Hydrology has the lead
responsibility to provide technical assistance to develop the
hydrological forecasting systems for these basins.

finding of the subsequent NOAA Natural Disaster Survey
Report (NWS, 1994) is the need to accelerate the
implementation of an Advanced Hydrologic Prediction
System (AHPS)(Fig. 1). A significant system functionality
for AHPS must be more effective linkage of meteorological
and climatological forecast and outlook information with the
hydrologic forecast system; this is especially important with
regard to future precipitation. The inability to adequately
incorporate precipitation forecasts was the sirigle largest
source of error in long-term hydrologic forecasts during
The Great Flood of 1993.

II. BACKGROUND
The Great Flood of 1993 in the Upper Mississippi Basin,
which devastated 500 counties in nine states, was
unprecedented since the United States began providing
weather services in the mid-1800s.
In terms of
precipitation amounts, record river stages, persons
displaced, crop and property damages, and flood duration,
this event, or sequence of events, surpassed all floods in
the Nation during modem times.
In view of the magnitude of losses associated with The
Great Flood of 1993, it is imperative that every effort
should be made to reduce potential future losses. Many
lessons were learned from The Great Flood of 1993. A
NOAA disaster survey team was formed to identify
opportunities to improve NOAA's weather and flood
forecast and warning systems, not only for the affected
region but also throughout the United States. A principal

Figure 1. Major programmatic components of the Advanced
Hydrologic Prediction System (AHPS).

1
Eugene Stallings, Chief, Hydrologic Services, National Weather Service; John Ingram, WARPS Program Manager, National Weather Service,
1325 East-West Highway, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910.
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In 1988, the United States experienced a major drought
over many of the same parts impacted by The Great Flood
of 1993.
Agriculture, navigation, and water supply
problems amassed damages in the billions of dollars. The
drought emphasized NWS deficiencies in its current
hydrologic forecasting capabilities for responding to such an
emergency.
Through the extreme natural conditions
manifested by floods and droughts, a hydrologic forecasting
system undergoes its greatest test.
In addition to hydrological extremes, the importance of
water cannot be highlighted enough both nationally or
internationally. Although the United States has experienced
local water supply problems, the situation is critical
internationally. For example, several African countries
have recently experienced catastrophic loss of life through
water shortages. The demand for fresh water is rising to
meet the needs of an increasing worldwide population,
urbanization, industrial development, ecosystem
management, and the natural tendencies to obtain improved
living standards. As the population continues to grow, the
demands for fresh water will increase and water will
become more precious, which increases the likelihood of a
water crisis in some countries. Therefore, it is imperative
that methods to optimize the allocation of available water
supplies be developed. The NWS in the United States is
developing an AHPS which will go a long way towards
achieving this goal.
Ill.
DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED
HYDROLOGIC PREDICTION SYSTEM
NOAA, in partnership with other major cooperators, is
committed to the development and implementation of an
AHPS. Components of the AHPS are (1) NOAA's current
scientific and operational infrastructure, including the
National Weather Service River Forecasting System
(NWSRFS); (2) cooperative and supportive partnerships
with other government agencies, universities, and the
private sector; (3) NWS modernization technologies,
especially the Weather Surveillance Radar - 1988 Doppler
(WSR-88D) and the Advanced. Weather Interactive
Processing System (AWIPS); and (4) the Water Resources
Forecasting System (WARFS).
The NWSRFS (Fread et al., 1991) is a software system
(over 350,000 lines of computer code) consisting of many
components, including deterministic hydrologic/hydraulic
models, which are used to perform all steps necessary to
generate streamflow forecasts. The system includes the
Calibration System (CS), the Operational Forecast System
(OFS), the Extended Streamflow Prediction (ESP) System
and the Interactive Forecast Program (IFP). The CS
performs the tasks needed to process historical
hydrometeorological data and to estimate model parameters
for a specific basin. The OFS enables the processing of
data and the development of forecasts of hydrologic
variables using operations (models/procedures) selected by

the forecaster. ESP is the portion of the NWSRFS which
enables a hydrologist to make extended probabilistic
forecasts of streamflow and other hydrologic variables,
such as soil moisture and snow water content. The IFP
combines the OFS with a graphical user interface in order
to provide forecasters the visual capability to easily and
quickly make changes and decisions.
NOAA's partnerships compose the second component of
AHPS. In the United States, the NWS regularly interacts
with many partners in data and information exchanges.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, U.S. Geological
Survey,
Federal Emergency Management Agency,
Susquehanna River Basin Commission, the private sector,
universities, and state and local agencies involved with
hydrological and water resources are some of NOAA's
many partners. The AHPS is geared -toward decision
making for flood preparation and providing information for
improved management of water supplies.
These
partnerships proved invaluable during The Great Flood of
1993.
The third AHPS component is modernization technologies
involving new sources of information and processing
systems and realignment of the NWS into a new
organizational structure (Friday, 1994). The principal goal
of the modernization of the NWS is to improve the quality
and reliability of NOAA services.
WARFS, the fourth AHPS component, is the operational
program providing for the modernization of NOAA's
hydrologic forecasting services. It is an integrated realtime modeling and data management/analysis system which
includes provisions for the use of historical
hydrological/hydrometeorological data and
meteorologicallclimatological forecasts for input to ESP
simulations.
WARFS (see Fig. 2), including ESP
enhancements, will provide for analyses of streamflow trace
ensembles within specified future time windows, objectively
couple meteorological/climatological forecasts in the
ensemble analysis, provide for a variety of probabilistic
analyses of ensembles, and package probabilistic
streamflow forecast products with extended lead-times (out
to several months). Thereby, WARPS will provide river
forecasts which not only account for precipitation already
on the ground but will also probabilistically account for
estimates of future precipitation.
IV.
BENEFITS OF ADVANCED HYDROLOGIC
PREDICTION SYSTEM
Presently, the NWS River Forecast Centers (RFC) typically
issue stage forecasts for only 1, 2, and 3 days into the
future at most forecast points and crest forecasts out to
about 1 week for a few selected forecast points. WARFS
products with extended forecast lead-times will greatly
improve the capability of emergency managers to take
timely and effective actions that will significantly mitigate
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Water Resources Forecasting System (WARFS)

Figure 2. Schematic of the Water Resource Forecasting System (WARFS) integrated real-time modeling and data management /analysis
system.

the impact of major floods and droughts. Furthermore, the
allocation of water among competing demands (e.g.,
fisheries, irrigation, hydropower and municipalities) looms
as a national problem that requires improved water quality
forecasts for sustainable development.
BENEFITS FROM
V.
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

INTERNATIONAL

NOAA and the NWS is committed to sharing its
technological advances with other countries. Through the
Hydrological Operational Multipurpose System (HOMS),
the NWS has transferred numerous operational hydrology
HOMS components (software, nomographs, technical
proceedings, etc.) throughout the world. The NWS Office
of Hydrology Director is presently leading the effort to
enhance HOMS. Additionally, the NWS and other water
resource agencies are actively striving to transfer
hydrologic technology to support the International Decade
The System for
for National Disaster Reduction.
Technology Transfer for Natural Disasters (STEND) will
provide assistance to developing and developed countries in
the earth sciences of hydrology, volcanology, and
seismology.
NOAA is proud of its AHPS and is in a limited position to
transfer technology internationally. For example, ongoing
projects with the Peoples' Republic of China and Egypt to
provide AHPS in these countries support NOAA's claim to
assist others in international technology transfer.
Technology transfer for the Nile River Project in Egypt is a
5-year project funded by the U.S. Agency for International
Development. NOAA is providing technical assistance to
design and develop data analysis and hydrologic modeling
techniques to predict inflow into the high Aswan Dam in

Egypt. A similar project is also underway to implement
state-of-the-art flood and water resources forecasting
technologies in China on the Huai River. Unfortunately,
NOAA/NWS resources are limited and future international
technology transfer activities will depend on funding and
personnel ceilings. The major benefit associated with
NOAA's AHPS is to improve the accuracy and lead-time of
streamflow forecasting, which will aid in the mission of
minimizing the loss of life, property, and economic and
environmental costs resulting from extreme weather events.
Exchanging flood forecasting technologies throughout the
international community is key in advancing such state-ofTechnologies involved in flood
the-art capabilities.
forecasting include hydrometeorological data observations
and processing algorithms, hydrometeorological modeling
and
telecommunications,
and forecasting systems,
The
software.
and
commercial computer hardware
potential for future international technological exchange is
heightened as NOAA advances its hydrologic forecast
capability through the WARFS program structure.

VI. SUMMARY
The NWSRFS includes commercial computer workstations
and software and hydrometeorological software developed
over two decades by NWS scientists to forecast floods and
droughts along rivers in the United States. Sophisticated
computer models incorporate past weather and hydrological
data with a system of hydrologic/hydraulic models that
predict flows along a river. Similar technologies should
assist water resource managers in other nations in making
critical decisions involving the protection of lives, property,
and the environment in a flood plain.
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The Department of Commerce and NOAA/NWS, in
partnership with other major cooperators, are now
advancing their forecasting technologies in the United States
through the development and implementation of the
WARFS. WARFS' extended forecast lead-times (up to
several months) will allow for more effective mitigation of
extreme events (e.g., floods and droughts), improved
operations of water resource facilities (e.g. , irrigation and
hydropower facilities),
and enhanced ecosystem
management (e.g., fisheries and wetlands management).
As these advanced technologies are developed, the
Department of Commerce and NOAA/NWS can exchange
information with other governments in order to meet
sustainable development needs. These exchanges may be
executed through memoranda of agreements or other
technological exchange mechanisms, as appropriate.
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DWD's Visualizing System for lV broadcasters

1. INTRODUCTION
Meteorological data has to be presented for different groups of users. In the
case of two dimensional visualization forecasters usually look at contoured fields
of primitive or derived parameters, in the case of three dimensional visualization at
cross sections or isosurfaces.
In general, the TV-audience does not have the expert knowledge to interpret
the results of scientific visualization. Most of the conventional systems for TV
broadcasters are using pictograms to visualize the weather forecast. This static
presentation does not reveal the dynamic behavior of the atmosphere. Furthermore
pictograms do not answer the question "What will the weather be in between
certain points in time or in space?". Therefore we need a system, that enables to
animate the weather forecast and covers the whole forecast area without any
gaps. lt is very important that the average viewer can understand the forecast.
Therefore we have to use intuitively understandable methods of visualization.
Together with the Fraunhofer lnstitut for Computer Graphics in Darmstadt
the Deutsche Wetterdienst ( DWD ) has developed a system that allows to
visualize any scalar data ( e.g. temperature or ozone concentrations ), satellite
and/or radar images and specific cloud-oriented weather data ( cloud depth,
coverage, thunderstorms ). The visualization can either be two dimensional ( 20 )
or three dimensional ( 3D ). Fractal functions are used to generate a cloud-like
appearance. Weather activity is visualized by assigning shades of grey depending
on cloud-depth, by flashing thunderstorm clouds and by textures showing
animated precipitation areas. For the customers, who still want a conventional
presentation or animation, the system allows to either incorporate or overlay
fronts, icons and contourlines. Furthermore, it allows to interactively edit the data
and to export the modifications to subsequent forecast times.

2.

THE SYSTEM'S. PHILOSOPHY

Our main aim is to give an intuitively understandable presentation of the
weather forecast [ SCHRCDER, 1993 ]. In order to achieve this goal we had to
use elements the TV-spectator is familiar with. The presentation of clouds uses
fractal algorithms that are able to generate naturalistic clouds. Clouds are
visualized like they can be seen from the ground. High level clouds appear white
and transparent, cumulus clouds are fluffy and deep clouds appear dark and
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threatenin g. Thunders torms are visualized by inverting the color of the dark cloud.
During the animation this creates the flashes everybody is familiar with.
A crucial point is the ability to animate the forecast. Animation enables the
viewer to get an idea how the weather systems are moving and how they are
changing their intensity. In the case of 30 it is necessary to "fly" through the
weather situation, in order to look at regions that were hidden behind clouds or lay
behind the horizon.
The system is set up to apply any desired color table. This allows to adjust
and create e.g. calor bands with blanked water areas where warm land surfaces
appear red and cold ones appear blue.
We prefer a well known background image that facilitates the orientatio n of
the viewers. This means that we use a coloring like in school books. However, the
customer can decide on the background according to his needs.
The system is very flexible. New visualization modules can be created
interactive ly depending on the weather situation. This is necessary , for example,
when intense precipitat ion or snow storms occur over a certain area. In this case
one can easily build new modules, that focus on this area. Depending on the daily
weather situation the customer is able to add or delete any already prepared
visualization module. lt is of no interest to show precipitat ion animation s, when
sunny weather is expected.
Customers can supply their own backgroun ds maps, 20 icons and 30
objects. Together with the system's flexible configuration possibilities we can meet
corporatio n identity demands .
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Figure 1 : fractally enhanced 3D Satellite Image
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lt is very important not to confuse the viewer with different ways of
presentation. Obviously clouds seen from the satellite and forecasted clouds are
the same thing. Therefore, we have to use at least the same coloring conventions:
high and deep clouds have to be dark. Furthermore, our system allows to enhance
satellite imagery by fractal techniques, so that there is no major difference
between past and future cloud presentations and cloud movements. Figure 1
presents a fractally enhanced 3D-satellite image of Europe.

3.

THE VISUALIZATION SYSTEM

3.1

Meteorological Input

Currently the system only uses model data that was transformed to p·olar
stereographic projections. Due to the system's modular architecture other
projections can be easily incorporated on customers request. Any resolution can
be used. DWD runs the system on the "global model" ( T106 ), the "EuropaModell" ( 0.5° ) and the "Deutschland-Modell" ( 0.125 ° ). Figure 2 presents a
cloud forecast of North America based on the DWD's global model.

rtl. .

••

Figure 2 :

Cloud forecast for North America. Subtle cloud structures
might get lost due to the printing process.
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lt is possible to mix model forecasts, orographical data and images with
different resolutions. The temporal resolution depends on the area covered. We
use one or half hourly intervals for areas less than approximatl y 1500km by
1500km. But any other resolution can be used.
The system can display and animate the following data types
images ( satellite, radar )
any scalar parameter ( temperature , sunburn Index ... )
precipitation type and intensity
cloud-oriented weather data
( cloud cover, grey value, occurence of thunderstor ms, transparency
and granularity, cloud base ),
direct model output (DMO), statistically enhanced DMO for discrete
locations ( e.g. max. and min.-temper atures, weather ... )
fronts produced by DWD's Interactive Graphics System ( limited
animation possibilities )
2D pictograms, 3D objects
underlayed and overlayed images

3.2

Visualization of Geographical Data

Flexible background maps based either on customer supplied digital 2D
maps or by self generated backgrounds using the system's digital elevation data
base and vector data describing rivers, lakes, boundaries and cities are used to
supply the geographical context.

3.3

Visualization of Clouds

Fractal models [ SAKAS, 1992 J are used to generate the forecast clouds in
2D and 3D. The mean values of the forecast are preserved during processing.
Errors with that method can be ignored compared to errors of the weather forecast
itself. Due to the fractal enhancement even coarse grids show nice and naturalistic
clouds. The fractal process is determined by a set of parameters, that can be
modified interactively according to the weather situation. Most of these parameters
are set globally, but the density and the granularity can vary locally. This allows to
show transparent cirrus or cumuliform cloud areas, if the necessary meteorological
input is available.
As mentioned above the cloud depth determines the grey value of the cloud. In the
case of 30 visualization either the whole vertical data column is considered to
render the 30 clouds or the cloud base and the cloud depth are utilized. In order
to make sure, that in the 30 case the TV-spectato r is able to correctly locate the
clouds, shadows are projected orthogonally on the ground. Figure 3 shows a
forecast of the Oeutschland-Modell (mesh size on polar stereographic approx. 14
km ) for Central Europe. We are looking from London towards the alps at an height
of 30 km. In order to clarify this depiction only the clouds above a cloud cover of
35% are shown.
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Figure 3 :

3.4

30 - Cloud Forecast for Central Europe based on the
"Oeutschland Modell" ( 14 km resolution )

Visualization of Scalars

The scalar visualization permits discrete color shading, continous color
shading and/or simple contourline drawing. All the typical graphical attributes can
be defined in configuration files or can be modified interactivly. In the case of 30
the scalar parameters are mapped on the 30 terrain.

3.5

Text. Pictograms, PreciPitation. Fronts and Contourlines

This part of the system allows the mixing of fronts, pictograms and textual
information at discrete locations with a cloud forecast, a satellite image or with a
scalar visualization. The overlay elements can be inserted at different levels with
respect to their importance. Fonts can either be 20 fonts or 30 fonts placed on
top of a 30 terrain. Pictograms can be provided by two files. One file containing
the transparency information and the other one containing the color information.
This ensures that there are no interlacing problems. The overlay tools have a
pick&edit style interface to interactively correct the automatically placed text
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strings or pictograms. Pictograms can be animated over the time. An easy to use
interface allows to define the path of their movement ( e.g. pressure canters ).
Figure 4 shows a scalar visualization of the maximum temperature with overlayed
spotvalues of the maximum temperature.

Figure 4 :

Temperature and spot values.

Precipitation amounts can be animated like scalars, like it is done in
scientific visualization systems. But it can be depicted as well as animated
pixmaps, that are overlayed on top of the forecasted clouds or on top of satellite
images. Precipitation can either be deduced from radar imagery or from model
forecasts. This visualization module allows to use different precipitation-pix maps
together at one time on one map ( e.g. snow, drizzle and rain; all with different
displacement vectors ).
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5.0

THE SYSTEM'S ARCHITECTURE

The system is strictly modularized. The available modules are responsible for the
visualization of the different types of meteorological input described in chapter 3. 1.
The satellite module for example handels only imagery ( satellite and radar data )
while the 30 cloud module only handles cloud-related 30 weather data. The
display modules ( satellite 20/30, cloud 20/30, scalar 20/30 ) are managed by the
master module. The master module organizes the videoclip generation, controls
available digital disc recorders ( e.g. abekas, accom, sierra ), allows to rearrange
and create new modules according to the daily weather situation, triggers the
redefinition of attributes and loads different configurations.
The attributes of each module are defined in configuration files, which can
be created interactively with the system or outside the system with a text editor.
Attributes do not include only graphical attributes, but also the area of interest, the
meteorological parameters, the time intervals and time steps, the list of stations
and the local weather parameters and so on. All display modules have PopUp user
interfaces to interactively set the appropriate attributes. Modules of the same kind
can appear several times in one video clip using different data sources and/or areas
of interest.

6.0

SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

The system runs on "off the shelf" Silicon Graphics ( SGI) Workstations with X
Windows and OSF/Motif using a Graphics-Library drawing widget. To support
machines with less bitplanes or limited RAM-Space dithering and data compression
techniques are available.
The minimum configuration is an SGIIndy with 24 bitplanes and 64 MBytes
of RAM. This allows to create 20 pictures and to dump images ( ppm, sgi, yuv)
and play short animations. A reasonable configuration is an SGIIndigo2 with Elan
or Extreme Graphics and 256 M Bytes of Memory. This allows to create 30
animations and to play the usual set of clips ( modules ).
The system is designed for parallelization. An increasing number of
processors gives an almost linear speedup. lt is installed on 2 on 4 processor SGIONYX workstations and was successfully tested on an ONYX with 8 RSOOO
processors.

7.0

CONCLUSION

The system allows DWD and its customers to create intuitively understandable and thus perceptually effective weather animations for the TV-audience.
lt is very well accepted by media experts from television companies. 20 and 30
videos created with the system are broadcast daily in Germany by several national
and local TV-companies. They either receive the anlog video directly from DWD's
media service center or receive only the raw data and run the software at their
site. Furthermore, we have licensed the software to international customers. The
software is under steady development and will be continously updated.
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FAX-E a Satellite-Based Distrib ution Syste m
for Meteo rologi cal Data and Produ cts
(Stefan Mildner, Deutsch er Wetterdi enst, Offenba ch, German y)

ns for the
1. Preface: Meteor ology critical ly depends on two-dir ectiona l commu nicatio
of
collecti on of basic data and dissemination of data and produc ts. Given the volume
terms ·of
data and produc ts, commu nicatio ns up to now leaves much to be desired in
costtime,
same
link capacit y, throug hput, areal coverage and reliability. At the
efficien cy is an importa nt issue.
consist
2. Requirements: Presen t-day systems for meteorological data dissem ination
e
analogu
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d
of a variety of conven tional techno logy, some of which are outdate
call
facsimile, limited in capaci ty, expensive and not sustainable. New develo pments
for
ments
for control led access to data to avoid unauthorized use. The require
collection
meteorological commu nicatio ns have rapidly increased both in regard to the
sensing
remote
(e.g.
of observ ational data especia lly from new sources of mass data
system s and environ mental satellites) as well as for reliable provisi on of huge
mes of
amoun ts of data and produc ts for all WMO programmes and related program
the UN family.
an
3. Solution: Space-based commu nicatio ns has since long been recognized as
data
l
ologica
appropriate medium to overco me present-day fimitations in meteor
s for
collecti on and exchan ge. Commercial service providers now offer several solution
ed
compar
when
improv ing the meteor ologica l commu nication s at reasonable costs
).
with to-days expenses of nationa l Meteor ologica l/Hydro logical Services (NMHS
re
structu
basic
the
in
Introdu cing satellite commu nicatio ns means a signific ant change
er, it
and philoso phy of the Global Teleco mmuni cation System (GTS) of WMO. Howev
reliable
provide
will not supersede the use of terestrial links especially where they
point-to -point connec tions of suitable capacit y like 'data highwa ys' now being
ased
implemented in several contine nts. The solution is a combin ed used of space-b
r of
and terrestr ial commu nicatio ns which meets the need for point-t o-point transfe
of
n
huge data amoun ts betwee n major centres as well as the need for the provisio
·
data and produc ts to all users in a given area.
to
4. The German Approa ch: The German Weathe r Service (DWD) has decided
es:
implem ent a satellite -based distribu tion system with the followi ng main objectiv
1955;
since
d
- replace ment of the analoge facsimile system operate
- increase of the capaci ty and reliability of service by a factor 10;
- introdu ction of control led data access;
- improv ement of the cost efficien cy of meteor ologica l data distribu tion.
cation
The DWD has an interna tional responsibility as a GTS Regional Teleco mmuni
int links
Hub which includes 20 region al and 3 inter- region .al point -to-po
ination
dissem
a
of
(part of the Main Trunk Netwo rk of the GTS), and the operati on
in
system for the produc ts and data made available by RSMC Offenb ach to NMHSs
sibility
Region VI in accord ance with agreed requirements. The nationa l respon
s as
includes the provisio n of data and produc ts to DWD sub-ce ntres and field station
•
well as to national users.
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The national and international data dissemination will use a satellite service based on
EUTELSAT which covers the whole of Europe (Fig. 1 }. Therefore, the system is called
FAX-Europa or FAX-E. lt will be operational in August 1995. Although it is basically a
proprietary system, FAX-E uses standard operating systems and off-the-shelf
hardware components. Additional efforts are made to harmonize technical features of
the system with other EUTELSAT-based meteorological broadcast systems to enable
mutual back-up and use as part of a new meteorological data communications system
in the Region.

Fig. 1 EUTELSAT Transmit Coverage, Medium Gain, U GHz, West Antenna
F4 M Satellite at "t East

5. The Technology: FAX-E will provide through EUTELSAT a maximum link capacity
of 256 kbps with a service availability of 99.9. %. The uplink will be operated by RTH
Offenbach. Implementation will start with 64 kbps transmission rates but the system
can be expanded without further modification to the full capacity. Operational tests
have shown very low bit failure rates during transmission/reception. The provider of
the system guarantees bit failure rates of less than 10 exp -9. Regarding the ground
receiving equipment, the DWD has contracted a consortium of two firms, namely
ANT and VCS where ANT is providing the antenna, receiver and related hardware as
well as the uplink station and VCS the decryption key plus presentation hardware and
software components. The latter are produced for and licensed by the DWD who will
also maintain central control of the key units.
The ground receiving station is built modular and consists of the antenna (1.2 m), a
receiver and key unit and a workstation (UNIX operating system) with peripheral
equipment. lt comes with specific applications software to handle the data and
process it for visualization and presentation (Fig 2). The modules can be chosen in
accordance with individual requirements. Prices for a complete ground receiver range
between 20 kDM and 45 kDM depending on the requirements of the users,
regarding workstation hardware, peripherals and presentation software.
The FAX-E transmission is encrypted and must be decrypted within the receiving unit
by the decryption key. The key can be obtained through RTH Offenbach and will have
its individual identifier. Programme tailoring in accordance with individual user
requirements is effected through the FAX-E link.
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FAX-E System Configuration
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6. Access to FAX-E: In principle, the system is open to all users within the footprint
of EUTELSAT. NMHSs will have free access to all data and products transmitted
under the WMO regulations.
7. Transmission Programme: The content of FAX-E transmissions and relevant time
schedules are established by RTH Offenbach in accordance with programme
requirements and priorities following established international and national procedures.
8. Future Development: The initial step of replacing the conventional analogue
facsimile technology by FAX-E will increase the throughput capacity from now
approximately 3.6 kbit/s, i.e. 130 f~ll frame facsimile charts per day
to 400 charts per day using only 64 kbps. This can be upgraded to approximately
1300 charts per day when using the full capacity of 256 kbps. By use of logically
multiplexed channels the system can be taylored to the requirements of groups of
providers and users of meteorological information to the extent that full control of the
channel and transmission programme is possible.
9. Outlook: As many other national broadcast systems, FAX-E started out to meet
national and international (RTH) requirements. lt is considered of critical importance,
however, to open it to broad international use. This requires the strict adherence to
international standards as well as the development of technical solutions to adapt to
other systems serving a similar purpose. As a first step, one would aim at a
harmonization of distribution programmes and ensuring the compatibility of equipment
and software. As a second step, FAX-E could offer the option of serving as an
integral part of the future regional meteorological telecommunication system managed
and operated jointly by Members in RA VI.
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The Improvement of Telecommunication performance by Introduction of VSAT
Technology in Meteorological Operations (Final Paper for the WMO
International Conference on Meteorological and Hydrological Technology and
it's Management METEOHYTEC 21)
By Wu Xianwei
(China Meteorological Administration)

1. The new requirements in meteorological operations met by meteorological telecommunication
system
The most important mission of meteorological service in China at present stage still focus on
disastrous weather monitoring, forecasting, warning and providing preparedness advises to decision
makers in Government at all levels. Statistics have shown that economical damage caused by weather
related disasters are growing rapidly associated with remarkable growth of national economy.
Providing the meteorological information and weather forecasting to public through modernized mass
media and dedicated information network with high speed transmission capability is now under
design or installation. In order to meet the requirements of specialized users, nearly 1000 weather
radio stations have set up over whole China and were not satisfied by users due to the unreliable
receiving limitation. The new approaches for broadcasting weather warning to specialized users
should be found out. To meet the challenge, a series of requirements should be accommodated into
modernization plan, such as expanding the observational network, improving the performance of
NWP products, speeding the information processing cycles etc. but most critical one among those
requirements is the improvement of telecommunication performance on which the timely services are
based.
The challenges are difficult because our current communication systems have been designed
around specific applications and are not easy to adopt to new requirements. The current practice of
responding to diverse needs by increasing application--specific services is unworkable in an
environment of rapidly changing demand. Therefore, the need for integrated communications system
is widely recognized.
2.VSAT technology
opened a new dimension for performance improvement of
telecommunication system
Advancements in satellite transmission technology have led to the development of low cost,
compact, integrated earth stations called Very Small Aperture Terminals (VSAT). The combination
of a large hub antenna and many very small aperture antennas provides efficient transmission links
leading to high performance network with low cost. A VSAT network can be used for one-way
communication to broadcast data or for two-way communication to exchange data interactively
between the hub and VSATs. A full duplex link consists of two one-way links, one for transmission
from the hub to a VSAT (out-bound) and the other for transmission from the VSAT to the hub
(inbound).
The key advantages of VSAT system that relatively fit the features of meteorological operations
are:
. High quality and innovative low cost data services
. Service with data speeds from 9.6 Kbps to 512 Kbps, even more depending on earth station and
satellite bandwidth used
. Flexible mode for data communication: simple point to multi-points (for products dissemination},
point to point two-way communication (for information exchange), from multi-points to a single
point( for data collection)
. Quick installation and service turn-on
. Flexibility to accommodate growth and changes (for example, the increase of observation sites or
processing centers)
. Equipment that is highly reliable, easy to maintain and diagnose(remote diagnose from hub
station is applicable)
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. Network distribution that is distance insensitive with same satellite coverage
. High system availability> 99.5%.
The VSAT system will provide a satellite-based data communication service in a star configuration
in which a large number of low cost remote station will communicate with a central hub station. Such
configuration is more suitable for meteorological operations in terms of that data collection from
stations and products distribution from Center is the basic functions of meteorological telecom.
system.
3. The New Generation Integrated Communications Network (ICN) for meteorological operations
The New Generation Integrated Communication Network is based on VSAT technology and
backup by land-line based Public Packet Switching Network (CIDNAPAC). The ICN is one
component of Modernized Meteorological Information System aiming at that to improve both the
communication and information processing performance as integrate system solution. Therefore, the
whole Project that has been approved by People's Congress and now is under construction, consists of
Local Computer Network(installed at weather offices of all levels) and interconnect via Wide Area
Network(based on VSAT Network) in terms of information network configuration. This paper
addressed only to communication systems based on VSAT technology.
CMA ICN has a unique hierarchical topology that requires star architecture for data exchange and
mesh network for voice communications.
The hierarchy of the Network, which consists of331 sites, is as follows:
. 1 Hub Station (National Information Control Center)
. 6 Regional Stations (RICC);
. 24 Provincial Stations (PICC);
. 300 City Stations (CIMS) and Special Stations.
This topology is driven by the requirement for local management of remote stations by the relevant
RICC or PICC. Finally, the National Hub Station is in direct management of all remote stations.
(Fig. 1)
SYSTEM SOLUTION
After a careful study of the requirements and through bidding procedure, the Hughes Network
System Co. has proposed a system solution that concluded that the optimum satellite network is a
combination of well-established Personnel Earth Station (PES) and Telephony Earth Station (TES)
products. The PES, with it's Local Area Network feature, LANadvantage allows efficient LAN
communications between hub and remote (direct hop) as well as between remotes (double hop). The
TES is the most efficient mesh product, based on it's D AMA, speech compression, voice activation,
and signaling protocol-handling capabilities. This solution combines the capabilities of both products
within a single network. There are five types of earth stations:
a. National Hub Station (Beijing NICC)
This station will incorporate the PES hub base-band equipment, the TES control equipment, TES
Voice Channel Units and network management equipment and software. The RF Tenninal consists of
a 4.5-meter Ku band antenna with 16 watt redundant RF electronic package.
b. Regional Station (RICC)
These will be hybrid earth stations, each consisting of one TES chassis with VCUs, one PES
chassis with a Turbo Port Card equipped with an Ethemet LAN interface, 2.4m/Watt RF Tenninal.
c. Provincial Station (PICC)
These will be hybrid earth stations, each consists of one TES chassis with one VCU, one PES
chassis with a Turbo Port Card equipped with an Ethemet LAN interface and 2.4m/2watt RF
Tenninal.
d. City and Special Station(CIMS)
These will be hybrid stations, each consists of one TES chassis with one VCU, one PES chassis
with a Turbo Port Card equipped with an Ethemet LAN interface.
e. Receive Only Station
These will be PES, each consists one PES chassis with a Serial Port Card equipped with an
asynchronous RS-232 interface and Rx-only antenna.
At the Hub, the PES's System Control Center and the TES Network Control Center will consist of
workstations connected on an Ethemet. Figure 2 shows the network concept.
In order to meet the data and voice requirements from operations, the Hybrid Earth Station
technology was introduced in the System. The HES combines the functionality of the PES for data
traffic and the TES for voice traffic together with one antenna and RFT. This results in an optimized
solution, in which the PES portion provides a low cost packeted DAMA link between computer
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network at the NICC and all computer networks at remote stations, while the TES contributes a very
efficient demand assigned, full mesh voice network for remote-to-remote voice or fax connections.
SPACE SEGMENT AND CO:rvtMUNICATION COVERAGE
CMA has signed a purchase contract of satellite transponder with Hong Kong based Asia Satellite
Telecommunication Co Ltd. The satellite was named as AsiaSat-2 and will launched in first half year
of 1995. In the pilot project period(1994.11-- 1995.6), the PAM satellite's channels were leased
temporary for transition and experimental operations. The technical specifications of AsiaSat-2 are as
follows:
The Spacecraft
GE Astro Space
Designed/ Built by
GE7000
Model
Designed Life
13 years
Stabilization
3 axis Stabilized
Orbital Position
100.5
Communication Payload for Ku-band
Number of RF Channels
9
Operating Frequency
12/14 GHz
Channel Bandwidth
54 MHz
Polarization
Linear
TWT
100 Watts
Maxim. Footprint EIRP
53 dBW
Provisional Launch Date
Before July 1995
The communication coverage of AsiaSat-2 is shown in Figure 3. It could be noted that almost all
areas of Asia are covered by AsiaSat-2.
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IMPACT OF THE APPLICATIONS OF HIGH TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS-TANZANIA'S
EXPERIENCES WITH THE MDD/PDUS, DIGI - CORA AND THE
CLICOM SYSTEM
BY
PHILIP A. MWINGIRA
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS,
DIRECTORATE OF METEOROLOGY

!.INTRODUCTION
Tanzan ia like many other develo ping countr ies is strivin g hard to
improve and develo p its meteor ologica l service so that it may
become a true partne r in nation al develop ment. Improv ement in
infrast ructur e, operat ional analys is and foreca sting are also
eviden t in the meteor ologica l service s of the develop ed countr ies.
The incorp oration of modern techno logies and techniq ues into
meteor ology has made the science more accura te; and with the
experie nce gained the demand for these service s has tremen dously
increas ed.
Develo ping countr ies with modest financ ial resour ces, howeve r, find
the curren t growth in techno logies and the associa ted trainin g
prohib itively expens ive and hence diffic ult to cope with. Unless
these is suffic ient assista nce in terms of finance , transf er of
technol ogy and trainin g, such improve ments are not likely to be
realize d.
Tanzan ia has
in the recent past acquire d three modern
meteor ologica l system s aimed at improv ing its service . The three
system s which were obtaine d through WMO/VCP arrange ments are the
MDD/PDUS, the DIGI-CORA and the CLICOM system s. These system s are
describ ed in the followi ng paragra phs. Their impact to the
meteor ologica l service s is unders cored. Finally , the future role of
develop ing countr ies in the develop ment of modern techno logies and
techniq ues is discuss ed and some sugges tions made.
2.0 THE MDD/PQUS SYSTEM
As we look into the future, it is clear that implem entatio n of WMO
program s will depend increas ingly on satelli tes both as an
observ ational tool and as a means of rapid and reliab le
transm ission of inform ation. Tanzan ia install ed
its MDD/PDUS
system in July, 1994 and become an integr al part of the WWW
network . The equipm ent has brough t
major improv ements in the
availa bility as well as exchang e of data and produc ts in Region al
Associ ation I (Africa ) and beyond .
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2.1 Operation ally its use may be divided into three main groups:2.1.1 AVIATION
Wind prognosti cs for the three main cruising levels viz.
FL 300, FL 340 and FL 390 are produced and issued to Regional and
Internatio nal flights. Significa nt weather charts are also prepared
and issued to airlines. Local charter flights take advantage of
satellite pictures on display for flight planning purposes.
2.1.2 FORECASTING
by
issued
products
(NWP)
prediction
weather
Numerical
to
day
on
used
are
region
our
for
Bracknell
Meteorolo gical Office,
and
trends
weather
Seasonal
Salaam.
es
day forecastin g at NMC-Dar
dekadal forecasts from the Drought Monitorin g Centres, Nairobi and
Harare as well as inference s and analysis from ACMAD are readilly
available on the MOD. This informatio n is used in preparing short
to medium-ra nge weather forecasts and dekadal summaries , at the
Centre.
2.1.3 ACQUISITION OF

DATA

Often, upper air data received through the GTS is inadequate to
cover our weather charts. Synoptic data of certain blocks may also
be received late or go missing on GTS. Data from MDD fills this
gap. This has greatly improved data coverage on our charts.
However, the PDUS products are used only as ordinary and simple
satellite images due to lack of specialize d training and suitable
sof~ware.

3.

THE CLICOM SYSTEM

CLICOM stands for CLimate COMputer. It is a World Climate Data
Programme (WCDP) project "Transfer of Technolog y in Climate Data
Managemen t and User Services" . CLICOM emphasize s a "package"
concept which inludes computer hardware specifica tions, user friendly software and training.
The CLICOM project was conceived with the primary aim of improving
the standard of climate data managemen t and user services at
meteorolo gical services. The project was targetted initially for
developing countries with little or no computing facilities .
Tanzania happened to be in this category.
Tamzania received her first CLICOM, a micro, donated by USA in
1984. In 1988 the FINNIDA/SATCC/WMO Meteorolo gy project was born
with one component being to upgrade and strengthen the data
processing and archiving facilities and ensure the availabil ity of
data and user tailored products essential for social and economic
developme nt in the SADC region. Through this project Tanzania
received her CLICOM System with the specifica tions in conformity
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with the recomenda tions by WMO. At last we are able to computeriz e
our Climatolo gical data and meet user tailored needs.
3. 1

HARDWARE

The hardware consists of mainly a network of six Pes networked to
an IBM Model 70 server. This computer facility is used both for
operation al climatolo gical purposes as well as for research and
developme nt. In this regard the need for more memory or larger
computers is self-evide nt.
3.2

SOFTWARE

Initially all computers were operated using DOS 3.0. During this
period the network and the Optical disk were operating normally.
When DOS 4.0 and DOS 5.0 were installed the optical disk·driv e
ceased to operate. The network, however, still operates using DOS
4.0 but data entry is very slow.
)

3.3

TRAINING

The FINNIDA/SATCC/WMO Meteorolog y Project trained one WMO Class 1
meteorolo gist in data processing . Others trained under the project
include an engineerin g technician in computer hardware and two
meteorolo gists in NWP products. Five group training courses have
been conducted by experts in which over twenty members of our staff
have participat ed.
on the whole, training in data processing and systems analysis has
not been adequate. There are still many operation al problems and
preparatio ns of user tailored products is still in its infancy.
Training
is
also
needed
in
programmi ng,
climatolo gical
applicatio ns, publicatio ns, networks and system administr ation to
ensure sustainab ility of the CLICOM system. Interactio n with
experts in the region and outside is also essential in order to
share experience and expertize .
4. MODERN TECHNOLOGIES CURRENTLY IN USE IN
METEOROLOGICAL SERVICES.
There exists significan t gaps in infrastru ture, operation al
analysis and forecastin g in most Meteorolo gical services of
developing countries . Among essential modern technology systems
currently in use in meteorolo gical services but due to financial
difficulti es are not available in the Directora te are the
Telecomm unications and Message Switching systems computers and Data
processing sytems. It is important that National Meteorolo gical
centres should be automated to be able to perform the following
basic functions :-
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- prepare forecasts bulletins using local
observations and imported data and disseminate
them as appropriate;
- Develop local forecasting techniques and carry
output products;
out verification of
- Carry out real time monitoring and quality
control;
- Manipulate data fields and prepare derived
products and archive parameters and relevant
fields etc.
To implement the above functions an NMC requires a Communications
and Message Switching system and an Applications and graphics
package. These capabilities should be developed by training
competent staff in both hardware and software.
5. CONCLUSION
Recent advances in technology have contributed much to improved
meteorological instrumentation, observations and analysis. This has
of
processing
and
transmission
collection,
the
rendered
meteorological data and products more efficient and cost-effective.
Although Tanzania has established a modest netwok, the coverage and
quality are not satisfactory.
Automated observing platforms are needed to complement existing
conventional synoptic networks. WMO is assisting many developing
countries bridge the technological gap by enhancing capabilities of
NMSs meet user requirements. To help achieve better results,
Tanzania is prepared to pool its resources to implement and operate
jointly high-technology systems with its neighbours.
Increased training at all levels and categories and together with
exchange of experience and knowledge on operational use of morden
technologies should feature prominently in the future to develop
national expertize. Developing countries, on the other hand, should
exploit and involve themselves more in the development and
maintenance of new technologies to meet local needs and ensure
sustainability. They should increase their participation in the
planning and decision making process on the applications of modern
technologies and target efforts on application areas. Developed
countries on their part should increase flow of transfer of
appropriate technologies to developing countries necessary for
carrying out WMO Programmes.
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HYDROLOGICAL INFORMATION SYSTEM DESIGN;
REQUIREMENTS, SPECIFICATIONS, EVOLUTION
A. Manea & P. Givone
Hydrology-Hydraulic Division, Computer Science Research Unit, CEMAGREF Lyon
3 bis, quai Chauveau - CP 220 69336 Lyon Cedex 09 France {givone, manea}@cemag-lyon..fr

It's obvious that an important part of hydrologist's work is data management. To improve operational as
well as research objectives, databasesmust provide locaVnational and international available structures with easy
and fast access. Although Hydrology and Hydroecology treat specific data and treatments, concepts, methods and
tools to design such Information Systems (IS) are not yet developed.
In the Regional Hydrology field, various and complex treatments have to be applied to a large volwne of
·
data, which is a strong constraint for the database designer.
The most frequent data type used in hydrology is the "data series" : a set of ordered pairs (value, date)
where value is a nwnerical expression of a specific measure, and date is the date when the measure was done.
Date introduces a full order relationship. A Hydrological database includes times series as the biggest volwne
that a Database Management System (DBMS) has to deal with. In the same time we deal with inventory data on
basins, stations, equipment and so on, which represents a rather small volwne of data but very important,
supplying criteria for hydrological data series treatments. Another type of information used by hydrologist is all
that is connected to the cartographic needs. There are more and more cartographic software applications linked to
Hydrology, but we can find them in the Geographical Information Systems (GIS) contex,t and there still is a great
gap between classical databases and graphic applications. Finally, in Hydrology and Hydroecology, we have to
take into account data concerning the quality of the environment. Generally, we are supposed to consider that
sampling protocol is also a main attribute of such data and this approach raises no problem in an object oriented
model.

DATA MODELS
The design of an IS and the development of a database application preswne the presence of a Conceptual
Model, which role is to translate the part of the real word the system will manage. From a mathematics point of
view, a data model contains a formal data description and a set of operations to handle it.
Hierarchical, network or relational models have been all used to design Hydrological Information
Systems, but they have some limits for the representation of the real word, and their operational applications
performances are often rather bad.
The first attempts in Hydrological Information System (HIS) design were based on a sequential
organisation (sequential files and later hierarchical model) and on the natural order relationship. Such
configurations have permitted good operational performances (data storage, access time) but lacked conceptual
unity, normalisation, portability and data security. The network model improved design in hydrological field but
not in a decisive way, especially for the portability of the queries. The relational approach enabled a significant
evolution using a stable model, a normalised query language and a great amount of efficient implementations.
Unfortunately, the first normal form (1-NF) imposed to un-structure the data series and to leave apart the natural
order relation. In this way, Databases development implied redundancy (we are obliged to store several times the
same information) and lack of performances (often, only one table is used to keep all the data series). The
increasing computer hardware performances overcome the structural lack and the normalisation, the portability
and the development of Relational DBMSs led to multiple software implementations in this environment. The
semantic models (i. e. Entity - Relationship) brought up some flexibility in databases design, but being
conceptual models, in the most of the cases they didn't materialise implementations. Nowadays, new data models
appear and their analyse is necessary to establish the benefits they could bring. One of this data models is the
Object Oriented (00) model which arouses the interest of the databases management systems community.
In the same time "the best model for Hydrological Information System" has to be defined, using good
earlier experiments and new conceptual ideas, like object oriented approach, and taking into account specific
constraints : the natural order relationship for hydrological data series, the management of big data volwnes, the
analyse of the treatments.
The object oriented systems are more flexible then previous systems (relational ones) and are able to
handle and manage complex data type. They inherit from semantic systems, from complex object systems and
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from other computer science advanced techniques (modularity, dynamic late binding, etc.). In the 00 model one
of the main characteristics is the encapsulation inside "the object" of the data as well as the corresponding
operations. It provides an inheritance mechanism that makes possible a more detailed classification of the
entities and which allows, in the same time, the development of extensible systems. The object identity concept
is an intrinsic property of the model. The object identity identifies one distinct information entity and it is a
constant in the system life and with respect to updating. Object identity allows also, object sharing.
The Hydrological Information Systems integrate some very different data structures and objects : data
series, specific associated treatments, images and maps. The huge data volume managed, the growing complexity
of the applications, the necessity to link together Database Management Systems and Geographical Information
Systems, all these constraints can find solutions by using the 00 model. To design a hydrological object using
the 00 model, means to allow its global handling (values, methods : acquisition, storage, updating, analyse,
treatments, presentation, documentation). This object will be portable and reusable in another context. (We have
to say that it isn't possible without hydrological standards and object oriented design standards I). The 00 model
offers some means for a natural description of the real world with respect to composition links (classification,
relationship, modularity), to hierarchy and to dynamic behaviour.

THE OBJECT ORIENTED DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS (OODBMS)
The Database Management Systems (DBMS) have known a great development, especially Relational
ones. The simplicity of the relational model allows a good formal definition and make easier the creation of
· automatic tools for database design. Current trends in Database technology include Object Oriented Database
Management Systems (OODBMS) as the most promising technology for the next generation of DBMS.
Although, OODBMSs still need a common data model and formal foundations and their level of operational
efficiency and performances have yet to match those of more finalised products. First of all, we will describe the
main features of the 00 model and how a hydrological database can take advantage of that, then we will describe
some tests which help us to analyse such systems.
An object oriented database management system must satisfy two criteria : it should be a DBMS, and it
should be an object oriented system2. A DBMS must provide : persistence, secondary storage management,
concurrency, recovery, and interactive query language. As object oriented system, it's basic concepts are :
complex objects, object identity, encapsulation, types and classes, inheritance, overriding combined with late
binding, extensibility ...
COMPLEX OBJECTS

A class of complex data type is :

class of objects : simple class of objects or complex class of objects
simple class ofobjects : char or integer or real or string
complex class ofobjects: tuple (class of objects1 {, ... ,class of objectsi }}) or constructor(class of objets)
constructor : set or unique set or list
List constructor is a very important one, materialising the order relationship. Time ordered relationship
often occurs in hydrology and we fmd it in scientific applications handling matrix and data series.
A data model using complex data type discharge us from normal forms constraints present in relational
model. Handling complex objects, also requires that appropriate operators must be provided for dealing with
such objects.
OBJECT IDENTITY

This a new concept in DBMS, especially if we compare with Relational DBMSs which handle "values".
Changing the values of the attributes of an object, or the relationships which it participates in, does not change
the identity of the object ; it remains the same object. This feature implies : (1) object sharing, and (2) easier
object updating. An object's identity uniquely distinguishes the object from all other objects within the domain in
which the object was created. In an identity based model, there is no object duplication ; updates of an object
done, implies that any other object linked to the previous, will take advantage to the new state of that one. In

IThe ODMG-93 is on the way to become the standard in the Object Oriented Databases management
Systems
2"The Object Oriented Database System Manifesto", Elsevier Science Publishers B. V., 1990
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tenns of implementations, that means less redundancy and less volumes of data stored. The rate can be quite
important.
ENCAPSULATION

The encapsulation concept was developed from : (1) the need to
clearly distinguish between the specification and the implementation of an
operation and (2) the need of modularity. Modularity is useful to structure
complex applications and it is also a way to design system's protection.
Encapsulation comes from abstract data types : an object has an interface
and one or more implementations. The interface part is the specification of
the set of operations (methods) that can be performed on the object and it
is the visible part of the object. The implementation part has a properties
part (attributes and relationships) and a procedural part. The properties
part represents the state of the object and the procedural part describes the
implementation of the operations. Generally, properties are not visible, to
assure the protection of the system, but the database designer has the means
to include (some) properties in the interface. Finally, that means that there
is an unique model for data and operations, stored together in the
database. Restoring an object allows access to the object's methods,
therefore a complex and complete use of the object.
TYPES AND CLASSES

The type concept comes from abstract data types ( previous
paragraph). Types are used during the compilation in order to verify the
syntax. The class concept is similar to type one with respect to
specification, but it is more a run time concept, connected to persistence.
One class puts together objects (class instances) with the same
characteristics : states and behaviour. A class provides creation and
destruction mechanisms and attachments to it's extensions (the set of
objects that are instance of the class). The "life" concept for an object is
determined by its belonging to a (or more) class(s).

class Station {
private:
//Attributes
cod;
int
name;
string
altitude;
float
area;
float
string type;
list (data series);
/I Relationships
<Basin> included_
list <Equipment> has;
public:
11 Operations
create;
delete;
update;
display;
extract (data series);
graphic(dataseries);
I/ Extension
set <Station> FriendStations
}

m;

INHERITANCE

Inheritance is a powerful design tool, because it gives a natural, precise, suitable and concise description
(classification principles) of the real world. It also helps to factor and share specifications and implementations.
Inheritance represents a way to built abstract data types and simulates a parametric polymorphism. The best
inheritance mechanism allows object modelling in an incremental way. An example will show it. Let's take the
class Station (measurement station) ; its properties : attributes, relationships and behaviour are the same for all .
type of stations. The application become more complex and the user needs to define another class :
Hydro_Station. The new class will be describes having an inheritance link to the class Station and in this way
Hydro_Station will take advantage of all the properties ofthe class Station (incremental development). Adding
new properties in the class Hydro_Station means specialisation with respect to the class Station. Now, thanks to
the inheritance, a Hydro_Station can be used anyplace a Station is expected (structural polymorphism). Thus,
users are able to build specific domains.
OVERRIDING, OVERLOADING AND LATE BINDING

Abstract data types allow us to define several implementation for the same specification. Contrary to the
inheritance, we keep the same name for different operations ; we redefine the implementation of an operation for
any subtype derived (overriding). This results in a single name denoting several different programs
corresponding to each subtype (overloading). Objects handling becomes easier, program's coding is simplified
and can be re-used in other applications with the associated type. In order to provide this functionality, the system
cannot bind operation names to programs during the compilation and address binding must be done at run time
(late binding). In this way, the designer (user) is able to insure a functional polymorphism for different user
semantics.
EXTENSIBILITY

The abstract data types and the inheritance are powerful means to design complex applications and to
develop extensible systems. A system extension is made by adding new types, new applications and new
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specialised access methods. We are talking about an incremental exensibility with no influence on one existent
system. That means really a great gain in development efforts. The extensibility means also that there is no
distinction in usage between previous and new defined types and applications. This functionality of the object
oriented systems helps user's communication : it allows parallel developments of the same kernel system using
the same language and the same environment.
Concerning the DBMS, we are dealing with "classic" functionalities valid for all systems, and they will
not be treated here (even that, sometimes, we have to face new technical solutions in the implementations of that
functions).

APPLICATIONS AND PERFORMANCES
Tests we made, concern a set of basic treatments (storage, creation, deletion, selection, etc.) for the
Hydrological Database carried out in the UNESCO FRIEND project.
Tests are made on a Relational Database and in the same time on an Object Oriented Database, to
compare the two systems in terms of storing and handling information (run time performances). The comparison
is also made in terms of design, especially to underline the importance of a complex object structure.
·
Test 1 : In a relational system, the size of a table is
linear to the number of the elements (lines and attributes) of
the table. Using an 00 design, the data volume variation is
more complex : it is dependent on the number of elements and
also, on the way those elements are distributed in the
structures. Complex objects cut down the redundancy by
spreading data over several levels of the structure. For
example, a data series with a very small time step (10 6
measurements/year) structured by year-month-day has to
manage 3000 measurements on the last level and that one
structured by year-month-day-hour only 100. An other
example : the hole set of discharge data series with daily time
step is representing 240 Mb as flat ASCII files, 3,5 times more
as relational tables, and only 2 times more as complex objects.
Test 2 : Selection of the information using different
criteria : thanks to the hierarchical structure used by the 00
model, responding time for selectians is faster and even, if we
choose the best structure, independent on the size of the
database (object, collection). Selection is done step by step,
using reducing filters on each level (SationCode, Year,
Month, Day). Research time is speeded-up by the complex
hierarchical structures, fact that is evident when we deal with
great volumes of data. We must say that there is a loose of
performance concerning the structure's loading, but it is less
important than the global gain.

Data serie

/\

tationCode

Year

YearSt_Data serie

1\
1\

Month_YSt_Data serie

Month

Mesure

~

Dav

Value Validi

Query optimisation : Thanks to the links between objects and to the object sharing, the classical join
operations in the relational systems, with a very high level of resource consumption, are now reduces to simple
projections.

CONCLUSIONS
The object oriented model seems to be appropriate to design Hydrological and Hydroecological
Information Systems. This type of model is more natural and in the same time a more complete one, in the way
that anything could be an object. The user (designer) will define his classes and his objects from his view of the
domain he models, and in a strong dependency on the corresponding treatments. Taking this step, it is very
important to decide which is the best choice to do, because structuring a domain in classes of objects is not
unique. The acquired benefits of the relational and semantic systems (especially in the formal design methods)
are very important and have to be taken into account in an evolutive way. Researches done in bringing closer the
previous models and the 00 one and automatic methods to translate one model to another will assist hydrologists
in building good and high-performance systems (structures and treatments).
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Starting the Next Generation of NOAA's
Geosynchronous Operational Environmental satellites
G. Davis, R. Gird, R. Heymann, E. Howard
s. Kirkner, L. Uccellini, F. Zbar
Dept. of Commerce, NOAA
Washingtonj D.C. 20233
ABSTRACT: This paper describes early progress made toward defining
the next generation of GOES satellites. The first section presents
the actual GOES N planning process. NOAA formed 12 internal teams
to determine requirements and will contract with industry for
feasibility studies. Section two presents the early requirements.
Imager and sounder currently on GOES are improved considerably and
new instruments like passive microwave, lightning mapper, and ocean
Section three suggests tasks for the
color will be studied.
current sfc system trade group including study of possible use of
Lastly, we encourage international
commercial satellites.
participation on GOES.
ACTUAL GOES N PLANNING PROCESS
Planning for GOES N started in the Summer of 1992 with monthly
meetings between 3 groups at NOAA: NWS, NESDIS and the SAO. The
National Weather Service is the prime user of the satellites and
NESDIS translates the
sets the majority of new mission needs.
needs into requirements and the Systems Acquisition Office works
with NESDIS in early feasibility studies to trade requirements with
sensors and spacecraft capabilities. Overall theme was continuity
of GOES service and increased use of digital satellite data by
field forecasters. Application experts at NESDIS in meteorology,
oceanography and climatology were involved.
By the Fall of 1993, the NWS had documented a draft version of
1
At a
scienc~ requirements for the imager and sounder for GOES N.
By
formed.
July 28-29, 1994, mission meeting 12 groups were
Table
in
December of 1994 the new needs were forming as indicated
1. 2•3 During 1995 additional groups in sensor concepts and satellite
system trades will be formed as in Table 2. Contracted feasibility
(Phase A) studies would start during 1998, after completion of our
in-house studies.
From a program experience standpoint we offer these additional
Meet
Keep requirement groups small at the outset.
tips.
frequently and record early directions. Involve users often and
frequently in all meetings. Keep an overview schedule showing key
decision points. Ask for upper management approval on progress at
key decision points. Finally, take a long view with vision, and
keep new opportunities open as long as possible in the mission
design process. NASA handbooks 4•5 and NOAA guidelines enhance the
opportunity of success on large acquisition programs, such as GOES.
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EARLY REQUIREMENTS FOR GOES N
Table 1 shows GOES N candidate instruments that were driven by
new requirements : Need for faster imaging accommodatin g mesoscale,
synoptic and global scales simultaneous ly. Sounders that permit
faster results with spectral resolution for trace gases and for
temperature and humidity profiles with finer vertical layers.
The possible need for microwave instrument to permit enhancement of
over 18 products including unique soil moisture and cloud
thickness. Note the possibility of new instruments like lightning
mapper and ocean color.
Three of the GOES N mission teams were interdiscipli nary in
climate, hydrology and oceanography .
They heavily endorsed the
passive microwave instrument and the Michaelson interferomet er.
Search and Rescue would shorten response time with possible use of
an interferomet er antenna system on GOES N. Data collection system
(DCS) people would add channels: and WEFAX people would place more
digital channels on WEFAX--the low cost receiving data format.
TASKS FOR SPACECRAFT SYSTEM TRADE GROUP
In early 1995
a small group will
study satellite
configuration s for GOES N.
While one approach is a standard or
heavy payload, another approach could be lighter payloads or
multiple payload missions for different purposes. Recent reports
suggest that Light Satellites be studied more carefully.
Table 3 is shown to indicate the possibility of considering
different instruments in different payloads. Much work involves
trade-offs in looking at the pointing, thermal, communicatio ns and
other key satellite subsystems.
In study of Table 3 recall that GOES 8 is a 306 kg payload
requiring a total spacecraft on orbit mass of 2062 kg and has a
power load (sunlight) of 1049 watts.
It may be possible to
consider geosynchrono us spacecraft weighing much less.
We plan to consider configuration s with 3 satellites in orbit.
This configuration work may be done in parallel with the instrument
contracts in 1998.
SATELLITE OPTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION
Continuity of Operations:
There are strong and compelling
reasons for NOAA to fund and to continue to operate satellites due
to the public warning role and demand for uninterrupted service.
New Modes of Operation: However, some new instruments might
be risk shared and cost shared with industry. A passive microwave
instrument requires a large antenna pointed to earth on a large
satellite. Communicatio ns satellites have such surfaces available.
NOAA might enter into an agreement with industry to buy microwave
data of TBD quality over a long enough period to excite industry.
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Another mode might be the placing of already space qualified
cameras onto commercial geosynchronous satellites.
such small
cameras might have sufficient pointing accuracy/platforms to
provide backup for NOAA for full earth cloud imaging.
INVITATION FOR INTERNATIONAL PARTICIPATION ON GOES
Table 4 will remind the readers of the advantages of
environmental measurements from geosynchronous orbit. As we in the
u.s. plan for a new series of GOES N satellites, we welcome others
to share information with us.
SUMMARY

The planning for GOES N has made considerable progress in the
past two years. We still have much work to do regarding trade-off
studies of instruments and spacecraft and mission.
We welcome
inputs from others in our continued work.
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Table 1:
Imager

GOES N Candidate Instruments

10 spectral bands
0.5 km vis., 2 km IR
rapid scan in 1 min.
10 min full disk

Microwave

3-4 m antenna
90-183 GHz
35-20 km resol.
cloud thickness
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sounder

0.25 to 0.1 wavenumbe r
resolution , 5 km FOV
4 to 18 microns
1 hr CONUS, 0.1 C rms
for 1-2 km layers

Ocean Calor 4-8 bands
20 nm narrow
s/n over 300
1 km resol.
integ.1 min+

SEM

solar X-ray imaging
solar EUV/irrad iance
solar hard x-rays
dielectri c charging

Lightning

Table 2:

dual channels
10/5 km resol.
det. @ 95/75%
cloudfcloud /grd

Future GOES N Study Groups in 1995-1996
NOAA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

MISSION NEEDS

SENSOR GROUP

SATELLITE GROUP

COST/GROUP

Requireme nts
Payloads
Users/App lication Users/Eng rs.

Satellite/ Designs
Users/Eng r.;sci.

Costs

Imager
sounder
SEM
Microwave
Ocean Calor
Lightning
Climate
Hydrology
Oceanogra phy
Search & Rescue
Data Collection
NWS Requireme nts

satellite Options
Small
Regular
Flexible Payload
Technolog ies

Schedules
Cost/Benefi t

Configura tions

Simulation s

Table 3:
Instrumen t
Ocean Calor
Lightning
Microwave
Imaging
Sounder
ACRIM

0
0

Risk Reduce

3 S/C

2 S/C

in orbit spares

Sp. Mgnt.

Data Fusion/Us e

Prelim. Estimates of Potential GOES N Sensors
Weight
kg
80
20
223
66
39

Table 4:
0
0
0

Imaging
Soundings
Solar
Microwave
Ocean Calor
Lightning

Power
watts
90
33
200
190
40

Instrumen t
IR/Interf.
Adv. Imager
Imp. SEM
Solar X-ray
Climate
Radiomete r

Weight
kg
140
120
38
19
50

Power
watts
120
125
25
10
30

Advantage s of the Geosynchr onous Orbit

Diurnal Cycle Observatio ns
Multiple-I mage Compositio n
High Temporal Resolution
Long Duration Sensor Staring
Near Hemispher ic Coverage

o
o
o
o

Fast Sequentia l Imagery
Constant Viewing Angle
Varying sun Angle
Const. Solar Observ.
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FUTURE SYSTEMS
FOR SATELLITE OPERATIONS AND TECHNOWGY
John Morgan
Director of EUMETSAT

Extended Abstract

l.

INTRODUCTION

Satellite systems take a very long time to mature, often taking a decade or more from the
initial specification until operational use. Even to achieve the initial specification may take
years of work as requirements are balanced against cost and technology maturity. Meteorological satellite systems are no exception to this rule, which can be extremely frustrating
for those who are eagerly awaiting new forms of data. However, these long periods of
planning and development have two important benefits. First, the systems are not changed
radically very often, which is of great importance in an operational environment, where
data and system continuity is of vital importance. Secondly it does mean that the plans of
satellite operators are fixed for long periods into the future. For this reason it is possible to
outline in this paper the major systems planned for the next two decades.

2.

METEOROWG ICAL SATELLITE OPERATORS

Meteorological Satellites are presently operated or planned by six organisations worldwide.
These organisations are located in Europe (EUMETSAT), India (India Meteorological
Department), Japan (Japan Meteorological Agency), The Peoples Republic of China (State
Meteorological Administration), Russia (HydroMet Service) and the USA
(NOAA/NESDIS). These six satellite operators meet at least once a year within the
informal committee known as the Coordination Group for Meteorological Satellites
(CGMS). The primary purpose of this group, of which the WMO is also a member, is to
coordinate operational activities. Long and shorter term plans of the individual agencies are
also discussed during meetings of this group and the meetings of the CGMS are the
primary sources of information for this paper.
There are two classes of meteorological satellite, those in gee-synchronous orbits known as
geostationary satellites and those in low earth orbit, often sun-synchronous, and known as
polar satellites. The former are in orbits in the equatorial plane at an altitude of 36,000 km
and are kept essentially at a fixed longitudinal location. The latter are in orbits typically
inclined at more than 80 degrees to the equatorial plane at an altitude of around 850 km.
The geostationary satellites can provide images each covering about 25% of the earth's
surface, centred on a fixed location, at intervals of 30 minutes or less, and are therefore
particularly well suited to support shorter period forecasting or nowcasting. By contrast,
each satellite in polar orbit can view the entire earth twice in each 24 hour period and are
particularly important for longer period forecasts. Both classes of satellite make important
contributions to all scales and types of forecast, ranging from nowcasting up to climatic
timescales.
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3.

1\fETEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES IN GEOSTATIONARY ORBIT

3.1

General

Geostationary meteorological satellites are currently operated by EUMETSAT, Japan,
India and the USA. In addition, Russia has recently launched a first prototype while the
PRC is also preparing a geostationary mission. All of these systems are similar in mission
functionality, all providing the familiar images in the visible and infra-red part of the spectrum. It is hoped that this minimum capability can be continued and improved, to provide
continuous global coverage of these kinds of data. NOAA/NESDIS has recently launched
the first of a new generation of geostationary satellite, while EUMETSAT is also developing a new generation of its Meteosat satellite. It is on these two systems that I will
concentrate.

3.2

USA NOAA/NESDIS GOES I-M

The USA launched the first of a new series of satellites in April 1994, and this type of
satellite will during the next year take over operations for the two locations where NOAA
normally maintains geostationary satellites. These satellites are completely new, with two.
important features. First, they are three axis stabilised, rather than spin stabilised as the
earlier generation. This brings important potential improvements in the possible signal-tonoise of the instruments for the simple reason that the instruments stare continuously at the
earth, rather than spinning past a mixed earth and space view, observing the earth for only
5% of the time. At the same time, this concept also brings problems in image stability and
it remains to be seen to which extent the potential advantages outweigh the problems.
The other important new feature is that these satellites have two instruments. One is a
conventional five channel imager with a spatial resolution in the infra-red of 4 km. The
other is a dedicated atmospheric sounder, with a spatial resolution of 10 km and including
18 infra-red channels plus one visible channel. The current USA satellites already have a
sounding capability, but this could only operate in time sharing with the imager. The new
satellites are starting to provide routine sounding data with high temporal frequency. This
is a major operational development which is expected to form the basis for the NOAA
geostationary satellites for the next decade at least.

3.3

EUl\fETSAT 1\fETEOSAT SECOND GENERATION

EUMETSAT plans to continue to operate its current Meteosat series in geostationary orbit
until at least the year 2,000. At the same time, the organisation is preparing, in partnership
with the European Space Agency, its next series of satellites. This is now well defined and
under development. The new satellites will continue to be of the spin stabilised design,
since this concept helps to solve many technical problems, and will carry a new radiometer
which will provide extensive new cloud imagery capabilities as well as atmospheric data.
The new 12 channel radiometer, which has 3 km spatial resolution in the infra-red,
supports two basic missions; cloud imagery and airmass analysis. The emphasis has been
to provide atmospheric information as a series of quasi two-dimensional fields, rather than
to attempt to provide atmospheric profiles. Analysis had shown that in European latitudes it
would be more cost-effective to improve the atmospheric sounding mission in polar orbit.
Therefore a dedicated sounding instrument is not included, although much of the essential
information of a sounder will be provided on an operational basis together with the
imagery.
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4.

METEOROL OGICAL SATELLITE S IN POLAR ORBIT

4.1

General

Polar orbiting Meteorological satellites are currently operated by the USA, with its NOAA
series, and by Russia with its Meteor series. The PRC has also demonstrated two satellites
of this class and EUMETSAT is planning an operational capability, as described below.
The NOAA satellites have been widely used on an operational basis, by many meteorological services of the WMO, for nearly two decades. Two satellites are normally in orbit
at any one time, one in the so called morning orbit, the other in the afternoon orbit, where
these names relate to the times at which the satellites cross the equator. The USA plans to
continue with the current series of satellites until the early years of the next century·and
has started its analysis of requirements for a future series of new satellites for flight from
about the year 2006. These satellites are not yet defined, meanwhile it is planned that this
continued operational responsibility will be shared with EUMETSAT from about the year
2000. The current plan is for EUMETSAT to take over responsibility for the sounding
mission in the morning polar orbit, while NOAA will continue to fly operational satellites
in afternoon orbit. It is on this proposal that I will concentrate in the following section.
4.2

EUMETSA T Polar Systems

EUMETSAT is currently planning, in conjunction with NOAA and ESA, the development
of a future EUMETSAT Polar System (EPS). Plans are not yet finalised, but are currently
being analysed in depth and an update of any new proposals will be given during the
Conference. For the moment, the plan is to provide an operational series of satellites
which combine the operational missions of the current NOAA satellites with additional
missions focused on climate, derived mainly from the instruments already flown on ESA
satellites. The proposed instrument payloads are detailed in Tables 1 and 2 below.

GENERIC INSTRUMEN T
AMSU-A
MHS
HIRS
AVHRR
IASI

Microwave temperature sounder
Microwave Humidity Sounder
Infra-red sounder
Visible and Infra-Red Imager
Advanced Infra-Red Sounder

SOURCE
NOAA
EUMETSAT
NOAA
NOAA
Italy and France

EPS Instruments primarily for meteorology
Table 1.
This instrument list reflects the desire to have the same instruments in both the
morning (EUMETSAT) and afternoon (NOAA) orbits and is an illustration of the
very effective international cooperation which is a cornerstone of this activity.
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GENERIC INSTRUMENT

SOURCE

ASCAT
MIMR
OMI
ScaRaB

ESA
ESA
AO
AO

Advanced Scatterometer
Microwave Imager
Ozone monitor
Radiation Budget

Discussion is not yet complete on these instruments, which will be provided for
the first satellites either by ESA or by third parties as a result of an ESA
Announcement of Opportunity (AO).

Table 2.
EPS Instruments primarily for climatology
This provisional instrument list will to a large extent develop concepts already
realised in Europe through ESA's ERS-1,2 programmes and national initiatives.
The Scatterometer and Microwave Imager, in particular, would also be of major
importance for operational meteorology.
As can been seen from Tables 1 and 2, the EUMETSAT EPS satellite will be a major
resource for operational meteorology, climate monitoring and for many other disciplines.
Some examples of the kinds of data to be obtained from these instruments will be provided
at the conference.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

The well established future plans of meteorological satellite operators have been outlined.
In geostationary orbit the new GOES I-M satellites from NOAA are already starting to
provide new insights into atmospheric phenomena over their areas of coverage, while the
new EUMETSAT satellites under development will also provide a vastly increased stream
of data from the year 2,000. In polar orbit, the EUMETSAT plans promise to bring new
forms of data into operational use and will become a major complement to the existing
NOAA systems.
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The Future
of
High Performance Computers in Meteorology
GEERD-R. HOFFMANN
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
Shinfield Park
Reading, Berks. RG2 9AX
England
EMAIL: GEERD.HOFFMANN@ECMWF.INT

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

1. Computing requirements in meteorology
As outlined in [2], the current computational requirements in meteorology
arise from the need to model the atmosphere using as fine a resolution
and incorporating as comprehensive a range of physical processes as
possible. They are met at present by using top of the range parallel vector
processors (PVP), such as the CRAY C90 or the NEC SX-3.
In future, however, it can be expected that far higher computing
requirements will emerge in meteorology from the need to defme better
the initial atmospheric state or the use of non-hydrostatic models with
extremely high resolutions. Factors of ten to a hundred compared to
today's computing performance would be required to support these
1
developments, i.e. a sustained performance of 50- 500 GFlops /s would
be needed.

2. High performance computing
The term "high performance computing" is not well defmed and varies
with time and application area.

1) 109 floating point operations
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2.1. Definition

In the following, we will understand by "high performance computing"
the use of supercomputers, i.e. the use of systems costing roughly
$ 20,000,000.
2.2. Historical review
Meteorology has always used supercomputers, starting with von
Neumann's machine in 1950, continuing with various systems in the
60's and 70's, mainly from mM and CDC, and fmally employing
vector machines up to today's parallel systems from Cray and NEC.

2.3. Current situation
At present, the meteorological computing market at the top end is
firmly in the hands of Cray Research, Inc. (CRI), with a few systems
supplied by other vendors, such as NEC.

2.4. Trends in technology
CMOS based technology is taking over from ECL, with a preference
for commercially available RISC microprocessors. Shared memory
systems are being replaced by distributed memory systems for high
performance markets.

2.5. Likely future developments
Massively parallel systems (MPP) with 0(100) to 0(1000) processors
will dominate the supercomputing arena. Each processor will be
capable of delivering up to one GFlops/s as scalar or more than 2
GFlops/s as vector node.

3. Use of high performance computing in meteorology
The use of supercomputers in meteorology will have to mirror the
technological advances in order to benefit from the increased
performance.

3.1. Current programming paradigm

'"
At present, most meteorological models are wti!ten
in FORTRAN 77
and use a shared memory, parallel programming paradigm, such as
macro-/ microtasking on the Cray systems.
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3.2. Future developments
The programming style for future meteorological models has to take
account of the distributed memory architecture of the new systems.
The demand for locality of reference to exploit the potential
performance of these systems has to be considered.

3.2.1. Programming paradigms
Future meteorological models will be written in FORTRAN 90
combined with some parts written in Cor C++. Parallelism will be
achieved by either data parallel languages, such as HPF or Vienna
Fortran, or by explicit message passing constructs, such as defined
in MPI, PVM or PARMACS.

3.2.2. Challenges
The major challenges of the new era will focus on the quest for
efficient use of microprocessor based systems with cached memory
architectures and the requirement to achieve high levels of
parallelism, not only during the computational parts of the programs
but also with regard to I/0 (see [1]).

4. Conclusion
At present, a major change is taking place in the use of high performance
computing in meteorology. To meet the future demands for processing
power, MPP systems will take over from the present PVP systems and
will require that programmers get used to the new concepts introduced by
large numbers of processors in a distributed memory configuration..

5. References
[1] G-R Hoffmann: Areas of concern for multiprocessing- revisited after
10 years. In: Proceedings of the Sixth ECMWF Workshop on Use of
Parallel Processors in Meteorology. 1995. (to appear).
[2] A. Simmons: High-peiformance computing requirements for
medium-range weather forecasting. Talk given at the Sixth ECMWF
Workshop on Use of Parallel Processors in Meteorology. ECMWF,
21 - 25 November 1994.
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FUTURE HIGH-TECH SYSTEMS FOR COMMUNIC ATION
Abstract prepared for the WMO International Conference on Meteorological and Hydrological Technology
and its management (MeteoHytec 21), Geneva 22-26 1995
Dr Tim Kell/, Strategic Planning Unit, International Telecommunication Union (!TU)

Abstract
Telecommunications technology and the science of meteorology have much in common. They are both concerned with
facilitating the better management of economic and social activities and are a means to an end, rather than an end in
themselves. Increasingly too they share in common the need for the transfer of vast amounts of data around the globe.
This paper will examine recent developments in telecommunication technology which promise to make the tasks of
the meteorological scientist easier to accomplish, and which should make forecasting more timely and more accurate.
Specifically, the paper will examine:
•

Advances in telecommunications technology for the transmission and switching of high bandwidth data streams
and multimedia communications;

•

The development of global networks, such as the Internet, which offer decentralised storage and access to
databases and electronic communication of information;

•

The use of remote monitoring techniques such as telemetry or remote sensing by satellite which extend the reach
of the meteorological expert;

•

The development of early warning systems for natural hazards such as tropical storms, floods, or drought

•

Pricing trends in telecommunications which should make these services more affordable and which could promote
the development of new applications;

•

The themes of deregulation, privatisation and competition in telecommunications which should extend the range
of choice available to those wishing to construct specialised telecommunication networks or to develop specific
applications.

While the art of forecasting technological and economic trends in the telecommunications sector is open to the same
pitfalls as making predictions about the weather, it seems certain that the inexorable process of technological change
will open up a range of new possibilities. The difficult part lies in knowing how to exploit these new opportunities ....

The views expressed in this paper are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the ITV
or its Members.
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Present Status and Perspective on the Areal
Hydrologic Models
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F. Yoshino, M. Shiiba, K. Takara, T. Oki, A. Terakawa, S. Iyama, A. Yoo,

1. Introduction

The runoff model is one of the hydrologic models that uses high resolution data obtained from remote
sensing and GIS. This kind of runoff model is known as a distributed model. The distrifJuted model
calculates runoff from spatially distributed physical values such as precipitation, soil moisture, ground
water level, etc. Also this model uses GIS modelling for the analysis of basin topography, such as
gradient of terrain, channel networks, etc. Recently, spatial distributed values on vegetation, land use,
soil properties, etc. by remote sensing are also being used in the distributed models. However; the
definition of what is meant by distributed model has not been made clear here. So, in the report, the
model can be defined as one that deals with the variations in hydrological phenomena with respect to
time and space within the basin.

2. Spatial Modeling of Basin Topography
In recent years, the digital terrain model(DTM) has been used extensively in the field of hydrology
for basin topography and runoff analysis. In such an analysis, the river channel network or slope
contours are estimated by DTM for determining basin topographic characteristics for the runoff model.
The precision of the DTM is of prime importance in this analysis. There are three ways of producing
the DTM, viz. from land surveys, from aerial photographs or from cartographic. There are many
reported cases of DTM being used in hydrological topographical analysis. Considering digital elevation
model(DEM), the square grid, triangulated irregular network, and contour-based methods exist, each
having their own characteristics. Grid DEM for example, is readily available, can easily be combined
with remote sensing data and is easy to process by computer. Whereas contour-based DEM has
advantages in the case of complex 2-D and 3-D flows or solving transport equations, but does however,
require large amounts of data storage space.

3. Spatial Modeling of Basin Conditions
Apart from the topographical analyses described above, GIS can be used to tackle a variety of spatial
conditions within the basin. For example; soil properties, land use, vegetation and other natural factors,
furthermore, factors such as social statistics can be included. However, among such geographical
information, certain factors are subject to time variation, and there are many cases where such
information is unsuitable for hydrologic analysis. In such cases remote sensing data is useful.
3.1 Practical Restrictions of Remote Sensing Satellites
An important aspect for hydrologic modelling using remote sensing data is the orbital period. The

orbital period refers to the time taken for the satellite to return to the exact same orbital position. For
sensors which are only able to observe vertically downward, the orbital period means that measurements
can be made only once in more than 2 weeks at present. However, in the case of sensors having a wide
measuring range, measurements are not necessary limited to once per orbital period. It can be seen that
the higher the spatial resolution of the sensor, the narrower its measuring range. For example, sensors
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satellites, the spatial resolution is generally low. Therefore, hydrologic models have to be constructed
from these considerations. For the practical application of remote sensing data, as well as frequency of
measurement, it is also necessary to consider the cost of purchase and the delivery time.
3.2 Remote Sensing for Modeling
For satellite remote sensing data, LANDSAT, (spatial resolution 30m), or SPOT (spatial resolution
20m in the multi-spectrum mode, and 10m in the pan-chromatic mode), are being extensively used,
however, sensors of higher resolution are planned for the future. For example, A VNIR which is
scheduled to be aboard ADEOS, has a spatial resolution of 16m in the multi-spectrum mode, and 8m in
the pan-chromatic mode. All of these sensors are optical, that is, passive sensors, so have the
restrictions that their range of view is obscured by clouds and that they do not function at riight.
However the satellites ERS-1 and JERS-1 have been launched with active sensors aboard, and research
is being carried out into the application of their data.
Hydrologic parameters, which can be estimated by hydrologic models and remote sensing at present
or can be expected to be estimable at some time in the future, are:
Aux: Precipitation, evapotranspiration, vapor advection, sensible heat flux
State variables: Accumulated snow, soil moisture content, water vapor, storage in lakes, land
surface temperature, air temperature, snow surface tempemture
Field variables: Topography, river network, soil cover, aerodynamic roughness, albedo

4. Areal Modelling used in Hydrologic Models
One of the typical examples of area! modelling used in hydrologic models is the physically based
distributed model, such as SHE, TOPMODEL, UIDM etc.
The SHE model is a physically-based model in that for hydrological phenomena, it solves partial
differential equations of mass, momentum and energy conservation laws by finite differences method or
uses experimental equations obtained from individual observation studies. Spatially, a grid considered to
be crossing in the horizontal plane with vertical columns comprising multiple layers of soil strata is
taken as the field for the model. At each of the node points of the grid, the values of pammeter and
precipitation can be changed
For the successful application of a physically based model, the main problem is how to handle the
spatial non-uniformity of the pammeters. Loague and Gander(1990, Water Resources Research, Vol.26,
pp.957-97) in fact have shown through detailed observation of sub basins that when spatial variation of
the permeability coefficient is taken into consideration, a grid with intervals of 25m is still too large.
On the other hand, Bathrust( 1986, J. Hydrology, Vol.87, pp. 79-102) has reported that when he applied
the SHE model to sub basins in England, with adjustment made only to the vertical saturated hydmulic
conductivity so that the hydrograph for identification is accurately reproduced, and with many other
parameters determined based on direct observation within the basins, relatively good prediction of other
runoff cases was obtained. The interval of grid was 250m in the Bathrust's application case, which is
very different from the scale of spatial variation in permeability coefficient that Loague and Gander
obtained by observation. What does the permeability coefficient obtained by Bathrust with grid intervals
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of 250m indicate? The vertical grid interval used for vertical infiltration calculation was 0.05m. Does it
make sense to use this kind of thin and wide grid to solve equations for ordinary infiltration process?
Beven(1989, J. Hydrology, Vol.105, pp.l57-172) argues that it is unavoidable that the current
physically-based distributed models are categorized as a conceptual model of lumped type, because there
has been no theoretical justification of ignoring the areal variation below 250m grid.
Despite the fact that the basic equations used are derived from conservation laws of mass,
momentum and energy and hence are sort of laboratory scale equations, they are applied to catchment
scale phenomena and computed with a grid interval of a scale at which the available computer can solve
the catchment scale phenomena. It becomes necessary to change the original meaning of the physicallybased equations so that the grid intervals and parameter values constitute a set which represents a model.
Is it possible to obtain the physical constant values of this case through direct observation? Should we
make observations at the sites of the grid points? Or should we use the mean values of the grid interval
scale? Shouldn't we consider the influence of areal variation? Isn't it necessary to go back to the starting
point and change the basic equations themselves? Unfortunately, these problems have not yet been
solved. Bathrust, in his analysis of the impact of parameter changes within the SHE model on the
calculated hydrograph, indicates that the calculation results change substantially when the grid interval
is changed from 250m to 500m.
By simulating phenomena that occur within catchment using physically-based distributed models, it
will become possible to verify the hydrological process and this will lead to better understanding of
catchment phenomena For example, it will be possible to compare the areal mean value and variance
of state quantities calculated by physically-based distributed models with physical quantities obtained
through remote sensing.

5. Perspective for Areal Modeling in Hydrologic Models
5.1 Issues Involved in the Application of GIS
The basis of GIS is the provision of data. It is important that the specification of the data is
standardized. As standard specifications relating to GIS, such factors as user interface, network, software
environment, information search, image display, data, can be considered. In particular, it is probable
that in the future the emphasis will gradually shift from standardization of data specifications to
standardization of data management. Furthermore, it is essential to look into the causes and forms of
cartographic errors occurring in the maps used and determine the effect of such errors on the results of
analyses.
The spatial resolution of GIS is often brought up as a problem, however, temporal resolution has
also become increasingly important. In municipal regions, where changes with time are rapid, the
construction of a temporal data base can be considered necessary.
5.2 The Prospects for Remote Sensing
The problems which have been brought forth are as follows:
1) Orbital period (Frequency of observation)
2) Space resolution of sensors
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sensing to hydrological modeling. Until now efforts have been concentrated on taking qualitative
information and applying it to quantitative models, but with the generalization of microwave sensors
there is the trend toward using quantitative physical measurements in hydrological modeling.
5.3 Issues Relating to Distributed Runoff Models
1) Basic Equations for Catchment Scale
As discussed previously, one problem concerning the basic equations used in physically-based
distributed models is that these equations are local conservation equations based on hydraulics or
thermodynamics and therefore may not necessarily be suitable for dealing with catchment scale
problems.
There are two possible approaches for solving this problem. One is an approach that aims at
discovering observable hydrological quantities in a catchment or global scale and analyling the
processes of their change, rather than starting from experimental equations in a small local areas. It is
considered that the problem of traditional conceptual models of catchment scale lies in the fact that they
attempt to represent catchment phenomena by introducing imaginary quantities with no physical
meaning. Observable hydrological quantities may turn out to be quantities observable by satellite-based
remote sensors.
The other is an approach that searches for a scale-up method which utilizes knowledge obtained from
mountain slope hydrology. For this purpose, variable characteristics in hydrological topography and
physical parameters are statistically expressed and basic equations are combined. Variable terms are
replaced with statistical relations during the integration process.
2) Promotion of Flexible Model Construction Technologies
The runoff system comprises many components and the time and space scales of each component
also vary.lt is important to be able to prepare a variety of models for these components and construct a
total model by flexibly combining them in considering the modeling of specific component systems.
Given such tools, it becomes possible to examine the meanings a component system model has on the
catchment scale. The SHE model is one of the systems which have this capability. By using objectoriented language, which has developed mpidly in recent years, it will be possible to construct

amore

flexible modeling framework.
3) Assessment of the Impacts of Human Activities on the Hydrological Cycle
In discussing water resource problems, it is no longer possible to ignore the impacts of human
activities. Those models which can analyze only the hydrological phenomena within the natural
catchments in mountainous areas are losing their practical values because practical cases increasingly
require such considemtions as the need to consider the impact of operation of hydraulic engineering
facilities within catchments. It goes without saying that a distributed model capable of simulating
changes in the nature of runoff phenomena due to urbanization cannot be constructed without a model
that can represent the water circulation system of urban areas.
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Neural Nets: A High-Tech Approach to Weather Forecasting
B. Schurmann and H.·G. Zimmermann
Siemens AG, D-81730 Munchen
A challenging problem in present days' applications of innovative information processing
techniques is the modeling, control and forecasting of complex (i.e. nonlinear, high-dimensional)
systems. Traditional approaches rely on model equations describing the system at hand. In many
cases the system dynamics is so complex that it can only be very crudely described by model
equations. Here, neural nets are of great help because of their abilfty to model the system
dynamics on the basis of measured data only (data driven modeling). In practice, accurate
modeling is achieved with a finite amount of data if prior system knowledge either in form of
model equations or in form of empirical rules is appropriately taken into account.
At Siemens, we have developed neural techniques with integrated prior knowledge, in combination with optimization methods for the network structure which have lead to improved solutions
for a wide spectrum of real world applications. Examples are the control of steel production
processes, optimizing pulp quality for paper production, and financial data forecasting. The latter
1
application has been instrumental in developing refined techniques within SENN (~imulation

£nvironment for Neural Networks), a high-tech product distributed by Siemens-Nixdorf.
SENN is clearly an appropriate tool for weather forecasting. The following three main aspects of
weather forecasting may be treated very efficiently by our techniques.
- Learning chaotic dynamics: lt is generally agreed upon that the (global or local) weather
dynamics may exhibit chaotic behavior. Chaotic system behavior characterized by dynamical
system invariants like the fractal dimension and the largest lyapunov exponent may be learned by
specific recurrent neural net structures2 •
• Sensitivity analysis: This consists in selecting from the input variables (pressure, temperature,
wind speed etc.) those which have a dominating influence on weather behavior.
• Adaptation of partial diffential equations to inhomogenous media: In an inhomogenous
medium like the atmosphere, the coupling coefficients of the corresponding dynamic equations
vary with position. Neglecting this variation may strongly affect the model accuracy. The
estimation of the coefficients can be performed by neural network interpolation capabilities on
the basis of a finite number of measured points. This kind of task may be supported by special
hardware, like, e. g., the neuro-computer SYNAPSE 1 from Siemens. Our approach will be tested
on local weather forecasting data.
References
1 Neuronale

Netze in der Okonomie, H. Rehkugler and H.-G. Zimmermann (eds.), Verlag Vahlen,

1994.
2

G. Deco and B. Schurmann, Neural Learning of Chaotic System Behavior, lE ICE Transactions, 1994,

in press.
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The Australian Bureau of Meteorology's Tropical Analysis and Prediction System
K. Puri, N.E. Davidson and R.A. Bowen
Bureau of Meteorology Research Centre, Melbourne, Australia
Introduction
The last two decades have seen significant progress in the performance of numerical
prediction systems, particularly ·in the middle and high latitudes, where current models are
capable of making skilful forecasts of approximately one week. In the tropics, however,
perfonnance gains have been much less significant due to a number of factors which include
sparcity of data, particularly moisture data, failure of analysis schemes to include information
on diabatic heating, the inability to provide initial fields that are dynamically consistent and
sensitive to regions of heating and cooling which leads to spin-up problems, and deficiendes
in parametenzation. of physical. processes, particularly cumulus convection. For tropical
cyclone (TC) prediction, in addition to the above factors insufficient analysis and model
resolution creates further problems.
The BMRC limited area Tropical Analysis and Prediction System (TAPS) has been designed
to specifically handle some of the problems listed above. In particular a considerable effort has
been placed firstly, on the use proxy data to overcome problems which are caused by paucity
of data and secondly, to incorporate diabatic processes which are the primary forcing in the
tropics. In this note a brief description of the various components of TAPS is given.

2.

Description of components of TAPS

The design of TAPS was determined by some specific features of the Australian tropics, the
main one being the Australian monsoon . A number of studies suggest that features such as
cold surges from the northern hemisphere, cross-equatorial flow and synoptic conditions in the
southern subtropics may have significant impact on the monsoon Circulation. The domain
therefore includes both the northern and southern tropics and subtropics. lt should be noted
that although it was developed for the Australian tropics, TAPS is readily relocatable to other
domains.

a.

Model

The model equations are formulated on a Mercator projection which is suitable for equatorial
latitudes. The governing equations are the multilevel equations for momentum, mass, moisture
and thermal energy written in the advective form and using the sigma coordinate
representation in the vertical. Details of the form of equations used are given in Puri et al.
{1992). The model integrations are performed on the staggered Arakawa C grid using a semiimplicit time difference scheme and an energy conserving scheme for spatial advective terms.
Boundary conditions are obtained from the BMRC global assimilation and prediction system.
One initialisation scheme available in the model to control spurious gravity-inertia oscillations
is the vertical mode initialisation method (Bourke and McGregor, 1983). This scheme, which
is particularly suitable for limited area models, has been found to be very effective in
controlling the oscillations. However, in its current form the scheme does not converge if
diabatic terms are included and is therefore not satisfactory for the tropics . An alternative form
of initialisation based on dynamic nudging (to be described later) is used.
The physical processes in the model include the constant flux layer which is parameterised
by using the Monin-Qbhukov formulation in which the drag coefficient is a function of stability
near the surface. The vertical eddy transports in the free atmosphere are parameterised using
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the mixing length formulation in which the mixing lengths are stability dependent. The model
can be run with the Kuo cumulus convection parameterisation (Kuo, 1974) or the lledtke
mass flux convection scheme (Tiedtke, 1989). Large scale condensation is applied if the
relative humidity exceeds a specified threshold and a separate shallow convection scheme
is used to simulate transport of heat and moisture by low-level non-precipitating clouds. Linear
second order horizontal diffusion is applied to all model variables {except surface pressure).
Ground hydrology and heat conduction through the soil are also included. The FelsSchwarzkopf scheme (Fels and Schwarzkopf, 1975) is used to parameterise radiative transfer
and includes full diurnal variation. Cloud amounts and heights are diagnosed using appropriate
model variables.

b.

Preparation of initial conditions

(1)

Analysis

The analysis scheme is an adaptation of the univariate statistical interpolation and mass-wind
blending scheme of Mills and Seaman (1990). The analysis is performed on a mercator
projection at optional horizontal resolution on 15 standard pressure levels upto 1OhPa. The
first guess for the analysis is provided by the operational global system. In this way the
advantages of an assimilation system are preserved, but reanalysis is used to improve the
moisture field, insert TC structures by using bogus data as described below, and other smaller
scala features that mey be defined by the observations but eliminated by the coarser
resolution global analysis. The mass-wind blending, which adjusts the mass or wind
increments geostrophically if only one data type is locally available, switches off smoothly
between latitudes 25° and 10°. This has been done to improve the balance between the
analysed mass and wind fields for tropical cyclones. No blending occurs equatorward of 1Cf
latitude and full blending is performed poleward of 25° latitude.

(2)

SateHit&-based moisture observations

Tropical predictions are sensitive to convective heating and an important component of this
heating is the moisture field. Puri and Davidson (1992) have shown the important role of
moisture in the prediction of precipitation in the tropics. In order to take account of this
sensitivity, profiles of tropospheric moisture from digital satellite (GMS) cloud imagery are used
to supplement the standard observing network. The system and analysis-forecast impact are
described in Mills and Davidson (1987) and further forecast impacts are in Puri and Davidson
(1992). The method involves diagnosing cloud characteristics (amount, height and standard
deviation of cloud top temperature over a 50km radius circle) for a specified latitude-longitude
grid, and then assigning a dew point depression profile corresponding to the diagnosed
clouds. The dew point depression profiles have been previously derived from a large data
sample by matching eo-located radiosonde moisture soundings and satellite cloud data.
Because of the bias in the developmental data set towards coastal radiosonde stations, the
synthetic satellite moisture data is used over areas which have a maritime-like climate.

{3)

Tropical cyclone bogus

Examination of real time objective analyses over the tropics reveals clearly that the standard
observing network is not sufficient to define the 3-dimensional structure of tropical cyclones.·
In order to address this problem, TAPS has an option to insert, via bogus observations, a
tropical cyclone-like structure into the analysis. A modified version of the typhoon bogus
developed at the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) has been implemented into TAPS
(Davidson et al., 1992). The bogus data has been found to have a positive impact on analysis
and track prediction of TCs although it should be noted that there are a number of unsolved
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problems in generating these data such as horizontal and vertical profiles of the bogus, a
satisfactory definition of the asymmetric flow such that the motion in the ear1y stages is
consistent with the past motion and merging of the bogus with the background flow.

(4)

Dynamical Nudging

As has been mentioned earlier, diabatic processes play a major role in determining the
circulation in the tropics. Current numerical prediction models have problems in adequately
handling these processes for a number of reasons, an important one being the failure of
analysis-initialisation schemes to provide initial fields which are dynamically consistent and
sensitive to regions of heating and cooling. Although it is possible to define a balanced field
which Is consistent with the diabatic heating using diabatic normal mode initialisation, the
balance will be rapidly lost if the moisture field is not consistent with the diabatic forcing.
To help cope with these problems, adiabatic dynamical nudging scheme has been developed
for TAPS and has been described in Davidson and Puri (1992). A target analysis for the
nudging is first obtained from a renalysis of all observational data including bogus TC and
moisture data as described above. From 12 or 24 hours prior to the base time of the forecast
the prediction model is nudged towards the target analysis and the 'observationally-reliable'
rotational wind component is preserved. During the nudging the convective heating from the
cumulus convection parameterisation used in the model is replaced by a heating function
determined from satellite observed cloud top temperatures. This effectively replaces the
divergent wind component in the target analysis. Nudging of the surface pressure and
temperature is also necessary to adequtely preserve the mass field over the limited area of
the model. The temperature field is weakly nudged in order to increase the efficiency of the
forced diabatic heating. Analysed values of the fields at forecast model time are obtained by
linear interpolation (in time) between initial and target analyses. The moisture field is not
nudged in order to allow it to come into balance with the improved heating and vertical motion
fields.

The perceived benefits of diabatic nudging are that it reduces model spin up time, improves
the distribution of convective heat sources at the initial time, enhances short term rainfall
prediction and improves mass-wind balance and model acceptance of imposed TC structures.

3. Concluding remarks
A limited area tropical analysis prediction for both research and operations has been tested
over the Australian tropics. Although the design of TAPS has been determined by some
specific features of the Australian tropics, it can be readily applied to other regions. The model
includes detailed parameterisations of physical processes. Notable features of TAPS include
the use of profiles of tropospheric moisture derived from digital satellite cloud imagery to
supplement the standard observing network, the use of tropical cyclone bogus data, satellite
imagery
prescribe convective heating, and a diabatic dynamical nudging scheme for
assimilation and initialisation. Each of these components has been shown to have a positive
impact on model predictions.
·

to

TAPS was implemented for operational purposes by the Bureau of Meteorology in November
1992. The resolution of the operational model is 95km in the horizontal with 19 sigma levels
in the vertical. lt has shown some skill in the prediction of aspects of the Australian monsoon
circulation, development, intensification and movement of tropical cyclones, and prediction of
heavy rainfall events in the Australian region. Future work includes increase in resolution,
improved and accurate numerics, improvments in parameterisation of physical processes and
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refinement of the dynamical nudging procedures.

4.
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Atmospheric Tracer Models and their Importance for the
Monitoring of Nuclear Testing
Extended Abstract
J. Pudykiewicz;Atmospheric Environment Service
2121 Route Transcanadienne, Dorval, Quebec H9P 113
Canada

Development of advanced methods. of monitoring of the nuclear testing is becoming
increasingly important in the context of potential signing of Comprehensive Test Ban
Treaty (CTBT) which is currently debated by the United Nations Conference on
Disarmament. These technologies have been the subject of extended discussions in Geneva
as part of the Ad Hoc Verification Working Group of the United Nations Conference on
Disarmament. It has been concluded that a global network of monitors for atmospheric
radionuclides along with an appropriate global tracer model should be considered.
It is already relatively well known that atmospheric tracer models are valuable tools for the

monitoring of nuclear testing. The most important facts illustrating this technology were
presented by the World Meteorological Organization to the Conference on Disarmament
during a session in May of 1994. There are two different scenarios which should be
considered when the tracer model is applied for detection and identification of the source of
radioactive release. In the first case the model is integrated forward in time to predict the
distribution of the radioactive material in the atmosphere using the preliminary data
provided by a seismic network and measurements of radioactivity of air and rain samples.
In the second case the model is integrated backward in time to reconstruct the location, time
dependence and strength of the source using the initial conditions provided by the
measurements of radioactivity of air and rain samples. The first application is relatively well
established in the operational activities of meteorological services. One of the best known
applications of the tracer model is the simulation of dispersion of nuclear debris from the
Chemobyl reactor accident (Fig. 1). The second application of the model is much more
challenging. Previous experience indicates clearly, however, that it is feasible to use the.
tracer model also as a mean of assessment of the source properties from the distributed
measurements of radioactivity in the atmosphere.
The detection of nuclear tests was accomplished traditionally by the registration of different
forms of wave motion generated by an explosion which can propagate subsequently in the
atmosphere, hydrosphere and the lithosphere. The waves of interest include infra-sound
waves and seismic waves. The common characteristic of the detection methods based on
wave propagation is a very short time scale of detection. The major difficulty in their
application in the case of small scale tests is the isolation of the signal created by a nuclear
explosion from the natural background noise. The best example is provided by the analysis
of seismic signals produced by a· nuclear test. When the yield of the test is decreasing
below 1 kiloton range and the explosion is decoupled in a large underground cavity the
problem of the signal to noise ratio becomes critical. In order to positively identify that a
test has occurred, it is evident that we need also to use a complementary method of
detection based on the monitoring of radionuclides produced by a nuclear explosion. The
time scale of detection in this case is described by the typical time scale of the advection in
the wind field over the distance describing some average length scale of the monitoring
network.
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Fig. 1 Specific activity field of 1-131 released from the Chernobyl reactor accident, a) 192
hrs. following the release, b) 384 hrs. following the release . Graphical patterns represent
specific activity in the range from 0.001 to 30 [Bqlm3 ].

The most important issue relevant to the verification of compliance with the Comprehensive
Test Ban Treaty (CfBT) is the selection of an appropriate network collecting data about
activities of selected isotopes in the atmospheric air. A properly designed global network of
stations monitoring the presence of radionuclides in the atmosphere could be used very
effectively to detect, identify and localize a nuclear event. There are two conflicting factors
determining the number of stations in the radionuclide monitoring network. In order to
minimize the cost and simplify the operation of the network it would be advisable to keep
the number of stations as small as possible, perhaps· as small as 50 to 70 stations. On the
other hand, certainty of detection and correct evaluation of distribution of radioactivity on
global scale which is critical for geolocation of nuclear test can require a much larger
number of stations, namely between 100 and 250 stations.
Various studies have been conducted in the past in order to resolve the problem of selection
of an optimum radionuclide monitoring .network. One of the possible network
configurations was suggested during the recent crBT experts meeting in Geneva in August
1994. The network proposed, shown in Figure 2, could be characterized by a relatively
small number of stations and a pronounced disparity between network densities in the
Northern and Southern Hemispheres. The deployment of a radionuclide monitoring
network is a relatively complex and expensive operation. It is therefore essential to perform
a series of studies aimed at precise and objective network evaluation. One of the most
effective techniques which can be used to achieve this goal is computer simulation using a
three dimensional global tracer model. The computer experiment conducted in order to
evaluate the radionuclide monitoring network consisted of a series of runs of the global
tracer model. The model was used in order to generate the global distribution of
radionuclides from 1 KT hypothetical tests placed in different geographical locations. The
runs of the tracer model were performed for a time of 576 hrs. The tracer equations were
solved using a sequence of objectively analyzed meteorological fields which included wind
components, geopotential, temperature and humidity. Radioactivity released from a nuclear
test is dispersed by atmospheric motions in a wide range of scales from small scale
turbulence up to planetary scale waves (Fig. 3). The three-dimensional distribution of
radioactivity produced by these complex processes could be sampled by a discrete network
of stations shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig.i The network of stations monitoring atmospheric radioactivity.

The infonnation from this sampling could be used to detect and identify nuclear tests and
provide the initial conditions for eventual geolocation of nuclear event using an atmospheric
tracer model. The detection and identification of the event are relatively simple; it is
sufficient that one or more stations will indicate the presence of selected radionuclides in the
atmospheric air. The most natural measure of the network's ability to detect and identify a
nuclear test is the number of stations measuring the specific activity of the atmospheric air
above a specified threshold. The increasing number of stations reporting radioactivity
increases certainty of detection of nuclear test. The infonnation about network perfonnance
could be obtained using results of the tracer model simulating dispersion of radionuclides
on the global scale.

Fig. 3 Specific activity field of Ba-140 in the Planetary Boundary Layer, 576 hours after 1
KT nuclear test performed in the area of Northern Hemisphere, graphical patterns represent
·
specific activity in the range from 0.1 to 300 [mBqlm3].
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In our flrst attempt to calculate the number of stations detecting radionuclides we assumed
that the network sensitivity was equal to 1 milli Bq I m3. The number of stations detecting
radioactivity dispersed in the atmosphere from 1 KT test performed in the area of the
Northern Hemisphere is depicted in Fig. 4. It is interesting to note that the network ·detects
radioactivity after 24 hrs. much before 100 hrs. limit indicated by the simplified estimates.
The number of stations detecting radioactive cloud from nuclear test increases steadily
during the following hours reaching 40 stations, 576 hrs. after the test. The general
conclusion from the analysis of results depicted in Fig. 4 is that the proposed network
assures very good detection of the test even with relatively low threshold of detection of 1
milli Bq I m3.
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Fig. 4 The number of stations detecting radioactivity above threshold of 1 milli Bq I m3
expressed as function of time for 1 KI test performed in the area of Northern Hemisphere.

An interesting conclusion from the computer simulation performed with the tracer model is
that the network's ability to detect a nuclear test is strongly dependent on its geographical
location. It is evident from the experiments that the network's ability to detect tests located
in the Equatorial Zone is most limited.

After the evaluation of the network performance conducted with the model we are ready to
address the problem of data analysis and source geolocation. Despite the fact that the
problem of geolocation could be solved using other monitoring techniques it is quite
evident that the data from the radionuclide monitoring network could be used in order to
increase certainty of geolocation. The problem of geolocation consists in fmding a set of the
source parameters which minimize the sum of squares of the differences between the model
predicted and observed specific activities. The recent development of efficient minimization
algorithms based on the concept of adjoint model will increase the efficiency of the solution
of problem of source parameters estimation. The application of the method for sources with
relatively extensive measurements indicate that the algorithm is effective in evaluation of the
source location. The most important limitation in the application of radionuclide data for
geolocation of nuclear test is the relative sparsity of radionuclide monitoring network. 'This
problem is currently the subject of continuous research efforts and it is expected that the
synergy between other monitoring techniques, measurements of radioactivity, and tracer
models will create an effective technology for the monitoring of nuclear testing.
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ABSTRACT
A major air quality modeling thrust at the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) is to bring modeling capabilities to address multiple pollutants into
a single,
coupled modeling system. Thus, EPA is developing a third-generation multipollutant
air
quality modeling system, Models-3. The modeling precursor and basis for Models3 is the
Regional Acid Deposition Model, RADM, a multipollutant model for acidic depositi
on and
oxidants. Applications with RADM are quite illustrative of the direction EPA is moving
regarding regional and subregional (down to urban) modeling.
In addition, the modeling programs at EPA are beginning to address the need to
take a
broader, cross-media perspective in environmental management. At the high technolo
gy end,
we are exploring the linkage of advanced media-specific models of air and water
in support of
environmental management. A leading example of this effort is the work to link
RADM with
the watershed and water quality models for the Chesapeake Bay, the largest single
estuary in
the United States. The RADM and the 3-Dimensional Chesapeake Bay Water Quality
Model,
CBWQM, represent state of the art models in their respective media.
The talk will briefly highlight key advanced features of the RADM and CBWQM,
in
particular the coupling of these chemistry models, in a data reuse manner, with advance
d fluid
dynamic models -- a prognostic mesoscale meteorological model for RADM and
a
hydrodynamic model for the CBWQM. The two different approaches taken to deal
with
computer limitations in the face of the need to produce long-term average (single
to multiyear)
chemical loadings will be described with more emphasis given to the aggregation
technique
used with RADM. Because RADM simulations take 5% of real time, a transport
and synoptic
categorization is used to create an average meteorological year for the chemical
model to
develop annual average pollutant loading or deposition.
The results of a study of the annual average range of influence of sulfur and nitrogen
air pollutants from emissions source regions for the eastern United States will be
presented.
The range of influence is associated with the chemical lifetimes of the combined
system of
primary and secondary pollutants. According to the RADM simulations, the chemica
l lifetimes
of the sulfur and nitrogen systems are quite similar, being on the order of 1 to 1Y2
days. The
shortness of the lifetimes for sulfur seems counterintuitive to many in North America
and is
possible related to a lack of understanding of the influence of clouds on the sulfur
system.
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This explanation will be explored. The nitrogen system lifetime is expected to be short.
However, model evaluation results suggest that the nitrogen system lifetime should be longer,
longer than that for the sulfur system. Reasons for this will be briefly presented.
The rest of the talk will present work on the linkage of air and water nitrogen systems
related to eutrophication of coastal estuaries and efforts to reduce nutrient loadings. The
atmosphere is believed to be responsible for one-fourth to one-third of the nitrogen loading in
Chesapeake Bay. Both phosphorus and nitrogen are key nutrients to eutrophication. The
CBWQM was used to confirm a nonintuitive interpretation, based on sparse data, that nitrogen
is the controlling nutrient for the central part of Chesapeake Bay. Thus, to restore the Bay,
the focus needs to be on nitrogen. The atmosphere is, therefore, an important player.
Preliminary assessments with the watershed model and CBWQM regarding the role of
atmospheric nitrogen show that reductions in NOx air emissions that are expected due to
implementation of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) could provide a moderate, but
important, augmentation of the nitrogen load reductions of water point and nonpoint sources
agreed upon by the Bay states. Additional air controls resulting from air programs to reduce
ozone will possibly lead to much greater reductions in air NOx emissions. These additional
reductions could provide a significant augmentation of nitrogen load reductions to the Bay.
Results will be presented of the analysis, using the range of influence information, to ·
define the main airshed affecting the Bay watershed. The airshed has been found to be
roughly 4 to 5 times larger than the watershed.
Possible reductions in nitrogen loading to Chesapeake Bay due to different
management strategies for reducing air NOx emissions are currently being explored.
Preliminary results of these assessments will be presented. First, the reductions in annual
nitrogen deposition for the different air quality management strategies will be presented.
Taking a cross-media or more ecological perspective appears to argue for greater attention to
regional rather than local strategies.
Second, the reductions in nitrogen loading to Chesapeake Bay due to the air
management strategies and as estimated by the linkage of the air and water models will be
presented. The key is load reduction to the Bay, not simply reduction in nitrogen deposition.
Maximum reductions in Bay nutrient loading resulting from atmospheric controls will be
compared to water quality goals. Key terrestrial processes mediate the delivery of nitrogen
deposition to surface and ground water. Key areas of uncertainty in our understanding of
watershed dynamics as they relate to the air-water system will be mentioned. Also, an
examination of costs suggests that greater societal efficiency may be obtained by taking a
broader, cross-media perspective, instead of the single media approach typically followed in
the United States.
The talk will conclude with a summary, from the authors perspective, of what we can
learn from advanced numerical simulations and some of the technological steps we. need to
take to make effective use of the higher technologies. A brief note of EPA's program to this
end will be given.

